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Introduction

I

n March 2021, the United States was reeling from COVID-19’s
continuing devastation, not to mention Donald Trump’s campaign to
invalidate Joe Biden’s election victory. The latter had culminated in an
assault on the US Capitol that resulted in five deaths and global shock that
the president of the United States would incite supporters to attack Congress. In the background, another devastating turn of events continued to
fester. On the same day Trump supporters stormed the Capitol, Chinese
hackers launched a devastating cyber intrusion, infiltrating an estimated
30,000 Microsoft Exchange servers in the United States and hundreds of
thousands worldwide.1 Russian cyber operators had already accessed large
parts of the US government by digitally breaking into the software firm—
and government contractor—SolarWinds. In the UK, Chief of the Defence
Staff Gen. Nick Carter warned that clandestine activity by hostile states
that does not reach the threshold for war could quickly “light a fuse” if it
were misunderstood or escalated.2
Less than two months before, in November 2020, Australian winemakers lost their largest export market after China imposed tariffs so
punitive as to make Australian wine unsalable in China. While officially a
response to alleged Australian “wine dumping” in China, the tariffs were
a de facto Chinese retaliation against the Australian government, which
had decided to exclude the Chinese mobile-technology giant Huawei
from its 5G network and backed an international inquiry into the origins of COVID-19.3 Around the same time, the CEO of Ericsson, Börje
Ekholm, sent a string of text messages to a Swedish minister, pleading
with the Swedish government to reverse its ban on Huawei. He did so
after having been pressured by the Chinese government, whose market
Ericsson depends on.4
Spring 2020 had, in turn, brought news of not just COVID-19’s catastrophic march through the world but also a less conspicuous event: a
major investment in Norwegian Air Shuttle, the world’s fifth-largest budget
1
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carrier.5 The investor, BOC Aviation, now owns a 12.67 percent stake in the
company, which makes it one of Norwegian’s largest shareholders.6 On
the face of it, this was just one of millions of daily commercial transactions taking place worldwide. BOC Aviation’s ultimate owner is, however,
an investment arm of the Chinese state-owned Bank of China. By means
of a fully legal transaction, the Chinese government acquired a significant
chunk of one of Europe’s largest airlines.
Until recently, a Chinese takeover of a Norwegian airline would have
been considered positive news, and a Russian cyber intrusion involving
most of the US government would have seemed unlikely. But while global
business transactions have continued to increase and cyber-penetration
techniques have reached ever-higher levels of sophistication, relations between the West and China, Iran, North Korea, and Russia have
deteriorated.7
The most commonly cited juncture is Russia’s 2014 annexation of
Crimea and covert military activities in eastern Ukraine. As a result of
these events, European countries have increased their defense spending.
Between 2015 and 2019, every European NATO member state except Croatia and Belgium increased its defense spending, in some cases dramatically.
(Lithuania more than doubled its defense expenditures.8) NATO now has
multinational battalions in each Baltic state and Poland. At the time of
writing, 1,525 troops from 10 NATO member states are helping Latvia’s
armed forces deter Russian aggression. Sweden, a non-NATO member
state that joined many others in slashing defense spending from the 1990s
onward, is likewise trying to rebuild its armed forces in response to Russia’s behavior.
These reactions to Russia’s aggression toward Ukraine are logical: If
Russia could engage in subversive military activities against Ukraine, which
country will be next? National leaders have a responsibility to protect their
countries against armed attacks. But what if aggression comes in a completely different guise? What if it is not even carried out by the attacking
country’s armed forces? The concept of gray-zone warfare is age-old, but
for the past several years, it has been comprehensively used by China, Russia, and, with a more limited focus, Iran and North Korea. Regarding China,
Michael Mazarr notes,
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In its “gray zone” tactics and elaborate economic investment
programs, China gives every indication of intending to pursue
its goals short of the use of force. China’s dominant strategies,
in short, are not built around conquest; the competition is not
likely to be resolved by military power.9
While much of the West worries about an invasion, gray-zone aggression is taking place every day—and it is hard to detect because it often
looks like the normal bustle of daily life.
Gray-zone aggression is happening because it is exceedingly easy
to attack liberal democracies in the gray zone between war and peace.
Indeed, it is distinctly advantageous to use nonmilitary means of aggression. Doing so brings the attacking side the benefits it seeks, which may
be industrial prowess rather than territorial gains. It makes the defender’s task harder; indeed, the aggression is extremely difficult to deter. For
years, Western governments and businesses have worked to strengthen
their defense against cyberattacks. Many have strengthened their offensive cyber capabilities. Governments and the wider public in Europe and
North America have experienced the effects of disinformation campaigns
against their societies, and myriad government and civil-society initiatives are trying to limit the spread of disinformation and make the public more resilient to such content. Yet the aggression continues, often by
simply taking on new guises.
In a global environment of constant aggression in the gray zone between
war and peace, in which any tool and area can be used to weaken an adversary, the defender is by definition one step behind. The COVID-19 pandemic
put this changing security environment into sharp focus. Although Mother
Nature almost certainly caused the most severe crisis to hit many Western countries since World War II, it was exacerbated and exploited by the
Chinese government, which obfuscated when the virus was first discovered
and then used European countries’ early misery for propaganda purposes.
COVID-19 also forced a significant rethink on relations with Beijing.
Until the pandemic, many Western governments had tried working with
Beijing on a basis of partnership or even trust. However, China’s actions
in 2020—including not just “Bad Samaritanism” and obfuscation over
COVID-19 but also punishment and coercion directed against Western
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businesses and governments—made citizens and policymakers alike conclude that their assessments of China might have been clouded by optimism bias.
COVID-19, in a sense, was China’s Crimea: the moment when the
world found itself forced to reevaluate its approach. The Pew Research
Center’s October 2020 report Unfavorable Views of China Reach Historic
Highs in Many Countries delivered staggering figures: 73 percent of Americans held negative views of China, up from 47 percent three years before.
In Australia, the rate skyrocketed from 32 to 81 percent; in the UK, from
37 to 74 percent; in Canada, from 40 to 73 percent; in Sweden, from 49 to
85 percent; and in the Netherlands, from 42 to 73 percent. Even in Italy, a
long-standing object of Chinese overtures in Europe, the negativity rate
rose in 2020, the year when China tried to win Italian affections at the
expense of Italy’s allies by delivering COVID-19 supplies.10
Even before COVID-19, it was no secret that China was taking advantage of Western economies through, for example, intellectual property
theft and strategic acquisitions by Chinese companies. But little had been
done to counter the practice. It was often seen as a nuisance, not a national
security threat.
In addition to highlighting Western countries’ relative lack of pandemic preparedness, COVID-19 brutally demonstrated to decision
makers and ordinary citizens alike how vulnerable their societies are to
different forms of disruption. Until then, governments had focused most
of their attention on cyberattacks and disinformation by China, Iran,
North Korea, and Russia and on military threats. Those efforts resulted
in better cyber defense by businesses, individuals, and governments. The
US government and others had also tried to stem China’s systematic
cyber theft of intellectual property, while some governments had begun
tackling disinformation by, for example, adding information literacy to
school curricula.
The West’s rivals also engage in gray-zone aggression using entirely
legal means. During the chaotic first weeks of COVID-19 in Europe, when
Italy’s pleas for aid from its European allies went unheeded, China delivered medical supplies to Italy and successfully used the event as propaganda intended to weaken EU solidarity. It violated no laws in doing so.
Acquiring cutting-edge Western technology has until now mostly been
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legal, though countries’ legislation is beginning to change. Dalian Wanda
Group’s 2012 acquisition of the AMC movie theater chain in the United
States, the world’s largest movie theater empire, was not illegal.11 Nor is
the fact that Western movies are censored before being shown in China,
which in reality means global audiences watch movies that have been
adjusted to suit Chinese censors. Yet apart from the Trump administration, which went to bat against China over unfair practices, Western
governments that took modest steps to limit their countries’ vulnerabilities to Chinese subversion—for example, Germany, which strengthened
its foreign direct investment rules in 2018—did so quietly. In 2020, that
began to change.
During the early stages of World War II, when Switzerland seemed
destined to meet the same fate that Belgium, Denmark, France, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland, and the UK did, the country’s defense minister,
Rudolf Minger, kept a note attached to his office door: “In case of war,
please ring twice.”12 Today, it would be nearly impossible to know when
to ring the bell.
In the increasingly busy gray zone between war and peace, even seemingly menial actions directed against civil society can cause considerable
harm to the targeted country. As Yevgeny Vindman points out, “International law limits the basis for resort to war, jus ad bellum in Article 2(4) of
the U.N. Charter, to an illegal ‘use of force’ or armed attack.”13 While countries could certainly choose to define gray-zone attacks as “use of force”
or “armed attacks” and retaliate in-kind, that would lead to escalation that
is not in their interest. Yet not signaling a forceful response likewise is
not a sustainable strategy. As long as the West lacks effective defense and
deterrence against these activities, they will continue to grow and morph.
Indeed, they will connect with other legal and illegal forms of aggression.
The West’s adversaries are limited only by their imaginations.
This book maps today’s gray-zone landscape, evaluating selected forms
of gray-zone aggression. These forms are less well-known than are cyberattacks and disinformation, which have already been extensively discussed
in academia and politics. Part of the defender’s dilemma is that almost any
area of life in a liberal democracy can be targeted by gray-zone aggression.
Therefore, the issues I discuss in this book illustrate risks and solutions,
rather than providing a complete inventory of gray-zone aggression.
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I use empirical evidence in the form of interviews with leading practitioners in select Western countries: business leaders, military officials,
politicians, and senior government officials. Many agreed to speak with
me on the record, specifically for the purpose of this book. All quotations
and comments denoted in the endnotes as interviews belong to this category. Any conclusions drawn from their observations are, of course, mine
alone. Although existing academic literature—from which this book also
benefits—is an important source of information, practitioners on the front
line of gray-zone aggression form an unparalleled resource in this constantly morphing environment.
The Defender’s Dilemma also outlines how gray-zone aggression can
be deterred. Because the armed forces alone cannot counter all forms of
gray-zone aggression, any defense against—and deterrence of—it must
involve wider society. What should deterrence against gray-zone threats
comprise, how does civil society fit into the framework, and how can existing deterrence models be adopted and adapted for this purpose?
Some countries, notably in the Nordic-Baltic region, have a history of
total defense involving all parts of society and have for the past few years
updated it to better include gray-zone aggression. Others, including the
United States, have built up impressive cyber defense and offense. Yet
even though there is a lively academic debate about gray-zone threats, no
country has so far come close to establishing comprehensive defense and
deterrence against them. The evidence of this is, of course, that gray-zone
aggression takes place and continues to expand. Part of the defender’s
dilemma is that the aggression may not always be obvious. Gray-zone
defense and deterrence must also counter activities that have not yet been
carried out. Because deterrence is primarily about psychology, not the
tools used, traditional deterrence models can be highly useful if adapted
to gray-zone aggression.
I am grateful to Charlotte Salley, the book’s editor, and to Laila
Hanandeh and Áine Josephine Tyrrell. I am also enormously grateful to
colleagues who have read and commented on early versions of one or
more chapters: Ewan Lawson, Brig. Gen. Gerhard Wheeler (ret.), Chris
Brannigan, Air Commodore Andrew Hall (ret.), Richard Utne, George
Robertson, Maj. Gen. Pekka Toveri (ret.), Maj. Gen. Mitch Mitchell (ret.),
Robert Dalsjö, Gen. Riho Terras (ret.), Jerker Hellström, Lt. Gen. Arto
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Räty (ret.), Maj. Gen. Jim Keffer (ret.), Balkan Devlen, Col. Bo Hugemark
(ret.), Derek Scissors, Sven-Christer Nilsson, Marcus Kolga, Timothy
Dowse, Amb. Håkan Malmqvist, Amb. René Nyberg, Stefan Forss, Madeleine Moon, Amb. Cameron Munter, and especially Rear Adm. David
Manero (ret.).
This book is intended as a resource for policymakers, members of
the armed forces, industry leaders, and wider civil society. Western governments cannot simply impose gray-zone deterrence. Instead, it is in
the interest of all members of society to play a role in gray-zone defense
and deterrence, as everyone stands to benefit. By extension, so does
each country.

I
Defining and Identifying Gray-Zone Aggression

I

n the legend of the Trojan War, the Achaeans realized that the best—
perhaps only—road to victory against the tenacious Trojans depended
on not a military onslaught but subterfuge. The Trojans had to be lulled
into a false sense of security, a sense that the war had ended. The Achaean
soldiers pretended to depart, leaving only Sinon, who persuaded the Trojans that the Achaeans had given up and generously bequeathed them
a gigantic horse, a gift to the goddess Athena that would make the city
impenetrable. Cassandra’s warnings went unheeded.
What happened next is taught to every schoolchild today. After the
grateful Trojans brought the unexpected horse inside the city walls,
Achaean soldiers leaped out and opened the city’s gates from the inside,
allowing fellow soldiers hiding outside the walls to capture the city.
The Trojans’ failure to consider their adversary’s creativity cost them
their freedom.
Even though the Trojans did not use the term “gray-zone attack,” they
were early victims of one. Indeed, the attack against them could have
remained in the gray zone. Instead of hiding soldiers in a horse, the Achaeans could have convinced some Trojans to subtly spread falsehoods—perhaps in exchange for money—and could thus have sown discord among
the Trojans to cause them to lose faith in their society, especially in their
abilities vis-à-vis the Achaeans. The Achaeans did what some countries do
today: use deception and other nonmilitary means to weaken opponents.
The horse was merely a tool used in the gray zone between war and peace
to allow the Achaeans an advantageous return to armed conflict.
As defined by the US special forces community, gray-zone aggression
comprises “competitive interactions among and within state and non-state
actors that fall between the traditional war and peace duality.”1 (Emphasis omitted.) In current discourse, especially since Russia’s annexation of
Crimea in 2014, another term often used to describe aggression between
traditional war and peace is “hybrid warfare.” The term was introduced
8
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to the general public by then-Gen. James Mattis in a 2005 speech and
expanded on by Frank Hoffmann in a 2007 book that established the term
among a wider audience. In Hoffman’s wording,
Hybrid threats incorporate a full range of different modes of
warfare including conventional capabilities, irregular tactics
and formations, terrorist acts including indiscriminate violence
and coercion, and criminal disorder. Hybrid Wars can be conducted by both states and a variety of non-state actors [with
or without state sponsorship]. These multi-modal activities can
be conducted by separate units, or even by the same unit, but
are generally operationally and tactically directed and coordinated within the main battlespace to achieve synergistic effects
in the physical and psychological dimensions of conflict.2
Erik Reichborn-Kjennerud and Patrick Cullen note,
In military terms, [hybrid warfare] is designed to fall below the
threshold of war and to delegitimize (or even render politically
irrational) the ability to respond by military force. . . .
Hybrid warfare breaks down the distinction between what is
and what is not part of the battlefield.3
Hybrid warfare, in other words, is a conflict involving persistent use
of military force and non-armed aggression and can occur between both
countries and substate entities that are at war with each other and those
that are not. Ewan Lawson proposes that “hybrid” can also be divided
between hybrid warfare and hybrid threats: “In the case of Ukraine, for
example, some of the activity in Donbas is hybrid alongside conventional
military activity—this is hybrid warfare. The broader campaign to destabilize Ukraine can be described as hybrid threats.”4 This distinction solves
a dilemma that too liberally using the term “hybrid warfare” will by definition create: The targeted side, feeling pressured to tackle what public
discourse labels “warfare,” may be tempted to escalate in response.
Definitions matter, because, below the threshold of war, not everything
is hybrid warfare. In contrast, gray-zone aggression is, by my definition,
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the use of hostile acts outside the realm of armed conflict to weaken a rival
country, entity, or alliance.
In a 2013 article for the Military-Industrial Courier, Russia’s Chief of the
General Staff Valery Gerasimov noted that “in the 21st century we have
seen a tendency toward blurring the lines between the states of war and
peace. Wars are no longer declared and, having begun, proceed according
to an unfamiliar template.”5 Although Gerasimov’s comment concerned
Arab Spring revolutions and color revolutions in former Soviet republics
and was not presented as a new Russian doctrine, it subsequently became
known as the “Gerasimov doctrine.” But Mark Galeotti, who coined the
term, has frequently pointed out that Gerasimov’s article should not
be read as a statement of a new Russian doctrine. Indeed, Gerasimov
himself does not refer to the article as a new doctrine, and his points in
the article could instead be described as a summary of current conditions in intrastate competition rather than a statement of how Russia
should operate.
“Wars [that] are no longer declared and [which], having begun, proceed
according to an unfamiliar template” is, in fact, an accurate description
of recent developments in the interactions between any two nations, certainly in the developed world. While developed countries have, as Scott
Shapiro, Oona Hathaway, and others document, moved away from formal
wars against one another,6 today fierce competition characterizes the relationship between Western countries and Russia and China. The Westphalian system, in which countries alternately cooperate and jockey for power,
has not been replaced—as many had predicted—by a system of global governance. Instead, it has taken on a new guise.
Referring to hybrid warfare, Reichborn-Kjennerud and Cullen speak of
“synchronized attack packages,” a helpful label that can also be applied to
forms of aggression conducted entirely in the gray zone.7 In recent years,
authoritarian countries—especially Russia and China—have perfected the
use of such synchronized attack packages. This should come as no surprise. In hybrid and gray-zone aggression, authoritarian regimes have a
fundamental advantage vis-à-vis their liberal democratic rivals: The latter
feature not only small governments but also independent private sectors
and citizenry that cannot easily be commandeered by the government.
Reichborn-Kjennerud and Cullen note,
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While the West is largely stuck in an instrumentalist, technicist,
battle-centric and kinetic understanding of war, its opponents
have been busy redefining war. . . .
States with highly centralized abilities to coordinate and
synchronize their instruments of power (government, economy, media, etc.) can create synergistic force multiplying
effects. Specifically, state [hybrid warfare] allows for operations that “target and exploit the seams” in Western-style
liberal democratic societies that do not have similar coordinating offices or capabilities.8
Put more colloquially, hybrid and gray-zone aggression can be likened
to cooking a soup. The West’s rivals can cook a soup more easily than
Western countries can, but they also use a wider range of ingredients. In
fact, the targeted country has no way of predicting which ingredients will
be used on any given occasion. It is, for example, conceivable that a hostile
state could try to unleash a highly contagious virus.
The definitions of gray-zone and hybrid warfare demonstrate the clear
difference between them: Gray-zone warfare does not involve persistent
use of military force, while hybrid warfare does. Indeed, one can argue
that all wars are hybrid, as they involve persistent use of force with one or
more of the elements Hoffman describes. The major difference between
traditional past wars on one hand and Russia’s conflict with Ukraine and
potential future hybrid wars on the other may simply be that today’s and
tomorrow’s wars have a much stronger component of gray-zone aggression and a much smaller component of conventional warfare than do traditional wars. In addition, gray-zone aggression is less likely to be formally
acknowledged by the attacking country.
Hoffman’s definition of hybrid warfare—which has become standard—
notably does not include civilian activities conducted without any connection to military confrontation. In common parlance, however, hybrid
warfare is often used to describe exactly such non-armed acts of aggression (e.g., disinformation campaigns). For example, the European Centre
of Excellence for Countering Hybrid Threats in Helsinki, Finland, (which
was set up in 2017) states that “the term hybrid threat refers to an action
conducted by state or non-state actors, whose goal is to undermine or
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harm a target by influencing its decision-making at the local, regional, state
or institutional level.”9
NATO’s Strategic Communications Centre of Excellence in Riga, Latvia,
has the following list of what it considers hybrid threats, perhaps because
the list also includes traditional territorial violation:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Territorial violation,
Nongovernmental organizations,
Government-organized nongovernmental organizations,
Espionage and infiltration,
Exploitation of ethnic or cultural identities,
Media,
Lawfare,
Agitation and civil unrest,
Cyber operations,
Religious groups,
Academic groups,
Coercion through threat or use of force,
Energy dependency,
Political actors,
Economic leverage, and
Bribery and corruption.10

It is not clear that influence through media and nongovernmental organizations should count as hybrid aggression, as it can also be used legitimately. Indeed, Western governments have long used it. Disinformation is,
however, indisputably a form of gray-zone aggression.
Lyle Morris et al., in turn, list the following forms of Russian gray-zone
activities in Europe: “military measures, information operations, cyberattacks, legal and diplomatic measures, economic coercion, and political
influence [such as manipulating population groups and funding individuals or parties].”11
They list the following Chinese gray-zone measures in East and
Southeast Asia: “military intimidation, paramilitary activities [maritime
militia and maritime law enforcement over disputed territories breaking norms of good seamanship], co-opting of state-affiliated businesses,
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manipulation of borders, . . . lawfare and diplomacy, and economic
coercion.”12
Notably, Morris et al. do not mention strategic investments in, and
venture capital funding of, cutting-edge technology companies, arguably one of China’s currently most successful gray-zone activities. This
absence illustrates the novel nature of gray-zone aggression, which
includes activities so far from traditional national security thinking that
they may simply not be noticed by the affected countries until a relatively
late stage.

Identifying Gray-Zone Aggression
While most average citizens in Western countries may be unfamiliar with
the term “gray-zone aggression,” most of them have perhaps unwittingly
encountered it in their daily lives. Until Russian gangs brought down
Colonial Pipeline in the US, the Irish national health care system, meatprocessing giant JBS, and many other providers of vital services in spring
and summer 2021,13 most ordinary citizens were unaware of the increasingly sophisticated cyberattacks directed, every day, against companies
they rely on for the conveniences of daily life. The CEO of a major European telecoms infrastructure company said,
Attacks on my company have increased, and they’re directed
both against our staff and against our infrastructure. A disproportionate share of the attacks originates in China. According
to our law enforcement authorities, the attacks directed against
us are very sophisticated. It’s clear why we’re being targeted: If
you harm us, you limit other people’s access to communication.
And if you knock us out, you knock out the government’s ability
to issue public-service announcements.14
Like virtually all companies attacked, the telecoms firm does not highlight the amount of aggression directed toward it—even though attacks
to date have not been successful—as highlighting the aggression would
undermine public confidence in the company.
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This relative absence of public discourse regarding gray-zone aggression
exacerbates the public’s lack of awareness and even dismissive attitude
toward the possibility that hostile states may be engaging in aggression.
Most US Facebook users who, during the 2016 election campaign, liked or
shared posts placed by Russian proxies likely did not consider they might
be unwitting participants in gray-zone aggression. Ordinary citizens rarely
pay attention to investments in companies that are not household names.
They do not study the input into academic research or its funding or energy
supply conditions. But these are not ordinary times: Just as cyberattacks
can bring a country to its knees, acquisitions undertaken by companies
based in countries with hostile intentions can dangerously weaken the targeted countries. That is why the ransomware attacks on Colonial Pipeline,
the Irish health service, and JBS—attributed to criminal gangs thought to
be tolerated by the Russian government—were so important in raising the
public’s awareness to new dangers.
Indeed, almost any aspect of daily life in a liberal democracy can be
turned into a weapon against it. In gray-zone competition, Western countries’ openness and the limited size and powers of their governments
form a distinct disadvantage. That Russia and China, despite having large
armed forces at their disposal, are trying to weaken the West through
gray-zone means should come as no surprise. The West’s rivals use
non-weapon tools precisely because the price of attacking the West with
military means would be extremely high and, equally importantly, would,
in the case of NATO member states, be met with such force that NATO
would likely win eventually. Any clever leaders of rival states seeking to
weaken the West would likely use non-armed means of aggression, which
are not only much less risky and costly but also likely to encounter minimal resistance and punishment.
Indeed, while Russia and China (and to a lesser extent, Iran and North
Korea) are today’s main practitioners of gray-zone aggression, the West’s
vulnerabilities and the lack of comprehensive defense and deterrence
against gray-zone aggression mean that any country or non-state actor
wishing to engage in gray-zone aggression against the West could do so.
Not all forms of gray-zone aggression are illegal. Throughout 2020, for
example, Beijing engaged in wide-ranging coercive diplomacy directed
at governments of whose—entirely legal—behavior it disapproved. (In
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traditional diplomacy, countries or groups of countries issue threats
against countries that break international laws or conventions.) While the
Chinese diplomats’ threats were addressed to governments, the targets
were often private companies.
When Sweden decided not to include Chinese telecoms giant Huawei
in its 5G network, China’s Foreign Ministry spokesman Zhao Lijian immediately announced that “Sweden should assume an objective attitude and
address its erroneous decision in order to avoid negative consequences
for Swedish companies in China.”15 The statement could only be seen as
a threat to Swedish companies and the Swedish government, considering Swedish businesses’ extensive operations in China and exports to the
Chinese market. Yet a diplomat simply warning of consequences—even
if the warning is intended as a threat and understood as such—does not
engage in illegal behavior.
When the UK made the same decision regarding Huawei, Chinese officials responded with similarly ominous language, and after the UK offered
a path to British citizenship for Hong Kong residents born while the city
was a British crown colony, the Chinese government demanded that it
“immediately correct its mistakes” and warned there would be consequences.16 It was immediately clear to British companies with significant
operations in China, such as the banks HSBC and Standard Chartered, that
any consequences were likely to hit them.17 In 2020, Chinese diplomats’
use of such coercive language increased so much that analysts began labeling it “wolf warrior” diplomacy.18
The utility of different forms of gray-zone aggression is precisely that
so much of it operates in the realm of legality. In addition, the aggressor
can keep inventing new forms of legal and seemingly illegal aggression,
leaving the targeted country permanently on the back foot.
In late 2020, an expert panel convened by the US National Academies
of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine released its findings regarding
a mystery illness that had befallen US diplomats working in Cuba and
China. The expert commission concluded that the cause of the diplomats’ illness was pulsed radio frequency energy. While the commission
did not identify the perpetrator of the attacks, it noted that the Soviet
Union had researched the effects of pulsed radio frequency energy.19
This suggests Russia may be the perpetrator.
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Which innovative tool of aggression will the West’s rivals next use? It
is impossible to predict. In gray-zone aggression, the only limitation is the
aggressor’s imagination. When the Achaeans could not defeat the Trojans
with traditional military means, they used their imagination and built a
wooden horse. While the gray zone has, of course, always been available to
attackers—including Western democracies—globalization has immeasurably increased opportunities for aggressors. The Chinese government can
issue ominous warnings to the Swedish and UK governments over their
5G decisions because these countries are home to so many businesses
reliant on Chinese suppliers and the Chinese market. Indeed, today’s globalized economy, with its long supply chains and technology-dependent
operations, forms a significant opportunity for gray-zone aggression and
is an amplifier of it. Previously, factory production and civilian shipping
could be disrupted, but today it can be done at scale, with less effort and to
more devastating effect. The more convenient life in liberal democracies
becomes, the more vulnerable such countries become to gray-zone aggression. I refer to this as the “convenience trap.”
Gray-zone aggression thus differentiates itself from aggression involving persistent use of armed force in that its form is nearly impossible for
the targeted country to predict and thus prepare for. Admittedly, history
is full of military surprises, such as Nazi Germany’s invasion of the Soviet
Union in 1941, but the basic principles of military aggression are not in
doubt. Each time, military attacks involve service personnel and military
equipment operating in ways that the defender has a chance of trying to
predict. Gray-zone aggression can use any tool against any target.

Deterring Gray-Zone Aggression
The second challenge facing targeted countries is response, retaliation,
and deterrence. Since gray-zone aggression is so amorphous that it is not
even clear whether an act is a hostile one directed by a foreign government, response is infinitely more complicated than with traditional armed
aggression. Even when an act is clearly hostile, it is not by definition an
act of gray-zone aggression. On the contrary, it can be part of competitive
statecraft practiced even among allies. During the 1970s’ so-called cod wars
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between Iceland and the UK, Iceland deployed decidedly rough tactics
that included ignoring judgments by multilateral institutions, threatening
to withdraw from NATO—thus depriving NATO of its crucial airbase at
Keflavík—and cutting trawler nets.20
When China, a country with a recent history of subversive acts and
a population some 4,000 times larger than Iceland’s, engages in hostile
activities, these clearly must be judged differently. In December 2020,
China’s Ministry of Commerce signed an agreement to build a massive
fish-processing plant on the Torres Strait island of Daru, which is close to
Australia but administered by Papua New Guinea.21 Since the area is not
known for abundant fish stocks, the construction suggests the facility may
have a purpose other than processing fish.
A similar reality is true regarding Russia. In the mid-2010s, Finnish
authorities began noticing a string of purchases, by Russian citizens, of
properties near Finnish strategic installations such as ports and military
bases.22 If, say, Swedes had bought the properties, it would have raised no
concerns. In this case, the Finnish government decided it had to restrict
opportunities for non-EU citizens to buy properties in Finland.23
As with Finland’s property purchases, China’s fish-processing plant
close to Australia is legal—and raises gray-zone fears. It does so because
legal commercial activities can also be used to weaken another country.
Over centuries of warfare, countries have built and refined highly complex deterrence strategies that have, since the creation of nuclear weapons, also included nuclear deterrence. Such strategies are of no use against
gray-zone aggression. Because no liberal democracy would retaliate
against, say, diplomatic threats against its businesses with military strikes,
the West’s formidable collective military might has minimal impact on
gray-zone aggressors. As Dr. Strangelove might have said, the presence of
the United States’ nuclear arsenal produces fear to attack in the mind of an
enemy contemplating a nuclear attack, but it produces no fear in the mind
of an enemy contemplating the imposition of punitive wine tariffs.
And even when the targeted country identifies the aggression and wants
to take clear action, doing so is difficult without escalating. To date, Western governments have largely contented themselves with naming and
shaming governments they have found to sponsor cyberattacks, disinformation, and other forms of gray-zone aggression including the poisoning
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of Sergei and Yulia Skripal in Salisbury, England, in 2018. Many countries
and their businesses have strengthened cybersecurity and introduced
offensive cyber capabilities, most recently demonstrated by the UK’s creation of the National Cyber Force.24
Meanwhile, some countries—for example, Finland, Latvia, and Sweden—have gone to great lengths to begin training segments of their populations in information literacy and (in Latvia’s case) general resilience.25
The United States, in turn, increasingly indicts individuals who have perpetrated cyberattacks against American and other Western targets on
behalf of foreign governments.26 Yet as the spate of ransomware attacks
and subversive corporate takeovers throughout 2021 demonstrates, hostile activities in the gray zone continue, often in new guises. Even when a
country manages to plug its vulnerability in one area, aggressors can move
to a different area or new type of aggression. Matching defensive efforts
with a specific mode of aggression—say, disinformation—does not create
comprehensive gray-zone defense, let alone deterrence.
What makes gray-zone aggression even more difficult to counter is that
even if the mode of aggression is licit, its effect is ultimately to weaken the
targeted country, which means the activity needs to be countered before
the aggressor succeeds in establishing faits accomplis. China’s construction
of artificial islands in the South China Sea is a good example of the dilemmas involved in countering gray-zone aggression. When China first began
building illegal infrastructure in the disputed atolls, the United States and
its allies in the region considered the action so minor that trying to prevent
the construction was not worth the standoff with China that would inevitably result. This repeated itself at every stage as China continued to build.
Today, the construction has yielded artificial islands featuring military
installations that change the geopolitical balance in the South China Sea.27
Rear Adm. Mark Montgomery (ret.) of the US Navy, who, during part of
the period when the islands were built, served as director of operations at
US Pacific Command and commander of Carrier Strike Group 5 embarked
on the USS George Washington stationed in Japan, explained China’s construction of the islands.
It was definitely a campaign of strategic ambiguity. That’s a very
dangerous path for a major country. You can be operationally
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ambiguous, of course, and in fact that’s often an advantage. But
you shouldn’t be strategically ambiguous. The US understands
that, and we try not to be strategically opaque.28
This is a central point. During an armed conflict, obscuring information
vis-à-vis the adversary regarding tactical plans such as troop movements is
not only permissible but indeed vital; providing the adversary with knowledge about the plans would render them pointless. Indeed, as the Trojans
discovered too late, deception is part of any armed conflict. Writing in the
fifth century BC, Sun Tzu advised,
When able to attack, we must seem unable; when using our
forces, we must seem inactive; when we are near, we must make
the enemy believe we are far away; when far away, we must
make him believe we are near.29
In gray-zone aggression, however, deception can also be applied to nonmilitary forms of aggression. Indeed, aggressor countries can—and do—
obscure the very nature of their activities. Is a business transaction, a piece
of maritime construction, or a diplomat complaining of cognitive fog an
inconsequential matter or gray-zone aggression? The targeted country can
often only determine much later.

II
2014: A Decisive Year

T

his book focuses on developments since 2014. Although it may seem
like an arbitrary date, observers of geopolitical competition know it
is not. While gray-zone aggression took place before 2014, Russia’s annexation of Crimea and subsequent war against Ukraine over parts of eastern
Ukraine put gray-zone aggression into sharp focus. Russia’s war against
Ukraine is, of course, not just a gray-zone operation: It is a war. Specifically,
it is a hybrid war involving conventional capabilities and irregular tactics
and formations, as defined by Frank Hoffman.1
In November 2013, Ukrainians started protesting against their government’s reversal of its decision to sign an association agreement with the
European Union. The government’s change of heart was seen as a concession to Russia by President Viktor Yanukovych and was a clear departure
from the planned closer cooperation with the European Union. As Patrick
Cullen and Erik Reichborn-Kjennerud point out,
During the period leading up to the conflict the Russians used
a combination of political pressure and compensation in the
form of cheap gas and loans via the SAPs [synchronized attack
packages] to encourage president Yanukovych to abandon
the signing of the European Union (EU)–Ukraine Association
Agreement.2
By early 2014, the protests had expanded, with 100,000 participants in
Kyiv and additional protests in other cities. Even though police and security forces used harsh tactics that killed numerous protesters and Yanukovych offered to release arrested protesters and limit presidential power,
the government found itself unable to contain the protests.3
On February 22, Yanukovych resigned and subsequently fled to Russia; various other government officials likewise left their posts. A provisional government took power and announced its intention to resume
20
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Ukraine’s pro-European course. While Crimea’s regional government said
it would adhere to the new government’s policies, members of Crimea’s
Russian-speaking population organized themselves, sometimes armed,
and rebelled against the regional government. On February 27, Russian
forces without insignia—soon dubbed “little green men”—occupied
Crimea. Following a March referendum that the EU and the United States
dismissed as illegal,4 Crimea acceded to Russia.
The following month, separatists in the Donbas region of eastern
Ukraine began protesting for independence; this soon led to skirmishes
between the separatist forces and the Ukrainian armed forces. The US
Army Special Operations Command notes that
pro-Russian protesters labeled the Kyiv government as Western
fascists and adopted a position that ethnic Russians in Ukraine
were in danger. Groups of unidentified armed men began
appearing throughout the region, often in coordination with
local pro-Russian militias. Both the Ukrainian government and
most Western intelligence sources claimed that the “little green
men” were Russian operatives.5
International media also reported that some militia members were, in fact,
Russian soldiers.6
However, aggression in the gray zone was insufficient, and Russia
resorted to military force, rendering eastern Ukraine a hybrid conflict. Balkan Devlen of the Macdonald-Laurier Institute observed that
Russian intervention in Donbas in the spring and summer of
2014 went beyond the support for the so-called pro-Russian
militias. What turned the tide and prevented a decisive
Ukrainian victory in the summer of 2014 was the intervention
of regular Russian army troops with heavy armor in the August
and September of that year.7
The full extent of Russia’s involvement in the Donbas region has not
yet been fully documented and may never be. Plausible deniability is,
of course, a key characteristic of many forms of gray-zone and hybrid
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aggression. At the time of writing, the conflict between Ukrainian forces
and separatists—thought to be aided by Russia—in eastern Ukraine is
still ongoing. From January to March 2020, for example, the Organization
for Security and Co-operation in Europe’s Special Monitoring Mission to
Ukraine recorded 60,188 cease-fire violations, 424 weapons in violation of
withdrawal lines, 23 casualties, and four fatalities.8
Russia’s annexation of Crimea and involvement with separatist militias were a dramatic wake-up call for Western governments. It is no exaggeration to say that 2014 forms a demarcation line in Western national
security thinking. Despite Russia’s 2008 war with Georgia9 and the crippling cyberattack on Estonia in 2007 that is thought to have originated
in Moscow,10 until 2014 Western governments had preferred to think of
Russia as a partner, albeit a flawed one. The events of 2014, however,
were so radical that they changed Western policymakers’ analyses of
their countries’ geopolitical realities. Pål Jonson, chairman of the Swedish parliament’s defense committee and a member of the center-right
Moderate Party, explained that “since 2014, we have had a fundamentally
different security environment. We had seen signs before, but in 2014, it
became really apparent.”11
These realizations triggered action: sanctions against Russian businesses and individuals by the EU and the United States,12 suspension
of Russia from the G8, and increased defense spending in nearly all
NATO member states13 and partner countries such as Sweden. NATO
established its Enhanced Forward Presence in Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania,
and Poland: multinational battle groups intended to help these member states’ forces deter Russian military aggression. The alliance also
supplemented its existing schedules with new, larger ones such as the
2018 Trident Juncture,14 and multinational exercises by NATO member
states and partners have increased. Defender Europe 2020 was going to
be the largest US-led exercise in Europe for a quarter century until the
COVID-19 outbreak caused it to be modified.15 Sweden and Lithuania
reintroduced military service using a competitive model similar to ones
used in Norway and Denmark.16
The most important lesson of 2014 may, however, be completely different: Warfare has morphed. Since World War II, warfare among developed
countries has fallen out of fashion.17 Fighting a war to dominate a country
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or part of its territory is expensive, and the desired victory adds even more
expense and effort. War for territorial conquest is hardly a good investment for a country wishing to strengthen its global or regional position.
To raise living standards in Crimea—and thus solidify the population’s
support of Russia’s annexation of the peninsula—Russia has spent considerable sums on infrastructure projects in the region. The 18.1-kilometer
Kerch Strait Bridge, which opened in May 2018, cost $3.7 billion to build,
and Moscow has also committed sizable amounts to constructing a pipeline supplying natural gas, a new passenger terminal at Simferopol International Airport, and a new highway.18 In addition to such infrastructure
investment expenses, an occupier faces costs associated with administering a territory or country.
The Russo-Ukrainian conflict is thus an exception to the trend toward
ever-fewer wars, though a type of exception that clearly cannot be discounted. Russia’s government seized Crimea and supported separatists
in eastern Ukraine not because it was a preferable choice but because it
was, from Russia’s perspective, the only one. Other countries may decide
in favor of war because they, too, consider it the only option.
Russian gray-zone activities directed against Ukraine, in turn, have
immediate relevance for other countries. Indeed, while European countries are still responding to the events in 2014 by increasing spending
on their armed forces, the most significant change is instead needed in
gray-zone defense. Gray-zone aggression is constantly morphing, but the
result is always the same: a disrupted or weakened civil society.
It is therefore illustrative to consider Ukraine’s recent experience
away from battlefields and little green men. On December 23, 2015, the
Ukrainian electricity distribution company Kyivoblenergo was hacked,
leaving nearly 250,000 people without power. Ukrainian authorities
subsequently attributed the hack to Russia’s security services.19 The
following year, hackers—who were subsequently traced to the Russian government—struck Ukrenergo, Ukraine’s national grid operator.
The attack, more devastating than the one in December 2015, caused a
blackout in much of Kyiv.20 The cyberattacks have since continued and
become more sophisticated.
Russia has also directed a continuing stream of disinformation against
Ukraine. RT, a television and online news outlet operated by the Russian
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government, has repeatedly spread misinformation about Ukraine—for
example, linking it to the downing of Malaysian Airlines Flight 17 traveling from Amsterdam to Kuala Lumpur in July 2014.21 In June 2020, Dutch
prosecutors charged three Russians and a Ukrainian—who were linked to
separatist militias in eastern Ukraine—in connection with the downing.22
In 2015, a report by the NATO Strategic Communications Centre of Excellence in Riga, Latvia, noted that
whilst reporting on Ukraine events, journalists of the Russian
state controlled media have methodically manipulated video
and photo materials in order to produce material visually supporting the prevailing narrative. This includes the use of photographs from the Syria, Kosovo and Chechnya wars, as if they
had been taken in East Ukraine, and has proven particularly
effective on social networks.23
In news interviews, Russian media featured individuals who were incorrectly described as Ukrainian residents; all supported a Russian narrative.
The Strategic Communications Centre of Excellence report notes, for
example, that “the same woman was used to play the roles of ‘Crimean
activist’, ‘resident of Kyiv’, ‘soldier’s mother’, ‘resident of Odessa’, ‘resident
of Kharkiv’, ‘participant of Antimaidan’, and ‘refugee from Donetsk.’”24
Even before Russia’s annexation of Crimea, Western countries had
been targets of disinformation and cyberattacks by not just Russia but
also China, Iran, and North Korea. The cyberattack on Estonia in 2007—
which was certainly a gray-zone magnum opus, hitting Estonia’s presidency, parliament, nearly all government ministries, political parties,
news media, and banks25—prompted Estonia to radically improve its
cyber defense.
But other Western countries did not take decisive action until 2014 or
even later. Paradoxically, as many of them now energetically try to improve
their defense against cyberattacks and disinformation, other forms of
gray-zone aggression are increasing. “With war, if you don’t try it, you
can’t know how it will turn out,” Gen. Hideki Tojo—Japan’s prime minister
during most of World War II—is reported to have said.26 Today, countries
can try doing a little aggression below the threshold of war and see what
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works, and the targeted country may not even know the aggression is happening or who the aggressor is.
The governments of China, Iran, Russia, and other countries allege
that Western states, too, target their countries in the gray zone.27 Iran
could, for example, argue that the United States’ assassination of
Maj. Gen. Qassem Soleimani in January 202028 constitutes gray-zone
aggression. Although such Western actions deserve scrutiny, the focus of
this book is aggression against Western countries by hostile states and
their proxies—and how to deter it. As Ukrainians discovered in 2014, an
adversary is likely to keep innovating, leaving the targeted country constantly struggling to defend itself.

III
Gray-Zone Aggression, a National
Security Threat

A

t the time of writing, countries worldwide are still reeling from the
COVID-19 pandemic. Nearly one and a half years after the virus
first appeared in noticeable case numbers outside China, it has claimed
around 4.5 million lives. While some countries in Africa and Asia are painfully acquainted with previous 21st-century epidemics and pandemics, for
Western countries, COVID-19 brought a highly uncomfortable realization:
Countries can be severely weakened by events that involve no sustained
use of military force.
“COVID-19 has reminded us that security threats and tests of national
resilience can take many forms,” UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson
observed in his foreword to the country’s March 2021 national strategy, Global Britain in a Competitive Age: The Integrated Review of Security,
Defence, Development and Foreign Policy.1 Although the virus appears to
have been created by Mother Nature and spread on its own, not through
the malice of a hostile government, it nonetheless achieved the same
effect as do many forms of gray-zone aggression: colossal disruption.
Thanks to its ability to disrupt, undermine, and weaken daily life,
gray-zone aggression has, in fact, replaced conventional military conflict as the most urgent national security threat facing liberal democracies’ societies today.
Governments have long been aware of the damage nonmilitary crises
can cause. The UK government’s 2017 national risk register, for example,
highlighted pandemic flu, noting that
consequences may include . . . up to 50% of the UK population experiencing symptoms, potentially leading to between
20,000 and 750,000 fatalities and high levels of absence from
work. . . . Disruption to essential services, particularly health
26
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and education; and economic disruption, including disruption
to business and tourism.2 (Emphasis omitted.)
In 2016, the UK government conducted a pandemic flu exercise set in
week seven of an outbreak that, without government intervention, was
estimated to kill 200,000–400,000 people.3 When COVID-19 struck, however, the UK government failed to respond decisively. By early 2021, the
country reached 100,000 deaths.
Governments have long been aware that, in war, an adversary can target another country’s civilian population with tools from propaganda to
blockades—and indeed Trojan horses. Many governments, including democratic ones, have themselves engaged in such activity and trained their
citizens for such activities by other countries. During World War II, Allied,
Axis, and neutral governments alike conducted constant public awareness
campaigns to keep their populations vigilant against foreign infiltration
and prepared for the disruption bombing raids inflicted.
Today, however, no Western country is experiencing war on its home
soil.4 Yet all are targeted by gray-zone aggression. This, in a sense, could
have been expected. While war-based competition among industrialized
countries has faded, other means of competition have often replaced it.
The rule-based international order, however, lacks the structure to sufficiently punish bad behavior. While offenders may suffer damage to their
reputations, it will not cause a behavioral change if having a poor reputation does not trouble them.
This is certainly the case with China and Russia. In February 2021,
China banned BBC World News from broadcasting in the country,5 while
Russia sentenced the opposition activist Alexey Navalny to prison immediately after he returned from Germany, where he had been treated for
a near-lethal poisoning reportedly ordered by the Russian government.6
Iran and North Korea are not concerned about damage to their international standings caused by their detention of Westerners. With the international community, alliances, and individual countries lacking structures
to punish bad behavior, countries targeted by gray-zone aggression are
highly vulnerable.
Maj. Gen. Ed Wilson (ret.) of the US Air Force, deputy assistant secretary
of defense for cyber policy in the Donald Trump administration, observed,
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One of our challenges is that the threat is diverse and blending.
It’s typically associated with revenue-generating individuals,
organized crime, hostile states, or a combination of actors and
motivations. On the nation-state side, I’ve seen IP [intellectual property] theft by China across all economic sectors. In
the area of disinformation campaigns, Russia is the best in the
world. They target institutions of traditional stability and harm
people’s trust in those institutions.
During the Cold War, the private sector was not attacked
very often. That has changed. Today the private sector is frequently attacked, not least because it owns more assets than it
used to. What we’re seeing is horizontal escalation.7
Horizontal escalation, of course, means that the escalation may not
even be perceptible to the attacked side. Chris Inglis, a member of the
US Cyberspace Solarium Commission and former deputy director of the
US National Security Agency, noted that “the cyber aggression has come
on with sufficient slowness and subtlety that it has barely registered.”8
Since this interview, Inglis has been appointed the US government’s first
national cyber director.
Sometimes gray-zone aggression is so subtle that some might argue
it is simply part of the tussle in a globalized world. But Giedrimas Jeglinskas, NATO’s assistant secretary-general for executive management
and a former vice minister of defense of Lithuania, argued that, taken
together, gray-zone aggression is as concerning as the traditional kind is,
and “when you weave all the elements together, we get a picture that is
radically different from that of a typical aggression.”9 Canadian Security
and Intelligence Service Director David Vigneault made a similar observation during a presentation in February 2021. Describing China as a “significant danger to Canada’s prosperity and sovereignty,” he said that the
Chinese government “is pursuing a strategy for geopolitical advantage on
all fronts—economic, technological, political, and military—and using all
elements of state power to carry out activities that are a direct threat to
our national security and sovereignty.”10 As previously mentioned, Erik
Reichborn-Kjennerud and Patrick Cullen observed in 2016 that “while the
West is largely stuck in an instrumentalist, technicist, battle-centric and
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kinetic understanding of war, its opponents have been busy redefining
war.”11 Regrettably, little has changed since then.
China, Russia, and other countries could (and do) also engage in
“whataboutism,” labeling Western activities relating to their countries as
surreptitious. That makes it even harder for the West to conclusively identify, call out, and respond to gray-zone aggression. A senior executive in
the Finnish critical national infrastructure (CNI) sector who is also a former senior officer in the Finnish Defence Forces (FDF) explained,
Several years ago, we did a study at the [Finnish] MOD [Ministry of Defence] about aggression against Finland and identified
political pressure, airspace violations, and fake news, including
social media and fake bogus claims. We began educating government officials, about 2,000 of them. But political decision
makers are uneasy about tackling this issue. They want to have
clear-cut things on the table.12
Indeed, gray-zone aggression could be called geopolitical gaslighting.
While the targeted country’s government—and often businesses and ordinary citizens—may notice that something is not right, identifying it as an
aggressive act by another country is difficult. The other country, meanwhile, can downplay the targeted country’s unease and suggest the country
is being paranoid.
The Swedish Security Service, which is in charge of counterintelligence,
reported in 2020 on what the reality of a targeted country looks like.
Around 15 countries currently conduct different forms of espionage against Sweden along with other activities that constitute
a threat to Sweden. Russia, China, and Iran constitute the biggest threats. The regimes in these states have as their objective
to, in addition to create stability for themselves, strengthen
their respective country’s status as an economic, political and
military major power. Russia, China, and Iran also engage in
intelligence activity that constitute a threat to individuals’ life
and health.13
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In January 2021, the Netherlands’ National Coordinator for Counterterrorism and Security Pieter-Jaap Aalbersberg presented a similar picture:
“State actors are focusing on an increasing number of different areas. They
not only look at the classic targets, such as the national government and
companies within the vital infrastructure, they look broader.”14 His fellow
Dutchman Erik Brandsma—who has spent most of his career in Sweden,
was at the time of the interview CEO of the regional utility Jämtkraft,
and served as director general of Sweden’s energy agency, Energimyndigheten—stressed the West’s lack of preparation for gray-zone aggression until 2014.
Until Russia’s actions in Ukraine, there was a naiveté about
the kind of security we needed. Today there are much clearer
responsibilities. There’s also better cooperation between the
government and the private sector, whereas five years ago there
was virtually none. The government and the private sector lived
in two different worlds. Also, pre-2014 most parts of society
didn’t want to have discussions about preparedness.15
The interviews in this book cover a range of countries and sectors.
Despite this variety, the blended nature of gray-zone aggression stands out
as a common theme. This blend can at any given time comprise one or
more elements of licit or illicit methods to weaken the targeted country,
often with the associated objective of benefiting the aggressor country.
The CEO of a major European telecommunications infrastructure company, for example, pointed out that
the methods of gray-zone cyberattacks are becoming more
and more sophisticated. In the past, you had to click on a link
in order to inadvertently trigger cyber intrusion; now simply
receiving the email is enough.
Our home country is one of the world’s most connected
countries, measured in the number of people connected to the
internet. That also makes us a country where criminals and hostile states first test their attacks.16
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For all the similarities, though, there are also clear differences. In the
Baltic states, there is considerable concern regarding Russian subversive
actions in key sectors such as energy. Jeglinskas explained that
Russia’s attempts to keep the lid on the energy market, either
through support of the Astravets nuclear plant buildup by
Belarus or the construction of Nord Stream 2, are the most obvious form of pressure on Lithuania. Our dependency on Russia
for energy sources is a vulnerability, but it can be resolved.17
Dominykas Tučkus, at the time of the interview director of infrastructure and development for the Lithuanian energy company Ignitis Group,
provided an illuminating account of the reality of leading a company in the
intersection between pure business and gray-zone aggression. His comments are worth quoting at length.
We’ve experienced cyberattacks focused mostly on the interface
with our clients. Nobody was able to pinpoint where the attacks
originated, but we’re a state-owned company, and other Lithuanian companies were attacked at the same time as us, so from
the context, we could tell that the attacks originated with Russia.
Overall, though, the situation in the energy sector is better
today than it was until December 2014, when Lithuania’s LNG
[liquefied natural gas] terminal was inaugurated. It means that
Gazprom is not our sole gas supplier anymore. In fact, the situation has changed completely. There’s fierce competition
between Gazprom and LNG suppliers, mostly from the US.
We’re not at risk of being exploited by unfair pricing anymore.
In electricity, it’s a different situation, though. Rosatom [the
Russian electricity giant] is constructing a new nuclear power
plant 50 kilometers from Vilnius [the Lithuanian capital]. From
a technical point of view, the location is odd. There are better
sites for such a plant farther from the Lithuanian border.
In addition, they’re undercutting us by offering very cheap
electricity. They can produce it very cheaply because they don’t
have to follow EU safety standards and don’t have to pay the
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CO2 [carbon dioxide] levy that EU companies have to pay. That,
in combination with the Russians selling natural gas below market prices, means that Lithuanian energy providers struggle
to compete. They’d probably say they’re competitive because
they’re not paying taxes, while we think CO2 levies encourage
CO2 reduction, which is a good thing. Either way, Russia and
also Belarus don’t apply the same environmental standards to
their energy production, so the reality is that they can undercut
our energy generators.
When it comes to power generation, the Russians’ objective is
to dominate the industry, be it through gas or through electricity
generation. That could come in handy as a political instrument
as well. Russian and Belarusian companies undercut our prices,
which weakens our energy companies and could force them out
of business. That would obviously make us more dependent on
Russian and Belarusian providers. It’s hard to prove that they’re
doing this to weaken the Baltic states, but that’s the effect.
We’ve appealed to the European Commission, suggesting
that the EU should impose an equalizer tax equivalent to the
CO2 levy on energy imports from outside the EU. That would
make Russian and Belarusian energy less cheap and help us
compete on a more level playing field. The Lithuanian government is also trying to bring attention to the CO2 levies within
the EU, but it’s not going very well. We’re a small country at the
edge of the EU, and other EU member states are less connected
to Russian energy, so the issue doesn’t concern them as much.
It’s mostly the Baltic states that face this problem, as well as, to
a lesser extent, Finland and Hungary.
We’re also very concerned about Russian and Belarusian
safety standards. If there were an accident in the nuclear power
plant they’re building near our border, Lithuania would obviously be seriously exposed to the radiation. We can see the
Belarusian nuclear power plant from Vilnius high-rise buildings.
The fact that they don’t pay a CO2 levy means they’re causing
more harm to the environment, and as discussed, to our energy
companies as well.18
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Does dirty energy from a strategic rival that undercuts cleaner domestic
energy constitute gray-zone aggression? Or is it simply international business as usual? How about exposing a neighbor to potentially catastrophic
radiation by building a nuclear power plant close to the border? Such questions illustrate the elusive nature of gray-zone aggression and how easily
targeted countries can be gaslighted.
In spring and summer 2021, Lithuania was targeted by a string of activities by Belarus that unequivocally constitute gray-zone aggression. On
May 23, Belarusian air traffic control— alleging it had received a bomb
threat—instructed a Ryanair flight that was in Belarusian airspace en route
from Athens to Vilnius to divert to Minsk, the Belarusian capital. A Belarusian fighter jet escorted the passenger airliner, which landed in Minsk,
where no bomb was found on board. However, Belarusian authorities
seized Belarusian opposition blogger Roman Protasevich and his Russian
girlfriend, Sofia Sapega, whereupon the other passengers were allowed to
continue to Vilnius.19 Protasevich was living in Poland but frequently visiting Vilnius, where many Belarusian opposition members—including 2020
presidential candidate Sviatlana Tsikhanouskaya—are based.
The Lithuanian government responded to Belarus’ unprecedented act
of aviation piracy by banning inbound and outbound flights from using
Belarusian airspace. The European Union and the UK responded similarly.
Belarus’ president, Alexander Lukashenko, in turn threatened to flood
Europe with “migrants and drugs”20—not an empty threat given Belarus’
extensive land border with Lithuania.
The following month, Canada, the EU, the UK, and the US imposed
coordinated sanctions on key Belarusian politicians.21 Belarus escalated,
implementing Lukashenko’s threat. By July 1, 672 people—mostly claiming to be Iraqis—had tried to illegally enter Lithuania from Belarus. That
compares to 81 undocumented migrants entering Lithuania from Belarus
in 2020 and 46 in 2019.22 This prompted Lithuania to call for assistance
from the EU’s external border force, Frontex, which normally patrols the
EU’s southern border. By July 7, another 779 undocumented migrants had
crossed the Belarus-Lithuania border.23 Independent news outlets found
that the Belarusian government was arranging for Iraqis to travel from
Baghdad to Minsk by quickly issuing them tourist visas.24
In the Baltic states, the proximity of Russian and NATO forces is not
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a matter of gray-zone aggression but must briefly be highlighted as it is
an undeniable national security concern. Jeglinskas stressed that Lithuania’s proximity to Kaliningrad, Russia, “the most militarized district in the
world, can only be managed through cooperation with our NATO and EU
partners and building up the basic level of deterrence with capabilities,
pre-positioned defense assets, and on-the-ground allied troop presence.”25
NATO’s activities in the Baltic states demonstrate an important reality:
In analyzing gray-zone and conventional aggression, it is imperative to try
to view activities from the other side’s perspective. In many cases, activities that seem aggressive to the West are seen by the West’s rivals as simply
a response to actions the West considers entirely defensive and commonsense. It does not mean that the West’s rivals’ assessments are sincere or
correct, and it certainly does not mean that the targeted country and its
allies should tolerate the activities. Nevertheless, viewing actions from the
other side’s perspective helps build a better understanding of rivals’ motivations. I discuss this further in Chapter VIII.
The 2018 US National Defense Strategy highlights the reality of blended
gray-zone aggression.
In competition short of armed conflict, revisionist powers
and rogue regimes are using corruption, predatory economic
practices, propaganda, political subversion, proxies, and the
threat or use of military force to change facts on the ground.
Some are particularly adept at exploiting their economic relationships with many of our security partners. We will support
U.S. interagency approaches and work by, with, and through
our allies and partners to secure our interests and counteract
this coercion.26
The UK MOD’s Development, Concepts and Doctrine Centre (DCDC)
makes a similar point in a 2019 joint doctrine note.
Threats to UK security may come in any form, from any sector and may impact on an entirely different sector. They may
be economic, political, societal or military in nature; they
may originate from the cyber or space domains and they may
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involve the competition for information superiority. Two
examples could be:
• a threat that impacts on global positioning systems . . .
or communications satellites would have a major effect
across the whole globe; or
• in the UK, a threat to the energy industry (for example,
electricity supply) would impact on all aspects of society.27
Gray-zone aggression is made easier because it can be conducted
by state actors and proxies alike and because daily life in liberal
democracies—which are often also advanced economies—offers considerable opportunities for such aggression. As DCDC notes,
Technology-enabled globalisation has caused supply chains,
communications networks and social awareness to become
highly complex. Second and third order effects may be magnified, even if they are not immediately apparent or understood. Stakeholders are more numerous, feel a greater sense
of empowerment and are not necessarily bound by traditional
(and predictable) conventions of statehood.28
In most Western countries, large parts of CNI are no longer government owned, which compounds the challenge. Telecommunications
companies, railways, airlines, airports, water utilities, and other CNI providers have, to different extents, been privatized, which has undoubtedly
contributed to better service and more choice for consumers. It does,
however, make society more vulnerable to hostile acts: As private companies’ first responsibility is to their customers and shareholders, investing
in resilience and backup plans has until now not been a priority. There is
also little legislation in place to compel businesses to prepare for contingencies short of war.29
The ransomware attack against Colonial Pipeline in 2021, which left
large parts of the US East Coast struggling to find gasoline, dramatically
illustrated this state of affairs. In February 2021, Texans likewise experienced how seriously gray-zone aggression could affect them and others.
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An unexpected cold freeze disabled power plants, forcing energy companies to slash production to avoid monthslong blackouts. Millions of residents were left without power.30 While Mother Nature caused the Texan
disruption, the attacks against Colonial Pipeline and the meat-processing
giant JBS demonstrate how hostile actors can cause similar harm.
The lack of legislation is understandable, given that it is unclear how
such legislation should be designed without disadvantaging the companies it covers vis-à-vis their competitors, including foreign ones. Nevertheless, the lack of cooperation between government and companies
in a range of essential sectors presents a vulnerability that even NATO
Secretary-General Jens Stoltenberg felt compelled to articulate: “For large
operations, around 90% of military transport relies on civilian ships, railways and aircraft.”31
In addition, since the end of the Cold War, new sectors have emerged
that today must be considered CNI: internet, mobile telephony, and even
social media platforms. At the time of writing, there is virtually no consensus on what these sectors’ obligation to national resilience should be and
how any legislation should be designed.32 Social media in particular dovetails with the gray-zone area of disinformation. Indeed, disinformation can
be used in combination with every other form of gray-zone aggression.
Dependency on foreign supplies and global supply chains, too, has
increased over the past three decades as globalization has accelerated. The
United States, for example, imports 95 percent of coffee and fish products and about half of fresh fruits.33 Of pharmaceuticals sold in the United
States, 80 percent are produced in China. Indeed, China is also the largest
supplier of medical devices used in the United States.34 But finished products are only one small part of global trade: Components provided and
added by first-, second-, and sometimes third-tier suppliers form a much
larger part. Products often cross many borders during the assembly process, an arrangement that works well when there is no disruption.
The West is not alone in such dependency on imports; virtually every
country has been pursuing globalization as a strategy toward more prosperity. Nevertheless, global supply chains pose a particular vulnerability
to the West, as its rivals may be willing to disrupt supply chains in a way
that a liberal democracy would not.35 The supply chains include everything
from footwear to sophisticated technology. In Europe, for example, as of
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February 2021, 44 percent of mobile telephony travels via equipment of
which 40 percent is made by Huawei.36
Identifying a problem is only the first step. The final chapters of this
book outline strategies Western governments—in cooperation with their
private sectors and wider civil societies—can adopt to better protect their
countries. Precisely because gray-zone aggression is so elusive and because
too forceful a response could cause escalation, strategies must deter the
aggression without creating a gray-zone arms race or a gray-zone equivalent of mutually assured destruction, which would dangerously harm the
constant interaction among countries on which today’s prosperity is based.
The goal of these deterrence efforts, involving all parts of society,
should be to create a combined shield against gray-zone aggression that
can appear in any combination. “We need to talk about these issues more
widely, educate our kids about them. The holistic view is key,” the Finnish
executive and former FDF officer said.37 Educating youth about gray-zone
aggression is not as flippant as it sounds. Indeed, considering that celebrities who teenagers look up to may be sponsored by companies that work
with hostile governments and considering that the services ordinary citizens take for granted may be disrupted by a hostile state or its proxies,
gray-zone aggression is a reality every member of a Western society should
be aware of. It can directly affect their lives in a way conventional warfare
is unlikely to do, precisely because conventional wars are unlikely to occur
on Western soil.
Today, however, liberal democracies’ weaknesses practically invite
the West’s adversaries to not just engage in aggression but also develop
new forms of aggression. Just like countries throughout history that have
decided to launch conventional military attacks, countries engage in
gray-zone aggression because they consider it a rational choice, one from
which they expect a bottom-line gain. The following chapters analyze
selected forms of this aggression.

IV
Is Sponsorship an Act of Aggression?
Use of Licit Means in the Gray Zone

O

n August 4, 2020, the Swedish pop star Zara Larsson told a TV
program that she had ended her sponsorship deal with Huawei.1
“From a professional and also a personal perspective it was not the smartest deal I’ve done in my career. We know that the Chinese state is not a nice
state. I don’t want to support what they do,” Larsson added. The singer,
who has a large following in Sweden and abroad, had come under increasing scrutiny over her sponsorship deal with Huawei,2 and she realized the
deal made her appear to be a tool of the Chinese government. Sponsorship
deals with Western artists and top athletes are legal and common even
when the companies involved pose national security concerns. Yet, like
many other legal practices, they can be used in gray-zone aggression.
Unlike high-profile attacks such as Russia’s 2017 NotPetya cyberattack
on Ukraine, gray-zone aggression using legal means takes place without
many people noticing—because it looks like daily life in a liberal democracy. Liberal democracies, in effect, unwittingly host activities designed to
weaken or undermine them. While some forms of this aggression—such
as sponsorships between Western celebrities and firms linked to hostile
regimes—may seem largely innocuous, other forms—such as takeovers of
the West’s most cutting-edge firms—may look more like aggression. All
are, however, legal and used in combination with illegal forms of aggression to create a soup with constantly changing ingredients.
In its list of types of gray-zone aggression, the NATO Strategic Communications Centre of Excellence includes several forms that could be considered legal:
• Nongovernmental organizations,
• Government-organized nongovernmental organizations,
• Exploitation of ethnic or cultural identities,
38
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Media,
Agitation and civil unrest,
Religious groups,
Academic groups,
Energy dependency, and
Political actors.3

Some of these categories, especially support of religious groups, academic
groups, media, and political actors, can also be conducted outside the gray
zone as entirely legitimate activities. This is certainly how Western governments and organizations view their support of human rights groups,
pro-democracy news outlets, and academics in emerging democracies.
The regimes in those countries may perceive the activities as interference—that is, gray-zone aggression.
Either way, in the West it is often legal for foreign entities to financially
support nongovernmental organizations or even political parties; it is also
legal to acquire the vast majority of companies (though this is changing)
and sponsor celebrities. Indeed, precisely because liberal democracies
are open societies, they offer myriad opportunities for hostile regimes—
sometimes aided by proxies—to engage in gray-zone aggression without
violating any laws. As a result of the West’s increasing focus on digital
threats—especially cyberattacks and online disinformation—it is easy to
underestimate the effect of slow-moving analogue threats.
Sometimes it is even unclear whether gray-zone aggression is taking
place. It is, for example, difficult to discern when Russian and Chinese
friendship societies are completely benign and when they pose a concern.
The same is true for activities by China’s Confucius Institutes,4 which offer
language classes like the British Council and Germany’s Goethe-Institut
do, but are also thought to censor their Western academic partners.5 In
addition, “China offers attractive courses for Baltic and Western students
in general, to attract them to Chinese universities,” notes Vytautas Leškevičius, a Lithuanian former ambassador to NATO.6
This, again, highlights the difficulty in identifying gray-zone aggression,
as Western countries have for decades offered precisely the same opportunities through academic exchange programs (but with less government involvement). So does Moscow’s use of so-called Moscow Houses,
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cultural and business centers in foreign capitals. “They’re supposed to be
for cultural exchange, but we have our thoughts on what they’re really for,”
Leškevičius notes.7 In Vilnius, Lithuania, the construction of a Moscow
House has been delayed multiple times over national security concerns.8
Performances by artists from hostile countries pose yet another challenge. While such visits are welcome on an artistic basis, some Western
countries are concerned that the artists will use their visits for propaganda
purposes, as has been the case with Venezuela’s Simón Bolívar Youth
Orchestra (now Simón Bolívar Symphony Orchestra). Yet artistic links
can offer opportunities for diplomacy during otherwise frozen periods;
this was the case during the Cold War.
There are, in fact, unlimited ways an adversary could undermine liberal democracies using only legal means. While Russia and China are best
equipped with intent and capability, as long as target countries unwittingly offer the opportunity, other countries may also use it. This chapter highlights one less-discussed and one much-discussed opportunity.
Chapters V and VI discuss in detail selected forms of gray-zone aggression using legal means.

Sponsorship of Western Artists and Athletes
Before canceling her sponsorship deal, Larsson had been criticized for
staying silent on Huawei’s involvement with authorities in the Xinjiang
region—home to some 12 million Uyghurs, a minority ethnic group—while
giving the firm and thus the Chinese government a presentable face in Sweden.9 In December 2020, French soccer star Antoine Griezmann followed
Larsson in canceling his sponsorship deal with Huawei, similarly citing the
firm’s involvement in government surveillance of Uyghurs.10 That same
month, Western news media reported that the telecoms giant—alongside
Chinese facial recognition specialist Megvii—was developing a “Uyghur
alert” in its facial recognition software capable of determining ethnicity as
part of its “face attribute analysis.”11
Two months before, Sweden’s Post and Telecom Authority had
announced it would exclude Huawei from its 5G auction on national security grounds.12 In doing so, it made the same decision as other Western
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countries did, including the UK and Poland. This led to forceful calls from
Chinese officials for Sweden to reverse its decision and explicit threats of
consequences if it did not.13 A globally active business, forcefully backed
by its home government but considered a national security concern by the
governments of other countries, can legally sponsor artists and athletes in
these very countries, thus making its brand attractive among those countries’ consumers. This illustrates the reality of gray-zone aggression and
the reason it is easy for perpetrators to gaslight targeted countries.14
China’s ambassador to Sweden, meanwhile, has given interviews to
Swedish news outlets that can only be described as bullying.15 In May 2021,
Chinese media reported that Beijing would give Sweden “one last chance”
before Ericsson would take a hit in China.16 When Ericsson presented its
quarterly report two months later, worldwide sales were up—except in
China, where they had declined.17
Sponsorship deals do not have to be part of gray-zone aggression; most
often they are not. The UK’s Premier League is a good example. At the time
of writing, Adidas (a German firm) sponsors seven soccer teams’ kits, Nike
(a US firm) and Puma (another German firm) each sponsor four teams’
kits, and Danish firm Hummel, Italian firm Kappa, and US firm Under
Armour each sponsor one team’s kit.18 The league’s shirt sponsors include
Emirates and Etihad Airways (both based in the United Arab Emirates),
Chevrolet, King Power and Tourism Authority of Thailand (both based in
Thailand), and sundry betting firms based in countries such as Malta and
the Philippines. This clearly does not mean Malta, the United States, or the
Philippines is engaging in gray-zone aggression against the UK.
Huawei, meanwhile, for many years sponsored Australia’s Canberra
Raiders, the only National Rugby League team in the country’s capital.19
Huawei ended the contract in 2020, citing that “the business environment in Australia is very hard for a Chinese company.”20 Nord Stream,
the energy consortium majority-owned by Russia’s Gazprom, sponsors
an elite women’s volleyball team in the German state of Mecklenburg–
Western Pomerania, where the Nord Stream 2 pipeline will come ashore,
and the European Handball Federation’s (men’s) Champions League.21 In
its most benevolent form, sponsorship is used for image promotion, but as
the deals mentioned above illustrate, it is difficult to draw the line between
sponsorship as image promotion and part of geopolitics.
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Indeed, celebrity sponsorship can be used to influence another country’s public to help undermine that country’s freedom of action. In addition to, for example, soccer sponsorships of the Champions League, the
Saint Petersburg–based Zenit team in Russia, and the Bundesliga team
Schalke 04 in Germany,22 Gazprom also sponsors Serbia’s Red Star
(Crvena Zvezda) team. It signed the deal with Red Star when Russia
was trying to get Serbia’s permission to route the South Stream pipeline
through the country.23
Larsson and Griezmann canceled their deals with Huawei over Uyghur
concerns, but many other celebrities maintain their contracts with Huawei
and other firms connected to hostile regimes, as is their right. Indeed, there
is no guarantee that celebrities will cancel sponsorship deals over ethical
or national security concerns. As geopolitical confrontation increases, artists and athletes with their large fan bases could thus increasingly be used
to undermine the standing of their home countries—that is, used as a tool
of gray-zone aggression.

Disinformation
Although disinformation (“fake news”) is not listed separately, it is part
of many of the entries on the Strategic Communications Centre of Excellence’s list24 and qualifies as legal because most liberal democracies interpret individuals’ freedom of speech liberally. Disinformation has, for
example, been used by Russia in the 2016 US presidential election campaign,25 the UK’s 2016 Brexit referendum campaign,26 and France’s 2017
presidential election campaign.27
While elections present an attractive target, disinformation never completely subsides; it is, in fact, an age-old tool of geopolitical competition.
The Achaeans placing their wooden horse in front of Troy’s city walls was
disinformation, leading the Trojans to believe their enemy had surrendered. Deception, spread by both sides to deceive the public, later became
a mainstay of conflicts. During the Cold War, it was further professionalized. Writing in the American Journal of International Law in 1951, John
Whitton noted that
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coincident with the outbreak of the “cold war” the Soviet
Union began a series of propagandistic attacks on the United
States, its leaders and its policies, using every medium of communication for this purpose, but with special emphasis on radio
propaganda. For some time the United States Government suffered these attacks to go unanswered, but in February, 1947, the
“Voice of America” began to include among its other foreign
programs regular broadcasts in Russian to the Soviet Union.
At first these programs were confined almost entirely to music
and straight news reports, but gradually more and more time
was devoted to answering Soviet attacks.28
The situation today magnifies the disinformation opportunities available during the Cold War, not to mention preceding centuries. The ease
of information access—especially the un-vetted information disseminated
on social media—provides hostile states with enormous opportunities to
sow discord in the targeted country, and the disinformation can seize on
any subject. In Industrialized Disinformation: 2020 Global Inventory of Organized Social Media Manipulation, the Oxford Internet Institute at the University of Oxford reported that activity by cyber troops (which it defines
as “government or political party actors tasked with manipulating public
opinion online”29) continues to increase. The researchers documented
cyber troops that use social media to spread propaganda and disinformation about politics in 81 countries, up from 70 countries in their 2019
version of the report. They also identified 48 private firms providing such
services, up from 25 in 2019.30
The Cold War’s organized disinformation has, in a sense, turned into an
opportunistic battle in which the least scrupulous participants have a distinct advantage. When Western researchers, at the end of 2020, appeared
close to a breakthrough in developing a coronavirus vaccine, Russian news
media began publishing stories relating to the pharmaceutical firm AstraZeneca’s vaccine development. So did Chinese news outlets. In an April 2021
report, the European Commission highlighted these efforts, noting that
Russia and China, in particular, continue to intensively promote their own state-produced vaccines around the world. The
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so-called “vaccine diplomacy” follows a zero-sum game logic
and is combined with disinformation and manipulation efforts
to undermine trust in Western-made vaccines, EU institutions and
Western/European vaccination strategies. Both Russia and China
are using state-controlled media, networks of proxy media outlets and social media, including official diplomatic social media
accounts, to achieve these goals.31 (Emphasis in original.)
The 2020 US presidential election is, of course, the most noteworthy
example of that. Although it is unclear to what extent hostile powers contributed to the disinformation and misinformation that convinced several
thousand Americans to storm the Capitol on January 6, 2021, to prevent
what they considered the ratification of a fraudulent election, that information was clearly effective. While the rioters failed to prevent the ratification of Joe Biden as the winner of the 2020 presidential election, they
succeeded in soiling America’s reputation as a bastion of democracy.
Few newsworthy developments, even those far less significant than a US
presidential election, escape attempts at distortion through disinformation.
In November 2020—after an Australian investigation established that Australian special forces soldiers had committed crimes against Afghan civilians—Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesman Zhao Lijian tweeted a fake image
showing an Australian soldier killing an Afghan child. Despite worldwide
condemnation of the fake image, the Foreign Ministry refused to apologize,
instead upping its criticism of Australian soldiers’ actions in Afghanistan.32
Following the discovery of Russia’s disinformation campaign during the
2016 US presidential election campaign, the US Senate Select Committee
on Intelligence conducted an extensive inquiry into the matter. In August
2020, the committee released its fifth and final report.33 Before that, following a two-year investigation into alleged collusion between Russia and
the Donald Trump campaign during the 2016 presidential election, Robert
Mueller—an independent counsel appointed by Congress—delivered a
report to Congress. While Mueller found that Russia had tried to influence
the election campaign, he could not establish whether Trump had committed a crime.34
Russia’s use of social media during the campaign is the focus of the
committee’s second report. The committee notes,
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Masquerading as Americans, [Russian] operatives used targeted advertisements, intentionally falsified news articles, selfgenerated content, and social media platform tools to interact
with and attempt to deceive tens of millions of social media
users in the United States. This campaign sought to polarize
Americans on the basis of societal, ideological, and racial differences, provoked real world events, and was part of a foreign
government’s covert support of Russia’s favored candidate in
the U.S. presidential election.35
The 2016 disinformation campaign was so successful partly because
Americans had become accustomed to a historically rare lull in disinformation. The re-independent Baltic states are, in turn, a bellwether in
identifying disinformation. Speaking of his country’s experience, Jānis
Garisons, state secretary in Latvia’s Ministry of Defence, pointed out
that Latvians
were already used to malign interference in our internal affairs.
We first started noticing interference in our information space
in 2007, but is has really been around since our re-independence
in 1991. So in 2014, when the rest of the world began noticing
the practice, we had not only acknowledged it but done something about it.
Information warfare has been around throughout history; it’s just
the technology that has changed. The West always thought technology could be used for good—for example, democracy—but
they didn’t realize it could be used against us—for example, to
manipulate public opinion.36 (Emphasis added.)
It is vital for targeted governments to appreciate that disinformation is
not a phenomenon limited to today’s Russia, China, and perhaps Iran and
North Korea, but that it is, in fact, a constant companion of international
relations.
Mindaugas Ubartas, a serial entrepreneur who leads Infobalt, Lithuania’s information and communication technology industry association,
pointed out that Lithuania is constantly
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exposed to fake news, hacking, spreading of negative opinions—
for example, suggestions that Lithuanian democracy is broken,
that NATO is broken. For example, a Lithuanian bank went bankrupt . . . and the owner escaped to London. He was subsequently
extradited to Lithuania but then fled to Russia. Then a newspaper
published an interview with his wife, who claimed that they had
lost everything and couldn’t afford to eat. That was not true, but
the story managed to make Lithuania look chaotic.37
Disinformation can be used opportunistically wherever it is deployed,
such as in the debate over whether Russia’s objective in the 2016 disinformation campaign was to help get Trump elected or simply to sow doubt
among Americans regarding a pillar of their democracy. Exploiting citizens’ doubts about their democratic systems is, of course, easy in liberal
democracies, in which dirty laundry ranging from politicians’ misdeeds to
unaddressed societal concerns is washed in public.
Ubartas added,
When there was a survey showing that a low percentage of Germans were willing to defend newer NATO member states, that
news was used to weaken Lithuanian politicians who want to
strengthen defense. Russian news outlets also write or broadcast about Lithuanian Nazi collaborators in their propaganda.
That, again, is to show that independence has been a mistake.38
Since NATO decided in 2014 to form its Enhanced Forward Presence in the
Baltic states and Poland, the battle groups have, like the countries themselves, become targets of Russian disinformation.39
In fact, former Warsaw Pact members such as the Baltic states and
Poland have long been alert to Russian disinformation in a way that western European countries and especially the United States have not. Ojārs
Kalniņš, a member of parliament for Latvia’s center-right New Unity party
and vice chair of the foreign affairs committee, observed,
What’s clear here in Europe is that Russia is undermining
our countries by financing radical parties that are sometimes
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anti-NATO and certainly anti-EU. We’re hearing domestic
voices in our countries parroting Russian talking points. Here
in the Baltic states, we’re very aware of who’s undermining
our democratic order, but in other countries, that’s not so.
RT [the Russian government-funded outlet formerly known
as Russia Today] employs locals as reporters and presenters,
native speakers of the respective language, and there are what
you might call fake think tanks, outfits that essentially operate
as front organizations for Russia. This is an area where the
Balts have to educate our friends in western Europe. Russia
has been trying to influence our elections for 30 years.40
Part of the problem, Ubartas said, is that “journalism in digital
media is not about quality but about quantity. The message Russia
is sending, with the help of communications channels that are more
about quantity than quality, is that democracy is fucked up.”41 Since
the interviews with Ubartas, his analysis has been radically borne out
by, for example, anti-COVID-19-restrictions protests and COVID-19
vaccine refusal in Europe and the United States and, of course, Trump
supporters’ rebellion against the 2020 US presidential election results.
While it is not clear how much foreign governments contributed to
such sentiments, Russia’s long-standing efforts to discredit Western
democracy generally have helped increase citizen distrust vis-à-vis
democratic institutions.
As with other forms of gray-zone aggression, the rest of the world is
not blameless regarding disinformation. In a recent report, Diego Martin,
Jacob Shapiro, and Julia Ilhardt document 76 foreign influence efforts targeting 30 countries between 2013 and 2019. The researchers characterize
foreign influence efforts as
coordinated campaigns by a state or the ruling party in an autocracy to impact one or more specific aspects of politics at home
or in another state . . . through media channels, including social
media, by . . . producing content designed to appear indigenous
to the target state.42
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That is, interference using legal means. The researchers established that
64 percent of the operations were carried out by Russia. China, Iran, Saudi
Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates were responsible for most of the rest.43
This, again, demonstrates the opportunistic nature of gray-zone aggression, which simply avails itself of an opportunity, whether it is an issue,
a technical tool, a political candidate, or a divide in another country. Of
the influence efforts documented by the researchers, 26 percent targeted
the US, 16 percent targeted multiple countries, 9 percent targeted the UK,
4 percent each targeted Germany and Spain, and 3 percent each targeted
Australia, France, the Netherlands, South Africa, and Ukraine.44

Combining Gray-Zone Means
In true soup fashion, disinformation is often combined with other forms of
gray-zone aggression. Each time, the hostile state considers scale, purpose,
and to what ends the aggression will be used. To date, targeted countries
react only in cases of serious aggression, thus leaving the initiative squarely
with the aggressor. That also gives the aggressor the freedom to consider
longer-term aspects, such as whether and how to use proxies, the desired
effect in the short and long term, and a timescale that may outwit targeted
liberal democracies with their electoral cycle–linked thinking.
In spring and summer 2021, the Biden administration several times
warned Russia regarding Russian gangs’ ransomware attacks, in what
amounted to deterrence messaging. Biden told reporters,
I made it very clear to [Putin] that the United States expects
when a ransomware operation is coming from his soil, even
though it’s not—not—sponsored by the state, we expect
them to act if we give them enough information to act on who
that is.45
If Russia fails to do so, the Biden administration has said the US government will take action through visible and clandestine means.
A striking example of how an adversary can exploit an opportunity
through swift action is Chinese and Russian aid to Italy during COVID-19’s
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catastrophic first weeks in the country. Speaking soon afterward, Paolo
Alli, formerly a center-right Italian member of parliament and president of
the NATO Parliamentary Assembly, noted the chain of events.
In the first weeks of the coronavirus emergency, when Italy and
Lombardy were facing a dramatic situation and the EU was still
underestimating the problem and denying any kind of support
to Italy, Xi Jinping sent a plane full of masks, and Putin sent
a planeload of doctors. Doing so cost Beijing and Moscow virtually nothing, but the timing was so impeccable that Italian
support for the EU plummeted within days. If you ask Italians
whether Brussels, Moscow, and Beijing is their best friend, there
is no doubt that most will still put Brussels last.46
China and Russia took advantage of EU member states’ failure to assist
Italy with urgently needed medical supplies during the dramatic first weeks
of the coronavirus crisis.47 Beijing’s small delivery—part of which the Italians had to pay for—and Moscow’s large team of military doctors with
expertise seemingly unsuited to coronavirus emergencies were intended
less to save Italy than to undermine EU cohesion. China in particular used
the aid for elaborate publicity, providing a steady stream of slanted information on social media, often on accounts belonging to Chinese diplomats, and through government-linked media organizations such as China
Daily, the Chinese Communist Party’s (CCP) newspaper.48 The countries
were “Bad Samaritans,” helpers exploiting another country’s misery to discredit and undermine its institutions and allies, destabilize the Western
alliance, and win over the public.49
The mission was successful. In early April 2020, shortly after Chinese
aid arrived in Italy, a survey by pollster SWG found that the number of
Italians who considered China a friend had skyrocketed to 52 percent, up
from 10 percent only two months previously.50 In June 2020, 63 percent
of Italians said the EU failed their country during the coronavirus crisis;
4 percent said the EU was Italy’s best ally during the crisis, while 25 percent called China Italy’s best ally.51
Gray-zone aggression can, as demonstrated above, be effective even
when the aggressor uses only legal tools. Disinformation, for example, has
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already had a significant effect on liberal democracies. In the United States,
a poll by the Economist and YouGov in February 2020 showed that a majority (51 percent) of Americans did not believe the country could defend itself
against foreign interference in the November 2020 elections.52 A majority of Americans believes Russia interfered in America’s 2016 elections,53
and a January 2021 poll showed that only 16 percent of Americans believe
the country’s democracy is working well or extremely well.54 In the UK,
47 percent of Britons believe Russia interfered in the 2016 Brexit referendum, compared to 23 percent who believe it did not.55 Americans’ lack
of trust in the 2020 elections before they occurred was a perfect example
of the Thomas theorem, named after the American sociologist William
Thomas, who concluded that “if men define situations as real, they are real
in their consequences.”56
Following Russia’s annexation of Crimea, subversion of political processes emerged as a major concern in Western capitals. It is yet another
form of gray-zone aggression that is not inherently illegal; the Russian
government considers Western support of Russian civic organizations as
unwelcome interference, as have many other authoritarian regimes over the
years. Yet reverse interference—foreign governments meddling with Western groups and political parties—seems to have taken Western societies by
surprise. The Soviet Union was a key practitioner of such interference, and
in the past several years, Russia has made notable efforts in the area.
In January 2015, I documented Russia’s efforts to build relations with
increasingly popular European radical parties on the left and right, including Germany’s Alternative for Germany and Die Linke, the Freedom
Party of Austria, and Italy’s Lega Nord (now called Lega).57 Those efforts
included friendly outreach by Russian officials, invitations to Russia, and
in some cases, such as France’s then–Front National, bank loans. In return,
some of the parties’ elected representatives traveled to Crimea as observers of the region’s disputed referendum on incorporation with Russia and
decreed it free and fair.58
China has not managed to build similarly lasting connections with
political parties in other countries, perhaps because it lacks a convincing narrative to sell to them. Instead, China banks on foreign parties’ and
governments’ interest in its economic strength. Italy, for example, in 2019
became the first major developed economy to endorse China’s Belt and
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Road Initiative.59 The Lega–Five Star Movement coalition government
took the step, Alli said, as it felt Italy had “missed the boat on commercial
opportunities” in China that France and Germany had been pursuing for
a long time.60 In addition to such legitimate engagement, however, China
also builds foreign influence through Chinese citizens abroad and foreign
citizens of Chinese ancestry. As Charles Parton points out,
The CCP targets ethnic Chinese, seeking to use them to lobby
and vote in its interests. In Australia, funding through naturalised citizens with close Party links has influenced politicians’
stances. . . . Another tactic is the establishment of associations which do not advertise their UFWD [United Front Work
Department] links and which lobby for positions supported by
the CCP.61
The UFWD is the CCP’s influence arm and is also active outside the
country.

Early Efforts at Creating Resilience
Since 2014, even Western countries that had previously not regarded disinformation as a major concern have taken action to lessen its effect. This
makes disinformation the first gray-zone area in which countries have
made rigorous efforts to protect themselves. In June 2020, Damian Collins, a British member of Parliament for the Conservative Party and former
chairman of the Digital, Culture, Media and Sport Committee (DCMS),
noted that
there’s enormous activity around the coronavirus. The UK government has a specialist unit that monitors coronavirus disinformation, and Facebook is willing to take posts down even if
they’re not illegal. That’s a big change since the times of Cambridge Analytica. People are becoming aware that disinformation is a problem that needs to be addressed.62
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A DCMS inquiry in 2018 found that Cambridge Analytica, a dataharvesting firm, had interfered with the Brexit referendum two years previously.63 Maj. Gen. Pekka Toveri (ret.), at the time of the interview the
Finnish Defence Forces’ chief of intelligence, said that, in Finland, disseminating disinformation is now “relatively difficult because the public is well
educated.”64
Yet such efforts do not mean a country is inoculated against disinformation. In April 2020, 40 percent of British adults said they were “finding it
hard to know what is true or false about the [corona]virus.”65 The January
2021 mob storming of the US Capitol, meanwhile, demonstrated that even
disinformation that influences a minority of people can cause devastating
damage, not just physically but also to a country’s image of itself and its
standing in the world. The January 6 mob also illustrated how people who
may already be confused or angry pose a fertile ground for disinformation;
60 percent of the January 6 attackers had a history of financial troubles,
including bankruptcies and unpaid taxes.66
Even though knowledge of disinformation does not prevent it, knowledge does eliminate the surprise element. Russia tried to interfere with
US elections in 2020 by “push[ing] influence narratives—including misleading or unsubstantiated allegations against President Biden—to US
media organizations, US officials, and prominent US individuals.”67 It did
so knowing that America was better prepared for such interference efforts
than it was in 2016. Yet if the targeted country offers even a small opportunity for gray-zone aggression, the cost is so low that an adversary country
with intent and capability would reasonably seize it.
This is important in gray-zone aggression, as skilled gray-zone practitioners exploit gaps in rivals’ preparation. Russia followed up its annexation of Crimea not by attempting to annex majority-Russian regions of
Estonia and Latvia, a possibility that the West fears, but through interference in US elections. Many countries have tried to build resilience against
disinformation through information literacy campaigns and segments in
school curricula, while the European Union has created a plethora of task
forces, media literacy efforts, and disinformation tracking units. The EU
also meticulously prepared for potential interference in its 2019 parliament
elections. The European Commission “structured a comprehensive and
robust plan to prevent or, at least, reduce the risk of electoral interference
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and the spread of disinformation in the run-up to the EP [European Parliament] elections,” Edoardo Bressanelli et al. note in a June 2020 report prepared for the European Parliament.68 Facebook and Twitter, meanwhile,
have taken modest steps to regulate disinformation.
The 2019 European Parliament elections were considered a test for how
well the EU could withstand election interference, especially disinformation. The elections were a success. The June 2020 report by the European
Parliament notes that
interference operations were present and sustained, but did not
take the shape of a massive cross-national disinformation campaign or of coordinated cyberattacks. It also seems that false,
misleading and ideologically extreme content did not consistently influence the information flow on social media platforms. The Commission thus stated that interference attempts
were deterred by the EU measures.69

The Irony of Successfully Deterring One Form
of Gray-Zone Aggression
“The Commission thus stated that interference attempts were deterred by
the EU measures.”70 This matters. If one form of gray-zone aggression can
be at least partially deterred—in this case, through resilience—rivals are
likely to focus on other forms and innovate. In the interviews conducted
for this book, disinformation did not stand out as the interviewees’ most
important concern.
Kalniņš pointed out that
here in Latvia, our most significant vulnerability is the economy. If our economy deteriorates, people will leave—but we’re
a small country and can’t afford to lose people. We had a big
banking problem with lots of suspicious money coming into
the system. We have banks with 80 percent Russian or other
foreign capital. There are lots of ways in which you can use that
sort of money to undermine a country.71
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Niklas Karlsson, the vice chair of the Swedish parliament’s defense
committee, highlighted the risk posed by subversive foreign investments.
In Sweden, we’re currently conducting an investigation into
FDI [foreign direct investment]. China’s Belt and Road Initiative is not just a project to maintain economic growth in China;
it has larger ambitions. How to deal with it is a difficult balancing act. One mustn’t be too naive, but not too restrictive either.
I don’t have a clear idea of what’s the best way forward, but
the bottom line is that there are lots of countries in the world
that we can trade with. That creates jobs and growth. But we
should trade on our own terms. We can’t tell the Chinese that
they’re not welcome. We can’t close ourselves off. All this is the
democrat’s dilemma.72
Or, again, the defender’s dilemma of being an open society whose openness hostile states can exploit. With legal forms of gray-zone aggression,
a key challenge is, as always, to identify it. Toveri provided an illustrative
example from Finland.
When approaching military officers and civilian authorities,
our adversaries face challenges. Government officials normally
have strict rules regarding whom they can speak with and how
to report possible foreign contacts. Politicians and private sector representatives don’t have such rules and restrictions. There
are very few restrictions on whom they can meet or where a
politician can go to work after leaving political office. This provides an opening for Russia and for China too.73
This is a crucial point. While enormous attention has been paid to Russian disinformation efforts on official channels such as RT and Sputnik
and on social media, the most important avenue for a country wishing to
shape a Western country’s public debate may, in fact, be through conversations with “influencers” such as business leaders and former politicians.
As noted by Toveri, while it is illegal to provide classified information to
a foreign country, it is legal for business leaders, former politicians, and
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other key representatives to hold conversations with representatives of
rival countries. Such conversations can be part of an agenda coordinated
or even controlled by a hostile government.74 That senior officials’ (and
indeed business leaders’ and celebrities’) interactions with entities representing hostile states is legal reflects the post–Cold War belief in the
correcting nature of the globalized economy: the supposition that other
countries will adjust to Western standards of behavior once they join the
globalized economy and begin benefiting from it.
Globalization has not just introduced new forms of competition among
countries—and as a result, new risks of geopolitical friction—but also
created new opportunities for gray-zone aggression. The importance of
globalization in gray-zone aggression cannot be overstated. Authoritarian countries, of course, also benefit from access to time and consistency,
which allows them to play a long game that is much harder for liberal
democracies operating in electoral cycles to achieve.
Even though the forms of theoretically legal gray-zone aggression
that received the most attention immediately after 2014—disinformation and potential uprisings fueled by Russia—have an aggressive edge,
other forms are now becoming a much larger concern. They are of an
even less visible nature. This latent gray-zone aggression is fundamentally connected to globalization because it weakens a rival country by
undermining its global links. Two forms of this are analyzed in depth in
the following chapters: subversive economics and coercion, bullying, and
subversion of civil society.
While China appears to use gray-zone aggression to reinforce its national
priorities, Russia seems to focus on sowing chaos. Other current or future
rivals may develop additional strategies. That makes it even more vital for
liberal democracies to understand their vulnerabilities and address them.
Toveri pointed out that “as defenders, we should learn to know ourselves
better. Which are the weak points in our government, legislation, and
society? We think that we know ourselves well, but we haven’t looked at
ourselves from others’ perspective.”75 This, too, is part of the defender’s
challenge: seeing oneself as the gray-zone aggressor would.

V
Subversive Economics: When Business
as Usual Enters the Gray Zone

M

any people have heard of SolarWinds. Far fewer are familiar with
Romaco Group or Silex Microsystems. Although cyberattacks are
the subject of intense public discussion, they are—as we have seen—just
one of many non-kinetic ways countries seek to weaken liberal democracies. Indeed, the focus on cyberattacks means less attention is given to an
even more damaging form of gray-zone aggression: subversive economics.
It is not only a major strategic threat to Western countries but also one
against which the West has minimal protection.

What Is Subversive Economics?
The premise of globalization is that countries agree to open their markets
and participate in a global economy with few barriers because they believe
doing so will benefit all countries involved, through increased trading
opportunities, more specialization, and lower costs and prices. This will,
in turn, increase prosperity.
Countries can, however, exploit globalization as part of a strategy to
increase their power and weaken that of their rivals. Subversive economics, by my definition, is the systematic undermining of liberal democracies’
open markets by hostile governments, their businesses, or a combination
of the two, with the goal of weakening the targeted country, strengthening
the perpetrating country, or both.1
US officials have frequently referred to “predatory economics.” US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson used the term during the first year of the Donald
Trump administration,2 and it subsequently became a key US foreign policy
theme under his successor, Mike Pompeo. The 2018 US National Defense
Strategy also featured the term.3 “Predatory,” however, implies visibility that
56
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is often not present. Subversive economics is so dangerous precisely because
it typically does not protrude above the parapet of everyday business practices in the globalized economy. It is thus harder to detect, let alone counter.
Indeed, the fact that subversive economics concertedly exploits the
globalized economy makes it fundamentally different from economic foul
play during the Cold War and previous eras, when the world was far less
interlinked. Subversive economics is also different from everyday business activities in the globalized economy, which may be cutthroat and frequently aggressive but do not collectively exploit a country’s economy.
Subversive economics may pose a more significant threat to liberal
democracies than cyberattacks do because the latter cause damage that can
be repaired, while the former causes lasting damage by undermining the very
functioning of a country’s economy. It does so by exploiting liberal democracies’ openness, the ease of doing business in them, and the fact that they
mostly adhere to international rules while their rivals sometimes do not.

Trade Disputes and Subversive Economics
A country trying to gain advantages by targeting another country’s industry is not a new phenomenon. As John Conybeare observed in 1988, “International trade conflicts have been occurring at least since the times of
classical Greece.”4 Indeed, as Conybeare noted in the same article, “During
the past twenty years, trade issues have become part of the realm of ‘high
politics,’ the subject of major inter-state threats, negotiations, and occasionally even trade wars.”5 Trade issues have, in fact, entered high politics
at various points throughout history. In the 1930s, for example, Herbert
Hoover sought to strengthen the domestic US economy by placing tariffs
on some 20,000 foreign goods—the so-called Smoot-Hawley Tariff Act—
which unsurprisingly triggered counter-tariffs by the targeted countries
and contributed to a global economic downturn.6
The signing of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade in 1947 and
the creation of the World Trade Organization (WTO) in 1995 were supposed to limit trade disputes through firm rules and adjudication. That
countries have continued to join the WTO since its founding—including
China in 2001—highlights its importance. Despite its inability to punish
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offending member states, the WTO maintains an important role in world
trade by adjudicating and citing violations of WTO rules.7 Since the WTO’s
founding, member states have filed some 500 complaints with its dispute
settlement body.8
These complaints include one submitted by the EU after President
Trump made good on his threats to address what he considered the
unfair trade imbalance between the United States and the EU and after he
imposed tariffs of 25 and 10 percent on steel and aluminum, respectively,
from the EU.9 The Trump administration justified the tariffs with national
security concerns. Subsequently, Trump called the EU “worse than China”
and suggested that America’s friends are, in fact, sometimes its enemies.10
Yet even though the EU and the United States have over the years filed
additional WTO complaints against each other, China’s trade practices
pose concerns of a far more serious nature. Between 2009 and 2017, the
Barack Obama administration brought 25 cases to the WTO, the largest number of any country during that period. Sixteen of the complaints
alleged wrongdoing by China.11 At the time of writing, the United States
has won seven of these cases. The EU has likewise filed complaints against
China. It did so, for example, regarding stainless steel—a key component
in products from aircraft to medical devices—alleging that Beijing has
unfairly supported domestic producers at the expense of foreign ones.12
The limitations of the WTO’s power to punish bad behavior have come
into stark relief through the stainless steel case. In 2017, the Chinese stainless steel company Tsingshan opened a plant in Indonesia, which has the
world’s largest nickel reserves, a key component of stainless steel.13 The
plant’s construction was supported by the Chinese government14 and was
an important step for Tsingshan as more than two-thirds of the world’s
nickel is used to make stainless steel.15 With the plant operating for less than
two years, the Indonesian government suddenly announced it would ban
exports of nickel, which caused global nickel prices to skyrocket. Thanks to
its Indonesian plant, Tsingshan was shielded from the nickel hike,16 with a
resulting increase in exports of Indonesian-made stainless steel to Europe.
In 2015, the European Union had responded to Chinese price dumping
of stainless steel by imposing tariffs. In August 2019, the European stainless
steel industry filed another dumping complaint with the European Commission, this time also involving Indonesia. The EU followed up, imposing
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17 percent duties on stainless steel made by Tsingshan and its Indonesian
subsidiaries and 18.9 percent duties on another Chinese firm.17 China,
however, preempted the Europeans by raising its antidumping duties on
European stainless steel from 18.1 percent to a staggering 103.1 percent.18
This is exactly the kind of dispute the WTO was set up to solve. Without
stronger global structures to punish wanton tariff usage, it is hard to see
how such practices can be curtailed.
The solar panel sector, once dominated by Western businesses, demonstrates the risks involved when another country’s government-supported
manufacturers undercut competitors and, as a result, edge them out of
business. Thanks to government support, between 2006 and 2013, China’s
share of photovoltaic-cell production—solar panels’ key component—
grew from 14 to 60 percent. Western economies seeking to wean themselves off fossil fuels now find themselves at the mercy of Chinese solar
panel manufacturers.19
Subversive economics, however, extends far beyond unfair trade practices. In an October 2020 speech, German Minster of Defence Annegret
Kramp-Karrenbauer provided a summary that every Western country
would certainly agree with.
As a leading export nation, we Germans are greatly concerned
about how China has positioned itself in international trade
matters. Our concerns include
• currency manipulations that have been going on for a long
time;
• aggressive appropriation of intellectual property;
• unequal investment conditions;
• state-subsidized distortion of competition.20

Foreign Investments as Gray-Zone Aggression
In December 2018, Swedish media reported that three cutting-edge Swedish semiconductor firms—Imego, Norstel, and Silex Microsystems—had
been sold to Chinese buyers.21 Even though there was no government
approval process for non-EU takeovers of Swedish firms at the time, the
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government could have intervened to prevent the sale based on the technologies’ sensitivity. In 2018, the German government intervened in a business transaction on similar grounds, thwarting an investment by the State
Grid Corporation of China in the high-voltage energy operator 50Hertz by
instructing the government-owned bank KfW to buy the stake. In March
2021, the German government again used KfW to buy a stake in a crucial
firm; this time the transaction involved a controlling stake in Hensoldt,
which makes components for Eurofighter Typhoon aircraft. The German
government had announced in December 2020 that it would make the
investment to prevent “unfriendly powers” from acquiring matériel such
as sensors and encryption technology.22
Yet despite the sensitivity of the three firms’ expertise, the Swedish government did not intervene. In the case of Silex, which specializes in accelerometers, gyroscopes, and other microscopic sensors, its buyer—aviation,
satellite, and defense enterprise NavTech—announced soon afterward
that “it would build a $300m plant in Beijing ‘relying on Silex’s technology’ in micro-electromechanical systems . . . the components embedded in
chips that are increasingly central to everything from mobile phones and
medical devices to self-driving cars.”23
The case of the three Swedish semiconductor firms illustrates a
general picture: Until recently, most Western governments regularly
approved the vast majority of sales of domestic firms to foreign buyers, if they scrutinized the sales to begin with.24 Giving evidence to the
UK Parliament’s Defence and Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy
Committees in October 2018, Alex Chisholm, permanent secretary of
the Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy, stated that
under the UK’s 2002 Enterprise Act there had been eight government
“interventions” on national security grounds. Richard Harrington, the
department’s parliamentary undersecretary (and an elected member of
parliament), added that
there have been eight interventions, but that has to be put into
the context of literally thousands of M&A [mergers and acquisitions] transactions. I don’t think anyone could say that foreign
investment in this country is anything other than welcome, and
that will remain the case.25
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Eight government interventions on national security grounds out of
thousands of M&As is an exceptionally low number and demonstrates the
UK’s eagerness to attract foreign investment, which, in the 21st century,
has meant a special focus on attracting Chinese investment. Perhaps the
most obvious demonstration of that eagerness came in 2017 when former
Prime Minister David Cameron launched the UK-China Fund, an investment fund promoting UK-China cooperation in sectors including energy,
technology, and health care.26
It is symptomatic that, after the Cold War, belief in the benefits of global
business was so profound that most Western countries slashed or even
removed scrutiny of foreign direct investment (FDI). Pål Jonson, a member of the Swedish parliament for the center-right Moderate Party and
chairman of its defense committee, observed,
We were caught rather flat-footed when China began acquiring companies in Sweden. We used to have strict legislation regarding FDI, but it was abolished in 1993. Now we’re
trying to pass a new, similar law. And we’re trying to make
technology supply chains more secure. Sweden has a very
advanced tech sector, so securing the supply chain is vital.
Today, China is a substantial threat to Sweden’s economic
competitiveness.27
While the benefits of globalized markets may be obvious, globalization is open to exploitation by governments that are willing to violate the
rules of fair play and that are unconcerned by the resulting reputational
damage. Because China is the main practitioner of such exploitation, it
forms the focus of this chapter. Among subversive investments by other
countries, the February 2021 acquisition of Bergen Engines is a descriptive case. The Norwegian engine manufacturer was sold by Rolls-Royce
to TMH International, a Swiss-based fully owned subsidiary of the Russian firm TMH Group. Because Bergen Engines, which specializes in
large ship engines, is a major supplier to the Norwegian coast guard, the
acquisition created immediate concerns in Norway.28
For the past several years, Beijing has been pursuing economic greatpower status. The Made in China 2025 plan was launched in 2015 and forms
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the framework for transforming China into a leading manufacturing power
by focusing on technologically sophisticated production.29
To reach this goal, Beijing concluded early on that it could not count on
its domestic firms’ capabilities, especially since Chinese companies have
lower levels of automation and digitization than do firms in highly industrialized countries.30 The strategy instead relies on Chinese firms acquiring cutting-edge Western firms. As Jost Wübbeke et al. pointed out in 2016,
Made in China 2025
targets virtually all high-tech industries that strongly contribute to economic growth in advanced economies: automotive,
aviation, machinery, robotics, high-tech maritime and railway
equipment, energy-saving vehicles, medical devices and information technology to name only a few. Countries in which
these high-tech industries contribute a large share of economic
growth are most vulnerable to China’s plans.31
Wübbeke et al. noted that this “creates an enormous demand for
smart manufacturing products like industrial robots, smart sensors,
wireless sensor networks and radio frequency identification chips,” and
they identified as particularly vulnerable a string of countries including Denmark, Finland, Germany, Japan, South Korea, Sweden, and
the United States.32 Indeed, just months before their report was published, the Chinese firm Midea Group had acquired the cutting-edge German industrial robot maker KUKA. Although KUKA was considered a
crown jewel among German robotics firms, the considerable price Midea
paid surprised many market watchers, who surmised that Midea did
not just have a regular business deal in mind. Within two years of
KUKA’s takeover, its highly respected CEO left the company, which had
shifted its attention to China.33 Today, KUKA is de facto no longer a
German firm.
The generous price paid for KUKA is part of a larger trend. A 2019 report
by Mikko Huotari and Agatha Kratz describes the wide range of credits and
national and subnational subsidies provided to Chinese firms by various
Chinese government entities. The authors conclude that
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this panoply of financing benefits empowers Chinese companies with advantages over foreign competitors not only at home
but also when they engage in foreign takeovers, with relative
disregard for commercial risks, allowing them to offer premiums for foreign assets if necessary.34
Such apparent generosity can be especially attractive during national
crises. In January 2021, it emerged that Shenzhen-based BGI Group, the
world’s largest genome-sequencing company, had offered to build and
operate COVID-19 testing centers in six American states. BGI had even
offered to make donations. US intelligence agencies, however, warned
the states against accepting the offer based on concerns over BGI’s close
links to the Chinese government, which include operating China’s national
genetic database. In its stock filings, BGI says it aims to help the Chinese
Communist Party (CCP) achieve its goal to “seize the commanding heights
of international biotechnology competition.”35 BGI also works directly
with the Chinese armed forces, for which it conducts genetic research.36
The US intelligence agencies’ concerns focused on the risk of the Chinese
government accessing US residents’ genetic information. Ultimately, all
six states declined the offer.37
However, Sweden’s leading medical research institute, the Karolinska
Institute, partners with BGI for COVID-19 tests. In 2020, Vivien Yang
Swartz, BGI’s head of business development in the Nordic countries, said
that no genetic information collected by BGI in Sweden was being sent to
China. “They’re not interested in that,” she told the Times.38 That interest
could, of course, change.

Extent of Investments
It is unclear how many Chinese acquisitions of cutting-edge technology
firms (and large-stake investments in such firms) have taken place over the
past decade, as there is no publicly accessible database listing all foreign
investments. Even if such a database were created, it would be unlikely to
document all foreign (or non-EU, non–Five Eyes, and non-NATO) ownership. This is because information regarding the investing party’s name and
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address may not reveal the ultimate beneficial owner. As Jerker Hellström
notes in the case of the three Swedish semiconductor firms, the Swedish
government’s seemingly hyper-permissive approach could be because the
buyers obfuscated their identities.39 (Two of the Swedish firms’ buyers
were later found to have links to the Chinese armed forces.)
Hellström suggests that, given the difficulty in establishing the full
identity of these buyers, many more Western firms than have anecdotally
been identified may have been acquired by companies owned by Chinese
entities. Firms in all developed economies examine prospective partners
ahead of mergers, acquisitions, and investments for business viability and
compliance with due diligence laws; indeed, a whole sector specializes in
conducting such research. By contrast, governments do not require commercial partners to present for government scrutiny such investigations
ahead of commercial deals involving foreign investment, including venture
capital (VC) funding. While the acquired entity may know the identities of
the acquirer and any ultimate beneficial owners, there is no requirement
to inform the government.
Investments in the United States have declined in total amount, shifting
away from legacy businesses in traditional sectors toward smaller firms in
technology-focused ones. Indeed, in recent years, Chinese FDI patterns in
industrialized countries have shifted significantly. During the years soon
after China’s accession to the WTO in 2001, Chinese investment and acquisition activity involving US and other Western firms primarily occurred in
more-traditional sectors such as energy, real estate, automotive manufacturing (including Volvo), and tourism.40 However, Agatha Kratz et al. calculate that “Chinese FDI transactions in the EU-28 dropped by 33 percent
[in 2019], from EUR 18 billion in 2018 to EUR 12 billion in 2019, bringing
the total back to 2013 levels.”41
The decreased investment volume should come as no surprise. For
roughly the past half decade, Chinese firms have been pursuing more
inconspicuous acquisitions than they did at the beginning of the 21st century, but this may pose a significantly larger risk to Western countries.
Instead of primarily making high-profile investments in traditional sectors,
Chinese firms have been buying more small- and medium-size enterprises,
especially in tech-heavy sectors such as biotech and artificial intelligence
(AI) that are central to Made in China 2025.42
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Deals in 2019, for example, included National Electric Vehicle Sweden43
and France’s Maxeon Solar Technologies, in which state-owned Tianjin
Zhonghuan Semiconductor acquired a 29 percent stake and three board
seats.44 Deals in 2018 included the acquisition by Shanghai’s Will Semiconductor of California-based OmniVision Technologies, one of the world’s
top makers of image sensors and chips for smartphone and tablet cameras.45 Around the same time, state-owned Chinese firms bought several
other US chipmakers.46
Also in 2019, US tech firm Spigot sold itself to a Chinese buyer, and the
firm’s founder then launched a consultancy focused on steering more US
tech startups to Chinese buyers.47 While the launch of the consultancy is
one of thousands of business transactions taking place every day, it again
illustrates the elusive nature of gray-zone aggression. Steering cutting-edge
US startups to Chinese buyers is not illegal, yet the loss of these startups
could weaken the US economy and strengthen that of a competitor that
uses acquisitions as a strategy.
Although limited to Sweden, another good indicator of the shift in
Chinese investments is a November 2019 report by the Swedish Defence
Research Agency.48 The authors identify 51 acquisitions of Swedish firms
and 14 significant investments below a majority stake; the acquisitions
have also given the Chinese buyers control of some 100 subsidiaries. The
transactions accelerated after 2014, and about half involve Swedish companies in sectors that are part of Made in China 2025. The authors caution
that there may be many more cases that they have not been able to identify.
The China Global Investment Tracker maintained by the American
Enterprise Institute and the Heritage Foundation also documents this
shift.49 Since 2016, Chinese firms have bought more companies in, for
example, the biotech sector than they did during the aughts. In 2016, for
example, Chinese firms acquired Finnish silicon wafer maker Okmetic,50
Imagination Technologies (a world-leading British semiconductor chipmaker),51 Linxens (a French maker of smart-chip components for contactless payment technology),52 US biomedical firm MP Biomedicals,53
and German data-streaming startup Data Artisans.54 Chinese firms
also bought majority stakes in many other European and North American firms, including German pharmaceutical technology firms Romaco
Group55 and Biotest56 and NMS Group, which is an Italian group of
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companies focused on oncology drug discovery, preclinical research,
clinical development, and manufacturing.57
Along with the shift in thematic focus, the investments’ geographical
focus also seems to be shifting, from large European countries to techfocused smaller ones. The research firm Datenna notes that, in Germany,
the annual number of acquisitions accelerated in 2014, peaked in 2016,
and has since slowed.58 Kratz et al. likewise document a decline in volume of capital invested in Germany (and France and the UK) between
2015 and 2019. By contrast, during the same period, investments in smaller,
technology-heavy northern European countries increased.59 The Lithuanian serial entrepreneur Mindaugas Ubartas, for example, pointed out that,
even though Lithuania is not a major target market in general, the country
has a strong laser sector and is a target for Chinese takeover attempts in
that area: “Chinese companies are trying to buy Lithuanian laser firms.
And because we have businesspeople who think in short terms and who
want the investments, there’s nothing the government can do.”60
Despite the slowdown in larger European countries, Chinese acquisition activity is considerable. Indeed, it is imperative to assess it by the
number of deals, not just the total amount spent. As David Cogman, Paul
Gao, and Nick Leung note, “The big-ticket deals that make the headlines
are . . . not representative of the majority of transactions. These are mostly
middle-market deals: the median deal size over the past three years was
only $30 million.”61 For this reason, even though compilations of Chinese
investment trends in Europe and North America (and other liberal democracies such as New Zealand and Australia) tend to show declining activity
in recent years, when measured by total value, this should certainly not be
understood as declining Chinese interest.
In a further iteration of the shift from legacy industries to cutting-edge
ones, during the 2010s, the share of Chinese state-owned enterprises in
aggregate Chinese investment in the EU dropped from an average of
70 percent to a mere 11 percent.62 Datenna’s China-EU FDI Radar, however, highlights that many ostensibly private Chinese firms involved in
M&As have close links to the Chinese government. For example, the
radar contains 174 significant investments in Germany between 2010
and 2020. In 18 percent of the acquisitions, the acquired German firm
is now owned by the Chinese government,63 and in another 51 cases, the
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Chinese acquirers have considerable links to the Chinese government.
The China-EU FDI Radar’s figures raise the question of how many acquisitions in the EU and other Western countries involve ultimate Chinese
ownership without the respective governments being aware, let alone
being able to intervene.

Know Your Buyer
Lack of knowledge regarding investors’ ultimate beneficial owners is a
weakness of most Western regulations. While companies are expected to
conduct due diligence before major commercial transactions to identify
any financial improprieties or other illegal actions committed by the prospective partner, due diligence does not require investigations into legal
behavior. While a to-be-acquired party may be interested in learning an
acquirer’s ultimate owner, it does not have to decline the takeover offer
if the ultimate owner is a foreign government, nor do Western regulators
routinely screen potential acquisitions over such links.
The Dutch semiconductor company Ampleon’s acquisition by Chinese
investor Beijing Jianguang Asset Management in 2015 demonstrates what
such government links can look like.
Jianguang Asset Management (JAC Capital) is a joint venture
between China State Construction Investment Management
(JIC Capital) and Wise Road Capital (Jianping Science and
Technology Information Consulting). JIC Capital owns 51% of
the shares. . . . Through 4 layers of investment vehicles JIC is
fully owned by the State Council.64
Yet given many private Chinese firms’ extensive cooperation with Beijing, the ownership structure may make little difference regarding the
harm that could result from an acquisition. Even if the acquiring party has
no connections to Chinese security apparatuses, it may shift its new asset’s
activities toward China, as was the case with KUKA. President Xi Jinping
has also strengthened the government’s power over private enterprises.
China’s 2017 National Intelligence Law, for example, states,
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Any organization and citizen shall, in accordance with the law,
support, provide assistance, and cooperate in national intelligence work, and guard the secrecy of any national intelligence
work that they are aware of. The state shall protect individuals
and organisations that support, cooperate with, and collaborate
in national intelligence work.65
This is a change in policy compared to the pre-Xi era. Richard McGregor
points out that
from the Mao era onwards, Chinese state firms have always had
a predominant role in the economy, and the Communist party
has always maintained direct control over state firms. For more
than a decade, the party has also tried to ensure it played a role
inside private businesses. But in his first term in office, Xi has
overseen a sea change in how the party approaches the economy, dramatically strengthening the party’s role in both government and private businesses.66
The French contactless payment firm Linxens illustrates the steps
involved during a typical takeover of a Western firm by a Chinese one. After
being sold to a Luxembourg-based private equity investor, in 2018 Linxens
was sold to Ziguang Liansheng, an entity founded that year for the specific purpose of acquiring Linxens. As documented by Datenna, Ziguang
Liansheng is controlled by Tsinghua University, which in turn ultimately
reports to China’s Ministry of Education. At the time of writing, Linxens
is building a state-the-art facility in Tianjin, China, that will become its
largest facility worldwide.67 While none of this is illegal, it raises the questions of whether Linxens’ intellectual property (IP) is leaving France for
good and whether every advanced-technology majority-stake investment
by non-EU firms poses a risk of significant IP loss. Without comprehensive
scrutiny of FDI transactions, “non-EU,” “non-NATO,” “non–Five Eyes,”
and similar designations may be ineffective labels, as foreign firms can
make investments using Western-based subsidiaries.
The Swedish microchip firm Silex, in turn, was acquired “through a chain
of investment holding companies [that] involved Chinese state-controlled
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funds. The new plant is located in a state-run industrial park, and has been
backed by a state-run semiconductors fund, the Beijing Integrated Circuits
fund,” the Financial Times later established.68 By treating a cutting-edge
firm purely as a business, the Swedish government lost to China a key technology that would have benefited Sweden and its partners.
The case of Grindr, the gay dating app, demonstrates the growing intersection between seemingly ordinary companies and national security. In 2019,
the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS), the US
regulator charged with scrutinizing foreign investments on national security grounds, forced a reversal of the acquisition of US-based Grindr.69 The
acquisition, by Chinese media company Beijing Kunlun Tech, had been finalized the previous year and not been blocked by CFIUS, perhaps logically so,
as a dating app may ordinarily not trigger national security concerns. (Incidentally, Kunlun’s initial stake, a 60 percent share of the company bought in
2016 for $93 million, is another example of the modest sums paid by Chinese
firms, reflecting the often relatively small size of the acquired firms.)
After Kunlun’s acquisition of Grindr, however, CFIUS became concerned when it was discovered that Kunlun engineers based in Beijing had
been working on Grindr’s database; Kunlun had shifted most of Grindr’s
operations there, away from Grindr’s California home.70 This raised the
concern that Grindr users’ data—such as private messages and HIV status—could become available to Chinese authorities and used to blackmail
users in sensitive positions.71 Grindr, in other words, had importance far
beyond the $93 million stake. CFIUS forced Kunlun to divest Grindr.
The case also illustrates the lack of clarity regarding buyers’ identities. Following Kunlun’s forced divestment of Grindr, CFIUS approved a
new buyer for the dating app. Following that acquisition, however, it was
discovered that the new buyer—a newly formed US-based entity—was
closely linked to Kunlun.72 Prospective “know your buyer” rules akin to
today’s “know your customer” ones clearly involve more administrative
effort by businesses and governments, but, if a business is important to
national security, that additional step is warranted.
In the case of Linxens, the transaction raises the prospect that French
authorities were unaware that Ziguang Liansheng served as a vehicle for
Tsinghua University. In addition, precisely because many firms that have
been acquired or received majority Chinese investments in recent years are
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relatively small and not household names, the transactions have received
scant news coverage. The Chinese acquisitions of Imego, Norstel, and
Silex73 received virtually no attention in Sweden even though the Swedish
firms produce cutting-edge technology.
In December 2020, China and the EU finalized their Comprehensive
Agreement on Investment (CAI). European Commission President Ursula
von der Leyen explained that the CAI
will provide unprecedented access to the Chinese market
for European investors, enabling our businesses to grow and
create jobs. It will also commit China to ambitious principles on sustainability, transparency and non-discrimination.
The agreement will rebalance our economic relationship
with China.74
The CAI, however, provides no solutions to Chinese gray-zone practices including concerted takeovers and IP theft.75 Furthermore, considering that China has violated previous treaty obligations including the
Sino-British joint declaration on Hong Kong,76 it is not clear that China
will adhere to its CAI treaty obligations.

China’s Military-Civil Fusion Strategy as Part
of Subversive Economics
China’s Military-Civil Fusion (MCF) strategy—which “leverag[es] the
civilian sector to maximise military power”77—aims to establish China’s
armed forces as a world-class military by 2049, the same year Made in
China 2025 aims to have established China as a high-tech manufacturing
superpower. As Elsa Kania and Lorand Laskai observe, fusion
is not yet a true reflection of realities on the ground in China.
Over the past 30 years, China’s defense sector has been primarily dominated by sclerotic state-owned enterprises that remain
walled off from the country’s dynamic commercial economy. At
its core, MCF is intended as a remedy to this problem.78
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Fusing military and civil innovation is a long-standing Chinese government ambition, albeit one that haltingly progressed under previous presidents. Until Xi came to power, China struggled to approach anything close
to the United States’ civil-military cooperation, in which the government
has successfully incentivized private-sector research and development
that could benefit the US armed forces. (GPS is an often-mentioned success story.) During Xi’s tenure, however, MCF
has been part of nearly every major strategic initiative, including Made in China 2025 and Next Generation Artificial Intelligence Plan. The goal is to bolster the country’s innovation
system for dual-use technologies in various key industries like
aviation, aerospace, automation, and information technology
through “integrated development.”79
As a sign of the importance Xi affords MCF, in 2017 he launched the
Central Commission for Integrated Military and Civilian Development, a
new agency that coordinates MCF activities. He appointed Vice-Premier
Zhang Gaoli to lead the commission’s daily affairs, a role that ordinarily a
less senior official would take on.80
The Ministry of Industry and Information Technology, meanwhile,
oversees MCF’s implementation, assigning “MCF mandates and funding
to research institutions, pools of capital, companies, S&T [science and
technology] projects, industry zones, and human capital programs.”81 The
US government has expressed strong concern regarding MCF’s impact
on US industries and US companies’ inadvertent role in it. In the May
2020 report “United States Strategic Approach to the People’s Republic of
China,” the White House noted that MCF
strategy gives the PLA [People’s Liberation Army] unfettered
access into civil entities developing and acquiring advanced
technologies, including state-owned and private firms, universities, and research programs. Through non-transparent MCF
linkages, United States and other foreign companies are unwittingly feeding dual-use technologies into PRC [People’s Republic of China] military research and development programs,
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strengthening the CCP’s coercive ability to suppress domestic
opposition and threaten foreign countries, including United
States allies and partners.82
This concern is unlikely to subside under the Joe Biden administration.
Made in China 2025, MCF, and the strategy for Chinese great-power status can proceed at pace because China has the intent and capability to take
advantage of Western industries. Western countries, in turn, inadvertently
provide the opportunity for it to do so. Yet while no Western country would
say it wanted to aid China’s advance at its own expense, investments in
and acquisitions of Western firms do precisely that. Although rules govern international trade, no international rules govern how private firms
do business as long as they do not violate national laws. This, again, is the
attractiveness of subversive economics: Another country can base a strategy for increased global power on tapping competitors’ resources.
While China is the leading practitioner of subversive economics, the
area is clearly not an inherently Chinese domain. On the contrary, the field
is open to any country with intent and capability. Russian oligarchs and
Middle Eastern royals have bought a string of elite Western sports clubs.83
Russia’s elite Kontinental Hockey League—sponsored partly by the country’s energy giant Gazprom—has rekindled the Cold War rivalry between
Soviet and US hockey by attracting Western hockey stars and even a couple teams to the league,84 though North America’s National Hockey League
recruits far more Russian players than vice versa. North Korea for years
operated a hostel on its embassy grounds in Berlin to raise hard currency,
until a court forced the hostel to close in 2020.85
These transactions remain vastly more limited than China’s and pose a
decidedly smaller threat of subversion to Western economies. Nevertheless, when corporate transactions serve geopolitical purposes, can they
still be considered pure business?

Property Purchases in Subversive Economics
Property purchases are also part of subversive economics, usually for
logistical rather than commercial purposes.
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Finland has, in the past decade, seen a significant rise in purchases by
Russian nationals of properties located close to sensitive installations. To
counter this development, in 2015 Defence Minister Jussi Niinistö introduced a government right of first refusal for property purchases near
strategic installations.86 Then, in September 2018, Finnish authorities conducted a massive raid on a property on the small island of Sakkiluoto in the
Finnish archipelago. The holiday cottage had been outfitted with security
cameras, motion detectors, satellite dishes, piers, a helipad, and sophisticated communications equipment.87
As with FDI, most Western countries have long maintained an open
door for foreign property buyers and been less judicious than Finland has
been. Such property purchases can range from cottages near sensitive
installations to expensive London mansions that may be used for money
laundering. In its 2020 report on Russia, the UK Parliament’s Intelligence
and Security Committee noted that
whilst the Russian elite have developed ties with a number
of countries in recent years, it would appear that the UK has
been viewed as a particularly favourable destination for Russian oligarchs and their money. It is widely recognised that the
key to London’s appeal was the exploitation of the UK’s investor visa scheme, introduced in 1994, followed by the promotion of a light and limited touch to regulation, with London’s
strong capital and housing markets offering sound investment
opportunities. . . . The UK welcomed Russian money, and few
questions—if any—were asked about the provenance of this
considerable wealth.88
Acquisitions of ports are a related concern because they form vital
nodes in global shipping, which transports 80 percent of world trade in
goods.89 In 2016, the Chinese logistics giant COSCO Shipping acquired a
majority stake in Greece’s Port of Piraeus, Europe’s seventh-largest port,
with which it already had a concession agreement. The 35-year concession
agreement, signed in 2009, allowed COSCO to upgrade and run cargo
piers.90 In 2018, Greece endorsed China’s Belt and Road Initiative, and
in 2019, Greece’s Deputy Foreign Minister Kostas Fragogiannis explained
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that “the objective is to transform [the Port of Piraeus] into the biggest
transit hub between Europe and Asia and, potentially, the biggest port in
Europe.”91 Such a development would increase European dependence on
China and, as a result, China’s opportunities for coercion.
Fears further increased when, also in 2019, Italy’s Port of Trieste signed
a memorandum of understanding with the China Communications Construction Company.92 In late 2020, however, the Port of Trieste instead
received a German majority owner when Hamburger Hafen und Logistik
bought 50.1 percent of the shares.93 However, as Charlie Lyons Jones and
Raphael Veit note, “Chinese port holdings now span the globe and include
investments in Greece, Myanmar, Israel, Djibouti, Morocco, Spain, Italy,
Belgium, Côte d’Ivoire and Egypt, among others.”94
As in other sectors, some investments have involved governmentsupported payments above market rate. COSCO, for example, in 2009
received a €215 million loan from the government-owned China Development Bank to invest in Greece’s Port of Piraeus, and it subsequently received
another €120 million loan from the bank for the same port.95 Like other
investments with links to a rival government, China’s port investments illustrate the thin line between traditional commercial activities and legal activities in the gray zone. While German ownership of other European ports
is unlikely to raise red flags, Chinese ownership does because of how the
owner or the Chinese government may decide to use such a strategic asset.

A Political Juncture
China’s “16+1” (later “17+1”) platform with central and eastern European countries has long been a flagship format in its efforts to convince
European governments of the benefits of closer economic cooperation.
European participants’ waning enthusiasm in the late 2010s, however,
was a clear indication that these governments were growing concerned.
Latvian Member of Parliament Ojārs Kalniņš commented on his country,
observing that
a positive thing is that we’ve managed to avoid an influx of Chinese capital. A couple of years ago we hosted the 16+1 meeting
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[involving China and central and eastern European countries]
here in Latvia. The prime minister of China participated. But
we were careful and nothing materialised. At one point the Chinese offered to build RailBaltic, using Chinese firms of course.
But RailBaltic is also about military mobility. We can’t give such
a contract to Chinese companies. Now we’re building it using
Baltic firms, and with significant financing from the EU.96
At a 17+1 virtual summit in February 2021, Estonia and Lithuania openly
distanced themselves by sending lower-ranking officials than is customary.97 In May, Lithuania left the group.98
Around 2020, Western governments’ and parliaments’ attitudes
shifted substantially regarding investments by China. This is a significant
development, considering that many countries had been highly reluctant
to take action lest it harm their position as an attractive destination for
Chinese investments. Western governments’ growing concern is articulated by, for example, the US State Department, which warned that “the
CCP is systematically reorganizing the Chinese science and technology
enterprise to ensure that new innovations simultaneously advance economic and military development.”99 In November 2020, President Trump
issued an executive order banning US companies and entities such as
pension funds from investing in key companies that are part of MCF.100
Through legislation and other initiatives that same year, the EU, individual EU member states, and other Western countries also strengthened
FDI scrutiny. In October 2020, the EU’s foreign investment screening
mechanism became fully operational.101 Sweden strengthened its regulation that fall102 (from a highly permissive basis), as did Australia, France,
Italy, Poland, Spain, and the UK, among others.103 The Czech Republic
and other countries followed in spring 2021.104 The UK legislation, for
example, significantly expands the areas requiring government approval,
including AI, autonomous robotics, cryptographic authentication, and
engineering biology.105
These legislative steps followed the United States’ long-standing
screening by CFIUS, which the Foreign Investment Risk Review Modernization Act of 2018 (FIRRMA) strengthened.106 In 2018, Germany quietly
also strengthened investment regulations, stipulating that investments
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above 10 percent (down from 25 percent) in sensitive areas would require
government approval.107
By 2022, the vast majority of Western countries will likely have
strengthened their FDI regulations. This will at the very least create better insight into which foreign entities are investing in which firms, and it
may lead to many more rejected transactions involving sensitive firms.
The step, however, raises the question of who will acquire firms if certain
foreign buyers are blocked. In cases ranging from Norwegian Air Shuttle
to KUKA to Grindr, companies may want or even need to be acquired
and may not be permitted to accept the most advantageous, or even the
only, offer.
Maj. Gen. Pekka Toveri (ret.), at the time of the interview the Finnish
Defence Forces’ chief of intelligence, described the situation.
What can a government do when a small municipality gets a
very lucrative offer from a foreign company to do business—for
example, to buy a major building or property—and you think
it’s bad for national security? The buyer offers a good price,
too good even. The government could force the municipality
to forgo the offer, but it’s not necessarily in a position to reimburse the municipality for the lost income, which is a lot of
money for a city council. So the city council might go for the
deal. That leads to issues especially if you don’t even know who
the real owner is. At least Finland has a new law that requires
preapproval for buyers that are not EU citizens. It will have
some deterrent effect.108

VC Funding
Like all forms of gray-zone aggression, subversive economics is limited
only by the aggressor’s imagination. While Western governments and parliaments are introducing stricter rules on investments and acquisitions,
their strategic rivals can shift their focus to another completely legal form
of participation: VC startup funding.
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VC is not inherently dangerous; on the contrary, it is the lifeblood of
startups. With technological innovation becoming ever more important,
startups must have access to capital that can sustain their operations until
they start generating a steady revenue stream. While many governments
issue grants to startups and the United States has outfits—most notably
the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency109 and In-Q-Tel110—that
fund or invest in innovation benefiting the US government, most startups
rely on purely commercial VC funding.
Through VC investments, however, funders linked to foreign governments can also access other countries’ best innovation at an early stage.
It is thus hardly surprising that, as Chinese investment activity has grown,
so has Chinese VC funding of cutting-edge Western startups. Such activity takes place through Chinese VC firms operating in Western innovation
hubs, such as Silicon Valley in the US and Oxford and Cambridge in the
UK. Like all VC firms, Chinese VCs active in such research hubs constantly
monitor university innovation, spin-offs, and early-stage startups in which
they can invest. In Silicon Valley, Chinese VC firm DHVC has several dozen
early-stage startups—primarily in AI, biotech, and fintech—in its portfolio.111 As Reuters reported in 2018, the firm was established and funded
with help from the Chinese government.112
An Office of the US Trade Representative report found that, by November 15, 2018, 151 VC investments into US startups featured at least one
Chinese investor, up from fewer than 20 in 2010. Los Altos–based TSVC,
formerly TEEC Angel Fund, was jointly launched by the Shenzhen municipal government and Tsinghua University and has invested in nearly
200 tech startups.113
In Cambridge, Chinese VCs such as TusPark UK114 (part of Tsinghua
University) and Puhua Capital115 continuously meet with startups and participate in sessions in which startups pitch potential investors. In spring
2020, Puhua participated (with European investors) in a funding round
for the Oxford-based medical software startup Perspectum116 and funded
another medical technology startup, Cambridge-based Inotec AMD.117 In
November 2020, the Chinese tech giant Tencent invested in the Series C
funding round for the Cambridge-based genomics startup Congenica.118
In the United States, the 2018 FIRRMA legislation tried to remedy
the situation by making it more difficult for foreign VC firms to invest in
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cutting-edge tech. Other Western countries, however, have not passed
similar legislation. In addition, FIRRMA does not apply to VC firms’ limited partners. As the name suggests, limited partners have small involvement in the startups they fund; their funding is supposed to be passive
capital, and they receive only basic information about the technology and
financials of the startups they invest in. Limited partnerships are, however,
a gray-zone area, as a limited partner may provide all the capital invested in
a startup. This gives the limited partner considerable opportunity to informally steer the startup’s strategy, including expanding or shifting focus to
a particular country. Limited partners can also try to access confidential
information about the funded startup’s technology through, for example,
conversations with staff. Even though limited partners are not entitled to
such information, this rule is difficult to police.
Considering that startups are creating cutting-edge innovation, limited
partnerships are a highly attractive proposition. VC firms are, however, not
obliged to disclose the names of their limited partners. Some limited partners active in the West are known to be connected to the Chinese government. According to a 2018 Reuters investigation, no fewer than 20 Silicon
Valley VC firms have Chinese limited partners linked to Chinese government entities.119 Sabrina Yuan and Art Dicker note that, in the United
States, the best option for Chinese-backed funds
is to essentially not be Chinese. Under FIRRMA, even if 100%
of the limited partner investors in a fund are Chinese, if the
general partners of the fund are US citizens and fully empowered with discretion to make all investment decisions on their
own, the fund is considered a US fund.120
Even under US legislation, which is stricter than other Western countries’, it is thus easy for entities affiliated with strategic rivals to invest in
promising startups. That early funding, in turn, can give them access to key
innovation long before a firm is ready to be acquired. Equally troublingly, it
is impossible to know how many Western startups have received VC funding from limited partners connected to governments that are engaged in
gray-zone aggression against the West. It is, of course, also not possible to
know which startups have received such funding.121
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VC funding is also important because Chinese investors’—and the Chinese government’s—objective may not be to acquire a company and take
full control of it. Instead, getting access to pioneering innovation at an
early stage often appears to be a strategy. Equipped with this knowledge,
Chinese investors can encourage China-based companies to pursue the
same innovation, and these firms can in turn strengthen their country’s
position in a global economy in which innovation is a fundamental asset.

Corporate Appointments
During the Cold War, countless Westerners knowingly or unwittingly
served as Warsaw Pact agents of influence.122 Indeed, in strategic competition among countries, each side typically tries to recruit locals of some
prominence to speak on its behalf in their home countries. During the
Cold War, however, there were decidedly few opportunities for influence
activities in the business world because few businesses straddled NATO
countries and the Warsaw Pact.
Since the end of the Cold War, commercial interaction among countries has skyrocketed. Western countries in particular have given foreign
citizens and businesses largely unfettered access to their markets and
indeed their societies. The same, however, is not true for many other countries. The EU-China CAI, for example, allows Chinese companies to buy
EU-based broadcasters, cinemas, and other entertainment ventures, while
China provides no such access in return.123
This has triggered considerable innovation in engaging locally prominent individuals for strategic advantages, a practice sometimes referred
to as “elite capture.” This term originates from the field of international
development, referring to the capture of resources by the elite.124 Today,
however, it has an additional meaning: capture of the elite.
This capture can include appointments to various bodies and organizations and is thus a much wider concept than agents of influence is.
The “captured elite” does not have to perform any functions for the other
country apart from turning a friendly ear to it. In July 2020, for example,
a dossier assembled by a British former intelligence officer documented
alleged Chinese elite capture in the UK.125
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Corporate appointments are a particularly problematic aspect of
elite capture. During the Cold War, the few Warsaw Pact–based companies active in the West were hardly in the position to offer jobs or board
appointments to retired politicians and other notable members of society.126 Today, such opportunities are plentiful. In the first half of 2020, for
example, the UK board of Huawei featured four members of the British
political and business establishment—three with knighthoods and one
a member of the House of Lords.127 One of them, former BP CEO John
Browne, served as chairman and is credited with having improved Huawei’s image in the UK. Huawei’s strategy appeared to have borne fruit
when the UK government in early 2020 decided to include Huawei in the
country’s 5G network. When the government subsequently reversed its
decision, Browne resigned.128 Hong Kong–based HSBC, in turn, employs
as its UK head of public affairs a former British ambassador.129
Germany’s former Chancellor Gerhard Schröder chairs the shareholders’ committee of Nord Stream,130 the pipeline that transports gas
from Russia to Europe. While Nord Stream is partly owned by western
European energy firms,131 it is majority-owned by Gazprom. Because of
this link, Schröder has received enormous criticism for his role on Nord
Stream’s board. Former Austrian Foreign Minister Karin Kneissl serves on
the board of Rosneft Oil Company, another energy giant controlled by the
Russian government, as does Schröder,132 while former Swedish Prime
Minister Fredrik Reinfeldt serves on the board of a Hong Kong–based firm
whose ultimate majority owner is the Chinese government.133
These appointments are not illegal. In most Western countries, politicians and senior officials leaving office are obliged to abide by a coolingoff period during which they must not accept private-sector appointments.
Following that period, however, they are free to accept appointments, including with foreign firms. Members of parliaments such as the UK House of
Lords and House of Commons are also free to hold concurrent private-sector
appointments.134 “It is notable that a number of Members of the House of
Lords have business interests linked to Russia, or work directly for major
Russian companies linked to the Russian state,” the UK Parliament’s Intelligence and Security Committee noted in its 2020 report on Russia.135
In itself, holding such appointments does not pose a risk to the individuals’ home countries: Every multinational company today has a main
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board of directors comprising many nationalities, and regional or national
boards in different parts of the world are composed of people with relevant expertise, contacts, and public standing. Companies need exactly
that kind of expertise. It is, however, more problematic when firms representing countries that engage in gray-zone aggression appoint prominent
personalities in countries against which their home governments engage
in unfair competition. If those firms also do their governments’ bidding,
or are unfairly supported by their governments at the expense of Western
competitors, their use of locally prominent figures is another iteration of
subversive economics.
In 2020, the China Research Group—British members of Parliament
who advocate for more caution in the UK’s relationship with China—
released a report that highlighted the risks posed by corporate appointments.136 Tom Tugendhat, a Conservative member of Parliament who
chairs the group, told the Financial Times that it is “unacceptable” that UK
former politicians and senior officials “go on to leverage that knowledge
to the advantage of our rivals and not our citizens.”137 However, while
there are boards examining exiting politicians’ and senior officials’ corporate appointments to ensure compliance with lobbying rules, there is no
CFIUS-like regulator that scrutinizes corporate appointments on national
security grounds in the same manner as for acquisitions.

Subversive Economics’ Core Threat to National Security
Investments and acquisitions by private firms from other countries are
not a development simply to tolerate; on the contrary, industrialized
countries depend on foreign investments. Today, however, Western countries are finding that what is good for their economies in the short term
is not good for their countries in the long term. This, too, highlights the
defender’s dilemma.
The genius of subversive economics is it exploits globalization in a legal
and barely noticeable way. Addressing this exploitation of globalization
without damaging the fabric of the globalized economy also poses a seemingly intractable dilemma for targeted countries. Subversive economics
may, in fact, constitute the most poisonous form of gray-zone aggression
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facing liberal democracies today because, at a superficial level, business
opportunities involving foreign entities are an asset. Through no fault of
their own, businesses are finding themselves on the front line of a geopolitical confrontation for which they are ill-prepared and that goes against the
nature of the globalized market. As Henry Farrell and Abraham Newman
point out, “Once it was the places that globalization hadn’t yet reached
that were politically dangerous. Now new political risks are found right at
the heart of the global economy.”138

VI
Coercion, Bullying, and Subversion
of Civil Society

I

n January 2021, China’s President Xi Jinping told the World Economic
Forum that “the strong should not bully the weak. Decision [sic] should
not be made by simply showing off strong muscles or waving a big fist.”1
In reality, China engages in bullying vis-à-vis countries and foreign companies as a foreign policy tool. Even in 1966, Fidel Castro complained about
such practices by Beijing, accusing China of committing “a criminal act
of economic aggression against [Cuba].”2 He added that China’s actions
“can be explained only as a display of absolute contempt toward our country” and asked “whether in the world of tomorrow powerful nations can
assume the right to blackmail, extort, pressure, attack, and strangle small
peoples.”3
In 1966, only a few countries were vulnerable to such coercion by
China; today, most of the world is. And China is not the only perpetrator. Coercion, bullying, and subversion of civil society are expedient forms
of gray-zone aggression, particularly for regimes that are not concerned
about a tattered image. This chapter analyzes selected forms of coercion,
bullying, and subversion of civil society.

Coercion Through Diplomacy
In October 2020, China’s ambassador to Canada reacted to reports that
Canada might accept asylum applications by Hong Kong democracy activists. Amb. Cong Peiwu told a news conference,
If the Canadian side really cares about the stability and prosperity in Hong Kong, and really cares about the good health and
safety of those 300,000 Canadian passport holders in Hong
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Kong, and a large number of Canadian companies operating in
Hong Kong, you should support those efforts to fight violent
crimes.4
There is nothing illegal or indeed objectionable about saying a country
should support another country’s efforts to fight violent crime. However,
what Amb. Cong expressed was a threat against Canada. In recent years,
Chinese diplomats have frequently issued such veiled threats to Western
countries over developments Beijing disliked. In summer 2020, after the
UK government had reversed its decision to include Huawei in its 5G network, China’s ambassador to the UK, Liu Xiaoming, voiced pointed criticism: “The way you are treating Huawei is being followed very closely by
other Chinese businesses, and it will be very difficult for other businesses
to have the confidence to have more investment.”5
Such threats are not empty words. For example, starting in 2010, China
suspended imports of goods such as salmon to punish Norway for the Norwegian Nobel Committee’s decision to award that year’s Nobel Peace Prize
to Chinese dissident Liu Xiaobo.6 Amb. Liu’s suggestion that the UK’s
decision to exclude Huawei would prompt an exodus of Chinese investment from the UK was, in other words, clearly intended as a threat. Beijing
has, as we have seen, also threatened the UK with retaliation over the UK
government’s decision to grant a path to citizenship for residents of Hong
Kong, a former British crown colony.7 In January 2021, China announced
that it would no longer recognize the so-called overseas passports granted
by the UK to Hong Kong residents who registered as British overseas
nationals before the UK handed over Hong Kong to China in 1997.8 The
move could prevent British overseas nationals from leaving Hong Kong.
In September 2020, China’s Foreign Minister Wang Yi weighed in
against another country, announcing that the speaker of the Czech parliament’s upper chamber, Miloš Vystrčil, would “pay a heavy price” for leading a senate delegation on a visit to Taiwan.9 Earlier in the year, China’s
embassy in the Czech Republic had sent a letter to Vystrčil’s predecessor,
Jaroslav Kubera, warning that, if he proceeded with the trip, “Czech companies who have economic interests in China will have to pay for the visit
to Taiwan by Chairman Kubera.”10 It added, “China is the largest foreign
market for many Czech companies like Skoda Auto, Home Credit Group,
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Klaviry Petrof and others.”11 Kubera died of a heart attack a week after
receiving the letter, without having managed to visit Taiwan.
Sweden is, in turn, a regular recipient of coercive statements by China’s
ambassador in Stockholm, and not just over matters relating to Huawei.
Amb. Gui Congyou, who has held the post since 2018, has sent numerous
letters to news organizations whose coverage of China he considers too
critical; several of the organizations described the letters as aggressive and
threatening. In a 2020 interview with Sveriges Television, Amb. Gui continued the theme, describing Sweden as a “48-kilogram lightweight boxer
who provokes a feud with an 86-kilogram heavyweight boxer.”12
Worldwide, the picture has been similar over the past decade. Charles
Parton notes that “behaviour deemed inimical to CCP [Chinese Communist Party] interests can be punished by downgrading relations and harming economic interests.”13 He lists selected cases in recent years, including
the punishment of Norway over the 2010 Nobel Peace Prize and a ban on
South Korean package-holiday sales by Chinese travel agencies after South
Korea agreed to host US Terminal High-Altitude Area Defense (THAAD)
missiles.14 In addition, Beijing has threatened repercussions for any country whose officials meet with the Dalai Lama. This has led to many Western
governments no longer meeting with the Tibetan religious leader.15
Coercive diplomacy has, in other words, already forced Western governments to change their behavior. Erik Reichborn-Kjennerud and Patrick
Cullen liken intimidation to not just gray-zone aggression but war: “War is
also an act of force to compel our enemy to do our will.”16 It works. As Ivar
Kolstad documents, “Immediately following the peace prize, Norwegian
agreement with Chinese voting in the United Nations on human rights
resolutions increased.”17
Russian top officials have at various times also issued ominous warnings
to Western countries, usually relating to NATO membership. In July 2018,
for example, Russian Defence Minister Sergei Shoigu criticized a recent
cooperation agreement signed by Finland, Sweden, and the United States.
The deal signed in May allows these countries to participate
fully in NATO exercises and to use NATO forces. In turn NATO
has been granted full, unobstructed access to these countries’
airspace and territorial waters.
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I emphasize that these kind [sic] of steps by our western colleagues lead to the destruction of the current security system,
increase mistrust and force us to take counter-measures.18
Generally, however, Russia appears to use coercion vis-à-vis NATO, EU,
G7, and Five Eyes countries less frequently than China does. As Stanislav
Tkachenko and Antongiulio de’ Robertis pointed out in 2016, Russia’s use
of coercive diplomacy around that time was mostly against Ukraine and
Syria.19 This relative absence of coercion directed against the West may
not reflect a lack of intent but rather a lack of capability and opportunity:
Because it is not a major economic partner and certainly does not play the
same role that China does in Western economies, Russia has fewer coercive levers at its disposal. Indeed, the levers it does have—primarily gas
exports to Europe—could harm Russia more than the targeted countries,
as threats to cut off gas deliveries would convince many European decision
makers to turn to other energy sources.
Some Western governments are, of course, no strangers to coercive
diplomacy. In pursuing its Clean Network agenda for 5G equipment free of
Chinese participation, the Donald Trump administration pressured allies
to join it by, for example, requiring all traffic entering and exiting US diplomatic facilities to have a “clean path”—that is, no involvement by Huawei
or fellow Chinese firm ZTE.20 Coercive US diplomacy, though, precedes
Trump. Writing in 2020, Elizabeth Rosenberg et al. observed that
the last decade has seen an explosive growth in U.S. coercive
economic tools. . . . [The George W. Bush and Barack Obama]
administrations expanded sanctions on Iran in unprecedented
ways, invented new types of financial restrictions on Russia, and
targeted a growing array of transnational threats. Under Donald Trump’s administration, America has not only continued to
expand its use of sanctions, it has also renewed and expanded
other parts of America’s coercive economic toolkit.21
While the US government may consider this a matter of creating global
order, its use of coercive economics provides an excuse for other countries
to use coercion in less-palatable ways.
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Indeed, threats as a diplomatic tool are not new. Cato the Censor (also
known as Cato the Elder and Cato the Wise) may have used his regularly
repeated calls for the destruction of Carthage (“Carthago delenda est”)22 to
convince Romans of the idea, but Carthaginians certainly also perceived
them as a threat. In more recent years, sundry leaders have threatened
retaliation—sometimes not compliant with international law—if another
country fails to comply with demands. In March 2003, President Bush
issued a 48-hour ultimatum to Iraq before the United States invaded it.23
During the Vietnam War, President Richard Nixon contemplated starting a
rumor that he might have lost his mind and would be willing to completely
destroy Vietnam; Nixon referred to it as his “madman theory.”24 Its obvious purpose was to bully the North Vietnamese into concessions they had
been unwilling to make.
China’s threats and use of coercion, leveraging the interconnected
nature of global business, are of a different character than are Russia’s
threats of war or bullying. While threats relating to war and issues such as
NATO membership can be used only infrequently, coercion using globalized business or individuals can be used at will, targeting any country, sector, company, or person. Such coercion hits the essence of today’s liberal
democracies. While decoupling or retreating from globalization to shield
society from coercion may seem desirable, it is hardly feasible.

Coercion of Companies
In October 2020, after Sweden announced that its 5G network would not
include Huawei or ZTE, the Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs’ spokesman issued another veiled threat: Sweden should “correct its wrong decision, to avoid bringing a negative impact to China-Sweden economic and
trade cooperation and the operations of Swedish enterprises in China,”
Zhao Lijian told a news conference.25 The following month, Ericsson CEO
Börje Ekholm surprised the world by telling several media outlets that
Sweden should reverse its ban on Huawei equipment in the 5G network.
Considering that his firm stood to benefit from countries’ bans of Huawei, his stance seemed odd. Then he went further, repeatedly messaging
Sweden’s trade minister asking her to reverse the ban (decided by the Post
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and Telecom Authority, an independent government agency).26 It transpired that Ekholm had been pressured by the Chinese government.27 That
forced him to consider whether keeping Ericsson in Sweden—where it
generates 1 percent of its revenue—was tenable, considering it might cost
the firm access to China, where it has parts of its supply chain and generates about 10 percent of its revenue. “At the moment Sweden is a really bad
country for Ericsson,” Ekholm told the minister.28
Sweden faced losing one of its most important companies because it
made a decision that, while defensive in nature, angered another country.
In May 2021, the Global Times—a newspaper owned by the Chinese government—reported that Beijing would give Sweden one “last chance” to
reverse its 5G decision.29 Sweden did not. The results were not slow in
coming. On July 16, Ericsson presented its report for the second quarter of
2021. It showed growing worldwide sales—but a drop in China.30 Around
the same time, China Mobile—the country’s largest mobile network operator—announced its latest 5G contracts.31 It awarded Huawei 60 percent,
ZTE 30 percent, and Ericsson only 2 percent, down from 11 percent in the
previous round of China Mobile contracts.32
Other global brands have also been punished in China. Although the
punishment has, as is the case with Ericsson, ostensibly been meted out
not by the government but by other companies or the public, it nonetheless appears to be a coordinated action against the targeted companies’
home countries. In March 2021, days after Canada, the EU, the UK, and
the US sanctioned China over its treatment of the Uyghur minority, H&M
(based in EU member state Sweden), Burberry (based in the UK), and
US-based Nike were hit by Chinese consumer boycotts. In H&M’s case,
Chinese state-run media led the boycott campaign.33 E-commerce websites, social media platforms, online maps, and even landlords removed
the brands, allegedly over pro-Uyghur statements the brands had made.34
Not long afterward, Nike CEO John Donahoe declared that Nike “is a
brand . . . of China and for China.”35 FC Barcelona, meanwhile, canceled
sponsorship negotiations with H&M, citing H&M’s problems in China.36
This is a secondary effect of China bullying Sweden.
Coercion through the private sector, practiced primarily by China but
available to any government with intent and capability, poses a serious risk
to targeted countries. This is because, as discussed in previous chapters,
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today businesses large and small operate globally. When Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesman Zhao demanded that Sweden “correct its wrong
[5G] decision, to avoid bringing a negative impact to China-Sweden economic and trade cooperation and the operations of Swedish enterprises
in China,” Swedish companies knew this could cause severe problems for
their operations and balance sheets.
The Australian government has adopted a self-assured approach vis-àvis China, and consequently, its private sector has suffered, especially
businesses that export heavily to China. In fall 2020, the Chinese government banned imports of timber from the Queensland region, stating
that it had found a beetle infestation in a shipment. Before that, Chinese officials had instructed China’s steel mills and power plants to stop
importing Australian coal.37 Then China imposed a mix of tariffs and
import suspensions on many Australian goods including barley, cotton,
and red meat, de facto cutting off many Australian exporters from their
main export market.38 Australia may lose another $28 billion if Chinese
tourism in the country dries up, which was certainly a factor when Beijing in 2020 publicly warned its population of prospective racist attacks
in Australia.39
The import restrictions were a clear attack on Australia’s industry
by the country’s largest trading partner. They appear to be a retaliation
against the Australian government’s independent stance vis-à-vis China,
and Beijing has kept using the tool. “This virus has inflicted a calamity on our world and its peoples. We must do all we can to understand
what happened for no other purpose than to prevent it from happening
again,” Prime Minister Scott Morrison told the United Nations in September 2020.40 In apparent retaliation, China—alleging Australian “wine
dumping” on the Chinese market, an unproven accusation—responded
with punitive tariffs on Australian wine. The tariffs of up to 212 percent
meant Australian winemakers were barred from their largest export market.41 In February 2021, Beijing suspended imports of Taiwanese pineapples, claiming to have found “harmful creatures” in them, though the
move was more likely retaliation for Taiwan’s decision not to import a
Chinese-made COVID-19 vaccine.42
Joel Fitzgibbon, the agriculture and resources spokesman for the opposition Australian Labor Party, reacted to the suspensions of Australian goods.
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How much more harm must our economy suffer before Scott
Morrison admits to his mistakes, swallows his pride, and puts
an appropriate level of energy into fixing our relationship with
our biggest trading partner?43
Norway met the same fate after the Norwegian Nobel Committee—a
body independent of the government—awarded the Nobel Peace Prize to
Liu. Kolstad notes that
overt Chinese sanctions against Norwegian exports to China
would have been in conflict with WTO [World Trade Organization] rules. There can nevertheless be little doubt that
non-tariff barriers to Norwegian exports were introduced
following the Nobel peace prize. . . . Norwegian exports of
salmon were subjected to more stringent and time-consuming
sanitation and veterinary controls at the border, and importers were unable to get licences for larger quantities of Norwegian salmon.44
Between 2011 and 2013 alone, this led to losses of up to $176 million for
Norwegian fish exporters.45 In late 2011, the British daily Independent
reported that the Norwegian Foreign Ministry “said overall trade with
China had grown by 46 per cent over the past six months. But sales of
fresh salmon, meanwhile, have collapsed 61.8 per cent.”46
Fitzgibbon’s comment highlights the dilemma of liberal democracies
that are coerced through punishment of their businesses. If a country suspends imports only unofficially, blaming procedural issues such as sanitation needs or slowing demand (or, as in Ericsson’s case, ostensibly private
companies based in that country cutting business with companies based
in the to-be-punished country), the affected country will struggle to prove
the move is hidden punishment. This also means the WTO cannot intervene.47 If a government warns citizens from visiting another country due
to racist attacks, the targeted country can claim only that there is little risk
of racist attacks; it cannot appeal to a global body. If a government warns
of harm to another country’s businesses should it make a particular decision, it again can do little to respond.
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In early 2021, it emerged that China’s near ban on importing certain Australian items had, in fact, cost Australia only around $3 billion. During the
first 11 months of 2020, Australian exports amounted to $257 billion.48 Even
though the punitive measures arrived at the end of the year, the loss was relatively small and may suggest to other countries that standing their ground
may be worth the effort, despite the harm to specific companies or sectors.

Using Private Citizens for Coercion
Just as international businesses can be tools of coercion in a globalized
world, so can ordinary citizens living in or visiting another country. While
wrongful detention of foreign citizens is not new, today it should be considered part of gray-zone warfare when used to coerce other countries,
especially countries that would not countenance imprisoning adversaries’
citizens to achieve diplomatic gains.
At the time of writing, several citizens of Western countries are being
held on spurious charges in what appears to be an effort to punish or
coerce their home countries. In December 2018, shortly after Canadian
authorities acting on a US warrant had arrested Huawei executive Meng
Wanzhou on suspicion of trading with Iran in breach of sanctions, Chinese
authorities detained two Canadian citizens—think tank employee Michael
Kovrig and businessman Michael Spavor—and accused them of espionage.
In March 2021, after having been detained for more than two years,49 the
two men stood trial (separately). In a breach of diplomatic protocols, neither Canadian nor any other Western diplomats were allowed to attend.50
In August 2021, Spavor was sentenced to 11 years in prison, in a court session from which Western diplomats were again banned.51 The Chinese
government, meanwhile, demands that Canada free Meng.52
Iran, in turn, is holding dual British-Iranian national Nazanin ZaghariRatcliffe after giving her a one-year prison sentence for having spread
“propaganda against the Islamic Republic.”53 That sentence immediately
followed a five-year prison sentence relating to alleged espionage against
Iran.54 Although the Iranian government has not connected ZaghariRatcliffe with any other dispute, there has been speculation that she is being
held to pressure the UK government to refund a £400 million payment
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made by the shah of Iran for UK military equipment. Delivery of the equipment was canceled after the Iranian Revolution, which means Iran is owed
a refund. However, the UK Ministry of Defence has refused to release it
over fears that Iran will use the funds in the conflicts in Yemen and Syria.55
Several other Britons and Americans are also being held in Iranian prisons; their families suspect Iran of using them for potential prisoner swaps
with Iranian officials and businessmen arrested in the West.56 (Only acts
by governments are considered in this chapter, not regular banditry or acts
during armed conflicts.)
In 2015, US college student Otto Warmbier was seized by North
Korean authorities, who accused him of espionage. After being detained
for 17 months, Warmbier was returned to the United States; by then he
was in a coma, and he died shortly afterward.57 While it is hard to prove
that North Korea planned to use Warmbier to pressure the United States
for money or other concessions, what is indisputably established is that
he was released only after a US representative agreed that the US government would pay North Korea $2 million for the medical care Warmbier
allegedly received in North Korea.58 North Korea is known to use criminal means to access hard currency.
Questionable detainment of foreign citizens has long been a tool used
in peacetime by authoritarian regimes.59 During the Cold War, the Soviet
Union and other Warsaw Pact states detained Western citizens, whose
imprisonment could last for years. Walter Ciszek, an American Catholic
priest originally detained by the Soviet Union on charges of spying for the
Vatican, was held in Soviet prisons and labor camps for 25 years before
being exchanged for a Soviet spy held by the United States. During the
Cold War, hundreds of other Americans—most of whom had moved to the
Soviet Union for ideological reasons—are thought to have been imprisoned by Soviet authorities.60
Similar to how the risk of coercion using businesses has grown because
of globalization, today the potential for coercion through individuals is
growing as individuals also become more globalized. Today, many more
people—including people born in industrialized countries—live outside
their countries of birth than was the case in 1990.61 International travel,
including to risky countries and regions, has likewise increased. For the
governments of liberal democracies, it is virtually impossible to prevent
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citizens from visiting or living in dangerous countries. Yet, since such individuals can be used for diplomatic coercion, their personal choices become
tools of gray-zone aggression.
The opportunities afforded to hostile governments by Western citizens
in these hostile countries are obvious: Just as hostile countries can punish other countries by unofficially suspending imports, they can also punish them by detaining individuals on charges that are almost impossible
for outside organizations or governments to contest. As with all forms of
gray-zone aggression, a country that does not operate with the standards
of a liberal democracy has more options. A liberal democracy would not
arbitrarily detain a Chinese citizen to avenge a lawful arrest of one of its
own citizens in China.

Sanctions
Sanctions are a legal tool that countries, including liberal democracies,
deploy to pressure another country to stop unacceptable behavior. However, when Western countries use sanctions on less-solid legal grounds, it
presents an opportunity for adversaries to retaliate similarly.
Sanctions can be used to nudge—not to say pressure—countries
toward more just and peaceful behavior. In the 1980s, many countries
used sanctions to pressure South Africa over apartheid. Additionally, a
large number of Russian officials and businesses are under Western sanctions because of Russia’s annexation of Crimea. Since 1979, the international community, led by the United States, has imposed various sanctions
on Iran. Unlike the sanctions imposed on Russia after the annexation of
Crimea, these have primarily been general sanctions that have hit businesses and the population hard. Sanctions between 2011 and 2015 seem
to have convinced Iran to join the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action
(JCPOA, or the “Iran nuclear deal”), upon which some of the sanctions
were lifted by the EU, UN, and US.
The United States has, however, also imposed unilateral sanctions on
a weaker legal basis. In 1982, the Ronald Reagan administration imposed
such sanctions on US and international companies that were building
a Soviet gas pipeline to West Germany,62 handing the Soviet Union a
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propaganda opportunity. Had the Soviet Union been more connected to
Western industry and in a position to punish US firms without harming
itself, Reagan’s sanctions would also have given the Soviets an excuse to
similarly target Western business undertakings it disliked. President Reagan, perhaps realizing the harm unilateral sanctions can cause the global
order, lifted the sanctions several months later.
In May 2018, the Trump administration ended US participation in the
JCPOA and reimposed US sanctions “with the stated purpose of compelling Iran to negotiate a revised JCPOA that takes into account U.S. concerns beyond Iran’s nuclear program,” causing “Iran’s economy to fall into
significant recession.”63 Under Trump, the United States also imposed
unilateral sanctions against companies involved with the Nord Stream 2
pipeline between Russia and Germany.64 While governments imposing
such unilateral sanctions will clearly argue the measures are justified, such
use weakens the case for sanctions against serious violations of international rules. Perhaps even more importantly, it gives gray-zone adversaries
an excuse to sanction firms based in the United States or allied countries.65
This may have been one of the reasons behind Joe Biden’s decision, in July
2021, to end US opposition to Nord Stream 2.66

Supply Disruption
If Australia did not export so much to China, it would not risk Chinese
coercion. The same holds true for all Western countries. China is the European Union’s second-largest trading partner for imports and exports.67
While trade disputes are not a new aspect of international coexistence,
numerous liberal democracies are discovering that commercial links can
also be used as tools of gray-zone aggression. These tools can include not
just surreptitious import bans but also supply disruptions.
Indeed, in their efforts to globalize and thus make all economies more
efficient, Western countries have unwittingly exposed themselves to
more potential coercion. Global supply chains have “created vulnerability for disruptions or halts to deliveries as inventories quickly empty out
if new goods do not arrive on time. That vulnerability can, in turn, be
used for coercion . . . or to create anxiety in society.”68 China’s mysterious
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suspension of imports from various countries illustrates the latter. It
is also a reminder that the only limit to gray-zone aggression is the
attacker’s imagination.
Hostile states can, in fact, make gray-zone activities even more effective by learning from product shortages resulting from others’ mistakes
or misfortunes. The first weeks of the COVID-19 pandemic demonstrated
the extreme importance of personal protective equipment for daily life to
function. The devastating natural disasters and subsequent nuclear reactor
accident that hit the Japanese region of Fukushima in 2011 forced local companies to close. Because major automakers depended on Fukushima-based
companies for a specialty paint pigment, this local disaster caused global
car production to stall.69
Even though companies have since tried to limit using single-source
suppliers, many components in supply chains are highly specialized, which
makes manufacturers vulnerable to disruption. As with other forms of
gray-zone aggression, a temporary halt of crucial supplies would not have
to be presented as a geopolitical act or announced at all; supplies could
simply be delayed. In the just-in-time model still used by most companies,
any delay causes disruption and financial losses for the recipient and, especially, the producer. This is, of course, what happened when China suddenly suspended imports of Norwegian fish, Taiwanese pineapples, and
many Australian goods.
Medications are among the goods most vulnerable to supply-chain disruptions, especially because their production, too, involves many different components and thus transportation of components across different
locations and countries. China is the world’s leading source of the components used for medications, while India has emerged as the leading
medication manufacturer and a leading exporter to Europe, North America, and other parts of Asia.70 It is conceivable that China could disrupt
supplies of these crucial components to coerce or punish countries of
its choosing.
Rare earth minerals—a small but vital component in electronic devices,
electric-car batteries, and renewable energy production—form another
area of concern. In 2020, the European Commission warned that the EU
is now so reliant on imported rare earth minerals that it is vulnerable to
punitive measures by exporters.71 The United States imports 74 percent
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of its rare earth mineral needs from China,72 which in 2020 accounted
for 60 percent of global production of rare earth minerals.73 Companies
based in the West have never been major players in rare earth mineral
production, which involves highly time-consuming and thus expensive
processing. With demand for rare earth minerals set to increase further
in the near future, the West is thus dependent on a country that may
decide to limit or completely suspend exports to coerce another country. China also appears to be pursuing a strategy to protect itself against
rare earth mineral disruption. In 2014, China’s State Reserve Bureau
began stockpiling rare earth minerals in facilities that can store more
than 40,000 tons. It has already acquired thousands of tons of rare earths
including dysprosium and yttrium.74
Rare earth mineral coercion by China is already taking place. In early
2021, it emerged that China’s Ministry of Industry and Information
Technology was planning to cap production and export of 17 rare earth
minerals in China. Such a move could severely affect production of weaponry such as the F-35 fighter jet used by the United States and many of
its allies.75
An early case of rare earth mineral coercion occurred in 2010: After
Japan arrested a Chinese fishing-boat captain near the disputed East
China Sea islands, China suspended rare earth mineral exports to Japan.76
In this instance, too, there was no official Chinese announcement; the
deliveries simply stopped. As with all coercion, China’s plan was to get
Japan to comply with its wishes.
Japan, however, stood firm. The government began organizing alternative sources of rare earth minerals, including production in Japan. Then,
in 2020, it introduced a plan in which companies wanting to buy existing
rare earth mineral refineries, build their own facilities, or invest in mining
operations overseas can obtain government-backed loans.77 The Japanese
government is also working with the United States and Australian governments to create viable rare earth processing facilities capable of competing
with Chinese ones.
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Civic Financing
Civic financing is not by definition used for gray-zone aggression. Western governments, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), and private
donors finance organizations and initiatives in other countries without
considering it subversive. This includes funding for democracy promotion,
news organizations, civic initiatives, and politician training, and it often
includes Western experts. Although this is, from the Western perspective,
done with the honorable objective of promoting freedom and democracy,
one could argue that it violates the principle of noninterference in other
countries’ domestic affairs, a pillar of international relations since the
Treaty of Westphalia.
The United States, fueled partly by its long-standing self-perception
as a promoter of democracy as a global good, has a long history of trying to influence countries it considers poorly governed. In some cases,
this is a noble effort, although regime-change undertakings ranging from
Chile to Iraq have indisputably harmed the United States’ global image. In
most cases, countries that are subject to Western interference—even of
a well-intended kind—cannot prevent the involvement, and sometimes
they even invite it. Strategic rivals act differently. In China, activities that
could be described as Western interference—including democracy promotion—are de facto not possible. In 2012, Russia’s State Duma, responding to what it considered foreign interference in Russian affairs, passed
the “foreign agents” law, which requires organizations engaging in political activity and receiving foreign funding to register as foreign agents.78
Even as they seek to limit Western influence in their own countries,
China and Russia directly or indirectly finance Western parties, organizations, and universities in ways that were not possible during the Cold War
and previous eras. While this does not have to be part of gray-zone aggression, it offers considerable opportunities for interference. Citizens and
entities from countries seeking to undermine the West also use financing of Western organizations in a way that could harm the functioning of
democracy in targeted countries. Charitable donations are a form of influence creation.
In most Western countries, it is legal for foreign citizens to donate to
museums, universities, NGOs, and other charitable organizations. Indeed,
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in many cases, such organizations would struggle to survive without foreigners’ generous donations. In the EU, some countries even permit donations by foreigners to political parties. In 2019, 20 of the EU’s 28 countries
prohibited donations from foreign sources to political parties, while 18 of
28 prohibited foreign donations to individual candidates.79
Of course, a foreigner can take EU nationality and donate money. In the
UK, Lubov Chernukhin—the wife of a Russian oligarch who is a former
deputy finance minister under Vladimir Putin—has given £1.7 million to
the Conservative Party, which makes her one of the party’s top donors.
UK media have reported concerns that the funds originate with Suleyman
Kerimov, a billionaire member of Russia’s parliament, the State Duma.
Because Chernukhin and her husband have taken British citizenship, officially there is nothing untoward about the donations.80
Rules regarding foreign donations to other causes are much less stringent than those governing donations to political parties are. The UK Parliament’s Intelligence and Security Committee noted in its 2020 report
on Russia,
Several members of the Russian elite who are closely linked to
Putin are identified as being involved with charitable and/or
political organisations in the UK, having donated to political
parties, with a public profile which positions them to assist
Russian influence operations. It is notable that a number of
Members of the House of Lords have business interests linked
to Russia, or work directly for major Russian companies
linked to the Russian state—these relationships should be
carefully scrutinised, given the potential for the Russian state
to exploit them.81
The potential for subversion through higher education is perhaps even
more significant. In 2020, the US Department of Education announced
that Yale and Harvard Universities had failed to declare several hundred
million dollars in foreign donations from countries including China.82
Also in 2020, prominent Harvard nanoscience professor Charles Lieber
was arrested following discoveries that he had been receiving funding
from China and working with Chinese scientists on sensitive projects that
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the US Department of Defense was also funding.83 A US Senate investigation found that between January 2012 and June 2018, 15 US universities
reported donations of $15 million from China’s Center for Language Education and Cooperation (formerly “Hanban”), but when the Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations requested financial records from
100 universities, it found Hanban had donated an estimated $113 million.84
Dmitry Firtash, a Russian-Ukrainian oligarch indicted for money laundering in Spain and bribery in the United States, has donated money to
numerous organizations, including £6 million to the University of Cambridge.85 In February 2021, British media reported that Oxford University will, after receiving a £700,000 donation from Tencent, rename its
Wykeham chair of physics the Tencent-Wykeham chair.86 Cambridge
University has, in turn, received funding from Tencent for a postdoctoral
research fellowship in quantum technology.87 China and Western countries including the UK are in a close race to claim quantum supremacy.88
US think tanks also receive significant sums from foreign governments.
According to a 2020 report by the Center for International Policy, the
United States’ top 50 think tanks received funding of more than $174 million between 2014 and 2018, with nearly 900 different foreign donations
given. The funding came from more than 80 different countries and international organizations. Norway, the United Arab Emirates, and the United
Kingdom were the top donors; China, Qatar, and Saudi Arabia were likewise generous donors.89
In October 2020, a new database compiled by the Anti-Corruption
Data Collective revealed that seven post-Soviet oligarchs connected
to interference efforts in the United States had donated between
$372 million and $435 million to more than 200 leading US nonprofit
organizations including top think tanks, Harvard University, the Museum
of Modern Art in New York, and the Kennedy Center in Washington,
DC.90 Receiving donations clearly does not indicate that recipients
function as donor mouthpieces. Nevertheless, the association of hostile governments with institutions in liberal democracies is yet another
way liberal democracies’ rivals exploit openness and can engage in reputation laundering.91
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Public Humiliation
In November 2020, Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau received a
phone call from the climate activist Greta Thunberg, who encouraged Canada to leave NATO and enticed Trudeau to criticize Trump. After a while,
Trudeau established that the caller was an impersonator, but the damage was
already done. It was later found that Russian pranksters Vladimir Kuznetsov
and Alexey Stolyarov organized the call.92 The pair have pranked other leaders and famous personalities including Prince Harry, Sen. Lindsey Graham
(R-SC), and the UK’s then–Foreign Secretary Boris Johnson.
Prince Harry was enticed by the pranksters to say Trump had “blood
on his hands,”93 which could have caused a diplomatic incident between
the United States and the UK. In their call with Sen. Graham, in which the
pranksters posed as Turkey’s defense minister, the senator called the Kurds
a threat, a position that contradicted his often-stated support of them.94
(The Turkish government considers the Kurds dangerous separatists.) In
the call with Johnson, in which the pranksters pretended to be the prime
minister of Armenia, Johnson lamented the poor state of UK-Russian
relations.95 Impersonating Belarusian opposition leader Sviatlana Tsikhanouskaya, the pair managed to speak with the Danish parliament’s defense
committee in a confidential video meeting lasting 40 minutes.96
Kuznetsov and Stolyarov’s choice of targets might be completely random, or it may be based on entertainment value. However, the strong
focus on Western leaders raises suspicion that the pair cooperates with
Russian security services97 and that their goal is to embarrass Western
leaders as part of Russian coercive diplomacy efforts. Paolo Alli, formerly
a center-right Italian member of parliament and president of the NATO
Parliamentary Assembly, is certain the pair has political motives.
When I was president of the NATO Parliamentary Assembly
[PA], I got a call from the two pranksters, who were impersonating Andriy Parubiy [speaker of the Ukrainian parliament]. I
was sure it was real; everything was perfect. They tried to get
me to say negative things about Putin. The only thing that was
strange was the reason for their call; Parubiy wouldn’t call me
out of the blue. But they had all my information and knew all
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internal NATO PA correspondence. They had clearly invested a
lot of effort in this phone call.98
To date, only Kuznetsov and Stolyarov appear to have systematically
used public humiliation, and it remains unclear what their objective is
beyond poking fun at mighty Westerners. Considering, however, their
apparent preference for politically affiliated heavyweights—as opposed to
pure celebrities—it stands to reason that they have used prank calls as a
way of stoking division within the West.
Mass sharing of confidential comments is a related practice, though it is
more earnest in nature than the Russian duo’s prank calls are. WikiLeaks, for
example, published confidential information, arguing it did so as a journalistic organization. The US Senate’s investigation on Russia’s inference in the
2016 elections, however, found that WikiLeaks had cooperated with Russia’s
Main Intelligence Directorate (GRU) in releasing hacked documents.99
Another avenue for public humiliation may also emerge. In 2020 and
2021, ransomware attacks grew in frequency and sophistication. The
nature of ransomware attacks is to force victims to pay to have their
blocked data returned, and many do. The day after it was crippled by a ransomware attack by a Russia-based gang, Colonial Pipeline paid the attackers a $5 million ransom.100 When meat processer JBS was attacked shortly
thereafter, it quickly paid the $11 million ransom.101 North Korea engages
in ransomware to raise hard currency and is thought to have stolen around
$2 billion in this fashion.102
As noted in Chapter VII, organizations are becoming aware of the
ransomware threat and are increasingly backing up their files to prevent
extortion, though it is unclear how effective this strategy is. Either way, the
potential for public shaming using confidential information gives ransomware hackers—including government-affiliated ones—the opportunity to
attack and threaten to release all data unless they receive payment. Such
data publication would put organizations under extreme pressure and
make them inclined to pay. At the very least, since North Korea’s hack of
Sony Pictures and release of emails and other confidential information in
2014, companies are painfully aware of the reputational damage a hack and
release could cause. This is a form of gray-zone aggression that primarily
poorer countries could engage in.
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While prank phone calls to Western leaders may simply be mischief for
entertainment’s sake, they could equally be part of a hostile-government
effort to humiliate Western leaders or get them to reveal secrets. Funding
of arts organizations, universities, and other institutions can be benign,
but it may also be used for gray-zone aggression. Coercion using Western
companies and citizens is clearly an act of aggression, as is punishing them
through import suspensions. Once again, the West faces the defender’s
dilemma in determining how much interference has to be accepted as the
cost of living in an open society and which tools can be used to dissuade
other practices.

Influencing and Coercing Pop Culture
Cultural exchange among rival countries can help defuse tension, which
is why, during the Cold War, artists were allowed to regularly cross the
Iron Curtain.103 Culture is, however, also a long-standing area of influence
peddling used by rival governments. Today, how to influence and coerce
pop culture is emerging as a new area of gray-zone aggression, practiced
primarily by China.
In 2015, the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York hosted its
annual Met Gala, with China as its subject. China has in recent years
become one of the most important markets in the global luxury and fashion industries, as a driver of sales and a manufacturing hub. The Financial
Times reported that, in 2019, Chinese consumers accounted for approximately 40 percent of the €281 billion (approximately $335.5 billion) spent
on luxury goods globally.104
The Chinese government, however, has a history of using China’s
position as a leading market for luxury goods to enforce key geopolitical points. In 2019, Christian Dior was forced to issue a statement saying
it supported China’s “sovereignty and territorial integrity,” after a retail
presentation in which Dior presented a map of China that did not include
Taiwan as Chinese territory.105 Earlier that year, fashion houses Versace,
Coach, and Givenchy had been forced to apologize to China after selling products that implied Hong Kong, Macau, and Taiwan were independent of China.106 Despite the brands’ efforts to mend the rift, high-profile
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Chinese ambassadors cut ties to them, denting the brands’ standings in
the Chinese domestic economy. In an interview with Forbes, Sarah Willersdorf—head of Boston Consulting Group’s luxury, fashion, and beauty
practice—explained why the loss of influencers was so harmful.
Today, with the power of social media and influencers, one
small misstep can rapidly reverberate to have massive implications for companies very quickly. This is especially true in
China, where social media and influencers are the number one
driver of luxury purchases.107
As with global haute couture, Beijing’s pressure also influences the film
industry. Governments influencing filmmaking is nothing new, including
in the West. Hollywood has, despite its frequent criticism of the US government, also been an instrument of US soft power. As a storytelling medium,
film can spread American ideas to foreign audiences, albeit not always how
Washington would prefer. Beijing, by contrast, uses Hollywood’s desire to
reach China’s market of 1.4 billion people as an opportunity to positively
present China to global audiences. Global audiences, however, watch the
films not knowing that is the case.
In a 2020 report, PEN America details how the publicity department
of the CCP, known as the Central Propaganda Department, uses foreign
film—particularly Hollywood productions—to “tell China’s story well.”108
The Central Propaganda Department is in charge of ideology-related
work and China’s information dissemination system. Its major responsibilities include supervising national ideological and political education
curricula; governing the publication, news, and film industries; and managing the leading state broadcaster, China Central Television (CCTV).109
James Tager, the report’s author and PEN America’s deputy director of
free-expression research and policy, notes that “Beijing recognizes that
Hollywood—still the world’s most significant center for storytelling
through film—shapes the opinions and ideas of the world, and it seeks
to ensure that power is used in ways consistent with its own interests.”110
The Chinese government allows only a small number of foreign productions to be shown in China: typically 34 annually. Since 2016, every film
released in China must be vetted111 by the Central Propaganda Department
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and either the Ministry of State Security, State Ethnic Affairs Commission,
Ministry of Public Security, State Administration for Religious Affairs,
Ministry of Education, Ministry of Justice, or Ministry of Foreign Affairs.112
Unsurprisingly, foreign studios thus face choosing between complying
with the censors’ demands to have a chance of getting their films released
on the Chinese market or risking a loss by refusing. Beijing also incentivizes positive narratives about China through, for example, preferential
release dates and advertising packages.
The power of the Central Propaganda Department vis-à-vis Western
studios is strengthened by not only the fierce competition among studios
to get their movies released but also the fact that foreign productions often
receive financing from Chinese investors. Tager notes that “such companies appear to operate as go-betweens, extracting concessions from both
the government and from their Hollywood partners—with Hollywood’s
concessions often coming in the form of film content that the CCP will
view favourably.”113
Foreign studios’ interest in China is based on the fact that China already
is the world’s second-largest movie market. Indeed, before the COVID-19
pandemic, Hollywood studios’ revenues in China sometimes exceeded
their revenues from the US market. In 2019, three American blockbuster
films—Avengers: Endgame, Spider-Man: Far from Home, and Fast & Furious Presents: Hobbs and Shaw—together made more than $2.6 billion in
China.114 “No other nation’s box office is so integral to Hollywood’s financial fortunes,” Tager observes.115
Chinese officials are sometimes even invited on set during production.
This setup is part of a joint production model involving a foreign and a
Chinese studio, meaning government censors can act as production partners.116 Perhaps the best example of how the Central Propaganda Department can embed its political messaging in joint productions, overtly and
covertly, is Paramount Pictures’ Transformers: Age of Extinction. Variety’s
David S. Cohen described the film as “very patriotic. . . . It’s just Chinese
patriotism on the screen, not American.”117 The film received a major infusion of Chinese financing; was shot in Beijing, Guangzhou, and Hong Kong;
and features Chinese stars Li Bingbing and Han Geng.118
All these factors have created a situation in which Hollywood increasingly makes crucial decisions about a film’s content, casting, dialogue,
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settings, and plot based on censors’ requirements. Indeed, to increase
the chances of their films being admitted for release in China, Hollywood
studios even try to anticipate censor requirements. In July 2020, former
US Attorney General William Barr criticized US companies for becoming “pawns of Chinese influence.”119 Although he directed plenty of
criticism at American tech companies, Barr also took aim at Hollywood
studios for their self-censorship and “kowtow[ing]” to Chinese censorship demands. “Many more scripts never see the light of day because
writers and producers know not to test the limits. Chinese government
censors don’t need to say a word because Hollywood is doing their work
for them,” Barr said.120
US productions that have been changed to please Chinese censors
include Red Dawn, which depicted Chinese enemies invading an American
town. This plotline changed when the motion picture’s script was leaked
and Beijing reacted with outrage.121 In response, MGM Studios digitally
replaced all Chinese flags, insignia, and other symbols with North Korean
ones.122 The same strategy was used in the Top Gun remake, Top Gun:
Maverick, wherein Taiwan’s flag was removed from Tom Cruise’s bomber
jacket.123 Marvel Comics invited Chinese censors to its studios during the
filming of Iron Man 3.124 In 2016, Marvel released Doctor Strange, which
was supposed to include a character known as the Ancient One, a Tibetan
monk.125 In the film adaptation, however, the studio recast the character as
a Celtic druid-like figure over fears of offending the Chinese government
by drawing attention to Tibet.126
Chinese influence on international film extends beyond censorship.
The 1997 movie Seven Years in Tibet, featuring Brad Pitt, drew criticism
from the CCP for negatively portraying Chinese military officers while
positively depicting the 14th Dalai Lama.127 Brad Pitt, his costar David
Thewlis, and Jean-Jacques Annaud, the director, were promptly banned
from entering China.
Around the same time, director Martin Scorsese was also banned from
China following the release of his Disney-backed biopic of the Dalai Lama,
Kundun. Chinese authorities found the film objectionable “on political
grounds, given their official stance that the Tibetan spiritual leader is a
dangerous separatist.”128 Disney CEO Michael Eisner promptly apologized
to Chinese Prime Minister Zhu Rongji, explaining that “the bad news is
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that the film was made; the good news is that nobody watched it. . . . In
the future we should prevent this sort of thing, which insults our friends,
from happening.”129 After calling Taiwan a country in an interview with a
Taiwanese news outlet in May 2021, Fast & Furious star John Cena posted a
profuse apology on his Weibo account, saying, “I’m very sorry for my mistakes. Sorry. Sorry. I’m really sorry. You have to understand that I love and
respect China and Chinese people.”130
Richard Gere is one of few Hollywood celebrities not to bow to Chinese
pressure. He remains banned from China and is also reported to have been
blacklisted for roles in Hollywood productions. In an interview with the
Hollywood Reporter, Gere said that there “are definitely movies that I can’t
be in because the Chinese will say, ‘Not with him.’ I recently had an episode where someone said they could not finance a film with me because it
would upset the Chinese.”131
Most countries worldwide exert some government-run system of
approval for circulation, usually called a film classification board. As in
China, such bodies approve every domestic and foreign film before it can
be released in cinemas, typically judging the productions on suitability for
children and teenagers. Although such bodies have been in place for about
a century,132 never before has a market with heavy censorship been among
the world’s most lucrative. PEN America states that the main reasons
for Beijing’s power over Hollywood are the Chinese market’s size, which
makes it key to a film’s financial success; China’s comprehensive censorship system, which allows government authorities to regulate all access
to the market; and Beijing’s clear message to filmmakers worldwide that
criticism will be punished, while those who “play ball” will be rewarded.133
China also exerts pressure on the West through elite sports. As the
most popular sports league in China (ahead of the Champions and Premier Leagues),134 the NBA has been affected by such coercion. Basketball
is an extremely popular sport in China: Over 300 million people play recreational basketball, and in 2018, about half a billion watched at least one
NBA game.135 In 2019 alone, this brought the NBA annual revenues of more
than $4 billion.136
Given basketball’s popularity, the NBA is the most strongly positioned
sports organization to push back against Chinese government pressure. The Wall Street Journal notes that “China is a huge market for any
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enterprise, but there’s only one NBA. There are other hotels, airlines and
clothing brands. NBA basketball is irreplaceable.”137 Yet, despite its uncontested market share, the NBA has bowed to Chinese pressure even outside
China. On October 4, 2019, Daryl Morey, the general manager of the Houston Rockets, tweeted on his personal account, “Fight for freedom, stand
with Hong Kong.”138 The Chinese Basketball Association immediately suspended its relationship with the Rockets. Tencent—whose streaming deal
with the NBA is worth $1.5 billion—said it would not be showing Rockets
games, as did Chinese state television.139
Within days, the NBA issued a statement acknowledging that Morey’s
tweet “deeply offended many . . . friends and fans in China, which is regrettable,” and China’s consulate in Houston issued a public statement urging
for “immediate concrete measures to eliminate the adverse impact.”140
Morey quickly deleted his tweet and subsequently issued a statement
expressing contrition.141 The Rockets owner, Tilman Fertitta, in turn
tweeted to distance the team from Morey: “@dmorey does NOT speak for
the @HoustonRockets.”142
Like haute couture, films, and elite sports, the global music industry is
vulnerable to coercion. Again, the main practitioner of such coercion is
China, which seeks to change not only its global image but also its power
to coerce, thanks to the size of its consumer market. Beijing has increasingly pressured the South Korean K-pop industry in particular. The health
of South Korea’s economy is based on the continued exportation of semiconductors, smartphone chips, petrochemicals, and K-pop to China and
the United States.143 Exports of the K-pop boy band BTS alone generate an
estimated $5 billion annually for South Korea’s economy.144
However, K-pop’s popularity in China fell drastically in 2016 when South
Korea agreed to cooperate with the United States to build a THAAD missile defense battery to protect South Korea from North Korean attacks.145
Developed by the United States, the defense shield is designed to defend
South Korea by intercepting North Korean missiles.146 Beijing, however,
viewed the THAAD system as an offensive, not defensive, act and issued
a public statement condemning it.147 China retaliated against South Korea
by imposing a ban on all South Korean cultural imports for two years, with
music and Korean television programs blocked on all streaming services.148
At the time of writing, no major K-pop group has toured China since 2016.
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As with foreign films, Beijing also seeks to censor the content of K-pop
stars’ public statements and songs. In 2015, Chou Tzuyu, a Taiwanese
member of the K-pop band Twice, was forced to publicly apologize to Beijing after waving a Taiwanese flag during a reality television show.149 In
September 2020, Chinese internet users accused South Korean singer Lee
Hyo-ri of “being disrespectful” of the late Mao Zedong after she suggested
using “Mao” as her stage name during a television show.150 A month later,
BTS faced massive backlash in China over comments that band leader Kim
Nam-Joon, known as RM, made about the Korean War.151 In the acceptance speech for the Korea Society’s James A. Van Fleet Award,152 a recognition of the group’s efforts to develop good relations between the United
States and South Korea, RM mentioned the two nations’ shared “history
of pain” as they fought together against Beijing-backed North Korea: “We
will always remember the history of pain that our two nations shared
together and the sacrifices of countless men and women.”153 Advertisers
quickly withdrew content featuring BTS from Chinese websites and social
media platforms.
Fans and advertisers reacting against perceived snubs of their countries
manifestly does not constitute gray-zone aggression. When governments,
however, punish artists and encourage fans to protest against perceived
or real slights—and when this is done to create a situation in which global
celebrities are pressured to voice positive opinions about a country and
suppress negative ones—it certainly constitutes influence peddling in the
gray zone. Today’s entertainment audiences also have no way of knowing
how Chinese authorities influence the content they consume. That, too,
constitutes subversive influence.
This does not mean countries should spread paranoia regarding hostile
influences on entertainment; the US House Committee on Un-American
Activities’ hearings on alleged Hollywood Communists in the 1940s
demonstrate where this can lead. Yet Western governments have struggled
to identify any response to today’s practices. This is partly because artists,
studios, and fashion houses targeted by coercion operate independently
of Western governments and partly because exploiting pop culture—like
many other forms of gray-zone aggression—uses legal means.

VII
Gradual Border Alterations and Surreptitious
Fishing: Use of Illicit Means

T

he illicit leg of gray-zone aggression comprises many hostile activities that even most ordinary citizens would recognize as unlawful. Because these activities, however, straddle the concepts of legality
and war—and international law, international norms and conventions,
and criminal law—they impede a nation’s ability to muster an effective
response.
This chapter examines selected forms of illicit aggression including
theft of intellectual property (IP), physical harm to other countries’ diplomats, and maritime and aerial harassment. They are not acts of armed
conflict—which involves sustained use of force—but they violate international norms while leaving the targeted countries struggling to identify an appropriate response. They also capitalize on the combination
of intent, capability, and opportunity, because international law governs
war and the relations among countries, while nations’ criminal laws
cover the actions of individuals in that country. Because international
law depends on universal acceptance, it is far less comprehensive than
most countries’ domestic laws are. It is also slow to adapt to new technologies and difficult to enforce.1
Perhaps paradoxically, international law is clearer in war than in peace
because the norms are well established and simpler to enforce. Many illicit
gray-zone actions perpetrated or supported by a state would ordinarily fall
under criminal law. Targeted counties, however, face the challenges of not
just bringing individual perpetrators to justice but also how to punish the
state sponsors and deter further hostile acts.
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Cyber Aggression
“I’ll never forget. It was the 27th of June when I was woken up at four o’clock
in the morning. A call came from the office that we had suffered a cyberattack,” said Jim Hagemann Snabe, the chairman of A.P. Moller-Maersk, at a
World Economic Forum event in January 2018.2 Maersk is the world’s largest container shipping company.3 It transports 20 percent of the world’s
trade,4 12 million containers of goods annually, which Maersk’s cargo ships
bring to more than 300 ports worldwide.5
Maersk’s computers went dark. Its chief technology and information
officer at the time, Adam Banks, told an industry publication two years
later,
All end-user devices, including 49,000 laptops and print capability, were destroyed. All of our 1,200 applications were inaccessible and approximately 1,000 were destroyed. Data was
preserved on back-ups but the applications themselves couldn’t
be restored from those as they would immediately have been
re-infected. Around 3,500 of our 6,200 servers were destroyed—
and again they couldn’t be reinstalled.6
The globe-spanning firm’s employees could not even phone one
another or the company’s customers: The network damage had rendered
all Maersk landlines inoperable, and all contacts had been wiped from
employees’ cell phones. Fortunately for Maersk, a power outage in Ghana
had knocked a company computer there off the network before the attack.
With this single computer, Maersk managed to resume some of its operations, but even though its IT engineers worked quickly, it took several days
for the company to return to some degree of normal service.7
Maersk’s misfortune received much media attention, which was hardly
surprising since the attack caused the company losses of up to $300 million.8 Maersk had been hit by a computer virus that became known as
NotPetya. So, it emerged, had numerous other pillars of the global economy. Pharmaceutical giant Merck could not fulfil orders for GARDASIL 9,
the leading vaccine against the human papillomavirus and, as Bloomberg
reported, “had to borrow 1.8 million doses—the entire U.S. emergency
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supply—from the Pediatric National Stockpile.”9 In total, NotPetya cost
Merck $870 million. FedEx’s European subsidiary TNT Express was also
hit, as were French construction company Saint-Gobain, American snack
giant Mondelēz International (maker of, among other things, Oreo cookies
and Nabisco chips), and the manufacturer Reckitt Benckiser Group (maker
of Dettol, Durex, and other household items). All suffered major losses.
The international conglomerates were apparently accidental targets,
“collateral damage of probably a state attack,” as Snabe put it at the World
Economic Forum event.10 Indeed, NotPetya’s intended target was Ukraine,
where the virus hit hospitals, banks, power companies, card payment systems, airports, and government agencies, among other targets.11 Ukrainians
were left without power, access to their bank accounts, and the ability to
pay for anything. The government struggled to operate, and air travel was
disrupted. Although the harm was equivalent to that of a military attack,
the risk of escalation meant Ukraine would have been ill-advised to respond
with its full range of kinetic capabilities, and indeed it did not do so.12
Months after the attack, Western governments, including the United
States, declared that NotPetya had been launched by a hacker group working for Russia’s Main Intelligence Directorate (GRU). The White House
press secretary declared in a statement on February 15, 2018,
In June 2017, the Russian military launched the most destructive and costly cyber-attack in history.
The attack, dubbed “NotPetya,” quickly spread worldwide,
causing billions of dollars in damage across Europe, Asia, and
the Americas.13
On the same day, the UK Foreign and Commonwealth Office’s Minister
for Cyber Security Tariq Ahmad said that
the UK Government judges that the Russian Government, specifically the Russian military, was responsible for the destructive NotPetya cyber-attack of June 2017.
The attack showed a continued disregard for Ukrainian sovereignty. Its reckless release disrupted organisations across
Europe costing hundreds of millions of pounds.14
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In October 2020, the US government went one step further, charging
GRU officers with the attack and, inter alia, with cyberattacks on the
republic of Georgia, Emmanuel Macron’s 2017 presidential campaign, and
the 2018 Pyeongchang Winter Olympics.15
APT28—the group most often mentioned in connection with
NotPetya—is well-known to Western governments. Its sister group APT29,
which is thought to be affiliated with Russia’s Foreign Intelligence Service,
has been accused of hacking the Democratic National Committee in 201616
and institutions developing a COVID-19 vaccine.17 Chris Inglis, former
deputy director of the US National Security Agency and a commissioner of
the Cyberspace Solarium Commission, pointed out that
in 2012, 2013, [and] 2014, hostile states began to use aggression
just below the kinetic threshold more frequently. While the US
had launched a cyber command, it declared that it would only
rarely use its offensive capabilities, because it knew that using
the offensive capabilities would be escalatory. Then, in 2017 and
2018, North Korea and Russia committed the WannaCry and
NotPetya attacks.18
The WannaCry attack affected computers in some 150 countries; the US
government subsequently attributed it to North Korea.19
In Sweden, Erik Brandsma, CEO of the regional utility Jämtkraft at the
time of the interview, noted that
there have also been cyberattacks that we believe originated
with foreign powers. They include a successful cyberattack on
the social security system, a blackout at Arlanda [Stockholm’s
main airport], cyberattacks against news media. In addition,
telecommunications masts have been sabotaged. Cyber intrusions into government agencies have increased in recent years.
These attacks add up, and their increasing number gives Sweden cause for concern. Unfortunately, most of them are difficult to attribute.20
Inglis concluded that “deterrence in cyberspace has failed.”21
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He was proved right in 2020 and 2021, when numerous groups thought
to be linked to hostile governments perpetrated a series of extraordinary
attacks and intrusions on Western companies and governments. At the
end of 2020, an intrusion subsequently attributed to APT29 that had
gone undetected for months was discovered at the cybersecurity firm
SolarWinds. But the intrusion did not end there. With SolarWinds as its
springboard, APT29 had digitally invaded the US Departments of State,
Homeland Security, the Treasury, Energy, and Commerce and US government agencies such as the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission—
which regulates the sale and transmission of electricity and energy. The
hack also struck foreign entities and scores of private companies. The
SolarWinds hack was deemed the most devastating hack to date on the
United States.22
Victims of previous APT29 intrusions “have included government,
consulting, technology, telecom, and oil and gas companies in North
America, Europe, Asia and the Middle East, according to FireEye, a cyber
firm that itself was breached,” the Washington Post reported.23 In January and February 2021, Microsoft and some 30,000 of its clients were
breached in a similar supply-chain attack.24 In June, the US and other
Western governments collectively attributed a slew of recent intrusions,
including the Microsoft hack, to individuals affiliated with the Chinese
government.25
Other cyber incidents in 2020 and 2021 included the previously discussed ransomware attacks against Colonial Pipeline, JBS, and the Irish
national health service; North Korean hacks of companies developing
COVID-19 vaccines26; and a suspected Chinese penetration of Australian
companies and government agencies.27 The French government revealed
that it, too, had suffered a SolarWinds-like supply-chain intrusion. Even
though French authorities rarely attribute cyberattacks to foreign states,
in this case they attributed the intrusion to Russia.28 The Norwegian government, in turn, attributed a March 2021 cyberattack on the Norwegian
parliament to “actors operating out of China.”29 An even more serious
incident occurred in October 2020: While Chinese and Indian troops were
clashing in the Galwan Valley, Mumbai—a commercial hub home to some
20 million people—suffered a crippling power outage that affected hospitals, public transport, and other infrastructure.30
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APT29’s intrusions seem to have been intended for espionage, not disruption. Even espionage cyber intrusions, though, cause damage, and not
just to the organizations affected but to their supply chains, as penetration
of one link can harm other links too. In the SolarWinds attack, SolarWinds
was not the target but merely the third party through which the attackers
reached their targets, US government agencies. Even well-protected organizations can, as a result, be successfully penetrated through weak links in
their supply chains. In addition, the line between espionage and destruction in cyberspace is razor-thin. An attack may begin as an espionage intrusion but spill over into destruction. Western governments, too, engage in
cyberespionage, and some have the ability to cause destruction.
After the SolarWinds intrusion, the North American Electric Reliability
Corporation—the joint US-Canada utility regulator—instructed utilities
to assess their exposure to SolarWinds, warning that the intrusion “poses
a potential threat” to parts of the power sector.31
The incidents also illustrate that, in gray-zone aggression, the traditional divide between national security and civil society in peacetime no
longer exists. Inglis noted that
we have to use all the instruments at our disposal by involving all parts of society. The current situation in the US, where
we have a profound split between Republicans and Democrats
and between the government and the private sector, is a golden
opportunity for our adversaries.32
Chinese state-sponsored intrusion likewise mixes espionage and
disruption—as was the case with the Microsoft hack attributed to Chinese operators—and features a heavy dose of IP theft. In a joint report
released in February 2021, the Netherlands’ intelligence, counterintelligence, and counterterrorism agencies noted that, regarding offensive
cyber operations,
China mainly focuses on espionage campaigns. These campaigns
are aimed at obtaining high-quality knowledge and technology
for their own economic development and the development of
the armed forces. It follows from this that Dutch top sectors,
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the Dutch defense industry and Dutch scientific and knowledge
institutions run a high risk of Chinese (digital) espionage.33
In 2020, RedDelta—a Chinese state-sponsored hacker group—targeted
the Vatican, apparently to gain insights into its negotiating position before
the renewal of the 2018 China-Vatican provisional agreement,34 and in
2019 another state-backed group targeted German industrial giants including Siemens, most likely to steal IP.35 The state-sponsored group APT41
specializes in a combination of espionage and IP theft.36
North Korea appears to conduct a mix of espionage attacks, IP theft,
and hacks to steal money. Iran seems to favor a mix of disruptive cyberattacks against regional rivals (primarily Israel), cyberespionage, and
revenue-raising attacks.37 A February 2021 indictment by the US Department of Justice (DOJ) illustrates the highly belligerent and innovative
nature of North Korean cyber aggression. The DOJ charged three North
Koreans, explaining that they had participated
in a wide-ranging criminal conspiracy to conduct a series of
destructive cyberattacks, to steal and extort more than $1.3 billion of money and cryptocurrency from financial institutions
and companies, to create and deploy multiple malicious cryptocurrency applications, and to develop and fraudulently market
a blockchain platform.38
A Canadian-American dual citizen also pleaded guilty to “being a
high-level money launderer for multiple criminal schemes, including ATM
‘cash-out’ operations and a cyber-enabled bank heist orchestrated by
North Korean hackers.”39
These cases highlight how cyber aggression continues to evolve, becoming more sophisticated and targeted. David Omand refers to such aggression as “CESSPIT”: crime, espionage, sabotage, and subversion perverting
internet technology.40 In the 2020 edition of its annual cyber-readiness
report—based on surveys with companies in major economies including the United States, the UK, Germany, and France—the insurer Hiscox
reported that the share of businesses affected by cyberattacks dropped
between 2019 and 2020, from 61 percent to 39 percent, though it rose in
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some countries.41 Because many regular criminals seem not to have kept
up with the improving cyber defense, fewer organizations currently suffer serious harm. However, the median cost of incidents and breaches has
increased significantly. Samu Konttinen, who was at the time of the interview CEO of the Finnish cyberspace security company F-Secure Corporation,42 pointed out that globally “the volume of cyberattacks is not going
up, but not down either. What’s changing is that cyberattacks have become
more sophisticated, and they’re being directed against specific targets.”43
Notwithstanding cyber-governance efforts such as the Tallinn Manual
on the International Law Applicable to Cyber Warfare, state-sponsored cyber
intrusion thus resides in a legal no-man’s-land. Even though countries’
criminal laws ban cyberattacks, it is unclear if even the most-sophisticated
state-sponsored attacks—with damage equal to that of traditional military
attacks—also violate international law. As Harriet Moynihan notes,
Cyber operations that cause injury or death to persons or
damage or destruction of objects could amount to a use of
force or armed attack under the UN Charter (although the
threshold for what constitutes a use of force is itself an area of
controversy). But in practice, the vast majority of cyber operations by states take place below the threshold of use of force,
instead consisting of persistent, low-level intrusions that
cause harm in the victim state but often without discernible
physical effects.44
Referring to Russia, Maj. Gen. Pekka Toveri (ret.), at the time of the
interview the Finnish Defence Forces’ chief of intelligence, observed that
“they break international rules. What can we do about it? Naming and
shaming doesn’t seem to work.”45 Indeed, this is a constant challenge
with illicit forms of gray-zone aggression. Naming and shaming is ineffective, and retaliation in-kind is inadvisable due to the risk of escalation or
because it would violate liberal democracies’ ethical norms.46
Insurance is another legal consideration regarding state-sponsored
cyberattacks. Most insurance policies have a war clause that waives insurance payouts in case of armed conflict. War exemptions have long been
standard in the insurance industry and reflect the far more significant
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damage caused during an armed conflict than in peacetime. If a cyberattack is attributed to a government, one could argue it should count as an
act of war. That means the insurance war exemption could apply.
Indeed, following the NotPetya attack, Mondelēz sued its insurer, Zurich
American Insurance, over its refusal to pay out Mondelēz’s cyber-insurance
policy. Zurich, in turn, argued that, as NotPetya was a state-attributed
attack, it counted as an act of war and that Zurich was thus exempt from
Mondelēz’s cyber-insurance policy. At the time of writing, the case is being
heard at the Circuit Court of Cook County in Illinois, where Mondelēz is
based.47 Whatever the court’s decision, it will have significant implications,
especially in light of the trends toward more-sophisticated attacks often
sponsored by a government. Considering the documentation involved in
insurance claims, gray-zone attacks could also create situations in which a
government will need to present evidence to support its attribution of an
attack to a hostile state.
As Gary Brown observes, the lack of state consensus on norms in cyberspace has led to an expansion of cyber operations
into new and creative areas. . . . Many of these new areas of
operations particularly affect civilian populations and are often
conducted outside the context of armed conflict. This puts
these operations beyond the reach of the heavy restrictions that
international humanitarian law . . . imposes on state activities
affecting civilians during armed conflict.48
Regardless of their status under international law, cyber offenses can be
treated as violations of criminal law. Indeed, this is the basis on which the
US government has indicted individual perpetrators of state-sponsored
cyberattacks against the United States and its allies. Because criminal law
involves charging individuals, as opposed to groups or countries, it is an
extremely time-consuming avenue. The US government also conducts the
investigations into individual perpetrators based in hostile countries, and
announces the indictments against them, in the full knowledge that they
are highly unlikely ever to be apprehended.
This quality—illegal but with the sponsoring government’s legal
responsibility unclear, all while indisputably damaging the targeted
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country—has made cyber aggression a popular form of gray-zone aggression. When asked to describe the reality of companies in the line of
cyber fire, a senior executive with a leading European telecoms provider
explained in an interview in spring 2020,
We’re seeing two types of attacks: those targeted specifically
at our company and those where the attackers go after the
easiest target. The latter is a risk for us through our supply
chain. We try to make sure our suppliers are protected, but
there’s really no complete protection. Attacks are changing.
Today on the dark web, if you have enough money you can
buy what’s essentially a 24-7 call center for DDOS [distributed
denial-of-service] attacks.
Ransomware attacks have become more frequent, so more
people have begun using backups. In response, attackers have
begun changing their tactics. Many no longer block access to
data because organizations now have backups. Instead they
threaten to publish sensitive information. As the saying goes,
the attacker only has to be successful 1 percent of the time, but
the defender has to be successful 100 percent of the time.49
The increase in sophisticated ransomware attacks noticed by the executive has since grown dramatically. The cybersecurity firm Check Point
reports that ransomware attacks in the third quarter of 2020 increased
by 50 percent compared to the first half of 2020.50 That targeted entities
often feel they have no choice but to pay the ransom or have their insurers
do so further fuels the growth in ransomware attacks.51 While ransomware
is primarily the domain of criminal enterprises, the series of highly sophisticated attacks by Russian gangs in 2021 suggests the Kremlin at least tolerates the activity. In June 2021, Joe Biden said he had told Vladimir Putin
that “we expect them to act [on the attacks] if we give them enough information to act on who that is.”52
In a 2020 interview, Maj. Gen. Ed Wilson (ret.) of the US Air Force, who
served as deputy assistant secretary of defense for cyber policy in the Donald Trump administration, presciently stressed that
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attacks on our CNI [critical national infrastructure] are a concern. The attacks are almost always linked to state actors. We
also need to think about ransomware. It’s being used against
different institutions such as cities and hospitals. What if it
moves to CNI?53
Since the interview, Colonial Pipeline and the Irish health service have
been crippled. So have Vancouver’s public transportation system,54 a series
of municipalities and hospitals,55 and a Dutch logistics and warehousing
company, the last causing a cheese shortage in the Netherlands.56 Ransomware attacks on other parts of CNI such as energy or the internet would
cause more harm still.
Attacks on cities including Baltimore57 and Atlanta58 illustrate a dilemma
now facing liberal democracies: Increasing digitalization increases individual and collective convenience but gives attackers a bigger attack surface.
In addition, the public’s dependence on this convenience, coupled with the
fact that most people have no training in how to conduct their lives during
an interruption of vital services, means that even a brief interruption is
likely to cause chaos. This, in turn, combines with anger directed at authorities that a hostile state can amplify through social media. I refer to this as
the convenience trap. Thanks to better cyber defense, today cyberattacks
such as the one directed against Estonia in 2007 pose a smaller risk, but
targeted attacks could cause serious harm because the convenience trap
is making the public more dependent on digitally powered services. But,
said Konttinen,
Our weak link is not the technology itself. To efficiently protect a company from cyberattacks, technology, people, and processes need to be aligned. The problem is that IT security is
often treated as an afterthought, something that IT guys will
look after but not a priority.59
Along with the declining utility of run-of-the-mill illicit cyber activity,
attackers’ strategies and indeed identities also seem to be changing. Konttinen illustrated how their strategies are changing from those of common
crime to those of military operations.
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Opportunist attackers, the sort of attackers who used to dominate, don’t care who the target is. They just want the money.
Armed forces are not opportunistic. They want to attack a
particular country, not just any country. This is the direction
in which cyberattacks are developing. They’re becoming so
sophisticated that you can’t stop them.
Five years ago, the idea was that you could stop nearly all
cyberattacks. That’s no longer possible. In most cases, the best
you can do is to detect the attack. Today it can take 100 days for
a company to realize it has been attacked. That’s clearly very
dangerous because in that time a lot of damage can be done. But
you can and should detect attacks. It’s like burglars: You can’t
prevent burglars from attacking your house, but you can make
sure they don’t get very far.60
The SolarWinds attack demonstrated precisely this development, having
gone undetected for months.61
Konttinen described the shift in cyber aggression from run-of-the-mill
criminals toward more state-sponsored, targeted activity.
In many cases, nation-states are behind these sophisticated
cyberattacks. They have large budgets that they can clearly use.
These targeting attackers go after specific organizations. There
are hacktivists as well, who’re a category to themselves somewhere between criminals and state actors.62
Hacktivists could, of course, be enlisted to hack on a hostile government’s
behalf.
Kevin Brown, managing director of BT Security, explained that
three years ago, I would have said that hacktivism was the main
threat, along with terrorism, criminals, and state-sponsored
aggression. But that has all come together in the past two—
three years. It’s very hard to tell what’s what in the attacks.
Every day there’s an average of 4,000 cyberattacks on BT. But
the attacks are not necessarily aimed at us because of who we
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are. We have a large attack surface because of what the UK is:
a large economy, a vibrant economy, and we’re members of
Five Eyes.63
BT is not primarily targeted because attackers wish to harm the company; they instead target it because it forms a vital part of British and
Western society. As with all forms of gray-zone aggression using licit or
illicit means, it is important to bear in mind that, while China, Iran, North
Korea, and Russia are the top practitioners of cyber aggression—because
they have not just intent but also capability—other countries and substate groups could also seize the opportunity as long as there is no effective deterrence.
Brown’s observation regarding attackers’ blending nature illustrates
another troubling reality. Even though attacks are becoming more sophisticated and targeted and are increasingly perpetrated by skilled groups, it is
often difficult to conclusively pinpoint their provenance. Western governments typically want near-complete certainty before attributing an attack
to a hostile state, which slows the attribution process and may even make
attribution impossible. This is not just a result of the well-known challenge
in linking the attacker to a sponsoring institution, but because new forms
of cooperation between hostile states and proxies are emerging. Writing
after the SolarWinds hack in December 2020, Microsoft President Brad
Smith highlighted
the growing privatization of cybersecurity attacks through a
new generation of private companies, akin to 21st-century mercenaries. This phenomenon has reached the point where it has
acquired its own acronym—PSOAs, for private sector offensive
actors. Unfortunately, this is not an acronym that will make the
world a better place.64
As an example of this growing category, Smith mentioned the NSO
Group, an Israeli firm.
NSO created and sold to governments an app called Pegasus,
which could be installed on a device simply by calling the device
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via WhatsApp; the device’s owner did not even have to answer.
According to WhatsApp, NSO used Pegasus to access more
than 1,400 mobile devices, including those belonging to journalists and human rights activists.65
In July 2021, a leak revealed that less-than-democratic governments have
tapped the phones of tens of thousands of politicians (including Macron),
journalists, and activists using Pegasus.66
The mercenary arrangement, in which nation-states increasingly rely on
a network of proxies including freelancers and mercenary-like companies,
benefits the sponsoring state because it can obfuscate the link between
itself and an attack, a reality that has, to date, made attribution and retaliation distinctly challenging. It is also an extremely dangerous trend, as
the involvement of outside groups and individuals in nation-state aggression risks the tools proliferating. Konttinen pointed out that this is already
happening: “Sometimes the technology leaks to criminals. It’s like nuclear
weapons ending up in the hands of criminals. It’s very alarming.”67
Nuclear proliferation has helped countries outside the group of official
nuclear-weapons states acquire nuclear arsenals. Cyber weapons may be
less dangerous than atomic ones are, but they are also far easier to spread.
Ciaran Martin, the inaugural CEO of the UK’s National Cyber Security
Centre, points out that
the proliferation of dangerous cyber weapons is a serious risk
that doesn’t get enough attention. . . . Some companies can
already sell quite dangerous services quite legally to anyone
willing to pay. And state [cyber] capabilities can be leaked, lost,
sold or stolen more easily than most physical weapons.68
This development emphasizes the need for targeted countries to not
just increase resilience to attacks but also improve deterrence by punishment, building on existing initiatives such as the United States’ Defend
Forward model. But eye-for-eye retaliation, which is regularly proposed
following incidents such as SolarWinds, is not a viable deterrence strategy:
It has a limited effect on groups of actors whose affiliations with a hostile
government may be unclear, it needlessly exposes the defending state’s
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cyber tools, and it risks dangerous escalation. Constant retaliation would,
in fact, undermine deterrence.69

IP Theft
In addition to causing disruption or accessing government secrets, the
objective of cyberattacks is often to steal IP as part of a national effort
to catch up with, and even overtake, liberal democracies’ industries. IP
theft through cyber intrusion and other means is a long-standing form
of gray-zone aggression to which targeted countries have struggled to
establish effective deterrence. As with most forms of gray-zone aggression, the challenge is that individual cases of IP theft may appear negligible, but collectively they can significantly harm the West. If Western
firms do not get the expected competitive advantage from investment
into research and development (R&D) because IP is stolen by competitors that then undersell the firms, high-tech innovation in the West will
suffer. Since innovation is key to economic growth, a decline could trigger a long-term economic downturn.
In its December 2020 report The Elements of the China Challenge, the US
State Department summarized Chinese IP theft.
The [People’s Republic of China] has perpetrated the greatest illegitimate transfer of wealth in human history, stealing
technological innovation and trade secrets from companies,
universities, and the defense sectors of the United States and
other nations. According to research cited by the Office of the
United States Trade Representative, China’s efforts—including
forced technology transfer, cyberattacks, and a whole-of-nation
approach to economic and industrial espionage—cost the U.S.
economy as much as $600 billion annually. This staggering sum
approaches the Pentagon’s annual national defense budget and
exceeds the total profits of the Fortune 500’s top 50 companies.70
Referring to cyber intrusion in their company, a senior executive in the
Finnish CNI sector said, “It’s not just Russia but other countries as well.
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Some engage in industrial espionage. This is absolutely nothing new, but
digital tools make it different. There are efforts to penetrate my company
every day.”71
Chinese IP theft has been pervasive for years. Already in 2006, the state
of affairs prompted Sen. Chuck Schumer (D-NY) to warn that “China’s
refusal to play by international economic rules cripples our ability to compete on a level playing field.”72 In 2013, the US Commission on the Theft of
American Intellectual Property named China as the world’s largest source
of IP theft.73 The commission estimated China’s share of IP theft from US
companies at 50 to 80 percent, writing,
A core component of China’s successful growth strategy is
acquiring science and technology. It does this in part by legal
means—imports, foreign domestic investment, licensing, and
joint ventures—but also by means that are illegal. National
industrial policy goals in China encourage IP theft, and an
extraordinary number of Chinese in business and government
entities are engaged in this practice.74
It estimated IP losses to reach $300 billion annually, an amount comparable to the United States’ combined exports to Asia.75
The problem has persisted in other advanced economies too. Wilson
pointed out that
anything that’s in [China’s] five- or 10-year plan they’re likely
to try to achieve through IP theft. And they don’t differentiate
between what they need for their national security and what
they need for their economy.76
Norway’s head of counterintelligence, Hanne Blomberg, painted a similar picture: “For some countries, research and development in other countries is a subject of espionage. This activity is targeted especially at R&D
within technology, and it includes stealing technology,” she told Norwegian media in February 2021.77
Targeted nations thus face the dilemma of when to respond. A muscular response to a single theft would appear disproportional and escalatory,
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but it is also difficult to determine an appropriate time to react to aggression that damages national security only in aggregation. The Barack
Obama administration attempted to stem at least the cyber-enabled part
of IP theft via a 2015 agreement with China. In the agreement, which was
followed by similar agreements between China and countries including
Australia, Germany, and the UK, the US and China promised not to “conduct or knowingly support cyber-enabled theft of intellectual property,
including trade secrets or other confidential business information, with
the intent of providing competitive advantages to companies or commercial sectors.”78 Also in 2015, G20 countries including Russia accepted
the norm against cyber-enabled IP theft.79 Initially, cyber-enabled IP
theft appeared to decrease, but it is unclear whether this was a result of
the treaty or an already initiated reorganization of departments within
the Chinese armed forces.
Either way, within a couple years, Chinese cyber-enabled IP theft was
rising again.80 China’s intentions to eliminate cyber-enabled IP theft also
appear insincere considering that, between 2014 and 2017, attackers who
were subsequently identified as members of APT10 (which is linked to the
Chinese Ministry of State Security) perpetrated a string of cyberattacks
against technology-heavy Western firms. Huawei’s rival Ericsson was a
key target of the attacks, which were collectively labeled Cloud Hopper.
“This was the theft of industrial or commercial secrets for the purpose
of advancing an economy, the lifeblood of a company,” former Australian
National Cyber Security Adviser Alastair MacGibbon told Reuters.81
IP theft is also pervasive outside cyberspace. A good example of this
is ASML Holding, a Dutch maker of computational lithography that lost
vital IP to XTAL, a subsidiary of the China-based company Dongfang
Jingyuan, which in turn has ties to the Chinese Ministry of Science and
Technology.82 The Chinese firm promptly used the IP and proceeded to
snag ASML customers.83
Indeed, IP theft predates the digital era. Two centuries ago, the United
States was a master practitioner of the trade, with Treasury Secretary Alexander Hamilton declaring in 1791 that the country needed “to procure all
such machines as are known in any part of Europe.”84 That same year, he
authorized his department to pay $48 “to subsidize the living expenses of
an English weaver who pledged to deliver to the U.S. a copycat version of
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a British spinning machine.”85 IP theft, too, illustrates how an aggressor’s
intent and capability can form a powerful combination of opportunity
(whether that is the pecuniary weakness of an 18th-century English weaver
or the IT networks of a globalized 21st-century US technology firm).
In 2012, Huawei wanted a certain US-based robot as badly as 18th-century
America had wanted a British spinning machine. In a January 2019 indictment, the DOJ charged Huawei with concerted and successful efforts to
steal technical details of this cutting-edge robot. The robot, developed
and owned by T-Mobile and nicknamed Tappy, tested T-Mobile handsets
before market release. Although Huawei had developed a similar robot, it
was far less successful. Huawei asked T-Mobile whether it would sell or
license Tappy, but T-Mobile turned down the proposition.
Huawei staff in the United States then proceeded to scrutinize and take
pictures of Tappy, which raised suspicions among T-Mobile staff and ultimately restricted the Huawei engineers’ access.86 Huawei’s China-based
robot team then dispatched one of its engineers to T-Mobile’s lab. The
DOJ indictment describes the events on a decisive day.
Later on May 29, 2013, A.X. used his badge to access the
T-Mobile Tappy laboratory. As he was preparing to leave the
laboratory, A.X. surreptitiously placed one of the Tappy robot
arms into his laptop bag and secretly removed it from the laboratory. T-Mobile employees discovered the theft later that day,
and contacted A.X. A.X. initially falsely denied taking the robot
arm, but then later claimed he had found it in his bag.87
Even though T-Mobile spotted the theft and the preceding visits,
the damage was done. Huawei had illegally acquired crucial parts of
T-Mobile’s IP.
Theft of highly sophisticated technology such as Tappy is an even more
pressing problem because it can mean the loss of not just sales volume
but also sometimes even the IP owner’s viability as a company. IP theft
“to me really stands out as the greatest long-term threat to our nation’s
information and intellectual property, and to our economic vitality,” FBI
Director Christopher Wray said at a conference in 2020, adding that “the
FBI has about a thousand investigations involving China’s attempted theft
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of U.S.-based technology in all 56 of our field offices and spanning just
about every industry and sector.”88 The sectors include highly sensitive
weapons research.
China’s Thousand Talents program recruits scientists and encourages
participants to send Chinese institutions knowledge gained abroad. By
2017, the program was estimated to have enlisted more than 7,000 top scientists, including several Nobel laureates. While the program is not illegal, it exploits Western openness by draining top Western institutions of
expertise for China’s benefit in a way that can include illegal elements.
“In recent years, federal agencies have discovered talent recruitment
plan members who downloaded sensitive electronic research files before
leaving to return to China,” a US Senate subcommittee noted in a 2019
report.89 In 2021, the Netherlands’ Military Intelligence and Security Service reported that “dozens of Chinese students at Dutch universities are
obtaining a PhD in military-relevant technology” and that these students
are “directly linked to the Chinese armed forces or the Chinese defense
industry.”90
IP theft has also long plagued less technology-intensive areas. Luxury brands have for years faced a seemingly unstoppable production of
counterfeit goods made in China and other countries. In a 2021 report,
the European Commission notes that IP-intensive industries account for
45 percent of the EU’s gross domestic product and 38.9 percent of its jobs91
but that counterfeit goods account for 6.8 percent of EU imports from
non-EU countries.92 This means manufacturers in other countries steal
EU firms’ IP and then sell their—cheaper—counterfeit goods back to the
EU. Between 2013 and 2017, counterfeit goods annually cost the EU an
average of nearly 400,000 jobs in the clothing, footwear, and accessories
sector; an average of more than 160,000 jobs in the cosmetics industry;
and nearly 50,000 jobs in the pharmaceuticals industry.93
Even the theft of relatively basic IP thus significantly damages the
targeted country. While such counterfeit production and export is not
directed by hostile governments, the problem’s persistence suggests it
is tolerated by them. The European Commission identified China as the
main source of counterfeit goods arriving in the EU.94
In addition to trying to ensure compliance through treaties, the US
government has again turned to the criminal justice system. The Trump
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administration made a particular push in this area. In 2018, the DOJ created
the China Initiative to prosecute those involved in IP theft. That year, the
DOJ indicted 10 Chinese nationals over IP hacking and espionage against
many Western aerospace companies.95 This activity, which occurred over
several years, contributed to the development of the C919, an airliner by
the Commercial Aircraft Corporation of China that will become a rival of
Boeing and Airbus aircraft.96
In 2020, the DOJ indicted two Chinese nationals over a wide range of
IP-theft hacks, stating that they
conducted a hacking campaign lasting more than ten years to
the present, targeting companies in countries with high technology industries, including the United States, Australia, Belgium, Germany, Japan, Lithuania, the Netherlands, Spain, South
Korea, Sweden, and the United Kingdom. Targeted industries
included, among others, high tech manufacturing; medical
device, civil, and industrial engineering; business, educational,
and gaming software; solar energy; pharmaceuticals; defense.97
These are some of the core sectors of China’s industrial strategy. Other
individuals recently indicted include Li Chen, a researcher in pediatric diseases who was participating in US government-funded research at Nationwide Children’s Hospital in Ohio while being funded by the Chinese
government. In 2020, she pleaded guilty to stealing IP from the hospital.98
The fact that IP theft covers every iteration of every sector—including airliners, advanced technology, and medical research—makes it even harder
to police.
The dilemma of how to punish—and ideally deter—lawbreakers operating on behalf of a foreign government is not new. In 1839, Lin Zexu, China’s
imperial commissioner charged with combating British merchants’ opium
smuggling into China, took swift action by throwing 1,200 tons of the drug
into the Pearl River. Britain retaliated by ordering all foreign merchants to
leave the trading hub of Guangzhou. Even so, Lin did not acquiesce. “Suppose the subject of another country were to come to England to trade. He
would certainly be required to comply with the laws of England,” Lin wrote
to Queen Victoria.99
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Today, subversive measures including IP theft that may violate criminal laws but not international law are equally challenging to address in
a manner that convinces the rival nation to stop organizing or condoning the practice. While the criminal justice system can clean up selected
cases, it certainly is not a deterrent. Even though Beijing has promised
Western governments it will better police IP theft, there has been only
limited improvement. As Daniel Rechtschaffen observes, in 2019 China
“created an IP tribunal that allows plaintiffs to appeal local judgments up
to the Supreme People’s Court. But interference is almost guaranteed if
the defendant is a politically influential company.”100
European countries have been less assertive than the United States has
been. The European Commission’s biannual IP report names and shames
countries, the 2021 version noting that more than 80 percent of the counterfeit goods seized by EU authorities originate in China and Hong Kong.
IP theft stemming from India, Russia, Turkey, and Ukraine also causes
serious harm to EU-based businesses.101 European governments, though,
almost never take China to task over IP theft. Australian politicians have
been somewhat more assertive. Former Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull
said in 2020,
The issue with China has been that its targets have been commercial ones as well as traditional governmental ones. No one
should be surprised if foreign countries are getting hold of the
plans for the latest submarine or missile, but people are very
disappointed if a state actor is rummaging through commercial firms’ intellectual property. Of course, China has done that;
their state agencies have done that.102
The fact that IP theft continues on a grand scale demonstrates the futility of naming and shaming as a strategy toward countries that are not bothered by a tarnished image.
IP theft can, like many other forms of gray-zone aggression that
include violation of laws, be described as merely criminal activity. Yet
its continuously large volume suggests it is not merely tolerated but also
encouraged—to use the US IP commission’s words—by the Chinese government to strengthen its global position at the West’s expense. “Rules,
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once made, should be followed by all,” Xi Jinping said in a video address to
the 2021 World Economic Forum’s Davos Agenda.103 Considering China’s
continuous violations of international rules, including in cyberspace and
the area of IP theft, Xi’s statement seemed intended to taunt the West.
Coordinated IP theft compellingly illustrates the combination of different efforts a country can use to weaken a rival or strengthen its own position. While China is today’s prime practitioner of this combined strategy,
the West’s openness means other rivals and would-be rivals can decide
to pursue the same strategy. This reality, again, highlights the defender’s
dilemma: There is only a thin line between illegal gray-zone activities that
liberal democracies cannot reasonably combat if they want to remain open
societies and illegal gray-zone activities that are so destabilizing that the
offenses must be forcefully tackled. Indeed, one form simply might need to
be considered common crime because it does not warrant deterrent action
beyond criminal justice, while another should be treated as hostile-state
activity warranting government-led deterrence.
Even though all IP theft is highly damaging to the affected companies,
from a national security perspective there is clearly a difference between
IP theft in the apparel and semiconductor industries. This dilemma is
compounded by the fact that, individually, illegal acts such as IP theft
are usually too small for retaliatory response. But without retaliation and
improved defense, the illicit activities will continue to increase. IP theft
not only weakens Western economies but is also used with other forms
of gray-zone aggression to form a cocktail of aggressive means that cause
lasting harm to Western countries.

Assassinations and Physical Harm
While state-sponsored assassinations on foreign soil are primarily directed
against specific individuals, they also count as gray-zone aggression because
they destabilize the country in which the criminal act takes place and, in
the case of intelligence assets, signal that cooperating with that country
is dangerous. Perhaps the best-known recent example is the 2018 assassination attempt of the former Russian spy Sergei Skripal and his daughter
Yulia in Salisbury, England. Because the assassination attempt was linked
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to a foreign government and involved the nerve agent Novichok, the UK
government considered it not merely a criminal act but a gray-zone attack
on the UK. The “Russian State was culpable,” then–Prime Minister Theresa May informed Parliament.104
Western governments do not have an entirely clean record for violent
interference in other countries. In 2020, the United States assassinated
the commander of the Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps’ Quds Force,
Maj. Gen. Qassem Soleimani, in a targeted drone strike.105 The CIA was
involved in plotting the assassination of Patrice Lumumba, the first prime
minister of the Democratic Republic of the Congo, in 1961.106 Even if a
liberal democracy argues that an assassination is justified—as the Trump
administration did with Soleimani—carrying out assassinations in other
countries removes the high ground from which liberal democracies can
avenge assassinations in their own countries.
In 2017, a mysterious brain illness, subsequently labeled Havana syndrome, began afflicting US diplomats in Cuba and China.107 Around the
same time, Canadian diplomats posted in Cuba reported experiencing
similar symptoms, a combination of dizziness, intense headaches, vertigo, and ear pain. A subsequent US National Academies of Sciences,
Engineering, and Medicine investigation established that the diplomats’
symptoms were “consistent with the effects of directed, pulsed radio
frequency . . . energy.”108 While it noted that the Soviet Union had conducted research into the effects of pulsed radio frequency energy, the
investigation was unsurprisingly unable to identify the attacker or any
sponsoring nation.
In spring 2021, several US government workers based in Miami, Florida, also reported suddenly experiencing the symptoms, as did two US
National Security Council (NSC) officials in Washington, DC.109 The
NSC is in charge of coordinating the US government’s investigation into
the incidents. A dozen CIA officers serving abroad, meanwhile, had to
return to the US in 2021 after they, too, reported similar symptoms.110
Then, in July 2021, it emerged that, as of January 2021, more than 20 staff
members at the US embassy in Vienna, Austria, have reported experiencing the same symptoms.111
Harming a country’s diplomats and officials violates domestic laws,
the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations, or both. But the harm
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extends beyond the individuals suffering symptoms, as other diplomats,
CIA officers, and officials will hesitate to take positions that could expose
them to such an affliction. Yet ambiguity regarding the exact nature of
the sponsor of an attack makes it impossible for the targeted country to
respond in any fashion. The attacks are extremely cunning gaslighting
in the gray zone. Clearly, in-kind retaliation for such attacks on embassy
personnel is diplomatically unpalatable, not to mention a violation of the
Vienna Convention.

Territorial Violations and Harassment
China illegally constructing artificial islands in the South China Sea is a
prime example of another form of illicit gray-zone aggression: subversive border alterations. As part of gray-zone aggression, countries can use
other means to achieve territorial changes, denying adversaries an obvious
opportunity to intervene. As Tara Davenport notes,
China’s massive island-building project, which began after the
Philippines’ initiation of Annex VII arbitral proceedings against
China in January 2013, created more than 12.8 million square
metres of new land in less than three years.112
The construction involved the multiyear, step-by-step addition of mass
and infrastructure to reefs and tiny, previously uninhabitable islets in strategic waters claimed by several countries. A 2014 US-China Economic and
Security Review Commission report summarized the then-current state of
construction.
In addition to dredging sand to make islands out of these reefs,
China appears to be expanding and upgrading military and civilian infrastructure—including radars, satellite communication
equipment, antiaircraft and naval guns, helipads, and docks—
on some of the manmade islands.113
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In 2020, the BBC reported that
in the six years since China began reclamation of several reefs
and atolls in the Spratlys, satellite and air surveillance has
revealed one of the world’s greatest feats in maritime engineering and military construction.
In addition to the military facilities on the islands—
including 3,000m runways, naval berths, hangars, reinforced
ammunition bunkers, missile silos and radar sites—images
show neatly arranged accommodation blocks, administrative
buildings roofed with blue ceramic tiles, hospitals, and even
sports complexes on the reclaimed islands, which have become
visibly greener.114
While China, Malaysia, the Philippines, and Vietnam had all conducted limited construction in the disputed area,115 the activity radically
increased with China’s construction of artificial islands: “As observed by
the Tribunal in the South China Sea Arbitration, ‘[w]hatever the other
States have done within the South China Sea, it pales in comparison to
China’s recent construction.’”116 The Philippines had challenged the construction on the Johnson Reef, Cuarteron Reef, Fiery Cross Reef, and
Gaven Reef (North)—which are also claimed by the Philippines, Taiwan,
and Vietnam—at a United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea
(UNCLOS) tribunal. When the tribunal upheld the Philippines’ case on
whether China could claim an exclusive economic zone (EEZ) around its
newly constructed islands, China dismissed the ruling as “nothing more
than a piece of waste paper.”117
Through gradual construction in contested waters, China succeeded in
establishing territory in a location that is not just of immense geopolitical
value but also situated among an abundance of natural resources. Indeed,
even though the UNCLOS tribunal upheld the Philippines’ claim, giving
coastal states including the Philippines the rights to these resources, China
disregarded the ruling. Writing in 2018, Bill Hayton observed that
China is continuing to pressure those countries to give away
their rights to the oil, gas and fish. Under the name of “joint
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development” China is continuing to demand a share of those
countries’ resources even though the tribunal clearly ruled
those demands illegitimate. In May 2017, President Rodrigo
Duterte of the Philippines said publicly that his Chinese counterpart, Xi Jinping, had personally threatened him with war if
the Philippines attempted to tap the large gas reserves in an
area of the sea known as the Reed Bank.118
Rear Adm. Mark Montgomery (ret.) of the US Navy, who, during part
of the island-construction period, served as director of operations at US
Pacific Command and commander of Carrier Strike Group 5 embarked on
the USS George Washington stationed in Japan, observed,
In hindsight, it was an extremely long-term campaign by the
Chinese to create conditions harmful to US interests. The
process was extremely slow and cloaked in disinformation.
The Chinese took advantage of the fact that in Southeast
Asia we don’t have strong alliance structures and a number
of countries there are susceptible to Chinese economic and
security pressure. The Chinese also took advantage of the fact
that we were distracted in the Middle East. These new islands
have an impact on the countries in the region and weakened
the United States’ standing as a credible ally among our allies
and partners there.119
If China had claimed territory through an invasion or annexation, the
violation of international law would have been obvious, and the act would
have resulted in an immediate regional or international response. Indeed,
the US and allied presence in the region most likely deterred China from
using this avenue. Because it instead surreptitiously built artificial islands
and because each step was relatively minor, the extent and true nature of
its actions did not become clear until the islands were near completion.
As a result, at no point did the affected neighbors or the United States
deem a muscular response or a signal of punishment suitable, and the
construction continued. As Erik Reichborn-Kjennerud and Patrick Cullen
note,
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Ambiguity is used to complicate or undermine the decisionmaking processes of the opponent. It is tailored to make a military response—or even a political response—difficult. In military terms, it is designed to fall below the threshold of war and
to delegitimize (or even render politically irrational) the ability
to respond by military force.120
Ultimately, China created a fait accompli without having to pay a
price for it—the precise objective of gray-zone aggression. The combination of (duplicitous) intent, capability, and opportunity was again used
successfully.
Russia’s annexation of Crimea is perhaps the best-known recent
example of territorial violation in the gray zone. In the republic of Georgia, meanwhile, Russia has engaged in border manipulation—what Georgians refer to as “borderization”—between South Ossetia and Georgia.
From Georgia’s perspective, this de facto border alteration comprises
two parts:
The materialization of the previously theoretical boundary
along the ground in the form of border markers, barbed wire,
and the increased prevalence of border patrols, while the second is that this materialization frequently results in the advance
of the Georgian-South Ossetian boundary line deeper into previously Georgian-held territory.121
China, in turn, has been constructing roads and military outposts in
Bhutan.122 In these cases, too, because the border alteration involves a
string of smaller steps rather than armed conflict, the aggrieved party has
precious few tools with which to signal punishment. Indeed, before the
string of events is complete, it is difficult for the aggrieved party to signal
precisely where its redline should be.
Illegal, unreported, and unregulated fishing likewise belongs in the
category of territorial violations and harassment. Although it is primarily a criminal issue, it is now pervasive; around one-fifth of the world’s
fish are caught this way.123 Indeed, the practice is so extensively used by
Chinese fishing fleets that it can be described as exploitation in the gray
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zone rather than as criminal activity by individual fishermen. In 2020, for
example, a Chinese fishing flotilla parked off the coasts of several Latin
American countries, fishing their waters dry and violating environmental
regulations.124
In late 2020, an armada of some 325 Chinese vessels had spent months
by the Galápagos Islands off the Ecuadorian coast. When fishing in Ecuador’s EEZ, the vessels sometimes turned off their responders, which violates seafaring norms and made their presence in the EEZ much harder to
detect. Already that August, the Ecuadorian navy reported that 149 vessels had turned off their communications equipment and that some had
also changed their names to avoid supervision.125 In addition to violating
seafaring safety regulations, the fishing armada violated rules on environmental protection and sustainable fishing, important matters in the ecologically sensitive Galápagos.126
In March 2021, nearly 200 vessels identified as belonging to China’s
maritime militia arrived in the Philippines’ EEZ and stayed there; they
were later joined by dozens more vessels.127 When the Philippine government protested to the Chinese government about a week later, the Chinese government claimed the vessels were merely seeking shelter, which
is permissible under maritime law. Philippine Secretary of National
Defense Delfin Lorenzana correctly observed that “if it’s true that they
are sheltering from the elements, that area is open sea and not conducive for sheltering.”128 China’s distant-water fishing fleet, thought to feature up to 17,000 vessels, has also engaged in similar exploitation off the
coasts of West African countries.129
In July 2021, French President Macron announced the creation of a
South Pacific coast guard network comprising France and South Pacific
nations. It is tasked with countering predatory behavior, which is understood to mean Chinese predatory fishing.130 While Indian, Iranian, and
Pakistani fishermen, in turn, have been spotted illegally fishing off the
coasts of Somalia and Yemen,131 this appears to be opportunism by fishermen, not a concerted practice.
Chinese civilian vessels harass other countries too. The country’s maritime militia, a fishing-vessel fleet designed to win without fighting, is a
long-standing Chinese gray-zone tool. During the Vietnam War,
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A key lesson learned for Beijing was that leveraging fishing militia forces was far less likely to trigger U.S. intervention . . . even
when the threatened neighbor was a U.S. ally. It is fair to say that
this was the genesis of Beijing’s strategy to routinely employ
irregular forces in gray zone operations in the East China Sea
and South China Sea.132
Precisely because large-scale illegal behavior by commercial entities
that ostensibly have no government links can trigger armed conflicts, the
countries targeted by Chinese mass-scale fishing have mostly responded
by raising awareness of the activities. Such rule-breaking behavior, however, not only harms the affected countries but also erodes international
norms.133
Western countries have also used private traders for geopolitical purposes. In the 18th and 19th centuries, for example, British traders illegally sold so much opium in China that it caused widespread addiction,
which led to social unrest and eventually caused the Chinese government
to destroy large quantities of the drug. This eventually led to the Opium
Wars. However, while Western countries should apologize for such transgressions committed by previous generations, the fact that the transgressions occurred should not silence Western governments over practices
taking place today. Indeed, such “whataboutism” is a concerted strategy by
the Chinese government whenever a foreign government addresses China’s current violations of norms.134

Harassment in National Airspace and of Civilian Maritime Crews
Violations of other countries’ airspace and territorial waters are a part
of gray-zone aggression that is illegal and easily attributable to a government. On October 7, 2020, Taiwan’s Defense Minister Yen De-fa
reported that the Taiwanese air force (Republic of China air force) had so
far that year scrambled 2,972 times against Chinese aircraft, at a cost of
T$25.5 billion (USD 886.49 million).135 On January 23, 2021, no fewer than
eight nuclear-capable Chinese bombers and four fighter jets entered Taiwan’s air defense identification zone. While an air defense identification
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zone is not the same as a country’s airspace, the flights were nonetheless a
clear provocation.136
The Russian air force engages in similar behavior. In 2020, NATO Baltic Air Policing (BAP) jets scrambled 150 times, compared to 170 times
the previous year.137 While the number of BAP scrambles fell somewhat
compared to in 2019, there was an increase in Russian air activity over the
Atlantic Ocean and the Black Sea. In 2020, NATO air forces scrambled
more than 400 times across Europe; nearly 90 percent of the cases were
responding to Russian military aircraft.138 In scramble statistics, NATO
counts the number of times its jets took to the skies; it does not count the
number of Russian aircraft intercepted. One intercept mission can involve
one or several Russian aircraft.
While near incursions are not illegal, flying near another country’s airspace without communication violates international aviation standards.
“Russian military aircraft often do not transmit a transponder code indicating their position and altitude, do not file a flight plan, or do not communicate with air traffic controllers,” NATO stated.139 In 2015, the Turkish
air force shot down a Russian jet that was on a combat mission in Syria.
Turkey claimed the aircraft was violating Turkish airspace, though Russia
claimed it was in Syrian airspace.140 While Turkey’s response will deter
Russian aircraft from straying near its airspace again, its response also
risked significant escalation.
Gen. Riho Terras (ret.), Estonia’s chief of defense from 2011 to 2018 and
now a member of the European Parliament, described the situation.
When I was chief of defense, the Russian pressure started. It
wasn’t completely absent before, but starting from the Georgian war, border violations by the Russians occurred in significantly higher numbers.
The place where the violations occurred were under Saint
Petersburg air traffic control. The route through Estonian airspace is a couple of minutes shorter than not flying through
Estonian airspace. During Soviet times, the Soviet air force
obviously used that route, but the Russians don’t change their
habits when world history changes. At the time, [NATO’s] Baltic Air Policing was based in Lithuania, and it was too far from
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the violations in our airspace. We gave the Russians notes of
complaint, but nothing changed.
But after [the Ukraine conflict began], they started flying
strategic bombers through our airspace. That never happened
even during Soviet times. That’s a show of force vis-à-vis
NATO. And they weren’t using responders. It’s common practice that you should use responders, but it’s not codified in law.
In addition, Estonia has problems with Russian ships that
aren’t warships but [are] in the service of the navy, for example
ISTAR [intelligence, surveillance, target acquisition, and reconnaissance] and research vessels. According to international law,
you should give safe haven to all ships during bad weather. After
Ukraine, every now and then these ships would take refuge next
to our islands during bad weather and stay for days. We only
had minehunters, which are slow and couldn’t get there quickly
to establish a complete picture. Now we’ve built higher-speed
boats.
Countries have to have units on alert for violations of airspace all the time, even if there are no violations. It’s a question
of air sovereignty.141
As Terras’ account underlines, the maritime domain offers plenty
of opportunities for gray-zone aggression because it is so easy to mask
the activity’s true intent. For much of 2020, large numbers of Chinese
sand-dredging vessels extracted sand off the Matsu archipelago, which
belongs to Taiwan. Although China needs sand for construction, the vessels’ main purpose appears to be to wear Taiwan down by forcing it to
respond. The vessels often dredge not only just outside Taiwanese waters
but also inside them.142 Either way, Taiwan’s coast guard has to respond.
In 2020, Taiwan expelled nearly 4,000 Chinese sand-dredging and
sand-transporting vessels, a 560 percent increase from 2019.143
Maritime harassment of civilians is likewise a gray-zone feature. In 2015,
for example, civilian crews lay the NordBalt energy cable linking Lithuania and Sweden through the Baltic Sea. At the time, both governments
had noted a growing pattern of Russian provocations in the Baltic Sea. On
April 30, 2015, a vessel from the Russian navy’s Baltic Fleet entered
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Lithuania’s EEZ, traveling toward a NordBalt construction ship managed
by the Swedish-Swiss engineering conglomerate ABB. Upon arrival, it tried
to chase the construction ship away. “The ALCEDO vessel chartered by
ABB was asked by the Russian Navy to leave its position in Lithuania’s
exclusive economic zone, where it had a legitimate right to be, according to
international law,” Swedish Foreign Ministry spokesman Gabriel Wernstedt told media at the time.144
In 2019, Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps went further, seizing the Swedish-owned, UK-registered cargo ship Stena Impero in the Strait
of Hormuz. The vessel had 23 crew members from India, Latvia, the Philippines, and Russia on board.145 Although the Stena Impero was released
after two months, the incident caused the UK to increase the Royal Navy’s
presence in the region and highlighted gray-zone threats in the maritime
domain. Eighty percent of the world’s trade is transported by sea,146 and
the increasingly globalized nature of supply chains now means that finished products sometimes travel among countries several times throughout their production.
In addition, the now extremely common mix of countries involved
in merchant shipping causes challenges when deciding how to handle gray-zone incidents such as the Stena Impero seizure. Like the Stena
Impero, today merchant marine vessels are often owned by a firm in one
country, registered in a second country, and crewed by mariners from
many other countries. Statistics from the International Chamber of
Shipping show that globally, as of January 2021, there are an estimated
1,647,500 seafarers, with China, Indonesia, the Philippines, Russia, and
Ukraine the major countries of origin.147 Setting aside the related problem
of piracy, Iran’s seizure of the Stena Impero highlights obvious challenges
to Western countries, especially how best to handle the seizure of a vessel
owned by a Western country but registered in a flag-of-convenience country and often crewed by sailors from countries that engage in gray-zone
aggression against the West.
Air incursions are a relatively straightforward gray-zone activity, albeit
one that forces the targeted country to respond, draining its personnel and
equipment resources. With maritime harassment and incursions, by contrast, targeted countries that are less powerful than the perpetrator is can
do little to change the aggressive behavior. After the Russian harassment
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of the NordBalt crew, Lithuanian Foreign Minister Linas Linkevičius said
that “if similar incidents happen again, the possibility of employing international legal instruments against the Russian Federation will be considered.”148 That is better than no response, but it is hardly a powerful
deterrent. If the aggressor country is not bothered by a reputation as a rule
breaker, it can proceed unimpeded.
While harassment of civilians and degradation of another country’s
habitat fall short of a military attack, they are illegal behavior targeted
countries cannot afford to tolerate. The same is true for cyber aggression,
IP theft, and the harm of individuals protected by law. All these forms of
aggression are possible thanks to an aggressor’s intent and capability and
the opportunity unintentionally offered by the targeted country. That
makes them quintessential to gray-zone aggression.

VIII
Producing Fear in the Enemy’s Mind:
Adapting Cold War Deterrence
for Gray-Zone Aggression
The reason Westminster Abbey has a hawk is not for it to eat
pigeons that get into the abbey. The hawk is there to make the
pigeons think it will eat them.1
—Westminster Abbey choirboy

T

he person who has best described the essence of deterrence did so in
one sentence—and he is a fictional character. “Deterrence is the art
of producing in the mind of the enemy the fear to attack,” Dr. Strangelove
says in Stanley Kubrick’s eponymous 1964 masterpiece.2 The word stems
from the Latin verb deterrere, which means to discourage from, avert, or
frighten away. Deterrence, in other words, rests on psychology.

Forms of Deterrence
Dr. Strangelove has considerable nonfictional deterrence company. The
US Department of Defense describes deterrence as “the prevention of
action by the existence of a credible threat of unacceptable counteraction
and/or belief that the cost of action outweighs the perceived benefits.”3
The UK Ministry of Defence’s Development, Concepts and Doctrine Centre (DCDC), in turn, defines general deterrence as
a function of grand or national strategy. It is a general reputation, generated over time by a posture (and visible actions)
that portrays an image of credibility and resilience regarding
any hostile intent. This reputation is built by how adversaries
142
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interpret that posture. It is essential to understand that posture is not the same as reputation. Any actor may choose its
posture, but cannot choose their reputation; that is for other
actors to decide based upon their perception and interpretation of that posture.4
General deterrence comprises deterrence by denial and punishment,
which a country can opt to use in different proportions when designing its deterrence posture. In practice, deterrence by denial consists of
resilience and entanglement. It is vital to, in particular, understand the
value of resilience, indisputably the less glamorous part of deterrence and
one that has long been treated as an afterthought. Despite this neglected
position, deterrence by resilience can significantly change the attacker’s
cost-benefit calculation.
In addition to general deterrence—the posture with which a country
communicates its standing and national security approach to other countries—countries maintain tailored deterrence, characterized by DCDC as
“the term used to describe specific deterrence messages and responses for
specific audiences and adversaries.”5 Through tailored deterrence, countries can communicate differently to the respective recipients. During the
Cold War, for example, the United States used different tailored deterrence
for the Soviet Union and the Vietcong. The UK government displayed one
form of tailored deterrence vis-à-vis the Warsaw Pact and another against
the Irish Republican Army.
A third expression is immediate deterrence, the form perhaps most commonly discussed in the public debate. After the SolarWinds hack against
the United States, which came to light in December 2020 and which the
US government subsequently labeled a Russian intelligence operation, the
public debate demanded the United States respond to “deter” the attacker,
by which the discussants meant “retaliate.”6 Although deterrence takes
place before an act of aggression, retaliation can be used to try to deter
future attacks. The form of deterrence closest to such incident response is
immediate deterrence, defined by DCDC as including
actions to enhance denial capabilities, as well as making them more credible. In this type of deterrence activity,
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imposition-of-costs is the principal means of influence. Denialof-benefits may also work, but their provisions will usually have
to be in place already.7
Immediate deterrence, therefore, cannot be improvised in case of an
attack and certainly cannot be successful without comprehensive general
and tailored deterrence already in place. Unlike traditional displays of military strength, certain forms of retaliation lose clout as soon as they have
been used. This is the case with cyber weapons, which begin figuratively
rusting after first use. The originators—thought to be Israel and the United
States—of Stuxnet, the computer virus that in 2010 destroyed uranium
enrichment centrifuges at Natanz to stall Iran’s nuclear program, paid
such a price. Because the attack involved showing the weapon, Iran got
a chance to examine it. The weapon became virtually useless. This often
fleeting nature of newer tools of retaliation influences deterrence, as decision makers will hesitate to threaten their use—let alone use them for anything other than extremely serious incidents—lest the tools lose power.
DCDC describes extended deterrence as
usually taken to mean a more capable actor conducting deterrence on the part of a (usually allied) actor who lacks capability
or capacity. Extended deterrence is adversary focused, stating
a commitment to punish the adversary for attacks on the ally.
For example, NATO’s operations and forward presence on its
eastern periphery can be viewed as a policy of extended deterrence against external threats to the national integrity of the
Baltic states.8
Extended deterrence in the nuclear age has meant that nearly all European countries’ deterrence postures have at some point featured nuclear
weapons even though most of them possessed none. West Germany, for
example, had significant numbers of Bundeswehr soldiers stationed along
the intra-German border and was backed up by allied troops stationed
in West Germany, but its ultimate deterrent remained the US nuclear
umbrella. It was therefore not surprising that, in the late 1970s, West German Chancellor Helmut Schmidt strongly advocated bringing US nuclear
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weapons to West Germany in response to the Soviet Union stationing
SS-20 nuclear missiles in East Germany.
That makes extended deterrence the nation-state equivalent of the
schoolyard conversation in which one child argues with another and then
resorts to the argument that “my dad is stronger than yours,” whereupon
the second child counters with the same argument. Having failed to determine whose dad is stronger, the two retreat to their respective corners
with neither having the courage to strike first lest they find out. By definition, extended deterrence is more vital to countries benefiting from the
extension than to the countries providing it.
More importantly, the posture must convince the adversary, which
means both the receiving and extending countries’ populations have to
support the deterrence. Gen. Riho Terras (ret.), who was until 2018 Estonia’s chief of defense, explained that
a British or German taxi driver, not to mention ordinary Americans, need to believe that Estonia is worth defending. That’s
very difficult. How can you make them believe it’s important?
If we don’t have that support by the public, it affects deterrence. That’s why Estonia sends soldiers to serve with the
French in Mali.9
By providing troops to Mali and Afghanistan and for other international missions, Estonia demonstrates it is a valuable ally. That makes it
easier for decision makers in the countries extending deterrence to commit troops and resources to Estonia. If, however, an adversary assumes
the public will disapprove of major support for an ally during a crisis,
extended posture is ineffective. “It’s not absolutely necessary for us as
NATO member states to believe in NATO’s strength, but it’s vital for
Russia to do,” Terras pointed out.10
Some countries, such as Sweden and Finland, maintained a Cold War
policy of nonalignment and thus were not included under a nuclear
umbrella.11 Unsurprisingly, they instead pursued a concerted strategy of
strengthening societal resilience. While societal resilience is indisputably a less menacing form of deterrence than is nuclear punishment, it
can change a potential adversary’s calculation regarding the outcome of
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an attack, thereby deterring the attack altogether. Sweden’s and Finland’s
Cold War deterrence-by-denial postures offer lessons that are highly relevant in the context of gray-zone aggression.

The Psychology of Deterrence
Deterrence thinking existed before the nuclear age—and before the modern age. In History of the Peloponnesian War, Thucydides quotes Hermocrates
of Syracuse, who observes that “the aggressor deems the advantage to be
greater than the suffering; and the side which is attacked would sooner run
any risk than suffer the smallest immediate loss”12 and that “when there
is mutual fear, men think twice before they make aggressions upon one
another.”13 Long before the nuclear age, leaders followed Hermocrates’
commonsense insight. No king, general, or other leader would state that
they entered an armed conflict on their own volition even though doing
so was certain to harm their side. Just as no burglar would enter a house
if they knew a pack of bulldogs would thwart their work or harm them, no
leader would attack a rival group or country if they were certain of defeat.
This basic principle is referred to in deterrence theory as rational choice
theory, a term borrowed from rational actor thinking in economics.
Not all actors, however, pursue what their adversaries and perhaps
outside observers would consider the rational choice. Of the conflicts
that occurred between 1816 and 1974, 22 percent involved weaker military powers invading stronger ones.14 This may be because there is no
guaranteed connection between deterrence input and outcome. Leaders may instead act in a manner that appears advantageous to them
even though it seems foolish to their adversaries and outside observers.
Japan’s attack on Pearl Harbor certainly falls into this category. Despite
being fully aware of the United States’ superior strength, Japan attacked,
believing that war was inevitable and that the United States’ increasing
strength meant it would be better for the war to happen sooner rather
than later. Jeffrey Record notes,
A month before Pearl Harbor, Army Chief of Staff Hajime Sugiyama warned that “the ratio of armament between Japan and
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the United States will become more unfavorable to us as time
passes; and particularly, the gap in air armament will enlarge
rapidly.” In 1941 the United States produced 1,400 combat
aircraft to Japan’s 3,200; 3 years later, the United States built
37,500 to Japan’s 8,300.
Thus the [US] oil embargo drove the Japanese into the logic
of preventive war: given war’s inevitability and our declining
military power relative to the enemy’s, Japanese leaders reasoned, better war now than later.15
Lawrence Freedman observes that, as a strategy, deterrence involves
deliberate, purposive threats. This concept developed prior to
the Second World War in contemplation of strategic air raids.
The presumption of civilian panic that had animated the first
airpower theorists retained a powerful hold on official imaginations. The fear of the crowd led to musings on the likely anarchy
that would follow sustained attacks.16
This thinking carried over and intensified with the advent of the nuclear
age. The United States and the Soviet Union realized deterrence would be
vital if they and their respective blocs were to coexist.
With nuclear arsenals taking on a decisive role in the countries that
possessed them—and soon in the countries protected by extended
deterrence—nuclear arsenals quickly became the central pillar in the rapidly growing field of deterrence theory. In 1946, Frederick Dunn argued,
The atomic bomb is one of the most persuasive deterrents to
adventures in atomic warfare that could be devised. It is peculiarly well adaped [sic] to the technique of retaliation. One must
assume that, so long as bombs exist at all, the states possessing
them will hold themselves in readiness at all times for instant
retaliation on the fullest possible scale in the event of an atomic
attack. The result would be that any potential violator of a limitation agreement would have the terrifying contemplation that
not only would he lose his cities immediately on starting an
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attack, but that his transportation and communication systems
would doubtless be gone and his industrial capacity for producing the materials of war would be ruined.17
This reality fundamentally changed the nature of warfare, as the influential deterrence theorist Bernard Brodie observed in 1946.
Thus, the first and most vital step in any American security program for the age of the atomic bombs is to take measures to
guarantee to ourselves in case of attack the possibility of retaliation in kind. . . . Thus far the chief purpose of our military
establishment has been to win wars. From now on its chief purpose must be to avert them.18
Thomas Schelling stressed the same point. As Freedman notes, for
Schelling the value of nuclear-powered armed forces lay not in using them,
“which would constitute a gross failure of strategy, but in what opponents
might do to avoid it.”19 Or, as Gen. Kevin Chilton and Greg Weaver put
it, “The avoidance of nuclear war—or, for that matter, conventional war
on the scale of World War I or World War II—rather than its successful prosecution became the military’s highest priority.”20 The advent of
nuclear weapons meant every potential conflict involving NATO and the
Warsaw Pact had them at the top of the pyramid. This type of pyramid
inevitably dominated not just strategic planning relating to deterrence
and war—including the Korean and Vietnam wars—but also countries’
perceptions of their role in the world and how they could use it. Over
the years, the position of nuclear weapons at the top of the deterrence
pyramid has unsurprisingly prompted several countries outside the group
of official nuclear-weapons states to try to develop nuclear weapons, in
some cases successfully.
That is not to say nuclear weapons provided blanket deterrence of all
Cold War aggression. The Soviet Union and its satellite states successfully employed what would today be called gray-zone aggression—for
example, in the area of disinformation. These efforts included front publications and organizations and the infiltration of existing nongovernmental organizations such as the World Council of Churches, which it
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managed to steer in an anti-US direction.21 A false rumor linking HIV/
AIDS to US Army medical experimentation at Fort Detrick in Maryland
originated with a Soviet physician in East Germany and was disseminated
by Warsaw Pact organs so successfully that it remains in circulation.22
Of course, the United States and its allies likewise engaged in gray-zone
efforts to undermine Warsaw Pact regimes. Radio Free Europe and Radio
Liberty, two radio stations broadcasting into Soviet satellite states and
the Soviet Union respectively, were for years funded by the CIA and after
that by the US Congress.23
The “salami tactic” that China skillfully practiced when constructing
artificial islands in a strategic and contested part of the South China Sea
posed a similar dilemma during the Cold War, as illustrated in the British
television series Yes, Prime Minister’s famous nuclear deterrence skit.
UK government adviser: “Prime Minister, you do believe in the
nuclear deterrent?”
Prime Minister Jim Hacker: “Oh yes.”
...
UK government adviser: “Whom does it deter?”
Prime Minister Hacker: “The Russians . . . because they know
that if they were to launch an attack I’d press the button . . . as
the last resort.”
...
UK government adviser: “What is the last resort? . . . If they
try anything it will be . . . slice by slice, one small piece at a
time. Will you press the button if they invade West Berlin? . . .
Scenario I: Riots in West Berlin, buildings in flames, East German fire brigade crosses the border to help. Would you press
the button?”
Prime Minister Hacker: [Shakes head]
UK government adviser: “The East German police come
with them. The button?”
Prime Minister Hacker: [Shakes head]24
Nuclear weapons became the foremost tool in the general deterrence of
the eventually five official nuclear-weapons states and featured heavily in
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the strategy of countries under the US or Soviet nuclear umbrella. Given
the seriousness of the matter, and the implications if a nuclear-weapons
state misinterpreted an adversary’s actions, it is not surprising that a
range of extraordinary thinkers tackled nuclear-based deterrence. Schelling, an economist, gained worldwide recognition as a deterrence theorist
by applying game theory to the prospect of nuclear conflict. “[In 1958]
I began to appreciate that the most immediate and important application of the kind of ‘game theory’ I was pursuing was in military foreign
policy, especially nuclear weapons policy,” he wrote in his biographical
statement for the Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic Sciences, which he
was awarded in 2005.25
His Nobel Memorial Prize, in fact, had little to do with economics.
Instead, he was awarded the prestigious prize for his use of game theory in
nation-state deterrence and thus “for having enhanced our understanding
of conflict and cooperation through game-theory analysis,” as the Nobel
Prize committee described the prize motivation. The committee explained
Schelling’s contribution as
a creative application of game theory to important social,
political and economic problems. [He] showed that a party
can strengthen its position by overtly worsening its own
options, that the capability to retaliate can be more useful
than the ability to resist an attack, and that uncertain retaliation is more credible and more efficient than certain retaliation. These insights have proven to be of great relevance for
conflict resolution and efforts to avoid war.26
Freedman summarizes Schelling’s approach similarly: “Under this proposition, strategy moved from considerations of conquest and resistance to
deterrence, intimidation, blackmail, and threats.”27
The Nobel Prize committee’s observation that Schelling showed how
“uncertain retaliation is more credible and more efficient than certain
retaliation”28 bears repeating, as it is also applicable to deterrence of
gray-zone aggression. It illustrates that deterrence is fundamentally
about psychology and that lessons from Cold War deterrence of conventional and nuclear threats can be applied to today’s gray-zone aggression.
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What Deters?
Just a few years before Schelling began applying game theory to nuclear
conflict, a young Henry Kissinger first gained academic prominence with
the publication of his doctoral thesis, A World Restored: Metternich, Castlereagh and the Problems of Peace 1812–1822,29 which, despite focusing on
diplomacy in 19th-century Europe, contained important lessons for the
nuclear age. As Robert Kaplan notes, in A World Restored Kissinger implied
that “the task of statesmen remained the same: to construct a balance of
fear among great powers as part of the maintenance of an orderly international system.”30 This approach can be part of both a realist and an idealist
foreign policy.
Cold War nuclear-based deterrence can be viewed as a pyramid similar to the food pyramid. As previously mentioned, the top layer features
nuclear weapons, the middle layer features conventional military strength
(personnel, training, and equipment), and the bottom layer features societal resilience, the bread and potatoes of deterrence. While resilience may
not, on its own, instill fear in the prospective attacker, demonstration of
capability—including the risk of entanglement it poses to the attacker—
influences a prospective attacker’s cost-benefit calculation. During the
Cold War, it was relatively easy to understand which components should
be part of the deterrence pyramid and how they should be arranged so that
a country would establish in the adversary’s mind an image of credibility
and resilience.
This is less obvious today. Furthermore, deterrence must not be static.
Instead, regardless of the tools used to deter, the element of surprise plays
a central role. For Schelling, surprise (and the resulting fear on the adversary side) is decisive.31 Similarly, Herman Kahn—a key deterrence theorist
of the early nuclear age—ranked “frightening” as the most desirable characteristic of deterrence.32 Because the objective of deterrence is to change
the adversary’s cost-benefit calculation, surprise elements increase the
deterrent power as the adversary cannot prepare for them.
This makes the much-discussed nuclear no-first-use policies a less good
idea for NATO’s nuclear member states than they may seem. By cutting
themselves off from the option of first use, these nuclear powers would
voluntarily forgo an important surprise element of their deterrence. While
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no-first-use policies clearly have little effect on gray-zone aggression, they
matter in deterrence of traditional military threats.
Even countries’ actions during nonwar events such as terrorist incidents
can add to, or subtract from, the image projected in general deterrence.
During the 1980 Iranian embassy siege in London, for example, the UK
government took decisive action, sending special forces into the building
to liberate the hostages in an operation watched on television worldwide.
The incident strengthened the UK’s image as a hard-nosed actor and thus
contributed to the “combined shield”: the collection of capabilities that
form the deterrence other countries evaluate when making decisions. The
combined shield is even more relevant to gray-zone aggression than it is to
nuclear and other forms of aggression.
Depending on the country, general deterrence aims to project an image
of defense (deterrence by denial—that is, resilience and entanglement),
offense (deterrence by punishment), or a combination of the two. During
the Cold War, Sweden and Finland had no intent to attack the Soviet
Union but were determined to use all means available to defend their territories. While it is highly likely that the Soviets would ultimately have prevailed, the cost in lives, time, and expense of such an operation may not
have been worth the price. Similarly, one can speculate whether the Soviet
Union would have invaded Afghanistan had the various rebel groups subsequently known as the mujahideen been in a position to signal their deterrence posture—which primarily featured entanglement—beforehand. The
same goes for the US invasion of Afghanistan more than two decades later.
This, again, underlines the importance of general deterrence as not only
a posture but also a reputation. To this day, Finland benefits from the resilience it displayed during World War II, which it has taken pains to demonstrate through its comprehensive system of whole-of-society engagement
and training ever since. A country can decide its posture, but its reputation
is the result of the adversary’s evaluation. Leaders of Western countries
would be well-advised to consider what effect their populations’ internal
divisions and increasing “snowflake” reputations have for adversaries’
cost-benefit calculations.
It is, again, entirely possible that the Soviet Union never seriously
contemplated annexing, invading, or otherwise attacking Sweden or Finland and that their resilience-focused deterrence made no difference. It
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is also possible, though less so, that NATO’s deterrence by punishment
made no difference to Soviet planning regarding West Germany and other
NATO member states. John Mearsheimer notes that “generally when one
side has an overwhelming advantage in forces, deterrence is very likely to
fail—regardless of the chosen strategy.”33 When, however, does it succeed?
Nobody knows for certain, precisely because deterrence is not a mechanistic task but a psychological one.
This poses a dilemma in designing deterrence. Even though NATO’s
Enhanced Forward Presence (EFP)—the alliance’s four battle groups
deployed on permanent rotation in the Baltic states and Poland—is
set up to deter Russian military aggression, it is impossible to measure
whether it is having an effect. EFP may have persuaded Russia that its
cost-benefit calculation of territorial aggression against one or more of
these countries would be negative and therefore inadvisable. Russia also
may have in recent years never considered territorial aggression against
the countries.
It is, however, also conceivable that EFP has made little difference to
deterrence and that the countries’ own efforts form the decisive deterrent.
Terras observed,
We have more than 60,000 Estonian, Latvian, and Lithuanian
soldiers ready to die for the country. EFP just gives the reassurance that the alliance supports us. We have a plan for unconventional war. If someone takes a city, we’ll go underground. We’ve
made this public to everyone. It’s like a modern Forest Brothers
movement. The details are secret, of course, but the plan is even
mentioned in our national security strategy, so our adversaries
know about it. The point of deterrence is that you have to show
that you will sell yourself as expensive as possible.34
The impossibility of proving a negative is, in fact, deterrence theory’s
fundamental challenge. Freedman notes that the best clues “come from
the deterrer’s own utterances. . . . Successful deterrence is a product of
clear foreign policy, confirming what you care about and declaring and
demonstrating vital interests.”35 Apart from such clues, however, without
access to an adversary’s reasoning, measuring the success of deterrence
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remains an extremely difficult if not impossible task. In lieu of a detailed
understanding of an adversary’s thought process and modus operandi, the
United States and its allies often wargame scenarios in which they try to
imagine how an adversary would react. That poses a problem because, as
Adam Lowther notes,
the United States often does not understand its adversary. . . . American decision makers often operate without understanding the
culture, history, language, politics, and religion of an adversary.
Mirror imaging frequently occurs.36 (Emphasis in original.)

The Importance of Understanding the Adversary
Perspective linked to culture and circumstance matters because leaders—
of democratic countries or authoritarian ones—do not make decisions in a
vacuum. During the Cold War, the US undertook some attempts to better
understand Soviet leaders’ thinking. As Austin Long notes,
RAND Kremlinologists . . . sought to probe the Soviet Union for
“exceptions” to common expectations. . . . Philip Selznick’s The
Organizational Weapon and Nathan Leites’ The Operational Code
of the Politburo . . . sought to understand both the remarkable
success of communist organization as well as its weaknesses.37
Other researchers attempted to categorize Soviet leaders. Long notes
that “one model was heavily dependent on the particular constellation of
Soviet leaders and their personality types; another was that of the ‘doctrinaire Marxist-Leninist.’” There was also a bureaucratic-politics model.38
The efforts, however, never went much further, and Warsaw Pact
leaders likewise struggled to understand Western leaders’ thinking. This
resulted in security dilemmas of misinterpreted signals such as NATO’s
1983 Able Archer nuclear exercise. US intelligence records released in February 2021 show that Able Archer caused such concerns in Moscow that it
ordered its nuclear forces in East Germany to be placed on “a 30-minute,
around-the-clock readiness time and assign[ed] priority targets.”39 The
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US government concluded that “Soviet military leaders may have been
seriously concerned that the US would use Able Archer 83 as a cover for
launching a real attack.”40
Such near catastrophes illustrate that, to build successful deterrence,
countries need to better understand their adversaries and try to view any
given situation from the adversary’s perspective. As Kissinger demonstrated in A World Restored, leaders are influenced by their countries’
histories and power equilibriums, domestic considerations, and their
own personal backgrounds. Austria’s 19th-century Chancellor Klemens
von Metternich successfully shored up his country’s dwindling fortunes
through a range of agreements with countries that today would be characterized as friends, frenemies, and enemies. He did so not by attempting
to divine their intentions through calculations conducted from afar but
based on direct interaction. Kissinger describes how, after having arranged
for the daughter of Austria’s emperor to marry Napoleon Bonaparte, Metternich—eager to better understand Napoleon’s sometimes unpredictable
decision-making—traveled to Paris “to help the new Empress acclimatize
herself—and to divine Napoleon’s next move.”41 Writing about A World
Restored, Francis Fukuyama concludes that foreign policy cannot be deconstructed to an
abstract, highly reductionist model. Kissinger never suffered
from this kind of physics-envy; he (and [Hans] Morgenthau)
were always conscious of the fact that foreign policy was made
by statesmen who operated in a specific historical, cultural,
and political context that shaped their goals and limited their
options.42
This reality is as important to consider in today’s geopolitical context
as it was in early 19th-century Europe and 1957, when A World Restored was
published. As Keith Payne noted in 2010, “Deterrence involves exploiting
opponents’ fears and sensitivities.”43 These may be fears and sensitivities
completely linked to the deterrence, or they may be influenced by aspects
unique to the country, leadership, or top decision maker. Intelligence
services can, of course, provide some amount of detail regarding leaders’ thinking, but unless the respective agents have supreme access, such
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intelligence is unlikely to paint a complete picture.44 Indeed, because their
mission is to gather specific information, intelligence services may not
even be able to fully capture the nature of an adversary. As with any country, an adversary country is composed of leading personalities who may
think, react, and operate differently and may disagree among themselves.
Western countries are not alone in mirror imaging. Over the past several years, President Vladimir Putin and his top aides have had only limited
contact with Western leaders. Without regular conversations, the Russians
have most likely built an erroneous picture of Western intentions. This
unfortunate reality may explain some of Russia’s actions in the gray zone
and beyond.

Bluffing, Posturing, and Credible Deterrence
If mirror imaging is a psychological trick one or both sides may inadvertently play on themselves, bluffing is a deliberately used trick, albeit one
that carries considerable risk. As Schelling notes, “A persuasive threat of
war may deter an aggressor; the problem is to make it persuasive, to keep
it from sounding like a bluff.”45 The most credible deterrence is the variety
that gives the adversary no opportunity to suspect bluffing; as a result, an
automatic and irrevocable nuclear response to a nuclear attack at times
appeared attractive.
The obvious disadvantage of irrevocable and clearly communicated
deterrence by punishment is that it locks the targeted country into an
action that will also inflict self-harm. As Long notes,
Schelling and Kahn both discussed this concept, and it is parodied in Dr. Strangelove, whose titular character notes, “because
of the automated and irrevocable decision making process
[that] rules out human meddling, the doomsday machine is terrifying. It’s simple to understand. And completely credible and
convincing.”46
The doomsday machine points to the role that artificial intelligence may
come to play in deterrence.
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Seeking to deter Iraq from invading Kuwait before what later became the
first Gulf War, US Secretary of State James Baker delivered a stark missive
to Iraqi Foreign Minister Tariq Aziz. In the letter, from President George
H. W. Bush and addressed to President Saddam Hussein, Bush reminded
the Iraqi leader that the United States had not only overwhelming conventional forces but also nuclear weapons. The letter failed to impress Aziz,
who responded,
Mr. Secretary, Iraq is a very ancient nation, we lived for six
thousand years. I have no doubts that you are a very powerful
nation, I have no doubts that you have a very strong military
machine and you’ll inflict on us heavy losses, but Iraq will survive and this leadership will decide the future of Iraq.47
Bush’s letter, Baker later explained, spelled out that, if Iraq used chemical weapons against US forces, the American people would “demand vengeance and that we had the means to achieve it.”48 Aziz later recounted his
meeting with Baker.
I read [the letter] very carefully. And then when I ended reading it, I told him, “Look, Mr. Secretary, this is not the kind of
correspondence between two heads of state. This is a letter of
threat, and I cannot receive from you a letter of threat to my
president,” and I returned it to him.49
While Aziz may have considered the letter inappropriate, he most likely
also assessed that the Bush administration would not risk a nuclear war
over Kuwait.50
The United States failed in its deterrence because it engaged in mirror
imaging and did not appreciate the unique aspects of Iraq, its history,
and its leadership. Aziz and Saddam, in turn, failed to appreciate that
the United States did not employ bluffing as a strategy in the same way
they did; they appear, therefore, not to have taken Baker’s threat of an
invasion seriously.
Bluffing has, in fact, been attempted in various eras and contexts.
Referring to the Far East during World War II, Edwin Layton observes
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that by “embarking on a deterrent policy before the military forces were
installed in the Philippines to make it credible, Britain and the United
States succeeded in making the concept of a preemptive strike an attractive option to the Japanese.”51 Japan perceived British and US deterrent
messaging to be a bluff.
These failures in deterrence messaging again highlight the need for
not just tailored deterrence but also a sophisticated understanding of the
adversary. As Barry Schneider notes, Bush and Saddam “inherited a different set of world, regional, and domestic problems and pressures.”52 Such
seemingly secondary considerations can, as Bush and his son George W.
Bush were to discover, be fundamentally important in deterrence. Saddam’s failed deterrence before the first Gulf War, in turn, was a mistake,
but not a disastrous one. In 2003, however, he made the same mistake—
bluffing about Iraqi capabilities and dismissing US posturing as bluffing—
in trying to deter the United States. This time his bluff proved fatal. The
West, though, engaged in mirror imaging and missed Saddam’s bluff on
weapons of mass destruction. With better knowledge and appreciation of
the leaders’ personalities and their cultural contexts, on both sides, deterrence may have worked.

The Significance of Leaders’ Personalities
Leaders’ personalities may matter as much in deterrence as they do in
transnational cooperation. The importance of personalities in international cooperation was demonstrated in an unlikely manner by Kissinger
himself in 2015, at a memorial ceremony for Schmidt. Kissinger, in an
exceptionally rare speech in his mother tongue, praised his longtime
friend.53 Judging exclusively from external factors, such a friendship was
highly unlikely to exist, yet it did. A former cabinet minister of a leading
EU member state noted,
Cynics underestimate the value of people-to-people understanding. I recall at the Prague Summit in 2002 watching [Jacques]
Chirac working the room building a majority to get a French
deal on the [EU common agricultural policy]. Never wasted an
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opportunity, and it worked. The lack of contact between people at the working level is also a serious problem in dangerous
times.54
Personal relationships can, of course, be taken too far. Leaders pursuing
them to circumvent the need for deterrence are highly likely to fail, as was
the case with Donald Trump and his engagement with Kim Jong Un.
During the Cold War, frank exchanges between NATO and Warsaw Pact
leaders about their motivations and how they would respond to different
deterrence moves were virtually nonexistent.55 Invaluable lessons could,
however, have been learned in the early years after the end of the Cold
War. Warsaw Pact leaders and officials should have been comprehensively
interviewed during that period, including on what deterred actions they
may otherwise have taken. Such comprehensive interviewing never took
place. As a result, a unique opportunity to learn about the effectiveness
of various forms of deterrence—especially the actions that changed the
leaders’ cost-benefit calculations—was lost. Nearly every senior leader in
power at the end of the 1980s is now deceased, though, crucially, Mikhail
Gorbachev is still alive.56

Assessing Intent
Intent—or its misunderstanding by a potential adversary—also complicates the effectiveness of deterrence. Due to the mutual lack of knowledge
about the other side’s motivation and reasoning, the United States and
Soviet Union struggled to understand each other’s intentions during their
closest nuclear encounter—the Cuban missile crisis.57 This once again
underlines the central point of understanding how deterrence signaling
is received. While it may be delivered with one set of intentions, it may be
received differently. While NATO’s EFP in the Baltic states and Poland is
of a defensive nature and intended as a deterrent, in a Kremlin cut off from
regular exchanges with Western leaders, it may be perceived as a precursor
of an attack on Russia. George Robertson, former NATO secretary-general
and UK defense secretary, observed, “Unless we make it clear, repeatedly
and regularly and believably, that we have no hostile intent but that one
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foot into Estonia would trigger massive retaliation, then we will continue
to slide around building suspicion in the Kremlin.”58
In fact, understanding what information leaders such as Putin receive
is vital to discerning which, and how, deterrence messaging works.
Authoritarian leaders frequently operate in a bubble in which subordinates provide only the information they think the leaders want to hear.
Such leaders may, as a result, make national security decisions based on
assessments unconnected to Western deterrence. Maj. Gen. Pekka Toveri
(ret.), at the time of the interview the Finnish Defence Forces’ chief of
intelligence, observed, “That’s why it is crucially important to know on
what information Putin makes his decisions, so that we can bolster our
deterrence the right way.”59
Conversely, the West’s internal convulsions—ranging from American
culture wars to searing intra-EU debates about member states’ burden
sharing—can incorrectly signal weakness to hostile countries’ leaders.
Toveri pointed out that
they see [the] West as weak, especially morally and spiritually.
That is the story that they have fed to their people for over
a decade now. The problem is that they start to believe their
own story, which weakens the effectiveness of [the] West’s
deterrence.60
In addition, Western leaders’ frequent appearances in the news and on
social media give adversaries a comprehensive—but potentially highly
flawed—understanding of the mood and thinking of such leaders.
The effectiveness is, of course, also harmed if a deterrent is used for
wrong purposes. After President Trump’s incitement of supporters to attack
Congress caused a mob to storm the Capitol on January 6, 2021, Speaker
Nancy Pelosi (D-CA) contacted Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Gen.
Mark Milley. “This morning, I spoke to . . . Milley to discuss available precautions for preventing an unstable president from initiating military hostilities or accessing the launch codes and ordering a nuclear strike,” Pelosi
informed members of Congress.61 While Pelosi’s move undoubtedly served
its domestic political purpose, it weakened the United States’ nuclear deterrent by making the arsenal appear to be a domestic chess piece.
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Understanding how a deterrence message is received—which may be
different among intended and unintended recipients in general, tailored,
extended, and immediate deterrence—is vital to ensuring deterrence’s
effectiveness. That the Cold War ended without a direct confrontation
between the two blocs suggests that their respective deterrence was
successful. Yet, not understanding the opponent’s intent unnecessarily
increased risk at crucial points throughout this era.

Applying Cold War Deterrence Lessons
Despite the near disasters due to a lack of understanding of the opponent’s
intent and thought process, after the Cold War, the tenor was that deterrence had worked. It was therefore perhaps logical that several years later,
in 2005, Schelling received the Nobel Memorial Prize. But in his Nobel
lecture, Schelling delivered a warning.
There is much discussion these days of whether or not “deterrence” has had its day and no longer has much of a role in
America’s security. There is no Soviet Union to deter; the Russians are more worried about Chechnya than about the United
States; the Chinese seem no more interested in military risks
over Taiwan than [Nikita] Khrushchev really was over Berlin;
and terrorists cannot be deterred anyway—we don’t know what
they value that we might threaten, or who or where it is.62
Sixteen years after Schelling’s warning, the geopolitical scenario looks
different, but his point is still valid. While nuclear-based deterrence has
its place in the deterrence pyramid, it has little if any effect on gray-zone
aggression. The reason for this is credibility: While it is proportionate and
therefore credible to respond to a nuclear threat with nuclear-focused
deterrence, it is wildly disproportionate and therefore not credible to seek
to deter gray-zone aggression with the same means.
The nuclear threat, of course, remains, and with it the need for nuclear
deterrence. That is the case despite the success of movements such as
Global Zero and the International Campaign to Abolish Nuclear Weapons
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and even though President Barack Obama in his 2009 Prague speech
promised “clearly and with conviction America’s commitment to seek the
peace and security of a world without nuclear weapons.”63 Nuclear deterrence also remains valid under the no-first-use policy maintained by four
of the five official nuclear-weapons states. (Russia no longer has a no-firstuse policy; the United States reserves the right to first use against Russia, China, and the unofficial nuclear-weapons state of North Korea, but
not against signatories of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear
Weapons.64) As Chilton and Weaver argued in 2010,
US nuclear forces cast a long shadow over the decision calculations of anyone who would contemplate taking actions that
threaten the vital interest of the United States or its allies, making it clear that the ultimate consequences of doing so may be
truly disastrous. . . .
As a result, US nuclear forces make an important contribution to deterring both symmetric and asymmetric forms of warfare in the twenty-first century.65
Yet, precisely because these weapons are so powerful, using them to signal punishment of acts of gray-zone aggression is not credible and therefore not effective. Unsurprisingly, France, NATO, and the United States
have not communicated, to date, the intent to respond to hacks and other
gray-zone attacks with nuclear means, precisely because adversaries are
likely to assume they would never follow through on such threats. Against
this background, it was all the more surprising that, in its March 2021 report
Global Britain in a Competitive Age: The Integrated Review of Security, Defence,
Development and Foreign Policy, the UK government announced potential
nuclear retaliation against biological, chemical, and gray-zone aggression.
The government stated that
the UK will not use, or threaten to use, nuclear weapons
against any non-nuclear weapon state party to the Treaty on
the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons 1968. . . . This assurance does not apply to any state in material breach of those
non-proliferation obligations. However, we reserve the right to
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review this assurance if the future threat of weapons of mass
destruction, such as chemical and biological capabilities, or
emerging technologies that could have a comparable impact,
makes it necessary.66
The current lack of effective deterrence against gray-zone threats illustrates a fundamental point: Deterrence must be dynamic. If a country does
not build and constantly refine its general and tailored deterrence and
does not communicate its intent, its deterrence becomes static. DCDC
points out that “deterrence is no longer a defensive or semi-passive theory based on conveying intent and capability; it now has to involve active
measures as part of a constant conflict below the traditional threshold
of what used to be called war.”67 While the nuclear-focused deterrence
pyramid works well for traditional aggression, it has little relevance and
therefore little effect on gray-zone aggression.
The proof that more dynamic deterrence is needed is, of course, the
increase of gray-zone aggression. Hostile governments coercing Western
ones by detaining their citizens or threatening their businesses are not
deterred by nuclear arsenals, nor are such governments’ proxy hackers or
businesses that exploit Western countries’ openness to access their top
innovation or steal intellectual property.
The challenge facing the West is therefore how to credibly deter forms
of aggression that individually do not threaten the targeted country’s vital
interests but that collectively cause severe harm to the targeted country.
Rear Adm. Mark Montgomery (ret.), previously director of operations at
US Pacific Command and now executive director of the US Cyberspace
Solarium Commission, said,
We’ve been using the old model of nuclear deterrence, where
deterrence by imposition of costs clearly works. The US and
Russia/the Soviet Union—we both felt that way. But in cyberspace, you don’t have that deterrence. The reason we know
that deterrence in cyberspace isn’t working is that we’ve had a
reasonably robust Cyber Command with known offensive capabilities for five years now, and even so, we’ve observed the Chinese conduct a decade-long campaign of cyber aggression and
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intellectual property theft to, for example, steal technological
secrets. They conduct it below the level where we’d respond
with a use of force, and they clearly know what that level is. And
judging by their behavior, the Russians are not deterred by our
offensive cyber capabilities either.
The North Koreans are even more brazen. They know our
offensive capability and how it compares to their own capabilities, and they attack anyway. Iran’s capabilities are much
smaller than, say, China’s, but it’s much harder to assess their
intent. And they seem more willing to take disproportionate
risks.68
The undeniable advantage—from the aggressor’s perspective—of these
forms of aggression is precisely that the West’s deterrence tools are not set
up for threats and aggression below the threshold of war.
The threshold of war is blurry; NATO’s Article V, for example, refers
only to an “armed attack.”69 Although there is clearly wiggle room in the
definition of “armed attack” that an adversary could exploit, the West’s
rivals would gain little from a war with the West. Even countries such
as Taiwan that do not have formal security cooperation with the United
States by means of a NATO-style mutual defense alliance could count on
support from the United States and other friendly nations. Paradoxically,
the success of traditional deterrence has forced the West’s rivals to innovate. The result is gray-zone aggression, which involves relatively little cost
but yields considerable benefit.
China, meanwhile, not only has accelerated its gray-zone aggression but
is also strengthening its deterrence pillars; these include its nuclear forces,
conventional forces, “information warfare forces; a flexible space force;
and something it refers to as an ‘innovative and developmental civilian
deterrence force.’”70 Andrew Krepinevich Jr. quotes the People’s Liberation Army’s description of the new Chinese deterrence.
In particular, the emergence of new deterrence forces, based
on new technology such as information, cyberspace, space,
and new-material technologies, is revolutionarily changing
the mechanism, method, and area of operation. It heralds a
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completely new method of deterrence, symbolized by constructing [an] asymmetrical method of deterrence.71
As Krepinevich notes, the Chinese government has not elaborated, to
date, on this new deterrence: “It would seem essential for them to communicate to those they seek to deter just how this ‘new method’ applies to
them.”72 It is with deterrence as with a tree falling in the forest: If nobody
is there to hear it fall, does it make a sound? If deterrence is not successfully communicated, it does not exist. This applies to Western deterrence
of new threats as much as China’s “asymmetrical” deterrence.
Making a related point, Krepinevich argues that
the expansion of military competition in the relatively new
domains of space, cyberspace, and the seabed finds a growing
number of state and non-state rivals competing for advantage.
In each domain, the competition favors the offense. This undermines deterrence through denial since, all other factors being
equal, the costs associated with taking a proscribed action are
less than those needed to block the action successfully.73
That reality also holds true for gray-zone aggression. Some countries
have established efforts aimed at deterring gray-zone aggression. On the
deterrence-by-denial side, countless companies and government agencies
have improved their defenses against cyberattacks, though as the December 2020 discovery of the SolarWinds hack made clear, that defense has
gaps. Also on the deterrence-by-denial side, the US armed forces have conducted cyber defense exercises such as Cyber Guard and Jack Voltaic in
cooperation with the private sector. In January 2021, the Czech Republic conducted the world’s first joint military-industry gray-zone exercise,
based on a report of mine.74 The exercise, which included several gray-zone
scenarios, involved key Czech companies.75 In addition to practicing
gray-zone scenarios, such exercises strengthen deterrence by resilience by
signaling to prospective attackers that their cost-benefit calculations will
be unfavorable.
Latvia has introduced a comprehensive defense policy, which is modeled on the Swedish and Finnish total defense model and features regular
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crisis-preparedness cooperation between the government and private sector and a national security curriculum that is being rolled out at every secondary school in the country.76 Lithuania, in turn, has reinstated national
service (this time with a selective rather than universal model).77 Yet,
while such efforts have great value in signaling deterrence by denial, they
cannot exist in isolation. Any deterrence posture needs a combination of
denial and at least some punishment.
On the deterrence-by-punishment side, the United States has given its
Cyber Command a Defend Forward framework that increases US deterrence by punishment in cyberspace. Among its other methods, the Cyber
Command signals to would-be attackers that it has identified them. This
constitutes what one might call a horse’s-head-in-the-bed strategy,78 or
personalized deterrence.79 In Francis Ford Coppola’s film The Godfather,
Jack Woltz wakes up to find the severed head of his horse in his bed. He
gets the message without the Corleone family needing to inflict any violence on him. Like the US Cyber Command, the UK’s new National Cyber
Force engages in offensive cyber operations and thus deterrence by punishment.80 Additionally, in the United States, 26 policy proposals put forward by the Cyberspace Solarium Commission were adopted by Congress
as part of the 2021 National Defense Authorization Act; they include establishing a White House cybersecurity director position.81
These, though, are individual initiatives. The existence of gray-zone
aggression and a new comprehensive model of Chinese deterrence make
it imperative for the West to build comprehensive gray-zone deterrence.
Because deterrence rests on psychology—not specific tools—existing
models of deterrence by denial and punishment discussed in this chapter
can be adapted to gray-zone aggression.
The applicability of deterrence through resilience is obvious. With
gray-zone aggression frequently directed against civil society, societal
resilience possesses enormous potential. Deterrence by punishment can
likewise be adapted to gray-zone aggression, featuring imposition of costs
in areas that are valuable to adversaries’ key decision makers. Should the
West, however, manage to establish deterrence against existing forms
of gray-zone aggression, it would raise another aspect of the defender’s
dilemma: how to avoid inadvertently creating a situation in which precisely that deterrence causes adversaries to innovate even more.
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This is why a sophisticated understanding of the to-be-deterred
rival—including culture, intent, political-military objectives, and economic motivations—is even more necessary today than during the era
of nuclear-dominated deterrence. Given that the overarching threat of
nuclear conflict has subsided in favor of persistent gray-zone aggression,
dialogue with adversary countries’ leaders that was virtually impossible
during the Cold War—which could yield insights about which forms of
deterrence work and which Western actions are perceived as provocations
without being intended as such—has a greater chance of taking place today.
Today’s slightly less immediate risk of nuclear war, combined with the
increasing use of gray-zone aggression, also means that the deterrer can
experiment somewhat in building dynamic deterrence. Failure to deter, or
ill-conceived deterrence by punishment, would be less catastrophic than
failed nuclear-based deterrence would be. It is, in fact, necessary to experiment to create gray-zone deterrence that is effective and dynamic.
Conversely, precisely because the new forms of aggression are, in isolation, often negligible and their aggressive intent is not immediately obvious and because the attackers often employ means that would be out of
the question for liberal democracies, the challenge is to establish deterrence that does not lead to escalation. Although seemingly paradoxical, the
body of deterrence knowledge accumulated during the Cold War offers a
formidable basis on which to innovate and create new forms of deterrence.

IX
Cold War Swedish and Finnish
Total Defense as Deterrence

I

n 1935, Erich Ludendorff, a military theorist and World War I general,
summarized what he considered the reality of that war, which differentiated it from previous ones.
The World War showed a completely different character than
all wars of the past 150 years to date. Participating in it were not
just the armed forces of the warring countries, which engaged
in their mutual annihilation; the peoples themselves were put at
the service of the warfare. . . . The total war, which is not just a
matter for the armed forces but also directly touches the life and
soul of every single member of the warring peoples, was born.1
If total war had already established itself, the way to win was clearly to
perfect it. In Der totale Krieg (The Total War), Ludendorff outlined how
Germany should do this.2 The title of his book quickly established itself
in the vernacular. Der totale Krieg was published when the totality concept
was in vogue in Germany. Two years previously, soon after the Nazis’ rise
to power, the jurist Ernst Forsthoff argued in Der totale Staat (The Total
State) that only a state that expanded its control to every element of society could assure the nation’s survival.3
Nazi Germany, of course, went on to become a totalitarian state. As
Lawrence Freedman points out,
For the Nazis in Germany and the militarists in Japan, total war
was not so much a matter of strategy as of world-view. The logic
was totalitarian, not only in terms of the state controlling all
aspects of the economy and social relationships but also in the
presumption that all individuals must act in its service.4
168
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That the totalitarian state of Nazi Germany engaged in total war is not
just a matter of historical interest but also highly relevant today, when
the West’s authoritarian rivals use their governments’ enormous reach
and power as an exceedingly effective tool of aggression. Many aspects of
gray-zone aggression directed against the West would not be possible in
countries with limited government powers.
Nazi leaders enthusiastically adopted Ludendorff’s concept.5 Today,
the wider public associates the concept of total war with Joseph Goebbels’ “Sportpalast” speech in 1943. “Do you want the total war?” Goebbels
shouted. “Yes!” the audience enthusiastically responded.6
In reality, Nazi Germany had begun employing total war before this
speech. In March 1941, Adolf Hitler addressed some 200 Wehrmacht generals, preparing them for what would become Operation Barbarossa. Jan
Willem Honig describes the reaction of Gen. Franz Halder, chief of staff of
the Army High Command and subsequently a key Barbarossa commander.
Halder described “a type of conflict that, with chilling deliberation, would
develop into one of the most pitiless and deadly fought between two societies in history.”7
In Sweden, political and military leaders were paying close attention. As
Germany rearmed and eventually invaded not just continental European
countries but also Sweden’s immediate neighbors Denmark and Norway,
the Swedish government rushed to improve national defense. Compulsory military service was dramatically expanded, and between 35,000
and 40,000 new recruits went through initial training each year (with the
training period expanded to 360 days), resulting in a maximum mobilized
strength of 320,000.8 In addition, men older than age 47 and teenagers were
invited to join the new Home Guard. Within months, 90,000 had done so,
while another 300,000 citizens volunteered through other organizations.9
The Swedish government could also count on the country’s volunteer
defense organizations, which focused on skills the country might need in a
war or other major crisis10 and that, by the early 1900s, counted more than
half a million members.11 These organizations included Lottakåren (the
Lotta Corps), a women’s auxiliary support organization.12 In 1940, the government estimated that, in addition to the mobilized military strength of
320,000, the country had an equal number of citizens involved in defense
efforts through volunteer organizations.13
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Yet a mobilized strength of 320,000 backed up by the Home Guard, Lottas, and other volunteer organizations was hardly going to dissuade Hitler
from invading Sweden if he wished to, especially since Sweden had dramatically cut its defense capabilities during the late 1920s and early 1930s
and had highly limited heavy weaponry.
Sweden could, however, make the prospect of occupying Sweden unattractive. The government set about changing Nazi Germany’s cost-benefit
calculation by increasing societal involvement to keep the country operating during an invasion. In this fashion, Sweden increased the time, effort,
and expense conquering it would entail. The military service requirement
for all able-bodied men was supplemented with a civil defense requirement, which obliged employers to contribute to the war effort by making
key staff (regardless of seniority) available, among other requirements.14
Like other countries, the government also conducted what would today be
called strategic communication.
Other measures were also similar to those in other countries. A new
agency, the Government Information Board (SIS), monitored public opinion and led public awareness campaigns to, for example, remind people to
avoid loose talk. In a system that remained in place during the Cold War,
the SIS also passed so-called gray slips of paper to journalists and editors,
informing them which news should not be publicized.15
In 1943, the government added to the combined national effort If War
Comes, a leaflet that described how citizens should act in potentially occupied and in free parts of the country. The key message of the leaflet, which
was sent to households nationwide, was:
Every attack on our country’s freedom and independence shall
be met with weapons. Total war requires total defense. All information to the effect that resistance is to cease is false. Sweden
wants to defend itself, can defend itself, and will defend itself.16
Around the same time, Sweden achieved a level of self-sufficiency that
would allow it to sustain itself for six months in case of a blockade.17 Thus
was born the policy of total defense.
In building resilience, Sweden drew on Finland’s experience during the
Winter War. In that war, which began with a Soviet air and land attack on
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November 30, 1939, Soviet troops attacked Finland’s far smaller armed
forces. Although the Finns lacked tanks and artillery, they had a professional command and a motivated reserve officer corps. On that basis, and
under the military leadership of the brilliant Field Marshal Carl Gustaf
Mannerheim, Finland mounted a disciplined defense effort that bogged
down the Red Army through exemplary use of resilience and entanglement. In practical terms, this involved Finnish soldiers, often equipped
with just skis, rifles, and Molotov cocktails, halting Soviet infantry
advances. While this could not halt advancing tanks, the cheap Molotov
cocktails proved a surprisingly effective weapon against Soviet armored
vehicles. Finland’s civilian population, in turn, united in its support of the
defense effort, which likewise surprised the Soviets as the Finns had lived
through a bruising civil war just over two decades previously. A puppet
government installed by the Soviets had such minimal support that, after
initially refusing to negotiate with Finland’s legitimate government, the
Soviets eventually had to do so.
Even though the Finns had no choice but to cease resistance 105 days
after the invasion, they had turned what the Soviets assumed would be an
easy annexation into a prolonged nightmare that caused the Soviets significant loss of blood, treasure, and reputation. (Five years later, Finland
once again outwitted the Soviets when Finnish military officers—acting
on Finnish fears that the Red Army would occupy the country after World
War II—managed to clandestinely bring the country’s signals intelligence
apparatus, including equipment and some 750 officers, to Sweden.18) For
Finland, the successful resistance meant that, despite having to relinquish
territory, the country avoided occupation and, crucially, could continue
functioning as an independent nation.
Finland’s Winter War effort demonstrated the feasibility of total
defense and thus of the combination of deterrence by denial (in this
case, resilience and entanglement) and the imposition of costs. While
the Soviets had intent and capability, the Finns significantly reduced
the Soviets’ opportunity. The Finns’ tenacious efforts likely changed
the Soviets’ cost-benefit calculation for any future attacks and proved
that, even ahead of a David versus Goliath confrontation, the David side
would have a chance of deterring the Goliath side if using all parts of
its society.
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Sweden’s Cold War Total Defense
Sweden’s massive efforts in building total defense during World War II
alone did not change Hitler’s mind regarding a potential invasion of the
country. More likely, he directed his attention elsewhere for other reasons.
Nevertheless, following the end of the war, the government realized it needed
to increase its total defense efforts. It modernized the equipment and doctrine of all the services and put great effort into equipping the navy and air
force.19 The Swedish air force—featuring a fleet of largely Swedish-made aircraft—subsequently became one of the Cold War’s largest.20
More importantly, the government began improving the country’s
whole-of-society resilience. It continued sending If War Comes leaflets to
households, now with “total war must be met with total defense” as its
key message.21 The easy-to-read instructions with illustrations and bullet
points covered how to leave the house in case of evacuation, what to bring,
and how to treat exposure and biological weapons, among other matters.
The leaflet’s content was also included in the phone book. The government
tested an alarm signal quarterly that was so much part of society that the
population affectionately referred to it as Hesa Fredrik (Hoarse Fredrik).22
The volunteer defense organizations—each specializing in skills such as
facilitating radio communications, training dogs for the armed forces,
and caring for farm animals during crises23—enhanced their activities and
command-and-control structures as their nationwide memberships continued growing. Several organizations, such as the Red Cross, also received
government funding to train the public in basic resilience skills.24
The country also developed the so-called civil defense duty—the
military service’s civilian twin—into a highly refined system. The country’s military regions each had a corresponding civil defense structure,
including a civilian commander (typically a county governor).25 One of
these commanders acted as civil defense commander in chief, reporting
directly to the cabinet. Nationwide, the civil defense organization “built
emergency shelters, procured gasmasks, extinguished fires, planned evacuations, transported civilians to hospitals, and provided first aid in case of
air raids.”26
By 1959, the country had managed to build a network of highly sophisticated shelters, many of them with space for several thousand people.
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A certain category of shelters was to be used for the regular population;
there were some 30,000 of these, primarily located in newly constructed
neighborhoods and used on an everyday basis for bike and stroller storage, as event spaces, or for commercial warehousing. Other shelters, primarily located in central urban locations, were to house those involved
with civil defense. Such shelters were built with a longer stay in mind,
and they often featured theaters and car repair shops. On an everyday
basis they were used for youth clubs and adult education and by assorted
civil-society associations. The country’s civil defense organization also
had its own underground command centers around the country, equipped
with sleeping quarters, canteens, independent water supplies, and backup
generators. On an everyday basis, these shelters were used for training
civil defense personnel.27
Indeed, civil defense involved large parts of the population, with all
Swedes age 16–65 who were not part of the military defense effort obliged
to make themselves available should they be needed. In peacetime, that
meant an organization of 150,000–200,000 people, often men older than
age 47 who were no longer eligible for service in the armed forces; an average of 30,000 women were also part of the peacetime organization.28 The
mobilized strength in case of war would have been significantly larger:
In addition to around one million military members, it would have comprised some 2.2 million people involved in the civil defense effort, including in volunteer defense organizations.29 More than three million Swedes
engaged in total defense, including a mobilized military strength of one
million, is an astonishing figure for a country whose Cold War population
ranged from 7 to 8.5 million.
Civil defense also included so-called war placement. Through the war
placement system, experts at all levels of seniority were assigned specific
wartime roles. Engineers, executives at strategic companies, farmers, and
even day care providers who were deemed essential to the resilience effort
were assigned wartime roles by the government, sometimes in the government itself and sometimes in their regular places of work. The guiding idea
in war placement, as in all total defense, was to demonstrate resilience and
keep the country operating with as little disruption as possible in case of
crisis. War placement also included professions such as journalism, which
kept many news organizations going (sometimes in backup facilities);
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some journalists had war placement in the government’s wartime communications effort.
In addition to people, many private tractors and cars had war placement and could be assigned wartime roles by the government.30 A more
unusual aspect was the “web,” an unofficial group of contacts maintained
by Security Police officers nationwide to keep an alert eye on Soviet activities. Through the web, the Security Police—Sweden’s agency in charge of
counterintelligence—was, for example, able to establish how the Soviet
Union used athletic encounters for espionage purposes.31
Sweden also built a system of so-called K companies, businesses whose
operations were so central to the country in case of war that they would
need to keep functioning with minimal disruption. The government constantly mapped and assessed the entirety of the country’s private sector to
keep its K-company list up-to-date; in 1995, when the Swedish government
began winding down total defense, the list included some 11,000 businesses.32 The businesses—which included not only Saab and Volvo but
also select banks and the Stockholm Stock Exchange—were required to
maintain supplies that would allow them to keep operating close to normal
levels even if imports were disrupted. The government, cooperating with
some 250 of the companies, maintained stockpiles of strategic imported
components such as oil and coffee.33 In some cases—such as with Saab,
Volvo, and the arms manufacturer Bofors—government-industry construction of underground factories further aided continuity of operations
in case of war.34
In total defense exercises organized by the government, the armed
forces practiced defense with all levels of government, the private sector,
and volunteer organizations. One component was, for example, coordinated ground-troop activation and civilian evacuation in areas hit by a
Soviet ground assault; other common features included delivery of health
care and fuel.35 Like all military exercises, these were important not just for
training but also to signal capability and intent to would-be attackers. In
addition, the armed forces regularly conducted smaller-format exercises
that also involved the Home Guard and volunteer defense organizations.36
Combined, these efforts created a system in which the government, private sector, and citizenry collaborated to an extraordinary extent. As Björn
Körlof notes,
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Military service played an important role for societal cohesion,
even though it only included men. The volunteer defense organizations [such as the Lottas], however, connected a large part
of the population in activities that included volunteer training
for duties in total defense.37
Almost as a side benefit, the national security effort aided social
cohesion.
Men and women of all societal classes . . . developed camaraderie, trust in one another and knowledge about the total
defense system of which they were all part. . . . The majority of
the population was prepared for its role and its contribution
if war broke out.38
Naturally, Sweden’s close call during World War II instilled among the
population fear of another invasion and thus a corresponding will to be part
of the defense effort, which unsurprisingly subsided somewhat as decades
passed. Importantly, however, because the total defense structures and
planning were maintained until the end of the Cold War, the total defense
effort did not hinge merely on Swedes’ individual motivations.
The exceptionally strong focus on involving the public in national security allowed Sweden to not only build a disproportionately strong combined shield but also do so at relatively little expense considering the size
of its prospective attacker. Throughout the 1970s, Sweden spent around
3 percent of gross domestic product on military defense.39

Finland’s Cold War Total Defense
Finland, too, proceeded to build national defense based on total defense,
and it did so having experienced three wars during World War II. In the
1941–44 Continuation War to reclaim territory seized by the Soviet Union
during the Winter War, Finland was supported by Germany’s Wehrmacht.
After being forced by the Soviet Union to sign an armistice in 1944, the
Finns then fought to drive the Wehrmacht out of their country. It is no
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exaggeration to say that Finland was tested more than any other country
its size was and that its efforts were innovative and heroic and its internal
cohesion exemplary. “We were smart not to annex [Finland]. It would have
been a festering wound. . . . People are stubborn there, very stubborn,”
Vyacheslav Molotov, the Soviet foreign minister during World War II,
later concluded.40
These efforts, of course, allowed Finland to avoid the fate of every
other small country invaded during World War II: occupation. After World
War II, Finland remained nonaligned even as it maintained close ties with
the Soviet Union. These ties may have been a bitter pill for large parts of
the public to swallow, but they were one of the few ways Finland could
increase its security, as Finnish leaders were aware that other countries
would not come to Finland’s aid if the Soviets decided to attack again. That
prospect was real. In 1940, Molotov told a Lithuanian colleague,
You must be realistic enough to understand that the fate of the
small nations is to disappear. Your Lithuania, together with the
rest of the Baltic nations, as well as Finland, will become part of
the glorious family of Soviet nations.41
Finland’s Defence Revision Committee, established as the war ended in
1945 and charged with developing the country’s national security strategy,
noted in a 1949 report, “It is perfectly clear that no country will guarantee
our neutrality and territorial integrity without some benefit to itself, in
other words without gaining advantages in one form or another.”42 This
is an important reason Helsinki signed the Friendship, Cooperation, and
Mutual Assistance (FCMA) treaty with Moscow in 1948, stipulating that
Finland would defend itself by all means available against an attack by
“Germany or any state allied with the latter” and that it would be assisted
by the Soviet Union if necessary.43
Understandably, political leaders publicly played down fears of aggression by the Soviet Union itself.44 The Defence Revision Committee
“made every attempt to avoid naming any potential aggressor, contenting
itself with mentioning that it would most probably be a question of Finland becoming embroiled in a conflict between the Western and Eastern
blocks [sic].”45 In reality, though, Finland’s total defense focused on Soviet
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aggression. That the committee—comprising six members of parliament,
primarily from leftist parties, and five military officers46—managed to
reach a consensus even though the country was politically divided over
how to handle relations with Moscow points to a profound national commitment to keeping the country safe.47
In large parts of Finnish society, there were, however, also concerns of
takeover attempts by Finnish Communists, many of whom were deeply
suspicious of strong defense. The takeover risk was real in a country still
reeling from its 1918 civil war between socialist “Reds” and “White” liberal
farmer bourgeois. In 1948, the fears became acute. Referring to President
Juho Kusti Paasikivi, Pekka Visuri notes that
the President’s tough position [on keeping key installations
safe] was influenced by the consideration that provocation
by even a small group could quickly lead to a crisis to which
the Soviet Union might choose to react. The Government was
determined to maintain order within the country at all costs.48
Even in the early 1950s, however, many Finnish decision makers including Paasikivi suspected that the hostility against national defense voiced
by many Finnish Communists was directed by Moscow. Such fears portend today’s concerns in some Western countries of hostile governments
exploiting domestic divisions. Today, as in 1950s Finland, the obvious
challenge stemming from threats below the level of armed conflict is, of
course, that they are often not obvious until it is too late to tackle them.
Finnish leaders also had to contend with the real risk of Soviet invasion. Paasikivi, a veteran of Finnish dealings with the Soviet Union who led
negotiations with Moscow to end the Winter War, wrote in his diary that
“we had to comply with the demands of the cooperation agreement but
still be prepared for the Soviets breaking that agreement and invading by
force.”49 How does one keep a country safe, especially from a nominal ally
that might opt to use either conventional aggression or a hybrid mix and
that is also attempting to weaken that country’s society through gray-zone
means such as political infiltration?
In addition to these highly delicate problems, Finland faced the prospect of being dragged into a conflict between NATO and the Warsaw Pact,
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as the Soviet Union might have extended its air defense systems over Finnish airspace, thereby triggering NATO bombing of Finland. The only workable solution was total defense with its focus on deterrence by resilience.
Finland maintained its system of general conscription for men, with
which it would reach a wartime strength of 403,000,50 and began building
civil defense similar to Sweden’s. In military and civil defense, however,
Finland had to consider not just strong opposition from Finnish Communists but also its obligations under the FCMA treaty. Moscow forced
Finland to ban what it labeled fascist volunteer defense organizations.
In reality, this meant the Protection Corps—a crucial umbrella auxiliary
defense organization—had to be disbanded. This was a heavy blow to
Finland—among Lottas alone, 10,000 served in the war effort at any
given time, and the Lotta Svärd organization comprised more than
170,000 women in 194351—and of course meant that creating any new volunteer organization could trigger intervention by Moscow.
Finland therefore had to focus even more on pure societal resilience
than Sweden did. Primarily, this meant strengthening the population’s
psychological resolve. In addition to maintaining standard preparedness
measures such as strategic reserves, the Finnish government introduced
an innovative concept known as henkinen maanpuolustus (HMP), adopted
from Switzerland’s Geistige Landesverteidigung (GLV), “mental national
defense.” During World War II, the Swiss government successfully established GLV, a nationwide educational and public awareness program,
to turn democracy and neutrality into national core values.52 Finland
launched HMP with a similar objective. One might call HMP a national
security inoculation to make the population resistant to foreign interference and more willing to band together to keep the country safe even
under conditions de facto imposed by Moscow.
The board in charge of HMP was launched in 1963 and began educating citizens through public awareness campaigns and reading materials.
It also conducted research, polling the population on matters of neutrality, democracy, and national defense.53 Juhana Aunesluoma and Johanna
Rainio-Niemi note that
according to one description, the board was responsible for
nearly all aspects of social and political opinion formation at
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all layers of society, including state administration and political
life, the media, the education system, and the many voluntary
associations in Finnish society.54
The program succeeded. By the mid-1970s, HMP was considered so pervasive that large parts of Finnish society rebelled against it and the board was
replaced by an organization with a smaller mandate.
Through HMP and its successor, successive Finnish governments
helped instill among Finland’s initially disjointed population a willingness to defend the country. To this day, Finns are annually asked the same
question in a national poll: “If Finland is attacked, should the Finns—in
your opinion—defend themselves with weapons in all situations, even
if the result seems uncertain?”55 In 1970, the first year the survey was
carried out, a majority responded no, but by the early 1980s, around
70 percent responded yes. The figure remained at that level until the late
2010s, when it dropped to around 65 percent.56 Finland’s strong focus
on strengthening the population’s mental resilience to national security
threats has obvious relevance to today’s gray-zone threats. Indeed, the
Finns’ will to defend their country has remained strong even as threats
have changed.
One aspect developed and perfected by Sweden and Finland that
has remained a key component of Finnish total defense is the National
Defence Course. The then-unique course was launched by the Swedish
government in the early 1950s to educate leaders from all parts of society. Finland launched its National Defence Course in 1961, with a similar
mission:
• Give civilian and military personnel in leading positions an overall
view of the country’s security and defense policy,
• Teach participants about the organization and preparedness of the
different sectors of society involved in one or more aspects of total
defense,
• Familiarize participants with the tasks of the different sectors of society and these sectors’ roles in national security, and
• Promote cooperation and networking among key personnel in the
different sectors of society involved in total defense.
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The residential course lasts for 3.5 weeks; over time, supplemental
courses have been added to update graduates and networks. Graduates
can also opt to join the National Defence Course Association, which offers
regular seminars and an annual overseas study trip. Participants—who
are nominated and then selected from a highly competitive pool of applicants—include rising private-sector executives; members of parliament;
leaders from media, labor unions, employer organizations, and nongovernmental organizations; academics, artists, and arts-sector managers;
government officials; and (the smallest percentage) armed forces and border guard officials.
The course—whose board includes Finland’s chief of defense, several
state secretaries, the chair of the Central Organisation of Finnish Trade
Unions, and the chairman of the Confederation of Finnish Industries,
among others—quickly became so prestigious that participation became a
badge of honor for rising leaders.57 More importantly, the course not only
established a basic level of national security knowledge among leaders
across Finnish society but also created cohesion among them. If a crisis
were to befall Finland, the country would have leaders in every sector who
were not just conversant with total defense and their organizations’ roles
in it but also connected with other leaders across society. In addition to
contributing to resilience during a potential war, that knowledge and cohesion among leaders signaled to prospective invaders unity of resolve.
Finland’s National Defence Course remains in place, with exceptionally
high participant interest and long waiting lists. In addition, participants
can now attend regional defense courses. By autumn 2019, 229 3.5-week
national courses had taken place, with more than 9,300 leaders participating—88 percent of them civilians.58 In Finland’s current parliament, which
features numerous young members, 122 of 200 members have attended
the National Defence Course, as have 15 of 18 ministers in the cabinet.59
While Soviet conditions on military activities forced Finland to innovate in societal resilience, its experience also provides valuable lessons for
countries facing no such conditions. One reason is the cost-benefit calculation of societal resilience: At relatively little expense, resilience and thus
deterrence can significantly increase. It is irrelevant whether Finland or
another country has large armed forces with first-rate equipment if they
are not supported by a resilient and united population.
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Maj. Gen. Pekka Toveri (ret.), the Finnish Defence Forces’ (FDF) former chief of intelligence, explained that the FDF
have more or less accepted that we have to get along with quite
small resources, because governments have used money more
for social welfare, education, and so on. But it’s easier to accept,
because within FDF we think that it makes Finland [a] better
place to live, and that makes people more willing to defend it.
That willingness is a hugely important part of national deterrence. If you think that your country is terrible and there is
nothing there for you, why would you [be] prepared to fight
for it?60
Comparing Finland during World War II and the Cold War with the
experiences of Georgia in 2008 and Ukraine in 2014, Gen. Riho Terras (ret.)
noted that
psychological defense is really important. That’s what was missing in Georgia and Ukraine. You have to make sure that your own
nation believes in itself, which is what the Finns did. In Georgia
and Ukraine, people didn’t believe in their government.61
Operating within this reality of budgetary constraints during the Cold
War, the FDF also developed what later became known as systematic guerrilla warfare. Although the FDF had not, before the Winter War, prepared
for guerrilla-like operations, during the war regular forces operated behind
Soviet lines to reconnoiter, isolate the enemy, and cut Soviet lines of communication.62 Photos of white-clad Finnish soldiers blending into snowy
landscapes and bedeviling invaders became the war’s lasting image. It is
symptomatic that Finland formalized its systematic guerrilla warfare after
World War II even though the Soviet Union was a nominal ally. Toveri said,
Some units (we called them sissi, guerrilla units) were equipped
and trained to operate behind the enemy lines as small units,
squads, and platoons. These units were supposed to wear down
the enemy by hitting their transportations and camps with
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small scale ambushes, mortar attacks and mines. The idea was
to use more hit-and-run tactics, and to use constant harassing
to deny the enemy peace. Those activities should also make it
easier to conduct operations towards the rear of enemy forces
with conventional forces, as happened during the Winter War.
The majority of the forces were supposed to fight as conventional forces, but every unit received rudimentary sissi training.
The idea was that if the situation and the enemy’s overwhelming forces didn’t make it possible to continue fighting conventionally, the units should resort to guerrilla warfare. The motto
was always, “never give up.”63
Although the sissi’s existence was not kept secret from the Soviet Union,
the operational planning and preparations aimed against incursion from
the East were, unsurprisingly, confidential. Vesa Tynkkynen and Petteri
Jouko observe that “operations directed against the Soviet Union were
practiced only in a clandestine manner.”64 Soviet leaders acted with the
knowledge that Finland would seek to entangle any future invader the
same way it had done so during the Winter War.

Lessons from Swedish and Finnish Cold War Total Defense
Virtually no Swedish or Finnish decision maker, of course, harbored the
illusion that total defense would triumph over total war. At least from the
1960s onward, Sweden relied on tacit support from the United States,
which would have come to Sweden’s aid in case of a Soviet attack.65 The
Soviet Union likely was aware of the arrangement, which in that case functioned as extended deterrence. Nevertheless, despite their exposed geographic locations, Sweden and Finland could almost uniquely count on the
public to contribute to the national effort in case of war and indeed to
the preparation that is so vital for not just a well-functioning war effort
but also deterrence signaling to prospective attackers. After the Cold War,
Finland maintained its total defense, while Sweden dramatically reduced
it. Toveri summarized the nature of Swedish and Finnish total defense if
maintained well.
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The real strength of this model is that it makes it possible to
fully utilize the intellectual know-how, skills, and resources
of the nation for the defense. When an IT engineer comes up
with an idea on how to better protect our critical infrastructure, he can benefit from his training as a reserve electronic
warfare officer. Or an IT engineer can benefit from his civilian
skills while serving as a signals officer in a brigade headquarters during an exercise. I’ve seen how a reserve officer who was
also [a] Microsoft research engineer reconfigured his units [sic]
C2 [command-and-control system] to better serve their needs
during an exercise. Or the director of a regional hospital can
come up with ideas for how to support other authorities during
crises thanks to having participated in a regional defense course
and getting to know all the regional players during the course.66
Other countries, too, developed civil defense during the Cold War.
Home Guard–style organizations were launched and expanded; citizens
were instructed in what to do in case of a nuclear attack. No country,
however, used national resilience as a strategy of deterrence by denial as
comprehensively as Sweden and Finland did. These countries had two
advantages: a clear threat and a cohesive population willing to do its part.
While totalitarian and authoritarian regimes can deploy the whole of society in aggressive pursuits, their totality-based efforts cannot last because
civil society does not participate of its own free will.
As Sweden and Finland demonstrated, liberal democracies can build
lasting resilience based on their citizens’ dedication to their countries and
their ways of life. This clearly does not happen automatically, and engagement of the kind the two countries enjoyed during the Cold War may not
be possible in every country. Nevertheless, unlike authoritarian countries’
browbeaten civil societies, citizens of liberal democracies may, if offered
education and opportunities for engagement, discover they can play a role
in keeping their countries safe.
Swedish and Finnish Cold War total defense is thus more than a historical case study. The two countries’ Cold War efforts demonstrate that
civil society can, through government-led initiatives and opportunities for
involvement, play a key role in resilience and thus deterrence. If a country
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or a group can demonstrate that an adversary will encounter a quagmire
that would alter the attacker’s cost-benefit analysis, the defender will instill
in the adversary’s mind the fear to attack. If the Vietcong, for example,
had signaled resilience, entanglement, and imposition of costs, the United
States may have thought differently about how to execute its Southeast
Asia containment strategy.
More than a decade ago, Estonia became arguably the first country to
introduce Sweden’s and Finland’s Cold War total defense lessons in a
post–Cold War setting. When Russia invaded Georgia in 2008, Terras—
then the Estonian Defence Forces’ deputy chief of staff for operations—
traveled to Georgia to support the Georgian armed forces. He explained
that the “biggest challenge the Georgians had was not military but making
the government . . . work. Based on this, and based on our own experience
with Russia’s cyberattacks in 2007, I and others concluded that the military is not enough.”67
Gradually, Estonia built a total defense system modeled on Finland’s
and Sweden’s models. Building such a system in a highly advanced society
such as Estonia—the world’s most digitized country—involves decisions
even more difficult than those made during the Cold War—for example,
regarding what constitutes a vital service. “Some people consider television vital. But in reality the [only] three . . . services you really can’t be
without are power, food, and medical services,” Terras said.68
Niklas Karlsson, vice chair of the Swedish parliament’s defense committee, illustrates the complex reality facing today’s national security
decision makers.
We know that we have to strengthen defense. But what do we
need? In another five—six years’ time, the world will likely be
even more unsettled. At this point, we can only make an educated guess as to what we’ll need.69
However, the psychology of total defense can be applied to gray-zone
aggression. This is especially important as gray-zone aggression should be
deterred in the gray zone and not be allowed to grow.

X
Building a Wall of Denial Against
Gray-Zone Aggression
case of war, please ring [the bell] twice.” In 1939, Rudolf Minger was
“Inprepared.
The Swiss defense minister’s advantage was, of course, that
1

he had a good idea of what sort of attack to expect, and so did his country’s population. Defending a country against gray-zone aggression poses a
much harder challenge because the targeted country cannot be sure what
forms of gray-zone aggression will be used and who should mount the
defense and deterrence.
Deterrence of gray-zone aggression is possible, though it requires a radical
shift in liberal democracies’ approach to national security, toward a system
that involves not just the government but also the private sector and wider
society. Collectively, the government and civil society can create a wall of
resilience that denies opportunities to aggressors. Together, liberal democracies’ governments can also develop deterrence by punishment by playing
to their strengths: that they have allies, that their citizens and private sectors
can choose to play a part in national security if offered the opportunity, and
that their countries have assets foreign governments and leaders desire.
In addition to deterrence, scholars of the field often discuss dissuasion,
which denotes deterrence by denial before any action occurs. For the sake
of simplicity, this chapter combines dissuasion and deterrence under the
label of deterrence, which it divides into two parts: deterrence by denial
and deterrence by punishment. This chapter outlines a whole-of-society
model for deterrence by denial.

Civil Society, a Resource
NATO’s Article III, known as its resilience article, reads: “In order more
effectively to achieve the objectives of this Treaty, the Parties, separately
185
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and jointly, by means of continuous and effective self-help and mutual aid,
will maintain and develop their individual and collective capacity to resist
armed attack.”2 Even though the North Atlantic Treaty was signed in 1949,
NATO never treated resilience as a priority, partly because its member
states could rely on the alliance’s powerful deterrence by punishment. By
contrast, as we have seen, during the Cold War, Sweden and Finland made
exemplary use of resilience, creating a wall of denial that signaled to the
Soviet Union that an invasion would involve an unpalatable cost-benefit
calculation.3
NATO did increase its focus on Article III at its 2016 Warsaw Summit, when it adopted the so-called seven baseline requirements for civil
preparedness.
1. Assured continuity of government and critical government
services;
2. Resilient energy supplies;
3. Ability to deal effectively with uncontrolled movement of
people;
4. Resilient food and water resources;
5. Ability to deal with mass casualties;
6. Resilient civil communications systems;
7. Resilient civil transportation systems.4
As NATO officials Wolf-Diether Roepke and Hasit Thankey note, “Resilient societies . . . have a greater propensity to bounce back after crises: they
tend to recover more rapidly and are able to return to pre-crisis functional
levels with greater ease than less resilient societies.”5
With whole-of-society gray-zone threats targeting them, liberal democracies must similarly create a whole-of-society wall of denial as the bottom
of their deterrence pyramid, to form part of countries’ general deterrence.
(As discussed in American Enterprise Institute reports of mine, deterrence
by punishment is more useful in tailored deterrence, in which a country
shapes its messaging to other countries, groups, and prospective acts
of aggression.)6
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A whole-of-society wall of denial is a radically different approach from
the one most governments currently maintain. Except for papers about
Sweden’s and Finland’s Cold War total defense, the concept has also
not been comprehensively explored in academic papers. In their excellent gray-zone report, Lyle Morris et al. propose “a whole-of-government
approach” with a range of government initiatives to dissuade rivals from
engaging in gray-zone aggression. The proposed initiatives include
continu[ing] to reaffirm, through regular senior leader statements and official policy documents, the U.S. commitment to
formal allies in Europe and Asia and back[ing] these statements
with enhanced participation in bilateral and multilateral forums
to deal specifically with such gray zone tactics as cyberattacks
and disinformation. . . .
The United States could undertake a major diplomatic initiative, coordinated through the State Department and U.S.
embassies, to reinforce the international legal implications of
gray zone aggression.7
The UK government’s Fusion Doctrine from 2018 also foresees an effort
exclusively undertaken by the government.
This approach will ensure that in defending our national security we make better use of all of our capabilities: from economic
levers, through cutting-edge military resources to our wider
diplomatic and cultural influence on the world’s stage. Every
part of our government and every one of our agencies has its
part to play.8
In its National Security Capability Review from 2018, the UK government
also addressed gray-zone aggression, explaining that
many adversaries seek to do us harm or subvert us in less
destructive ways, calculated to avoid provoking an armed
response. We will seek to raise the cost of their malign behaviour,
restrict and reduce it using the full range of capabilities available
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to us. Some of the many capabilities enhanced as a result of
SDSR [the Strategic Defence and Security Review] 2015 include
the new powers in the Criminal Finances Act 2017 to recover
criminal assets and our offensive cyber capabilities to detect,
trace and retaliate in kind.9
The UK government labeled this innovative approach “modern deterrence.”
Multilateral contacts certainly ought to be strengthened. As Niklas
Karlsson—a Social Democratic member of the Swedish parliament and
vice chair of its defense committee—pointed out, Western governments
should “make sure that foreign policy is the first line of defense.” He also
noted that “the UN and the Council of Europe have been languishing for
some time. In the ’90s, institutions like these were essentially demoted to
a secondary role. Now they need an upgrade again.”10 Furthermore, it is in
the interest of leaders of Western countries and their adversaries to maintain a constant dialogue, although this is currently not taking place. Such
dialogue would not only help the countries build cooperation wherever
possible but also help reduce the risk of misunderstandings and resulting
security dilemmas.
But until recently, Western governments in the 21st century have shown
little interest in involving wider society in resilience and thus deterrence.
Indeed, most Western governments have appeared not to consider civil
society’s potential even though most of them had some form of civil
defense during World War II and in the early Cold War years. In World
War II Britain, for example, citizens participated in the war effort in a plethora of roles, such as bike messenger, fire watcher, rest center operator, first
aid helper, search-and-rescue member, and air raid warden. This system
continued after World War II, somewhat modified as the Civil Defence
Corps. Although the corps was led by the government and designed for
wartime use, its members naturally used their skills during everyday contingencies. The Civil Defence Corps was disbanded in 1968.11
Today, civil society could play an even more pivotal role, precisely
because current aggression is so often directed against civil society.
When trying to improve defense and deterrence while leaving society out,
governments practically guarantee they will be overstretched while leaving civil society—individuals, businesses, and other organizations—as
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passive observers of their own fates. Even if a government of a liberal
democracy wanted to extend itself to form an omnipresent wall of denial
while signaling punishment to would-be aggressors, the costs would be
prohibitive, and the effort would be ineffective. This is one reason no
government has tried to extend a cyber-protection umbrella over its
entire society.
Indeed, because defense should also aim to deter, a whole-ofgovernment approach signals that a vital part of society does not wish to be
involved or is considered a liability by its own government. This not only
indicates weakness but also practically invites adversaries to target civil
society. If the private sector is not involved in government-coordinated
resilience, its absence signals to a country’s adversaries that they can target businesses. The same is true for the citizenry.
Hostile states monitor involvement in resilience efforts—and lack
thereof. Precisely because the West’s adversaries are adept at spotting and
exploiting weaknesses, those with both capability and intent will use the
opportunities offered to them. The existing results illustrate the damage:
cutting-edge businesses lost, others coerced, academic integrity in doubt,
and citizens who have lost faith in their countries’ institutions.
Governments may not even be best placed to defend countries against all
forms of gray-zone aggression. While governments—with their monopoly
on violence—should defend their countries against attacks involving sustained use of force, it is unclear how they alone could convincingly defend
their countries against subversive investments, coercion of businesses,
or interference through academia and popular culture. Ole Wæver et al.
define societal security as “the ability of a society to persist in its essential
character under changing conditions and perceived or actual threats.”12
This is clearly the baseline that liberal democracies’ governments and civil
societies must jointly be able to muster. Governments, meanwhile, must
lead in deterring illicit forms of gray-zone aggression such as “borderization” and intellectual property (IP) theft.
In a fundamental shift from its previous policy, in its 2021 Integrated
Review, the UK government embraced the whole-of-society concept. In his
foreword to the review, Prime Minister Boris Johnson writes that “COVID-19
has reminded us that security threats and tests of national resilience can
take many forms,”13 and the review lists as a priority action
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to establish a “whole-of-society” approach to resilience, so
that individuals, businesses and organisations all play a part in
building resilience across the UK. We will seek to develop an
integrated approach, bringing together all levels of government,
CNI [critical national infrastructure] operators, the wider private sector, civil society and the public.14
A highly innovative step as part of this whole-of-society approach is the UK
government’s intention to create a civilian reserve.15
This is precisely the right approach to take. By involving all parts of
society, targeted countries can minimize the opportunity for gray-zone
aggression. The collective resilience can signal to adversaries that the cost
of aggression will outweigh the benefit. Such signaling is a continuation
of Sweden’s and Finland’s Cold War deterrence by denial and would signal that, while targeted countries might be easy to attack, they will significantly reduce the winner’s spoils and make sure aggression involves more
effort than the attacker wants to expend. The same collective resilience
will, of course, also reduce the effect of gray-zone aggression should the
deterrence signaling fail.
The point of departure must be to treat the citizenry as a resource
rather than a fragile entity whose only attribute is the need for protection. As Carl Rådestad and Oscar Larsson observe, “Activated citizens
are not necessarily silent recipients of services, but may also become
activists and create pockets of resistance and shift the burden of responsibility away from themselves during and after emergency situations.”16
By empowering the population, governments can achieve two goals.
The public—both the private sector and the citizenry—assumes some of
the duties the government would otherwise have to execute, which frees
up the government to focus on duties it alone can perform. In addition,
civil society becomes an integral part of national security, thereby reducing gaps adversaries would otherwise seek to exploit. This approach also
turns civilian experts into a society-wide resource, increases governments’ freedom of action, and provides resource strategies the government may wish to pursue. This way, governments and their societies form
a combined shield to deny adversaries the benefits they seek and negatively influence adversaries’ cost-benefit calculations.
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Such an approach clearly involves a major shift in policy and practice.
While most armed conflicts are whole-of-society efforts, whether or not
the public has chosen to participate, in peacetime, liberal democracies’
civil societies are rarely asked to participate in national security. Except
for a small number of countries such as Finland, governments have
formed a shield over their civil societies instead of building a combined
shield integrating their civil societies. Western governments’ challenge
today is to engage citizens and organizations that have had minimal
interaction with national security, thus creating a credible bottom layer
of the deterrence pyramid.
Before the UK government’s significant shift with its 2021 Integrated
Review, some other larger countries had floated more-modest ideas. For
example, Germany’s 2016 national security white paper called for
whole-of-society resilience and thus comprehensive defence
capabilities. . . .
This includes better protection of critical infrastructure,
reduced vulnerabilities in the energy sector, civil defence and
disaster control issues. . . . Politicians, the media and society
must all help when it comes to exposing propaganda and countering it with facts.17
Yet such calls were mostly not followed by deeds. In fact, while the
World War II generation is habitually lauded as “the greatest generation,”
since the end of the Cold War most Western governments have been wary
of asking their citizens for even the most rudimentary contributions to
national security.
This reluctance was certainly influenced by the early 21st century’s
prevailing neoliberal mood, in which citizens increasingly saw—and were
encouraged to see—national security as a service provided by the government in exchange for their taxes, not a collective undertaking. In addition, the 21st century’s largely peaceful decades in the homeland did not
require much societal involvement in national security. Yet governments
may also have lacked confidence in citizenries’ abilities. Rådestad and
Larsson note that
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social constructions regarding how individuals behave in a crisis are now often based upon the assumption that people panic
and desperately need the support of public authorities. . . .
One common assumption is that crisis situations are typically
accompanied by outbreaks of lawlessness and social chaos due
to the irrational behavior of helpless individuals, who almost
immediately return to a Hobbesian state of nature.18
The combination of citizens largely left to pursue their individual happiness and being enticed to conduct an increasing number of tasks (from
airport self-check-ins to supermarket self-checkouts) while not being
entrusted to participate in or even understand matters of their country’s
security is paradoxical and baffling. Indeed, it stands to reason that governments can incentivize personal responsibility in matters of national
security just as companies do in their respective areas. Indeed, it is highly
likely that, if given the opportunity to be part of national security in the
widest sense—that is, helping keep their families, communities, and the
country safe—the majority of citizens would prefer feeling empowered
rather than helpless during crises big and small.
During the Cold War, virtually all European countries had mandatory national service for men, but this was mostly phased out after the
Cold War ended. Sweden also dismantled its impressive total defense
system and thus jettisoned not just the involvement of citizen volunteers
but also the private sector. Since then, Sweden has introduced highly
selective military service for men and women, Norway has expanded
its highly selective military service to women, and Lithuania has introduced a less selective model.19 Although these models have considerable
benefits, as do related models in other countries such as Denmark and
mandatory military service in Finland and Estonia, they clearly do not
constitute comprehensive citizen participation in gray-zone defense
and deterrence.
Because it did not dismantle its Cold War total defense, Finland
remains the Western country best set up for gray-zone defense. Yet not
even its combination of reserves comprising all former conscripts and
therefore a cross section of society, newer initiatives such as disinformation literacy training in schools,20 a national defense course, and
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government’s first right to buy properties in sensitive locations provides
sufficient deterrence of gray-zone aggression in its various incarnations.

Creating Societal Resilience to Form Deterrence by Denial
Perhaps unsurprisingly, the Nordic countries remain ahead of the curve
in making civil society part of national resilience and thus deterrence by
denial. In its 2018 Security Strategy for Society report, the Finnish government explains that the country’s “preparedness is based on the principle of comprehensive security in which the vital functions of society are
jointly safeguarded by the authorities, business operators, organisations and
citizens.”21 (Emphasis added.) Finland also recognizes the growing importance of the private sector even compared to during the Cold War, a result
of privatizing CNI: “Business operators are playing an increasingly important role in the preparedness process. In particular, companies will continue to play a key role in the process of ensuring the functioning of the
economy and the infrastructure.”22
Sweden is (partially) rebuilding its total defense: The all-hazards Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency (MSB) is a global leader in public education
and crisis coordination, and in March 2021, the government announced
it will create a new agency for psychological defense.23 Sweden has also
updated its Cold War total defense exercises that involved the armed
forces, the MSB’s predecessor, all levels of government, auxiliary defense
organizations, and businesses linked to the national defense effort. The
last such exercise took place in 1987, but in 2019, Sweden resurrected the
concept with a new exercise, Total Defense Exercise 2020.24 The focus of
the total defense exercises, however, remains conventional, armed forces–
led aggression.
Denmark, in turn, explains in Foreign and Security Policy Strategy,
2017–18, that the government intends to “reach out and strengthen Denmark in collaboration with civil society organisations, the business community, universities and think tanks. Denmark is at its strongest when
we stand together.”25
The Nordics are joined by their Baltic neighbors. In its National Security
Concept 2017 report, the Estonian government states it aims to “increase
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peoples’ [sic] perception of security and enhance their ability to evaluate
various threats and factors that influence security, as well as their ability
and readiness to counter such threats.”26 While not as all-encompassing
as Sweden’s Cold War total defense was, Estonia’s whole-of-society
model includes, among other things, a cyber defense unit, in which
civilian IT experts volunteer their time defending the country against
cyber threats.27 Latvia’s comprehensive national defense, initiated in
2018, similarly highlights the role of civil society. In 2020, for example, the country published 72 Hours, a leaflet similar to Sweden’s If War
Comes, which Sweden itself updated and reissued as If Crisis or War
Comes in 2018.28
Soon after the leaflet’s launch, Latvian Minister for Defence Artis
Pabriks wrote,
Covering a broad range of crises, “72 hours” therefore prepares
society for catastrophes we cannot specifically predict, like the
coronavirus pandemic that the world is facing right now, and
includes instructions on actions to take, details on the civil
defence warning system and information channels, as well as
information on water and food reserves and primary health
care. It has to be emphasised though, that preparedness cannot
avert crises; what it can do is reduce the extent of possible negative consequences.29
“Catastrophes we cannot specifically predict” and “reduce the extent
of possible negative consequences”30 are precisely what every country
targeted by gray-zone aggression should strive for by using every lever at
its disposal to build the bottom layer of the deterrence pyramid. Indeed,
because gray-zone aggression—unlike traditional military aggression—
targets countries regardless of their geography, it is a wake-up call for
countries located far from potential military aggressors. Such countries,
including the United States, have in recent decades had the luxury of treating national security as a concern that can be addressed almost exclusively
by the armed forces and other parts of the government. It points to a
changing mindset that in 2020 the US Cyberspace Solarium Commission
proposed that Congress “codify the concept of ‘systemically important
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critical infrastructure,’” which would guarantee operators US government
support—and create and fund a joint collaborative environment for the
sharing and fusing of threat information.31 The 2021 ransomware attack
that crippled Colonial Pipeline was a clear wake-up call for parts of the
US public.
In other countries that have traditionally been less inclined toward
whole-of-society efforts, the direction is also changing somewhat. In 2019,
France launched a new form of national service, initially on a pilot basis.
During the monthlong program, 16-year-olds are taught skills such as map
reading and spend time doing community service. “What’s missing is a
moment of cohesion . . . of youth coming together from different parts of
France, from different social backgrounds, sharing their experiences and
their commitments for society and the country,” Junior Education Minister Gabriel Attal explained when the initiative was launched.32 While
the training thus primarily has a social objective, it could help contribute
to resilience. So could Germany’s small Your Year for Germany program,
launched in 2020, in which young Germans can spend six months training
with the armed forces and six months assisting in homeland protection in
their home regions.33
Such initiatives alone, however, do not create deterrence, and this is not
the intention. A more focused effort is Latvia’s Comprehensive Defense
Approach. As part of this strategy, in 2019 the Latvian government invited
more than 90 key companies and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs)
to its annual whole-of-government crisis management exercise. The policy also features a national security curriculum for 16- and 17-year-olds.
As part of the curriculum, introduced in 2019 and gradually rolled out
since then, teenagers spend one hour each month learning practical skills
such as map reading, basic military skills, and the foundations of Latvian
national security and the threats facing it. They can also participate in voluntary summer camps.34

Involving Citizens
How, then, can countries better populate the bottom layer of the deterrence pyramid to help form a wall of denial that can change a gray-zone
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aggressor’s cost-benefit calculation? Like the bottom layer in the food pyramid with its bread and potatoes, the bottom layer in the deterrence pyramid are the functions that may seem trivial but are nonetheless central to
the organism’s functioning.
Unlike military aggression, which most citizens of liberal democracies have not experienced and are unlikely ever to experience, gray-zone
aggression is very real. Americans and others are now aware that disinformation and ransomware attacks condoned or even instigated by
foreign governments harm their democracies. Citizens everywhere
have seen a pandemic dramatically disrupt their lives and realized that
such disruption can happen again, caused again by Mother Nature—or
a hostile state. They know that an internet or electricity outage will
immediately affect their daily lives. At the very least, since spring 2020,
when COVID-19 created shortages of personal protective equipment
and stockpiling led to empty shelves in supermarkets, they are familiar
with the fragility of supply chains. Indeed, liberal democracies’ openness combined with the convenience trap—Western societies’ enormous and growing dependence on digitally powered conveniences,
which increases their vulnerability—means ordinary citizens today are
exposed to national security threats in a way they have not been during
previous nonwar periods.
Precisely because gray-zone aggression affects ordinary citizens, it is
in their interest to limit its effect. This is also true for citizens who may
have no interest in national security or who may be uneasy about military
activities. But for citizens to want to do their part, governments must
be transparent about the threats and aggression facing the country. This
involves sharing and articulating information in a way that most governments are unaccustomed to. If they do not, many citizens are likely to
suspect that the asked-for involvement is driven by special interests, not
genuine needs. If a majority of Swedish citizens during the Cold War had
mistrusted government information about threats facing the country,
hundreds of thousands of them would not have joined auxiliary defense
organizations, and it is unlikely that one of them would have spotted and
reported the Soviet U-137 submarine that, in 1981, ran aground off the
coast of Sweden.35
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Public Awareness Campaigns. Governments can build on this close link
between citizens and new national security threats by offering training
to different groups of citizens. The first step by any country targeted by
gray-zone aggression must certainly be to educate its public about it in the
same vein as Sweden’s Cold War If War Comes and today’s If Crisis or War
Comes, Latvia’s 72 Hours, and earthquake zones’ public awareness campaigns. While citizens may have heard of disinformation disasters such as
the January 6 assault on the US Capitol or may have seen supermarket
shelves empty during the first weeks of COVID-19 or gasless gas stations
during the Colonial Pipeline ransomware attack, this does not mean they
understand national security threats, their potential role in minimizing the
effect of these threats, or how to stave them off altogether.
Sweden and Finland made virtually every resident a participant in their
Cold War efforts to deny the adversary advantages. This began at the most
rudimentary level: knowing how to identify a national security contingency, prepare for it, and respond. If War Comes was that most basic part
of resilience.
Current governments can use this model, adapting the information
to match what they consider their most critical national security threats.
Such information is necessary even though many citizens of advanced
societies consider themselves well educated. While they may indeed be
well educated, it does not mean they understand contemporary risks to
their societies. Regarding information and disinformation, Ojārs Kalniņš,
a Latvian member of parliament for the New Unity party and vice chair of
the foreign affairs committee, observed,
People need to be educated about what our adversaries’ efforts
are. This also creates a dilemma: How do you maintain free
speech when people spread lies online? I recently got into
a bit of an argument with an American friend of mine, who
complained that things he writes on Facebook are being taken
down. There’s no right to have everything you say published!
Many years ago, I used to write letters to the editor. Sometimes
they’d get published, sometimes not. You didn’t have the right
then to get anything you wanted published, and you shouldn’t
have any such right now either! I’m also concerned about young
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people’s tech skills. They’re very savvy about the technology but
not about the content.36
In Lithuania, the country’s public-service broadcaster, Lithuanian
National Radio and Television (LRT), now educates the public through
national security–related programming. Monika Garbačiauskaitė-Budrienė,
LRT’s CEO, explained that
together with the Journalism Development Network [a global
network of investigative journalists], LRT has launched the
fact-checking project Facts on its web portal, which address[es]
cases of news manipulation and educates people in how to recognize cases of misleading or manipulative information.37
She also highlighted the show Battlefield, which is “dedicated to security
and defense topics and among them regularly covers issues of information
security examining cases of information influence and manipulation.”38
News organizations could, in fact, play a crucial role in educating
the public—beyond their current role providing news—while helping
increase trust in vetted news and societal institutions. Just as elected
politicians regularly meet with constituents in their constituency offices,
thereby maintaining and strengthening a vital link, news organizations
could launch similar open houses in cities where they are based or have
offices, on a pop-up basis, in other cities and towns. Such encounters
with journalists, in which the guests could also participate in news meetings during which the next bulletin or newspaper edition are planned,
would allow ordinary citizens to learn how news is made and could help
dispel concerns that journalists collectively provide slanted or inaccurate coverage.
Indeed, because distance and lack of exposure breeds fear, such
encounters would help many ordinary citizens (and by extension their
friends and social media contacts) realize that news media are not inherently nefarious. Increased trust in professional news organizations would,
of course, reduce the opportunities for disinformation to spread.39 Conversely, the interaction would help journalists better understand ordinary citizens’ concerns.
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Considering that lack of access to quality journalism also increases
the gray-zone attack surface provided by social media, governments—
working with news organizations—could also launch voucher schemes
that would give residents free access to a news outlet of their choice for
a certain period.
While learning about national security threats is never enjoyable, doing
so while having a chance to prepare is certainly preferable to learning about
them when they have already struck. Indeed, judging from real estate prices
in earthquake zones with frequent public awareness campaigns such as
Tokyo40 and San Francisco,41 keeping citizens informed about risks does
not cause panic.
Societal Stress Testing. Governments could also introduce societal stress
testing. After the 2008 financial crisis, governments introduced stricter
stress tests for banks.42 Thanks to this comprehensive stress-testing
regime, governments, borrowers, and the wider public can be certain that
the global financial system will survive any future financial crises relatively
intact. This creates confidence in the banking system.
The same model could be used for the population to test and improve
resilience for, say, outages of internet, water, or electricity or the spread of
dangerous viruses. If local authorities, working with the relevant providers
and retailers, shut off water, electricity, certain food items, or the internet
on apparently random dates throughout the year, residents would learn to
prepare for such situations and would know what to do while it was happening. Regular stress testing would help citizens gain enough preparedness skills that they would not panic in case of a real crisis.
This is important because citizen panic can severely exacerbate a crisis.
During the Colonial Pipeline incident, the original gas shortage was relatively moderate, but panicked consumers hoarding gas made it far more
severe.43 At one point, for example, 86 percent of gas stations in the District
of Columbia reported outages.44 Indeed, citizens could regularly stress test
themselves for various disruptions to daily life. Authorities could highlight
such crisis proficiency, both to reassure the country (as is done with bank
stress testing) and change a prospective attacker’s cost-benefit calculation.
In 2019, Fort Bragg US Army base in Georgia conducted precisely such a
stress test; the commander turned off the power and instructed the base’s
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50,000-some soldiers and officers to continue their daily work without
providing further details.45 While stress testing for gray-zone aggression is
a new concept, earthquake zones have long practiced earthquake drills.46
Texas residents, meanwhile, would certainly have had a less disastrous
encounter with power outages during the 2021 winter storm47 had local
authorities conducted stress testing for such a contingency.
Resilience Training Courses. More comprehensive training could be
provided through government-supported resilience training courses. One
model would be to offer such courses to teenagers during school breaks,
either in one chunk of three to four weeks during the summer or as
one-week segments during other school holidays. The training—offered in
a residential setting on, for example, university campuses during university
breaks—would be voluntary and feature basic resilience skills including
information literacy, crisis preparedness, and responses to crises ranging
from pandemics to supply-chain disruptions.
While the government would fund the courses and set the curriculum,
the training could be delivered by NGOs such as the Red Cross, high school
teachers with specialized skills, and military personnel on secondment and
thus teaching in a civilian capacity. Upon completion of the course, participants could receive—depending on the respective country’s system—
university application points or other credit for university applications or
tax credits for those planning to enter the labor market immediately after
completing secondary education. The course certificate awarded upon
completion could be kept current through refresher courses. Participants
keeping their certificates current could also receive tax credits. Because
the curriculum would reflect current gray-zone threats, the curriculum of
the initial course and refresher courses could be continuously updated to
reflect evolving gray-zone forms of aggression.
In addition to offering a meaningful activity to late teens during their
school breaks, the courses would be an opportunity for teenagers from
different backgrounds to interact based on a crucial and highly relevant
subject. While teenagers from different backgrounds also meet in school,
schools remain an insufficient tool of societal integration. Resilience
courses—much like past generations’ national service—would increase the
opportunities for interaction across societal groups and thus for societal
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cohesion. This is especially important because liberal democracies’ adversaries are adept at identifying and exploiting gaps in societal cohesion.
During the 2016 US election campaign, Russia’s social media interference
campaign especially targeted Black voters.48
Graduates of the training would be entered into a central database and
would be available to assist emergency services and crisis agencies, assisting rather than displacing firefighters, ambulance crews, Red Cross workers, and other responders. By virtue of being registered in the database
along with their addresses, they would be able to attend follow-up training
in their local areas and thus keep their status as resilience aiders current.
In addition, just as they have introduced apps for COVID-19 tracing, government authorities could launch “citizen-aider” apps in which trained citizens would receive requests for responders in their local areas and could
indicate their availability to assist.
The devastating floods in July 2021 that killed hundreds of people in
Germany and Belgium illustrate the need for citizens trained in basic
emergency preparedness and emergency response, because, in a crisis,
first responders may not be able to immediately reach local communities.
Another example is the July 2021 crisis in the UK that led to empty supermarket shelves. The crisis was caused by fast-rising COVID-19 infection
numbers. The growing numbers led to an explosion of notifications via
a national app that alerts people who have been in close contact with an
infected person, meaning they have to self-isolate for 10 days. During one
week, some 620,000 people were pinged, including health care and retail
workers.49 This led to supermarket product shortages and a request for
the armed forces to be called in to stock shelves.50 With resilience training in place, the government would have been able to help retailers provide an essential service by calling up graduates of the resilience training.
Resilience training would not have to be limited to teenagers. While
17- and 18-year-olds are physically stronger than most other citizens are
and an easier group to bring together, citizens’ impromptu willingness
to help during COVID-19 and various other crises, from hurricanes to
forest fires, demonstrates enormous potential for communal efforts—
but such efforts have to be organized before a crisis. Indeed, resilience
training could be a way to harness and build on the skills of not just
17- and 18-year-olds but also other groups, including retirees, people on
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nontraditional career paths who may be working part-time or freelance,
people who are between jobs, or even people in full-time employment.
Certain groups often feel marginalized, having (perhaps temporarily)
left the labor market. The UK’s planned civilian reserve, which would
comprise experts in relevant fields as opposed to citizens trained in basic
resilience skills, is another highly productive way of involving members
of civil society.
Resilience training would benefit not just them and the social fabric of
society but also contingency management and therefore deterrence by
denial. The rapid spread of the QAnon conspiracy theory51 is fueled by
many citizens feeling left out of a society that seems to be mysteriously run
by an inner circle, with ordinary citizens left to be observers of their own
lives. Opportunities to play a constructive role in the community, alongside fellow citizens, could counteract that.
In addition, every societal group would benefit—in skills acquired and
social connections established—from participating in resilience training,
and society would benefit as a result. In the case of people in full-time
employment, training would best be delivered during weekends, as is
already the case with armed forces reserves. All groups should be invited
to attend refresher courses to keep their resilience status (and thus tax
credit and eligibility for crisis responder duty) active.
This would also aid crisis response, as services needing assistance could
quickly reach local graduates of the training; that is, there would be an
advantage of not just speed but also expertise in the local area. This can be
contrasted with existing crisis response efforts, in which the armed forces
frequently have to send active-duty personnel, reserves, or (in the US) the
National Guard to assist local agencies. The Home Guards in Denmark,
Norway, and Sweden are currently the closest organized citizen-responder
model, but because Home Guards involve military elements, they may not
be palatable to all citizens. The Home Guards are also more highly trained
than the citizen responders proposed here would be.
Citizens already help during crises. When COVID-19 struck the UK,
the government issued a call for 250,000 volunteers to join a newly created “NHS [National Health Service] army” to help vulnerable citizens. In
response, 750,000 Britons immediately signed up,52 but because the call
was issued during a crisis, the government lacked capacity to accommodate
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most of them. This again demonstrates the gap between citizens’ willingness to assist and organized opportunities available.
Indeed, the challenge in involving civil society in crisis response is that,
apart from the people with previous work experience in the respective
field, volunteers mostly lack the skills for the tasks. That leads to situations in which well-intentioned offers pose a burden for emergency
workers instead of helping them. Resilience training would address the
recurring gap between citizens’ willingness to help and skills to do so
while signaling to adversaries that the public’s involvement would reduce
the effect of any attack.
Germany’s Technisches Hilfswerk, a government contingencies agency
that includes a volunteer force of some 80,000, assists in contingencies
ranging from bridge ruptures to water contamination,53 and many other
countries have some form of disaster-relief volunteer organizations. In New
Zealand, in turn, students assisting victims of the 2011 earthquake subsequently founded the Student Volunteer Army, whose members assist fellow
citizens during a range of crises.54 In Sweden, many people have in recent
years joined volunteer search-and-rescue organizations such as Missing
People, whose members are trained for the task and assist the police. These
groups, however, have specific missions and membership and do not claim
to by themselves form comprehensive societal resilience.
Singapore, a whole-of-society pioneer, takes a somewhat different
approach, with total defense taught to the public on each Total Defence
Day (which is on February 15, marking Singapore’s fall to the Japanese in
1942). On each Total Defence Day, the “Important Message” signal of the
public warning system is sounded to commemorate the day and remind the
public of the system’s different meanings. As the Singapore Civil Defence
Force explains, Total Defence Day “is also an occasion to refamiliarise our
people with the modern defence strategy of ‘Total Defence’ which Singapore has adopted to ensure our continued survival and security.”55
Resilience training also matters because societal cohesion is declining.
While communal activities are available to residents of all liberal democracies, civic participation is declining. In Bowling Alone: The Collapse and
Revival of American Community, Robert Putnam documents this trend in
the United States.56 In addition, the rate of single-person households is
increasing. For example, in the UK between 1999 and 2019, the number of
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people living alone grew by one-fifth, from 6.8 million to 8.2 million.57 This
fragmentation, atomization even, of society creates even more opportunities for gray-zone aggression. If a person, family, group, or business does
not feel connected to wider society, they are unlikely to act in the interest
of society. Through resilience training, citizens could learn practical skills
that benefit themselves and their families and feel part of a national effort
to keep their countries safe from threats that could cause real harm to
their own lives.
Paradoxically, societal involvement in gray-zone defense and deterrence is thus a burden that creates purpose. In a society in which fewer
people spend their working lives in uninterrupted career progressions
than was the case two or three decades ago and in which artificial intelligence has replaced many tasks humans previously conducted, individuals need ways to express their contribution and therefore their place and
value in society. Countries need societal resilience as part of deterrence,
but the societal resilience effort also brings the enormous benefit of aiding societal cohesion.
The most important benefit of the resilience training, however, is that
countries would have at their disposal a critical mass of people who would
be not just alert citizens but also able, active players in emergencies
ranging from serious national contingencies to minor ones such as traffic accidents. Because the training would be nonmilitary and involve no
weapons, it would also be palatable to citizens who may be uneasy about
the armed forces but who want to make a difference in their own lives and
those of others. This citizen resolve, too, would help change adversaries’
cost-benefit calculations.
Selective National Service in All Parts of Government Involved in
Crisis Management. Another step on the ladder of involvement in
national security is selective national service for secondary school graduates in all parts of government involved in crisis management. This
concept, first proposed in an October 2019 report,58 builds on the selective national service model Denmark, Norway, and Sweden use.59 After
the Cold War, Norway gradually reduced the number of young men
doing military service. By 2016, about one-third of the country’s around
30,000 male 19-year-olds were accepted for military service. That year, the
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country switched to gender-neutral national service, meaning all members of a year group are now assessed for national service even though
the armed forces’ needs remain the same, about 8,000 per year. In 2019,
7,996 young Norwegians were selected for national service60 in different
parts of the Norwegian armed forces, out of 59,234 19-year-olds.61
This selectivity, which equals a 13 percent acceptance rate, makes Norway’s national service highly attractive to young Norwegians, and having
served is an exceptionally strong entry on their resumes. Selectivity—a
necessary path to pursue because the end of the Cold War meant Norway,
like other countries, no longer needed large conscription-based armed
forces—has thus turned national service from a burden on every Norwegian man into a highly desirable activity for which the Norwegian armed
forces can select top-achieving young men and women. The success has
made national service a prime source of recruitment for the armed forces:
Around 25 percent of national service participants now opt for a military
career.62 In addition, the armed forces’ attractiveness is reflected in surveys of favorite prospective employers among university students. In the
2020 survey, the armed forces ranked fourth among IT students, eighth
among engineering students, 12th among liberal arts students, and 15th
among business students (ahead of enterprises such as KPMG, the Oslo
Stock Exchange, and Norway’s Ministry of Finance).63
Other countries could build on this model, in which a national security
need that at any rate does not require great quantities of people becomes,
by virtue of its selectivity, an attractive proposition for young people. To
meet the needs of gray-zone defense and deterrence, such a model should
not be limited to the armed forces. Instead, all parts of the government
involved in some aspect of national security—ranging from the armed
forces to provision of health care—should be able to select a small group of
secondary school graduates for training in a range of specializations. Sweden and Denmark have already expanded their national service systems to
feature cyber specialization.64
The model could be set up similarly to the Norwegian one.
1. In their final year of secondary education, all young men and women
are invited to the first round of selection, during which they fill out
online self-assessments.
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2. Based on the self-assessment results, a smaller number of candidates
is invited for in-person tests covering their intelligence and physical and mental capabilities and for interviews with the government
agencies involved.
3. Based on these tests, the government agencies involved—which can
range from specialized military units to agencies providing health
care—select the candidates of their choice.
4. Those selected are invited to spend 12 months in fast-track training
and service with the respective government agency.
5. Upon finishing their service, they are entered into a reserve corps for
the respective agency, which the agency can activate during crises.
Such a system would mean that all relevant parts of the government
could access a reserve of specialists and would not need to improvise
during crises. While the arrangement mirrors the armed forces’ reserves
model, the national security reserves’ main attributes would be their specialization and selectivity, not large numbers.
Conversely, it would be an opportunity for every member of an annual
cohort to be assessed on their individual merit, not their educational background. As a result, it would bring future opportunities for young people
who may—perhaps because of their backgrounds or lack of access to a top
education—otherwise have been overlooked by employers. The training
during the first year and refresher training would provide them with valuable skills and, by virtue of having been selected for the program, would
help them stand out in the labor market. While its prime purpose should
obviously be defense and deterrence, selective national service would
clearly also aid social mobility.
Informed and engaged citizens can make individual choices in the
gray zone. They can decide whether to support a celebrity-endorsed
firm with links to a hostile regime. They can choose to attend resilience training that will help them, their local communities, and the
country in a crisis. They can seize the opportunity if offered a place in
a highly selective national service program. Such involvement backs
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up whole-of-government efforts and helps build—and signal to adversaries—a wall of denial. In their efforts to deter gray-zone aggression,
liberal democracies will benefit from empowered citizens. Indeed, the
urgent issue of deterring gray-zone aggression through citizen participation may help liberal democracies counter the dangerous fragmentation
first documented by Putnam.
Citizen engagement also offers a side benefit in foreign policy: With
corps of citizens trained in basic resilience and specialized tasks, and
with both groups part of a crisis response, Western governments could
deploy volunteers from both groups to nonmilitary contingencies in
other parts of the world. This would benefit the affected countries and
help increase Western soft power, particularly as the West’s rivals make
virtually no such efforts.65

Involving the Private Sector
During his Senate confirmation hearings to be US secretary of defense,
General Motors (GM) President Charles Wilson was asked whether he
could make a decision that was in the interest of the United States but
could harm GM (in which Wilson would retain stock). He responded,
Yes, sir; I could. I cannot conceive of one because for years I
thought what was good for our country was good for General
Motors, and vice versa. The difference did not exist. Our company is too big. It goes with the welfare of the country. Our contribution to the Nation is quite considerable.66
What is good for GM is good for the United States. Similar sayings
exist in many other countries. What is good for Volvo is good for Sweden.
What is good for Nokia is good for Finland. What is good for BMW is good
for Germany. During the Cold War and in previous eras, business leaders like Wilson also felt an obligation to their respective home countries’
well-being, if nothing else because their businesses’ success depended on
their countries’ success. In addition, with rare exceptions, executives were
citizens of the countries in which their companies were based.
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This generated some degree of allegiance to their respective home governments, even when businesses were under no legal obligation to show
allegiance. In a 2007 interview, Helmut Schmidt—a Social Democrat and
chancellor of Germany from 1974 to 1982—recounted one such example.
In the late 1970s, he told the interviewer, the Iranian government had
wanted to buy a sizable stake in Daimler-Benz.
The ayatollah was waiting in Paris, and it was obvious that
there would be a change of power. . . . I found it inappropriate
that the pearl of German industry, which is what Daimler-Benz
was, would end up in Iranian hands. I thought, this has to be
prevented.67
Schmidt proceeded to ask Deutsche Bank, then a distinctly German
company, to buy the stake.
I said, it is in the patriotic interest that you buy this stake. You
may have to keep the stake for many years . . . but you have to do
it. And because they were good patriots, they did.68
Globalization has ushered in a new reality. Globe-spanning conglomerates may have their headquarters in a Western country but be led by top
executives of different nationalities. McDonald’s, perhaps the world’s most
recognized symbol of the United States, has a C-suite that, among others, features Britons and a Pole.69 Top executives of the 21st century have included
Indian-born Indra Nooyi at PepsiCo; Irishman Neville Isdell at Coca-Cola
Company; German Klaus Kleinfeld at Alcoa Corporation, the US aluminum
giant; British-Indian Anshu Jain, Briton John Cryan, and Swiss-born Josef
Ackermann at Deutsche Bank; Indian-born Singaporean citizen Rajeev
Suri at Nokia Corporation70; and the Swede Ola Källenius at the helm of
Daimler.71 In addition, companies ranging from global behemoths to midsize firms have operations in various countries and supply chains spanning
even more countries. It would be a valid question to ask whether new market leaders such as Facebook, Netflix, and Spotify in any way represent their
home countries or simply happen to be based there. Indeed, one could argue
that some firms today are more powerful than many nation-states are.
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Precisely such firms and indeed a cross section of Western private sectors are, as detailed in previous chapters, finding themselves unwitting
participants in the increasing geopolitical confrontation. This presents a
new reality for a generation of business leaders who have primarily viewed
countries as markets or sources of production or supplies, not as sources
of mutual confrontation. The dilemma facing businesses is if the “Davos
Man” approach can be reconciled with the new reality of operating in a
world of gray-zone aggression.
It can, if globalized businesses help liberal-world-order-abiding governments prevail. If such countries instead succumb to constant gray-zone
aggression, neither the countries nor the businesses based in them will
thrive. Unlike Deutsche Bank during Schmidt’s chancellorship, firms may
not be patriotically minded and may, if asked, refuse to do a good deed for
their home countries. Every company will, however, carry out an action
that benefits the company itself. If governments can offer their private sectors opportunities for engagement that benefit both national security and
the businesses themselves, many would likely participate. This would be
even more likely if consumers, corporate customers, and the wider public
rewarded businesses for helping the country. In light of the rapidly growing distrust of China among Western citizens,72 Western brands cooperating with China may soon suffer in the court of public opinion.
Government-Industry Leader Briefings. As with citizen engagement,
such engagement could begin with a basic form of participation: regular
consultations between business leaders and top government officials.
Today, businesses receive, from consultancies and other private-sector
services, regular updates on unrest, kidnap risks, and similar developments that can affect their operations. While this allows them to evaluate
such tactical risks, they are on much less sure footing in strategic developments. Such strategic assessments have long been governments’ domain.
This has led to a situation in which, as Finnish executive Risto Penttilä
notes, “Today, CEOs are more interested in listening to [retired US general] Jim Mattis than to the global head of McKinsey & Co.”73
Regular consultations with key government officials would address
executives’ desire to better understand the changing geopolitical context
in which their companies operate. The briefings would be off-the-record,
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unclassified, and available to invited top executives in all sectors. Government officials would share national security updates and discuss the context of these events, though the briefings would naturally not feature any
details that could give participants commercial advantages. Instead, they
would provide the overall picture of international developments that business leaders currently lack.
The objective would clearly not be to pressure business leaders toward
particular actions—which would be questionable in a liberal democracy—
but to help inform their decision-making. This way, executives would at
least be aware of the nation’s interests when making commercial decisions. For governments, the briefings would also be an opportunity to hear
business leaders’ accounts of the changing national security environment
and help government decision makers understand what companies can
and cannot do. The briefings would thus strengthen existing relationships
between business leaders and the government and help business leaders
understand their role in national resilience while giving top government
officials a better understanding of the businesses’ experiences in the geopolitical line of fire.
The briefing invitees could also include entertainment executives, academic leaders, religious leaders, and other civil-society leaders such as
heads of NGOs and arts institutions. Not least because disinformation
severely harms Western societies, the briefings should also involve social
media executives.
Government-industry briefings, of course, do not preclude regulation.
In the social media sector, Damian Collins—a Conservative member of the
UK Parliament and former chair of its Digital, Culture, Media and Sport
Committee—argued that regulation is necessary.
We need a regulatory code for social media platforms, led by
an agency like Ofcom. There also need to be independent bodies that can set standards. Banks can’t launch new products
without FCA [Financial Conduct Authority] approval. And if
a bank fails to spot certain conduct, they can be fined. There
should be something like “know your customer” for social
media platforms.74
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Marko Mihkelson, a member of Estonia’s liberal Reform Party who
chairs the Estonian parliament’s foreign affairs committee, likewise suggested that some form of government oversight of social media platforms
has now become unavoidable.
Of course I like the internet, but on social media there are no
checks and balances. Social media give a platform to those people in our societies who believe in conspiracy theories. They
have always existed, but now they have a louder voice. The
bottom line is: With social media, there’s no quality control.75
Regardless of whether social media regulators are established in the
short term, keeping leaders in all societal and business sectors informed
of new gray-zone developments would benefit their understanding of the
situation. While such leaders may be aware of activities touching their
own entities, they cannot be expected to be familiar with the entirety of
gray-zone aggression at any given time and may thus be unable to contextualize the activities intersecting with their own organizations.
Government-industry briefings would also be beneficial beyond
exchanges of information. In isolation, organizations feel ill-equipped to
identify, let alone address, interference and malign influence. Studio executives may, for example, be fully aware of the pressure to make films that
have the best chances of pleasing Chinese censors but may not be familiar
with the full extent of Chinese gray-zone aggression directed against Western countries. While governments of liberal democracies clearly cannot
instruct the entertainment industry on how to create its entertainment
content, they can keep it informed of the wider picture of malicious activities by hostile states.
The US government operates a small version of the proposed
government-industry briefing program focused on cyber threats. Maj. Gen.
Ed Wilson (ret.), who served as deputy assistant secretary of defense for
cyber policy in the Donald Trump administration, pointed out that
for the past few years we [the Department of Defense] have
been inviting CEOs and COOs [chief operating officers] to
events co-hosted by, together with the DOE [Department of
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Energy], with DHS [Department of Homeland Security] participation. The purpose is simply to tell them about the threats
we’re seeing. We’ve also laid out sensors in cooperation with
industry. A regional utility can’t go toe to toe with Russia or
China. DHS and Treasury have similar meetings. We want business leaders to understand the risk cyber aggression poses to
their companies. Large companies have teams that can evaluate
threats but smaller ones don’t.76
The DOE explains that it works “to develop technologies, tools,
exercises, and other resources to assist the energy sector in evaluating and improving their security posture, practices, and readiness.”77 As
with the proposed national security consultations, the meetings form a
“bi-directional sharing” of cyber-threat information.78 An embryonic version of such consultations also exists in Finland and the UK, where the
National Cyber Security Centre79 exchanges information with key sectors
and occasionally arranges meetings for top executives.
Artistic Side Benefits of National Security Awareness. In entertainment, consultations could yield a side benefit that may seem trivial but
could have significant impact. To date, a small number of movies and
TV drama series have featured gray-zone-aggression-like story lines. The
Norwegian hit series Occupied80 portrays a subversive attack on Norway
that begins when a global energy crisis combined with climate change
convince the country’s prime minister to switch off its fossil-fuel production. His actions prompt gray-zone attacks by the EU and Russia.
Steven Soderbergh’s 2011 movie Contagion81 features a pandemic of the
kind that became reality with COVID-19. With its subversive features that
can be found in random parts of everyday life, the gray zone lends itself
to outstanding entertainment content, but filmmakers and entertainment executives lack insights into it. Through participation in government briefings, they could not only learn about how gray-zone aggression
affects their own sector but also get ideas for new productions.
Indeed, entertainment content forms another way in which liberal
democracies can strengthen resilience against gray-zone aggression. Millions of people on different continents have already watched Occupied
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or Contagion because each is outstanding entertainment. Neither Occupied nor Contagion was initiated by a government; indeed, government
meddling harms the quality of content. Yet entertainment ideas resulting from government-industry gray-zone briefings—which could include
feature films, TV drama series, and reality shows similar to Sweden’s
Nedsläckt land (Blacked-Out Country), which follows a group of people
during an extended power cut82—could provide compelling entertainment and raise awareness of vital national security issues. To date, Occupied may well be most ordinary citizens’ main source of information
about gray-zone aggression.
Public Awareness and Corporate Behavior. Awareness of Beijing’s
pressure on Western film studios in particular is growing among the
Western public. As recent Pew Research Center polling on global public
opinion of China demonstrates, so is distrust of China.83 As a result, close
involvement with China poses a reputational risk to Western companies,
similar to what was the case with South Africa’s apartheid regime. Facing public pressure at home, many Western companies and institutional
investors rescinded dealings with South Africa. While globalization has
created a culture in which Western firms cooperate with authoritarian
regimes for the sake of market access even as they shun committing to
national efforts in their home countries, this model may no longer be
viable. Indeed, close cooperation with authoritarian regimes may begin
to backfire on Western firms.84
Disney’s high-profile action drama Mulan is a case in point. Almost as
soon as it was released in 2020, Mulan, which was considered a prospective
blockbuster that could please the Chinese market, was greeted with enormous criticism. In posts that rapidly spread on social media, often using
the hashtag #BoycottMulan, detractors pointed out that not only had the
filming partially taken place in Xinjiang—where the Chinese government
oppresses a minority—but also Disney, in the closing credits, even thanked
authorities involved in the operation of Uyghur “reeducation” camps.85
Instead of generating headlines for any artistic merits or box office success, Mulan generated controversy for Disney. This growing consumer
awareness of Chinese pressure on Western firms can help Western countries trying to counter it.
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Joint Military-Industry Gray-Zone Exercises. A more comprehensive
part in private-sector engagement is joint military-industry gray-zone exercises, a step proposed in a September 2020 report of mine86 and pioneered
by the Czech Republic soon afterward.87 While most businesses conduct
crisis management exercises, such exercises concern tactical threats such
as terrorist attacks or kidnappings of businesses’ staff. Because gray-zone
aggression is not directed against specific companies but affects them
because they happen to be based in a particular country or because they
are targets of convenience, it is virtually impossible for businesses to
exercise for gray-zone threats on their own. Yet precisely because liberal
democracies’ private sectors cannot deflect such aggression, they are vulnerable targets.
Armed forces, in turn, constantly exercise but focus on threats involving
sustained use of force by adversaries. They lack the capacity to defend the
private sector against gray-zone threats, and doing so is not their focus.
It is clearly in countries’ interest that their private sectors not—unwittingly—provide adversaries with opportunities for gray-zone aggression,
and equally it is in businesses’ interest to minimize the effect of gray-zone
aggression on their operations.
Joint military-industry gray-zone exercises would be led by the armed
forces and include selected businesses and security-related government
agencies such as the police. Some businesses would be identified and
invited by the government based on their strategic importance for the
country, while others would participate following an application procedure. Exercises would include only a small desktop component and instead
primarily feature computer-simulated scenarios, which would regularly be
updated to reflect gray-zone threats.
Unlike existing corporate crisis management exercises, which are often
attended only by employees responsible for a firm’s crisis management
and are at any rate desktop exercises, the gray-zone exercises’ different
segments would involve representatives from all levels of a business,
reflecting armed forces’ exercise model. They would, of course, also
involve government agencies with crisis responsibilities and senior political decision makers.
Firms completing the exercise would be granted an ISO 9000–style
certification, which could be kept current through recurring participation.
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Such certification would signal to shareholders that the company belongs
to an elite class of companies in resilience and that shareholders can therefore have a high degree of confidence the firm will emerge from national
and international contingencies with only limited damage. Considering
the reputational, monetary, and stock-price damage suffered by businesses
successfully targeted by gray-zone attacks, such certification would likely
become a considerable asset and could become a feature of corporate
annual reports in much the same way as environmental, social, and governance (ESG) standards.
Like all national security exercises, joint military-industry gray-zone
exercises also signal to adversaries that aggression will not yield the
hoped-for results. As the UK Ministry of Defence’s Development, Concepts and Doctrine Centre notes, “An actor that repeatedly carries out
actions that contribute to deterrence will build their credibility, both with
those who are a direct recipient of their action and other observers.”88
The Czech exercise initially involved the country’s five largest defense
companies, with further iterations to include energy, IT, health care, and
food production. “We see industrial policy as part of not only economic
welfare, but geopolitics and also defence and security,” Deputy Minister
for Defence Tomáš Kopečný told the Financial Times.
This exercise is basically about creating [a] nexus between
the military and civilian, between the government and private
side. . . .
The very strategy that is being applied by Chinese stateaffiliated investors is something that is targeting [Europe’s]
critical and strategic technologies. . . . It’s definitely something
that is decreasing our capability to defend ourselves, through us
losing our technologies that are essential for defence.89

National Security Courses. Finnish-style national security courses represent a similarly ambitious option.90 As in Finland, such a course would be
an opportunity for employers in all parts of society to nominate promising
mid-career leaders for national security education that also connects them
with other leaders. For any country, it is invaluable when the top echelon in
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society—from members of parliament to heads of NGOs—mostly shares a
basic understanding of national security and knows one another. This, too,
contributes to creating a combined shield that signals to adversaries that a
society is united in wanting to protect itself.
Finland’s national defense course expressly does not aim to create a military-industrial complex; on the contrary, the fact that only
6 percent of the participants come from the armed forces—compared to
32 percent from the commercial sector; 19 percent from media, NGOs,
and labor market organizations; and 12 percent from academia91—highlights the course’s civilian nature. Such a focus should also be the goal
of prospective national security courses. As with the Finnish course,
the aim should clearly be to inform the participants about the country’s
national security background and current situation, not to try to influence any political convictions they may hold.
Business-Leader Allegiance. All three prospective forms of private-sector
involvement proposed above—government-industry briefings, militaryindustry gray-zone exercises, and national security courses—are based
on the assumption that private-sector and civil-society leaders will feel at
least rudimentary allegiance to the country in which they and their organizations are based. How does one reconcile this with globalization, which
features not just top personnel of other nationalities but also foreign
ownership even of iconic firms? For example, that Volvo is now owned by
China’s Zhejiang Geely Holding Group92 may invalidate the old saying that
“what is good for Volvo is good for Sweden.”
It is difficult. While foreign executives may feel an allegiance to their
businesses’ home countries, it cannot be assumed they will. For foreignowned companies, the situation is even more challenging, as they have an
obligation to consider their owners. If forced to choose, will such a business act in a way that favors its home government or its owner? The latter
will likely win.
Yet it is in everyone’s interest that liberal democracies continue to
thrive. While they may have lost some of their innovation advantage—
partially because of subversive economics—these countries remain the
world’s most desirable bases for businesses. They have rule of law, freedom from political interference in business activities, and highly educated
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and innovative populations. Indeed, having their headquarters in liberal
democracies shields global businesses from the reach of the authoritarian
governments whose interference they tolerate as the prize of operating in
those governments’ markets.
Turning the Cold War equation around, what is bad for Germany,
Sweden, the UK, or the United States today is bad for the companies operating there. Indeed, because businesses are already targets of gray-zone
aggression, they are painfully aware of the reality though not fully familiar
with its extent. It is thus in business leaders’ and businesses’ interest to
help keep their home countries safe.
Government-Owned Investment Funds. Considering the extent of subversive economics, an additional measure would contribute to the wall of
denial: the creation of government-owned investment funds. In the 1970s,
Schmidt could ask Deutsche Bank to buy a stake in Daimler-Benz as an act
of patriotism. New legislation in many Western countries will, of course,
require government approval for buyers from non-EU, non-NATO, and
non–Five Eyes countries (depending on each country’s legislation), but bans
resulting from such legislation raise a new question: If a Chinese or other foreign firm is turned down, who will buy the stake? Many businesses will need
some sort of recompense for not being allowed to accept a foreign investment. Solutions like the German government using its KfW bank to thwart
a Chinese stake in a crucial energy provider are only patchwork solutions, as
are direct government takeovers such as the UK government’s bailout of the
Royal Bank of Scotland, one of the country’s largest banks, in 2008.93
As a first step, governments could strengthen today’s rudimentary
cooperation with private-sector investors. It would be based on not patriotic pleas but business opportunity. Foreign investors are interested in
cutting-edge Western firms for their business potential (sometimes in
combination with their national security utility). Through regular contact
with private-sector investors, governments could steer investors’ interest
in the direction of businesses whose foreign offers it has blocked. This
should obviously be done transparently so that no investor gains exclusive information.
Governments could also get involved as investors in their own right.
Considering that the businesses whose foreign investors are likely to be
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blocked by many countries’ recent foreign direct investment legislation
are considered essential to the national interest, it is in the government’s
interest to invest in them. Indeed, precisely because such firms are vital
to national security in the wider sense, government investments in them
would not be a waste of taxpayer money. On the contrary, it could be a
good investment. In June 2020, the European Commission published
a white paper proposing an investment fund for this purpose,94 though
member states have not yet taken any concrete steps. Such investment
funds would be a radical step for most Western governments that today
take a highly hands-off approach to the private sector. Yet if the subversive
economics aspect of globalization is to be minimized, something has to
replace the subversive actors.
The same is true for venture capital (VC) investments. While US legislation now limits foreign VC investments by foreign nationals, many
other Western countries lack such protection. Somewhat surprisingly,
the US government is also more actively involved in the VC sector than
any other Western government is, primarily through VC investors such
as the CIA-affiliated In-Q-Tel95 and the Army Venture Capital Initiative.96 The Estonian government, in turn, owns the VC fund SmartCap,97
while the UK government’s National Security Strategic Investment
Fund functions as a miniature In-Q-Tel.98 In February 2021, the UK government also launched the Advanced Research and Invention Agency,
whose £800 million fund chest will fund high-risk innovation similar
to how the United States’ Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
does.99
Since In-Q-Tel’s launch in 1999, its investments have benefited US
national security and generated financial returns that In-Q-Tel has reinvested. The same scenario appears likely for any further governmentestablished VC funds. Indeed, government-supported VC firms similar
to In-Q-Tel would not just benefit the startup community and with it
national innovation and the economy but also be a good use of taxpayer
money. Crucially, such funds could also reduce the attraction of not
just foreign VC funds but also limited partners. This would, of course,
be the case especially if startup entrepreneurs were conversant with the
national security implications of accepting funding from VCs or limited
partners with connections to regimes hostile to the West.
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The Collective Benefit of Civil-Society Participation
Gray-zone exercises alone will clearly not change an adversary’s costbenefit calculation. Nor will government investment funds, resilience
training, national defense courses, public awareness campaigns, or any of
the other initiatives proposed above. Yet together, they can help create a
wall of denial to deter other practices including IP theft, disinformation,
and cyberattacks. None of the initiatives imposes a heavy burden on citizens or businesses; on the contrary, participating may benefit them and
the country. As a wall of denial is a purely defensive act, these measures
would also unlikely escalate tension with the West’s adversaries.
Apart from public awareness campaigns and especially business-leader
consultations, which could be initiated quickly, creating convincing resilience as outlined above would take time. In addition, it would need to be
created under the intense scrutiny of hostile states that would also likely
test any new initiatives as they were being set up and possibly use them
as fodder for disinformation and misinformation. The time required
may, however, be shorter than expected: The Czech Republic launched a
gray-zone-exercise pilot project less than three months after the publication of the report on which it is based. Pilot projects would be a practical
way of acting relatively quickly. Through such experimental steps, organizers can spot gaps at any early stage.
Another question is who would coordinate the efforts. This could be a
resilience czar or, in larger countries, perhaps a group of resilience czars—
respected leaders who could, not least through their personal standing
in society, encourage participation. Seasoned former business leaders or
civil-society leaders would be well-suited for this role.100
Building resilience against an adversary whose government can simply
command action is undoubtedly a vexing task, but it is a key answer to
helping keep liberal democracies safe. Voluntary participation in helping
keep the country safe is, of course, what made Sweden’s and Finland’s
Cold War total defense convincing even as they faced similar obstacles.
With voluntary and multifaceted civil-society participation, liberal democracies can reduce the gray-zone opportunities for their adversaries, which
may continue to possess intent and capability but whose ambitions will be
thwarted if their opportunities are reduced.
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Western countries should naturally also try to negotiate international
gray-zone norms with their adversaries, but with societal resilience in
place, they will be equipped to create a wall of denial against gray-zone
aggression.

XI
Deterrence by Punishment
that we may come to a new respect for deterrence,” Thomas
“I expect
Schelling said in his Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic Sciences
lecture in 2005.1 At that point, it was not yet obvious that gray-zone
aggression would come to pose a major national security concern. Since
then, liberal democracies have unquestionably gained a new respect—
perhaps even a desire—for deterrence. As we have seen, the challenge
they face is that existing forms of deterrence by punishment are ineffective against gray-zone aggression. This chapter discusses how to establish
effective deterrence by punishment in the gray zone.
When Russia’s interference with the 2016 US presidential election
became clear, an expectation quickly took hold that the US government would punish Russia. According to this line of thinking, such a
step would signal US strength and deter future attacks. Yet such logic
is flawed. Aggression in the gray zone should be punished, but if a country’s deterrence by punishment begins only after an attack, it is virtually
useless. Indeed, the need to retaliate after disinformation campaigns, or
any other incident of gray-zone aggression, is a sign that deterrence has
failed. As with the threat of conventional aggression, signaling needs to
happen before aggression occurs.
Admittedly, this is a tall order in the gray zone, where aggression constantly occurs because targeted countries have difficulty establishing what
is a mere nuisance and what constitutes unacceptable aggression. In such
a situation, what is even more difficult is how to communicate the intent
to punish unacceptable aggression and what punishment to communicate beyond standard phrases pronouncing there will be a price to pay.
It is unclear what, precisely, constitutes an intolerable level of gray-zone
aggression, what the redline is, and how to communicate the redline and
the prospective punishment.
Deterrence is, to again quote Dr. Strangelove, “the art of producing
in the mind of the enemy the fear to attack.”2 Yet precisely because the
221
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aggression may be gradual and may not even be easily identifiable as
aggression, it seems impossible to produce that fear. Deterrence by denial
is predominantly passive in nature; it is designed to absorb blows and can
therefore be established with little risk of causing provocation. In the gray
zone, deterrence by denial is therefore best suited to counter legal forms
of aggression. Against illegal forms of aggression, however, deterrence by
denial is insufficient, as the targeted country must forcefully signal that
prospective illegal acts will be avenged. Maj. Gen. Pekka Toveri (ret.), at
the time of the interview the Finnish Defence Forces’ chief of intelligence,
observed that “building deterrence by resilience is good, but not a complete solution. That would leave us on the defensive while Russians and
Chinese can choose the time and place of their attack.”3
Another hurdle is, of course, the well-known challenge of how to establish that deterrence works when an absence of aggression can simply mean
the adversary never intended to engage in aggression in the first place.
Remarking on the absence of nuclear war since the end of World War II,
Schelling noted in his Nobel Memorial Prize lecture,
We have enjoyed sixty years without nuclear weapons exploded
in anger.
What a stunning achievement—or, if not achievement, what
stunning good fortune.4
As discussed in previous chapters, the fundamental question of whether
Cold War deterrence was effective still remains, though Schelling argued
in his Nobel lecture that the Warsaw Pact deterred NATO from intervening in Hungary in 1956 and Czechoslovakia in 1968.5 In the gray zone, the
fact that aggression takes place means that, in general, there is no negative to prove. The challenge is instead to determine whether any shift in
aggressive activity is because of deterrence or whether it instead reflects
the adversary’s changing interests.
In the gray zone, effective deterrence by punishment involves an intricate set of capabilities and signaling that must meet several requirements:
• The signaled response must be proportionate. If the threatened retaliation is out of proportion with the act of aggression, it is less credible
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because the attacker knows that the attacked party is less likely to use
it. This is why nuclear arsenals fail to deter gray-zone aggression.
• Conversely, the signaled response must be sufficiently strong so the
adversary does not view the response as producing an acceptable loss
to which it can then respond, which would risk an escalatory spiral.
• Targeted countries should signal punishment through military force
in response to gray-zone aggression that causes loss of life. Military
responses should, however, not be signaled as a response to grayzone aggression not involving loss of life, which would also risk
unnecessary escalation and cause liberal democracies to lose the
moral high ground.
• Signaling (and prospective responses) must conform with liberal
democracies’ ethical standards and commitment to a rules-based
international order.

Tools of Deterrence by Punishment
While it is clear which tools can be used to deter military aggression, it is
much less clear which ones should be used for deterrence in the gray zone.
Indeed, deterrence of gray-zone aggression is challenging because defense
(and thus deterrence) often cannot mirror the aggression. While countries
have, with varying success, deterred military aggression by fielding armed
forces and equipment to match those of the prospective attacker, such steps
are not possible in the gray zone. Subversive economics clearly cannot be
deterred with the threat of even more subversive economics directed at
the perpetrating country, nor can democracies facing state-sponsored disinformation campaigns change the perpetrating state’s cost-benefit calculation by threatening to unleash disinformation campaigns in return.
The seemingly insolvable aspect of the defender’s dilemma is that
gray-zone aggression harms liberal democracies by exploiting their openness and using nefarious means not acceptable to liberal democracies. Maj.
Gen. Ed Wilson (ret.) of the US Air Force, deputy assistant secretary of
defense for cyber policy in the Donald Trump administration, observed
that “countries like the United States will always be at a slight disadvantage
compared to an authoritarian country. In a free society, the government
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can’t command industry.”6 To date, Western countries’ main modes of
deterrence by punishment in the gray zone have been targeted sanctions
against individuals and companies and offensive cyber operations. As with
all deterrence, it is difficult to know how effective these measures have
been. Nevertheless, offensive cyber appears to have been at least partially
successful as a deterrent, as neither China, Iran, nor Russia has disrupted
critical national infrastructure in the United States or another NATO or
EU member state even though they have the capability. During the SolarWinds intrusion, for example, the perpetrators would have been able to
also cause significant disruption but chose not to. Conversely, the fact that
Russia has disrupted Ukrainian infrastructure proves that it does not fear
any punishment Ukraine may have signaled.
The effect of personal and business sanctions is much harder to assess.
Because they have become a standard retaliatory tool, such sanctions are
firmly part of any aggressor’s cost-benefit calculation. In response to Russia’s aggression against Ukraine, Western countries quickly sanctioned
Russian officials and companies. Russian officials and businesses have also
been sanctioned in connection with cyber aggression and under Magnitsky
Act legislation, which a number of Western countries have passed during
the past decade and under which their governments can sanction Russian
officials in connection with human rights abuses. In the United States, for
example, Magnitsky legislation
require[s] the President to identify the person(s) involved in
the detention, abuse, or death of [Sergei] Magnitsky, and the
ensuing cover-up, or those responsible for gross human rights
violations against persons in Russia. Identified individuals are
subject to blocking of assets under U.S. jurisdiction, prohibited
from U.S. transactions, and denied entry into the United States.7
As of March 2020, the US government had sanctioned 690 Russian
individuals in connection with the Ukraine conflict. It had also sanctioned
Russian companies over the same matter and sanctioned at least 49 individuals in connection with cyber aggression and 55 under the Magnitsky
Act.8 The EU, in turn, has imposed Ukraine-related sanctions on 177 individuals and 48 entities.9 Countries such as Australia and Canada have
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imposed similar sanctions. In early 2021, the EU also sanctioned 11 individuals and one research center over the jailing of opposition activist Alexey
Navalny.10 Personal sanctions typically comprise banning individuals from
entering or transiting through the sanctioning country and freezing their
assets in that country.
Criminal Justice and Visa Bans. Even though the sanctions include
personal travel bans and asset freezes, it is disputable whether they have
changed Russia’s behavior. Indeed, judging from Russia’s increasing assertiveness since 2014, the sanctions have had minimal effect. As with all
deterrence, it is impossible to prove a negative: Russia could arguably have
engaged in even more aggression had its leaders not been punished with
sanctions. Nevertheless, even Russia’s current level of gray-zone aggression suggests existing efforts have not been successful.
Indeed, sanctions on individuals and businesses are now so common,
and the prospective targets chosen from such an easily definable group of
leading officials and businesses, that the aggressor country can easily accomodate such details into its cost-benefit calculation. As a result, sanctions
have become far too predictable, with the absence of a surprise element (and
resulting fear) further diminishing any deterrent effect they may have had.
Yet while Western countries are constrained by their openness and the
behavioral standards that guide liberal democracies, they also have advantages that their authoritarian adversaries lack: They have international
credibility, are attractive countries to visit and live in, and have close and
numerous allies. In gray-zone deterrence, they can use all these aspects.
Visas may seem a weak tool to use in deterrence. They are, however,
important because they enormously benefit the individuals who receive
them: Without visas, these individuals could not live and work in their
country of choice. In the Schengen Area, a visa to one member state grants
the recipient the right to travel to all member states. Visa approvals and
the connected right to own property and open bank accounts are within
the gift of the issuing country. This means visas can also be used to signal
prospective punishment not of countries but of individuals of the deterrer’s choosing. Western nations could enhance this effectiveness by signaling that not only may individuals involved in gray-zone aggression lose
their right to visas but their family members and associates may too.
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As a deterrent, current individual sanctions are largely toothless precisely because they are a predictable response and because they target a
relatively small group of people. Indeed, Western governments’ personal
sanctions against key individuals sometimes give the impression that the
governments could not think of another punishment. This is hardly effective deterrence. As Austin Long notes, “Cost/benefit calculation relies on
known inputs, while much of deterrence rests on uncertainty about those
inputs.”11 The way sanctions are currently used, the costs they impose are
thus predictable and relatively painless.
That is a missed opportunity. Even within the confines of the relatively
weak weapon of personalized sanctions, Western countries could use Herman Kahn’s and Schelling’s fear-and-surprise combinations and expand
the number of people who may be targeted by personal sanctions. This
tool, which includes visa bans, is even more powerful as foreign elites often
receive long-term “golden visas” that give them, and usually their families, full residency rights in exchange for a sizable investment. In the UK,
for example, Tier 1 investor visas are available to individuals who invest
£2 million in the country.12 Similar visas—popular among Chinese citizens—are available in the US for a $1.8 million investment (or $900,000
in a less desirable area).13 Until 2020, Cyprus even offered immediate citizenship for €2.15 million, and, because the country is a member of the
European Union, a Cypriot “golden passport” granted the recipient full
EU citizen rights. The country ended its scheme in October 2020 after a
corruption scandal.14 While threatening to withhold golden visas as part of
gray-zone deterrence could result in lost income, that figure will likely be
significantly lower than the amount lost to the West because of gray-zone
aggression would be.
To be sure, nobody wants a situation in which children are regularly
punished for their parents’ deeds. Yet any moral high ground connected
to the children of, say, Russian officials is negated by the fact that, in many
cases, their lifestyles are funded by their parents. Some family members
may, as a result, also be party to asset concealment. “Where the parents may have been seen as parvenus, the progeny are unambiguously
accepted as mainstays of high society. . . . They’re regulars at Henley, Ascot
and Annabel’s,” the British magazine Tatler reported in a 2020 feature
about young, wealthy Russians in London, adding that they can be seen
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“on private planes, making peace signs outside the Kremlin, shooting in
Gloucestershire, or with their Chanel handbags and sunglasses on rooftop pools overlooking the London skyline.”15 Except for one of the young
Russians interviewed for the piece, the Tatler reporter noted, “Everyone I
speak to says their father is a businessman, but most are vague about what
that business entails.”16
The individuals who take advantage of the West’s hospitality even
include the families of hostile countries’ political leaders. Vladimir Putin’s
daughter Maria has lived and worked in the Netherlands,17 and Xi Jinping’s
daughter (and only child), Mingze, graduated from Harvard University.18
Anastasia Zheleznyak—daughter of Sergei Zheleznyak, who, as deputy
State Duma speaker at the time of the annexation of Crimea, was placed
on the EU sanctions list—remains in London, where she has attended university and now works for the BBC19 and owns a company.20 The 2016 Panama Papers leak of offshore accounts revealed, among other things, that
Jia Qinglin’s granddaughter Jasmine Li became the sole shareholder of two
British Virgin Islands companies while studying at Stanford University in
2010. Her grandfather was at the time China’s fourth-ranked official.21
The Chinese authorities’ reaction to the Panama Papers leak points
to extreme unease about such revelations involving potentially ill-gotten
gains: Chinese authorities blocked access to reporting on holdings involving senior officials and their family members and deleted posts on the Chinese social media networks Weibo and WeChat.22 This, too, provides clues
about what kind of punishment signaling would be most successful. While
naming and shaming countries that engage in gray-zone aggression has to
date been minimally successful, naming and shaming hostile countries’
leaders whose families live well-heeled lives in the West backed by mysterious assets has more potential. Gray-zone deterrence signaling could
threaten forensic accounting to establish the source of such family members’ wealth. During the 2020 election campaign, Joe Biden made a similar suggestion, writing that, if elected president, he would punish hostile
governments found to have interfered with US elections with measures
including “financial-sector sanctions, asset freezes, cyber responses, and
the exposure of corruption.”23
Western governments have been content to let adversary leaders’ family members live in their countries not just as a generous gesture but also
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because they hoped the experience would create positive feelings. Hoping
that the experience will indirectly rub off on hostile leaders is, however, a
tenuous basis on which to continue pursuing this generosity.
Instead, Western governments should consider including in their
deterrence signaling the prospective rejection of visas (tourist, work,
business, study, and especially investor visas) for a larger group of officials and their family members and associates. Putin and his top officials
know they are always the most likely recipients of sanctions and can adjust
their cost-benefit calculations accordingly. If, however, visa bans—and the
right to hold bank accounts and own property—were a sword of Damocles
over the heads of more members of the elite, with no way for them to
discern who might be targeted next, the adversary’s cost-benefit calculation would likely change. Although more aggressive in nature, the threat of
asset freezes could be used similarly, especially as individuals fearing asset
freezes often transfer their assets to family members.
China has already gone far beyond such signaling. In March 2021, the
Chinese government imposed an entry ban on a group of European legislators, the Political and Security Committee of the Council of the European
Union, the Subcommittee on Human Rights of the European Parliament,
the Mercator Institute for China Studies, and the Danish institute Alliance
of Democracies Foundation. “The individuals concerned and their families are prohibited from entering the mainland, Hong Kong and Macao of
China. They and companies and institutions associated with them are also
restricted from doing business with China,” China’s Ministry of Foreign
Affairs stated.24 (Emphasis added.) It added that
the Chinese side urges the EU side to reflect on itself, face
squarely the severity of its mistake and redress it. It must stop
lecturing others on human rights and interfering in their internal affairs. It must end the hypocritical practice of double standards and stop going further down the wrong path. Otherwise,
China will resolutely make further reactions.25
Visa bans on family members are not a new concept. In the early
2000s, “smart sanctions”—which targeted elites, not just individuals
involved in a specific act of aggression—were gaining traction, only to
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stall because of legal challenges. In the “Kadi I” and “Kadi II” cases in
2008 and 2013, respectively, the Court of Justice of the European Union
ruled that smart sanctions could be subject to judicial review and that
governments had to be able to present evidence for why an individual
was being sanctioned.26
Retaliation poses another risk. Because, however, exceptionally few members of Western countries’ elite want to live in the countries that are the
West’s main adversaries, threatening retaliation in visa bans would have limited effect. These adversary countries would, however, be able to threaten
the expulsion of Western intelligence operatives active in their countries.
There is precedent in collective visa revocation. In 2009, Switzerland—
in response to Libya holding two Swiss citizens hostage—canceled the
Swiss visas of 186 Libyans, who, as a result, also lost access to the rest of
the Schengen Area.27 While EU member states criticized Switzerland for
not having informed them before announcing the ban, no court struck it
down. This also demonstrates the potential for countries jointly signaling
visa bans as prospective punishment. Indeed, during the writing of this
book, the Biden administration began denying and revoking visas to perpetrators of corruption, human rights abuses, or both—and extended the
ban to the perpetrators’ immediate families.28
As we have seen, an important part of gray-zone aggression is carried
out not by governments but by various proxies. This means many individuals who have only a loose connection to the government and may feel
little loyalty to it carry out subversive activities on its behalf, often for
opportunistic reasons. This is different from soldiers, who have pledged
loyalty to their country. Indeed, it stands to reason that proxies’ loyalty to
themselves trumps their loyalty to the government on whose behalf they
operate (which may or may not be their own government).
Personalized deterrence messaging could, as a result, be directed against
such individuals. The US Cyber Command’s Defend Forward framework
partially employs this approach, with operatives signaling to prospective
attackers that they have been identified, implying—in the manner of The
Godfather’s severed horse’s head—that they stand to suffer consequences.
This happened, for example, before the 2018 US midterm elections, when
the US Cyber Command signaled to Russian disinformation operatives
that the US government had identified them and was tracking their work.29
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During the 2020 US presidential election campaign, the Cyber Command
conducted more than 20 operations to block efforts by foreign countries to
undermine the election. These efforts included shutting out a Russian troll
farm and sending targeted messages to Russian cyber operatives and Russian elites who the US government believed were planning interference.30
(Unfortunately for the United States, US citizens ended up doing as much
or worse damage to the elections by sharing homegrown disinformation.)
The Cyber Command’s strategy of persistent engagement, introduced in 2019, features constant, low-level threats against prospective
perpetrators—the equivalent of neighborhood police officers conducting
their beat and making occasional arrests. “Through persistent action and
competing more effectively below the level of armed conflict, we can influence the calculations of our adversaries, deter aggression, and clarify the
distinction between acceptable and unacceptable behavior in cyberspace,”
the Cyber Command states in its command vision.31
Similarly, the US government has in recent years also indicted numerous foreign nationals in connection with state-sponsored cyber aggression. In July 2020, for example, the US Department of Justice indicted two
Chinese hackers, who had “in some instances acted for their own personal
financial gain, and in others for the benefit of the MSS [Ministry of State
Security] or other Chinese government agencies.”32 More recently, the
European Union has sanctioned a small number of cyberattackers.33
Even though the individuals charged are highly unlikely to ever stand
trial (as they would need to enter the United States to do so), the indictments and sanctions are punishment precisely because they prevent the
individuals from entering the respective countries. Here, too, Western
countries’ attractiveness as a destination for tourism and residency is an
asset that can be used in deterrence signaling. The most important recipients of the signaling are not the indicted attackers but other individuals
who can be deterred because of the indictments. Similar to how the criminal justice system deters crime by signaling—through arrests and prosecutions—that those who engage in unlawful activities will pay a price,
countries targeted by gray-zone aggression can signal to would-be perpetrators that they will personally pay a price. Such personalized deterrence
is fundamentally different from traditional deterrence, which has been
directed against countries.34
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Yet despite these indictments, personalized deterrence targeting cyber
and disinformation operators is not as effective as it could be. This is primarily because the criminal justice system is predictable. Western governments cannot charge attackers with random crimes; they can charge
someone only with a crime to which the person can be linked beyond reasonable doubt. That clearly removes most of the surprise (and resulting
fear) necessary for effective deterrence.
As with hostile states’ officials and business associates and their families, Western governments could use visas to signal prospective punishment to individual cyber and disinformation operators. Individually and
jointly, governments could use prospective permission, denials, and revocations of visas to signal to many individuals that they are being watched
and that they can, at the discretion of the targeted government or its
allies, lose the right to visit and live in one or more countries. In these
cases, too, governments would need to consider the implications of visa
denials, including the prospect of hostile governments retaliating with
visa denials of their own. Nevertheless, like Switzerland in 2009, they may
consider it an acceptable risk. The denial or revocation of visas would not
need to be connected to a particular act of aggression. This also helps
address the dilemma of attribution and so-called false-flag operations, in
which gray-zone attackers (usually in cyberspace) conduct an operation
pretending to represent another country.35
Imposition of Larger Costs. Targeted countries must clearly signal the
threat of larger cost imposition than that from visa bans or individual
indictments. They must possess the gray-zone equivalent of “overwhelming force.” This is not an easy task. Part of the defender’s dilemma is that a
liberal democracy cannot build overwhelming force using the same means
its rivals use, as some of these means are incompatible with the standards
liberal democracies seek to uphold. As we have seen, some degree of interference by a hostile country and its proxies may also be unpreventable in
liberal democracies.
Nonetheless, offense is possible even with these limitations. To borrow
a phrase from the 2018 US National Defense Strategy, liberal democracies
must “expand the competitive space.”36 Toveri suggested that Western
countries need to establish
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hybrid capabilities that force the adversary to invest in its own
defense much more than they are doing now. At least regarding the Russians, this would hurt them badly. And we have to
remember that, when they’re busy defending, they have less
time to attack.37
Information operations provide one avenue. While Western governments should clearly not peddle disinformation (which would cause them
to lose the moral high ground), there are ways to deter rivals by signaling
the use of information campaigns that use only facts available in the public domain. To deter disinformation campaigns, a liberal democracy and
its allies could threaten “second-strike communications,” the information equivalent of the nuclear second-strike capability with which nuclear
states seek to deter the first strike.38 The information campaign might
contain damaging information about the aggressor country’s leaders and
other representatives, including the existence of property ownership, bank
accounts, and other assets in Western countries.
Disinformation would clearly be unacceptable, and classified information should not be revealed. Property ownership and many other categories are, however, publicly accessible, and the information is often
damaging. Even when ownership is not in the respective person’s name
but organized through front companies, in many cases establishing links
is possible.39 As authoritarian rulers and their associates often use taxpayer funds for personal gains, revelations by Western organizations
would harm such officials among their own populations, which are mostly
unable to investigate such activity. The hypocrisy of top officials and
their families enjoying the benefits of Western lifestyles at the citizenry’s
expense is not only a matter that, for moral reasons, deserves attention
but also one that can be used for deterrence. In connection with its new
visa-ban initiative, the Biden administration publicizes visa denials.40
This, too, fits within second-strike communication.
The challenge in second-strike communication is how to reach the
desired audience. Revelations about Western assets held by Kim Jong Un
would, for example, be virtually impossible to bring to the attention of
ordinary North Koreans (though members of the elite do have access to
Western news outlets), while similar revelations involving Russian officials
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would be easier to convey to a Russian audience. A Russian-language video
released on YouTube by Navalny in January 2021, documenting a lavish palace allegedly belonging to Putin, had by the end of February been
viewed more than 113 million times.41
Either way, considering that resourceful citizens manage to share information even in authoritarian countries—as demonstrated by samizdat
publications behind the Iron Curtain—second-strike communications are
a tool that can produce in some leaders the fear to attack. As virtually every
aspect of Western leaders’ lives is already in the public domain, it would
also be difficult for the adversary country to escalate in response.
Ideally, second-strike communications should be conducted not by
Western governments but by independent media. No Western government can, of course, tell its media organizations what to report, but as
reputable news outlets are also harmed by disinformation, it is in their
interest to help deter these campaigns.
Unexplained wealth orders (UWOs) may seem like a bureaucratic tool.
In reality, they are powerful because they can be used to seize foreign
nationals’ funds and because this information can be used in second-strike
communications. Under the UK’s Criminal Finances Act 2017, which targets individuals linked with serious crime or who hold public office outside
Europe, UK law enforcement can
apply for a court order requiring someone to explain their interest in property and how they obtained it. . . .
UWOs provide an opportunity to confiscate assets without
ever having to prove that the property was obtained from criminal activity.42 (Emphasis in original.)
In December 2020, Zamira Hajiyeva, who is the wife of a jailed Azeri
banker and who had spent £16 million at the luxury department store Harrods, lost her appeal against a UWO and could lose her £12 million London
home and £10 million golf course.43 While criminal justice should clearly
be pursued on its own merits, the fact that well- and lesser-known officials
from countries engaged in gray-zone aggression park unexplained wealth
in the West should be addressed by seizing such assets and informing the
individuals’ fellow citizens about it.
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The UK’s response to the attempted murder of Sergei and Yulia Skripal
forms another example of the sizable imposition of costs that can be used
within the confines of liberal democracy. The UK government’s retaliation
began with Downing Street assembling a coalition of allies that expelled
342 Russian intelligence officers under diplomatic cover.44 Journalists, in
turn, did their own work, joined by newer investigative platforms such as
Bellingcat. Soon the perpetrators had been named and shamed by Western
media and will, as a result, never work abroad again. The video of Putin’s
alleged palace and the outing of the Skripals’ would-be assassins were for
all intents and purposes second-strike communications carried out by private individuals and organizations.
Long after the Skripal attack, it emerged that the UK government had
also avenged the attack in other ways. Then–National Security Adviser
Mark Sedwill told the Times in October 2020,
We also took a series of other discreet measures including tackling some of the illicit money flows out of Russia, and covert
measures as well. . . . The Russians know that they had to pay a
higher price than they had expected for that operation.45
Knowing that you will have to pay a higher price than you consider
acceptable is, of course, the purpose of all deterrence. In the case of the
Skripal attack, the UK’s deterrence clearly failed because the attack took
place. The UK had failed to signal that Russia would have to pay an unacceptably high price for nerve agent attacks against individual people on
UK soil. This, again, demonstrates the challenging nature of gray-zone
deterrence: Because the aggressor can use any means, including ones
never used before, the defender struggles to build defense against them
and signal that the use will be avenged. Nevertheless, the UK’s imaginative Skripal response forms a useful model for other countries’ deterrence
signaling. Is a nerve agent attack in the cards for them too? Nobody, of
course, knows, and the exact nature of the aggression is less important in
signaling deterrence by punishment. Of primary importance for Western
governments is to communicate the general nature of retaliation—for
example, that gray-zone aggression resulting in loss of life risks retaliation with military means.
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Indeed, despite having been used after an attack rather than before, the
UK government’s punishment of Russia for the Skripal incident remains
the best case study of gray-zone retaliation in recent years. Sedwill told
the Times,
We will use different techniques. We need to play to our
strengths and focus our attention on their vulnerabilities.
We are not going to conduct illegal operations, but there are
things we can do. There are some vulnerabilities that we can
exploit too.46
To be effective as deterrence, such asymmetric punishment needs constant signaling. While the defending country should clearly not reveal any
details, it should be so specific that it can change the attacker’s cost-benefit
calculation. “We will respond in a time and manner of our choosing,” a
standard phrase used by Western governments after sundry attacks, is too
generic for the adversary to use for a cost-benefit calculation, and signaling only after an incident is too late. Western governments, for example,
should signal that they may target vulnerabilities such as illicit money
flows that can be throttled via tools such as UWOs (which can be communicated to the public).
Offensive cyber operations are a frequently mentioned and much-used
option. “Superiority through persistence seizes and maintains the initiative in cyberspace by continuously engaging and contesting adversaries
and causing them uncertainty wherever they maneuver,” the US Cyber
Command explained in its 2018 command vision.47 Offensive cyber has, in
fact, long been treated as an all-around deterrent that can be used against
all manner of aggression. Clearly, Western countries with offensive cyber
capabilities (e.g., the United States and the UK) can inflict serious damage
on their adversaries and those of their allies. They can do so in ways that
are “responsible, targeted and proportionate, unlike those of some of our
adversaries,” as the UK signals intelligence agency puts it.48
Western countries are, in fact, unlikely to avenge hostile-statesponsored cyber intrusion with overwhelming force in cyberspace.
Even though responsible, targeted, and proportionate counterattacks
can severely harm the organizations, networks, and individuals against
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whom they are directed, any use of cyber tools against an adversary
removes some of their potency, as the adversary will be able to study at
least part of them. This is certainly the lesson learned after the Stuxnet
attack on Iran, which caused the country less damage than the attacker
had hoped.49
Indeed, as the establishment of the US Cyberspace Solarium Commission in 2019 demonstrates, not even the United States has established
effective cyber defense and deterrence. The commission proposes a
“whole-of-nation framework” for cyber defense and deterrence including
citizens, industry, and government that will provide what the commission
calls “layered cyber deterrence,” a combination of deterrence by denial
and punishment.50 This will “increase the costs and decrease the benefits
that adversaries anticipate when planning cyberattacks against American
interests,” the commission rightly argues.51
Offensive cyber is, in other words, no Wunderwaffe. In fact, seemingly
minute challenges affect even the most impressive offensive cyber capabilities. While US and British cyber warriors would, for example, be able
to insert so-called Trojan horses into enemy networks and activate them
whenever it is deemed necessary, David Omand warns that
maintaining a “Trojan” capability of that sort is extremely difficult. Every patch to the target system, every change of configuration, has to be monitored in case it affects the malware,
and can you really be sure that the owner of the system has not
discovered the malware and how to disable it, so when it comes
time to press the button nothing happens?52
The West’s adversaries are, of course, familiar with this state of affairs and
how it reduces offensive cyber’s deterrent effect, not least because they
face the same challenge.
Indeed, while offensive cyber is indispensable in gray-zone deterrence,
Western governments’ focus on it makes Western deterrence static and
predictable and causes governments to neglect other existing and prospective forms of deterrence by punishment available to them. Adversaries,
meanwhile, continue to innovate. Here, again, asymmetric deterrence—
in which the defender signals that offenses can be punished using means
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different from those used by the aggressor—offers considerable potential
as it incorporates the surprise-and-fear factor.
Part of the defender’s dilemma is that gray-zone aggression indisputably imposes deterrence limitations on countries that adhere to international norms and criminal law. Their rivals, by contrast, have access
to options they lack. This disadvantage can be turned around to trigger
experimentation in deterrence by punishment that does not violate international norms. Indeed, liberal democracies should experiment as much
in their gray-zone deterrence as their rivals experiment in aggression. This
will allow liberal democracies to constantly cook a soup with changing
ingredients and so keep prospective attackers on the back foot. A cyberattack does not have to be avenged—or deterred—with a cyberattack. In
gray-zone deterrence, asymmetry is not just possible but also desirable.
Luxury Goods and More: Trade Suspension as a Tool. Access to a country’s market can also be used in deterrence. As with visas and the right
to hold bank accounts and own property, access to a country’s market is
within the gift of that country. A liberal democracy’s government can, as
a result, seek to deter gray-zone aggression by signaling to the offending
government that aggression may result in loss of trade. Even China
depends on Western countries for imports of key goods and components,
and it certainly depends on Western markets to buy goods made in China.
While a complete trade ban would violate World Trade Organization rules,
liberal democracies could signal that they will adopt China’s tactic of suspending imports of certain goods.
The intellectual property (IP) theft and counterfeiting discussed in
Chapter VII, and the fact that the offending countries sell such goods
back to the countries where their companies stole the IP, is certainly a
valid reason for affected countries to threaten a trade ban. They should,
however, not go as far as China did by suspending imports from to-bepunished countries based on procedural (and by all accounts fictitious)
problems with the goods.53 As liberal democracies strive to strengthen the
rules-based international order, they would be unlikely to use threats so
frivolously. If they did, aggressor governments would be unlikely to take
them seriously, causing the deterrent signaling to lose its power. This, too,
illustrates the defender’s dilemma.
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Western governments could instead offer carrots. While this gives the
impression that an adversary is being rewarded for aggressive behavior,
the UK Ministry of Defence’s Development, Concepts and Doctrine Centre (DCDC) argues that “if this results in the adversary not conducting an
unwelcome course of action, this is still a valid part of deterrence. A benefit
of restraint can include the restoration of something lost to try to incentivise adversary restraint.”54 (Emphasis in original.) In 2003, the UN lifted
its sanctions against Libya to incentivize good behavior, and the United
States did so the following year. As DCDC notes, “The Iran nuclear deal is a
similar encouragement.”55 During the Trump administration in particular,
North Korea similarly received sweeteners to incentivize nuclear restraint.
This, however, had the opposite effect, as Pyongyang simply proceeded
with its nuclear plans.
Working with their private sectors, Western governments could also
signal a measure that likewise does not violate international laws but
would hit aggressor governments by targeting their citizens’ increasingly Western consumption habits. As we have seen, Beijing in particular pressures Western film studios, fashion houses, and even athletes
eager to be present on the Chinese market into pro-Beijing narratives.
Western consumer goods and entertainment are also popular in Russia; indeed, Russia’s and China’s governments have managed to stay in
power partly thanks to increasing prosperity and access to a Western
lifestyle.56 In Russia, 43 percent of millennials follow luxury brands on
social networks, a 2018 McKinsey & Company and Condé Nast Russia
report found.57 Western governments and organizations (and personalities) in each sector—fashion houses, film studios, sports teams, and artists—could signal that they will no longer provide respective products
to the aggressor country.
The sudden disappearance of Western fashion brands or movies from
a country such as China or Russia would likely cause an unwelcome stir
among key parts of the populace and would, as a result, rattle the regime.
To be sure, a Western luxury boycott would clearly risk a retaliatory boycott by Chinese consumers. Such a Chinese consumer boycott occurred
in 1999, after the United States erroneously bombed China’s embassy
in Belgrade. But, as Odd Arne Westad notes, “It lasted only a week.”58 A
2008 boycott of the French supermarket chain Carrefour over its owner’s
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support of Tibet quietly petered out too.59 In deterrence, Western governments—working with private sectors—could thus gamble that Beijing’s
and Moscow’s barks are louder than their bites in the area of consumer
products.
The same is true for supply chains more generally. As part of its Chinese trade policy, the Trump administration restricted exports to China
of certain sensitive US products such as semiconductor components.60
China, meanwhile, is trying to expand its self-sufficiency in areas in
which it has, until now, relied on Western imports. Takeovers of Western
firms are an important part of this effort. China is, however, still dependent on many Western goods, as is Russia. Western governments could,
again working with their private sectors, signal that, in cases of significant gray-zone activity, they will suspend exports of certain products to
the offending country. While a country faced with such a threat can certainly aim to develop self-sufficiency, no country can achieve complete
autarky; gray-zone aggressors will thus be vulnerable to such threats.
The question is, of course, whether companies would agree to this
type of cooperation, considering they would temporarily lose significant
income if the threat were carried out. At the moment, it is unlikely, and a
partial boycott would benefit only nonparticipating firms. Without corporate support for commercial boycotts, the deterrence signaling would be
minimal and thus useless.
Yet precisely because these companies are themselves targeted by
IP theft, bullying, and other gray-zone practices, it is in their interest to
help stop these practices and allow globalization to function as intended.
Thanks to briefings between the government and business leaders, executives would also be in a better position to understand aggression beyond
what their own firms observe. The concept could also be expanded to
other Western businesses, though the deterrence effect would be largest
in sectors whose products the rival country cannot easily copy to a Western standard.
Threat of Kinetic Force. Seeking to find a way out of the defender’s
dilemma, Bart Groothuis, a Dutch member of the European Parliament,
proposes what amounts to targeted deterrence using unlawful means.
This is already practiced in cyberspace, where countries targeted by
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state-sponsored attacks retaliate in-kind. Groothuis, however, proposes
that allied countries should also be able to avenge an unlawful attack with
unlawful means.
Therefore, the EU and NATO, together with their allies, should
strive for a reinterpretation or legal development. A coalition of
democratic countries could state in an international agreement
that they reserve the right to take collective countermeasures
if one of them falls victim to an internationally wrongful act.61
Such retaliation could be a last resort. However, Western governments
signaling to gray-zone aggressors that their illegal actions will be avenged
in-kind no longer occupy the moral high ground that separates Western
democracies from their rivals. In addition, such collective commitment to
illegal acts would further undermine the rules-based international order. A
more promising approach may be to redefine what constitutes “wartime”
in wartime powers—a change unlikely to happen quickly—and communicate this to adversaries.
The answer must instead be to innovate, exploiting surprise, fear, and
the fact that Western countries are more attractive than their rivals are.
Despite its limitations, the UK government’s retaliation over the Skripal
attack demonstrates what is possible with imagination and clever use of
the West’s levers. If, however, the West begins using the same illegal tools
of gray-zone aggression that its adversaries use (or even signals that it will
do so), it needlessly contributes to escalation in the gray zone. The US
government’s assassination of Qassem Soleimani in January 2020 clearly
provided an excuse for adversaries to, in turn, assassinate US officials outside an armed conflict. Such assassination attempts may still occur.
The most consequential prospective punishment is, of course, military
force. To date, only Israel has responded to gray-zone aggression with military action, as it did in 2019 when it bombed a Hamas building in the Gaza
Strip in retaliation against a cyberattack.62 Even though it is highly unlikely
that Western countries would use military force to avenge gray-zone
aggression, it must nevertheless remain an option. This is particularly
the case with gray-zone aggression that leads to loss of life. The cyberattack on Mumbai in October 2020, which caused a power outage that left
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millions without power and caused the death of several residents, was initially thought to have been caused by China, but a government minister
subsequently attributed the outage to human error. Whatever the cause of
Mumbai’s power cut, loss of life caused by cyberattacks remains a serious
concern. India’s Chief of Defence Staff Gen. Bipin Rawat subsequently said
that “we know that China is capable of launching cyberattacks on us, and
that can disrupt a large amount of our systems.”63 Given the prospect of
cyberattacks claiming lives, Western governments should unequivocally
signal that, should this kind of attack be directed against one of their countries and possible other allied countries, they will not hesitate to respond
with military force.
In addition to signaling that gray-zone attacks causing loss of life may be
avenged with military force (which is different from signaling that generic
illegal gray-zone activities will be avenged this way), these governments
should signal that they will reserve for themselves the right to decide
against whom the force will be directed. Precision strikes are particularly
useful in this context, as they allow the defending country to signal that it
will strike directly involved individuals while minimizing innocent loss of
life. This allows the defender to maintain the moral high ground.
The tools discussed here will have varying degrees of effectiveness,
and some may not suit every country. In addition, decision makers may
discover new deterrents. Either way, the objective should be to identify
and use innovative tools not just because gray-zone deterrence allows
for experimentation but also because the West’s rivals constantly experiment. Regularly introducing new deterrents will strengthen the crucial
surprise-and-fear element.
The Hedgehog Way of Latent Punishment. How does one build and
communicate deterrence by punishment when aggression is latent, amorphous, and takes place below the threshold of armed conflict? How can
governments build and signal deterrence when it is often difficult to pinpoint when aggression has taken place? When, exactly, does venture capital funding cross from cutthroat business to a gray-zone activity? At which
step in an island-construction or “borderization” process should retaliation take place—that is, what should Western countries signal to any country contemplating such violations of neighboring territory?
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Addressing threats posed by terrorism, asymmetric military strategies,
and proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, Gen. Kevin Chilton
and Greg Weaver made observations in 2009 that are equally relevant for
gray-zone aggression.
Peacetime activities can make use of deterrent means that take
time to have their desired effects or that require repetition to
be effective. They expand the range of deterrence options at our
disposal. Conducting activities in peacetime also allows time
to assess carefully the impact of our deterrence efforts and to
adjust if they are ineffective or have unintended consequences.64
Although the peacetime-wartime distinction does not apply to gray-zone
aggression, Chilton and Weaver’s suggestion—in essence, to treat deterrence by punishment as a latent form of deterrence—holds great relevance.
It answers the dilemma of when to retaliate—or preferably, to signal that
retaliation will happen—when the aggression consists of a long string of
minor activities, each of which individually does not warrant retaliation.
Indeed, considering the fluidity of gray-zone forms of aggression (and in
the case of cyberattacks and other somewhat more easily detectable forms
of aggression, the difficulty of attributing them to sponsoring governments), liberal democracies should not link all their deterrence messaging
to specific hostile actions. That makes latent deterrence a form of general deterrence, which signals that a nation—supported by allies through
extended deterrence—will punish aggressors.
As Chilton and Weaver note, again referring to terrorism and asymmetric military strategies, “Conducting deterrence activities in peacetime may
prevent the crisis from developing in the first place or may reduce the risk
of waiting until we are in crisis to take deterrent action.”65 This is also a
promising strategy in gray-zone deterrence. One might call it persistent
engagement across the gray zone. Instead of signaling major punishment
for specific acts, such latent deterrence can signal that targeted countries
will punish behavior that forms part of a pattern and that they will decide
the timing for doing so. Latent punishment, in other words, functions like
a hedgehog, which can deter low-intensity aggression that forms part of
the environment but certainly cannot stave off major attacks. This means a
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seemingly small infraction—for example, an act of IP theft or the addition
of one set of concrete infrastructure to a nonexistent island—may trigger
limited retaliation.
Referring to offensive cyber, Omand describes how it might be used
by hacking back, penetrating and disrupting the networks and
systems of the attackers, to create difficulty and discomfort and
make attacks more costly. Such persistent engagement is therefore a contribution to deterrence by denial. . . . But it is unlikely
to cause an actual cessation of such activity, just as the threat of
long prison sentences certainly inconveniences the few criminals that are caught and takes them temporarily out of circulation, but it does not stop criminals trying to commit crime. Nor
does it stop them improving their techniques to lower the risk
of being caught.66
Indeed, in the cyber domain, latent deterrence—akin to police stop-andsearch methods—is perhaps the best use of offensive capabilities. While
Israel frequently engages in larger-scale “hack backs” against its adversaries, China and Russia are indisputably more powerful cyber adversaries
than the groups that attack Israel in cyberspace are.
Kahn’s and Schelling’s focus on fear and surprise is useful in the context of latent deterrence. Defending countries can take advantage of the
uncertainty regarding when the threshold has been reached that will trigger retaliation, to signal that they alone decide when it has been reached.
Because fear and surprise amplify the deterrent effect, the uncertainty
regarding when the injured parties or their allies will respond may convince the aggressor that the risk of punishment whose timing and content
is unknown supersedes the expected benefit.
Targeted countries must, however, communicate this is their intention.
If they issue only vague pronouncements—such as “we will respond in a
time and manner of our choosing”—their adversaries have little content to
use in their cost-benefit calculations and may, as a result, ignore the deterrence signaling altogether. Defenders should instead signal what forms or
levels of gray-zone aggression risk punishment and indicate what that punishment might be, again without providing details.
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Signaling retaliation, however, may inadvertently cause escalation.
Armed forces everywhere develop “escalate to de-escalate” strategies. The
weakness of these strategies—that the adversary can choose to escalate
in response rather than de-escalate—also plagues escalation in the gray
zone. In the gray zone, the risk associated with latent deterrence by punishment is that it will lead the adversary to revise its cost-benefit calculation and will create a Hobbesian state in which globalization is impeded by
constant low-intensity antagonism. If every act of gray-zone aggression is
accompanied by latent deterrence by punishment (albeit against the very
real forms of gray-zone aggression outlined in previous chapters), not only
will it affect the globalized economy but also the punishment will no longer generate fear or surprise in the adversary. Indeed, the adversary may
consider it the price for engaging in gray-zone aggression and respond by
signaling escalatory punishment.
Tailored Deterrence. Latent deterrence is likely to change some
cost-benefit calculations. Targeted countries, however, must also use a
heavier deterrence arsenal to influence an adversary’s cost-benefit calculation before a major act of aggression in such a way that the adversary
cannot absorb the blow. This deterrence should be tailored to specific
countries and thus complement hedgehog-style latent deterrence, which
would not be potent enough to prevent, say, a crippling cyberattack or the
construction of artificial islands. Schelling observes,
Forcibly a country can repel and expel, penetrate and occupy,
seize, exterminate, disarm and disable, confine, deny access,
and directly frustrate intrusion or attack. It can, that is, if it has
enough strength. “Enough” depends on how much an opponent has.67
Choosing from the tools discussed above and any prospective tools outlined by individual countries, Western governments could use the same
tailored signaling that NATO countries employed vis-à-vis their different
recipients during the Cold War. Now as then, the key point is to signal
major punishment that will hurt the respective recipient. The threat of
withheld microchip exports will, for example, frighten China more than
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it would North Korea. The latter is, in turn, likely to be rattled by Western
governments signaling they will avenge cyberattacks that steal money with
cyberattacks sabotaging North Korean currency holdings. Based on the
presence of Russian and Chinese elites in Western countries, Russia and
China are likely to change their cost-benefit calculations if Western countries communicate that, in cases of gray-zone aggression, they will revoke
visas of individuals of their choosing. Both countries would also be vulnerable to the threat of withheld Western luxury goods, entertainment, or
cutting-edge industrial components. That prospect would rattle Iran less
than would the prospect of a massive cyberattack, as the country is already
largely cut off from Western goods and makes do with ersatz products.
The question is, of course, what constitutes the gray-zone aggression
that the West would seek to deter through tailored tools. Conventional military aggression is easier to deter because it is mostly clear when it occurs,
but with gray-zone aggression, the deterrer must decide what constitutes
an unacceptable measure of aggression. Which types (and what frequency)
of gray-zone aggression cannot credibly be deterred through a hedgehog
approach and instead require more-substantive threats of punishment?
Loss of life must fall into this category. If Western countries and their
allies are seen accepting loss of life within their borders, it will imperil
their governments’ credibility vis-à-vis their own citizens and embolden
adversaries. The protection of life is, of course, why governments monopolize violence. This means a cyberattack that results in loss of life must
be treated as an armed attack, with tailored deterrence signaling that the
targeted country and its allies may respond with military means.
Borderization, artificial island construction, and other border-alteration
tricks also fall into this category, as the outcome is a permanent violation
of another country’s sovereignty. In addition, perpetrators of borderization and artificial island construction clearly view acquisition of additional
territory in this manner as strategically important, as it is a major undertaking. To the aggressor countries, the threat of minor punishment can
thus easily be accommodated in the cost-benefit calculation. The challenge with gray-zone border changes is, of course, that they are gradual
and that there is, as a result, no clear point where defense and thus deterrence would be logical. In the case of China’s island construction, even
though it was clearly occurring and the US Navy urged the Barack Obama
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administration to intervene, the lack of an obvious “enough-is-enough”
point caused the administration to prevaricate to the extent that the US
government never forcefully intervened.
This muddled view in the gray zone, which makes it difficult for targeted
countries to discern precisely what is occurring, is what makes gray-zone
aggression so attractive. That makes it incumbent on defenders to specify—
perhaps arbitrarily—what constitutes the point where enough is enough.
For border alterations, the enough-is-enough point may be the first piece
of infrastructure installed; for deadly cyberattacks, it may be when the first
person dies (as opposed to when the targeted country has complete certainty regarding the identity of a sponsoring government, which may never
materialize). Whatever the point is, Western governments and their allies
should agree on it and communicate to the prospective perpetrator that
they are united and will retaliate against gray-zone aggression that they
consider crosses a line.
They should not, however, include the specific enough-is-enough point
in their deterrence messaging. Doing so removes the fear factor. More
importantly, if the deterrence signaling is not followed by action if the
adversary proceeds with the aggression, the deterrence crumbles. As the
US Cyberspace Solarium Commission notes, “Rather than clearly communicating an ultimatum to a target, which may tie their hands and create
politically infeasible ‘red lines,’ states may prefer to retain strategic ambiguity and flexibility.”68
Such a redline failure occurred in 2012, when President Obama sought
to deter the Syrian government from using chemical weapons against its
own citizens. “We have been very clear to the Assad regime that a red
line for us is we start seeing a whole bunch of chemical weapons moving around or being utilized. That would change my calculus,” he said.69
Yet the following year, when the international community documented
the Syrian government using chemical weapons against its own citizens,
the US government failed to intervene. The Assad regime and the international community concluded that the Obama administration’s redlines
were not to be taken seriously.
Friends with Extended Deterrence. While Western countries spend considerable time bickering with one another, the fact that they have allies,
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however imperfect, is a key asset in deterrence. This is even more important because their adversaries have, at most, fleeting companions. Writing
about conventional deterrence, Chilton and Weaver note that
US friends and allies share our interest in deterrence success.
Because of their different perspectives, different military capabilities, and different means of communication at their disposal,
they offer much that can refine and improve our deterrence
strategies and enhance the effectiveness of our deterrence activities. It is to our advantage (and theirs) to involve them more
actively in “waging deterrence” in the twenty-first century.
One of the most important contributions our friends and
allies can make to our deterrence campaigns is to provide alternative assessments of competitors’ perceptions. Allied insights
into how American deterrence activities may be perceived by
both intended and unintended audiences can help us formulate
more effective plans.70
This is equally true for deterrence of gray-zone aggression. No Western
country has access to every tool of punishment outlined above, and some
may have additional tools. Just as in extended deterrence of conventional
and nuclear threats, extended deterrence of gray-zone threats means allies
benefit from the umbrella extended by others. The differences are that, in
the gray zone, even small allies can extend umbrellas and even the United
States can benefit from them doing so. Latvia and Portugal, for example,
have golden-visa systems that attract many Russian citizens. Sweden and
Germany are strong in high-tech manufacturing and could withhold vital
exports, while Italy and France could suspend exports of luxury goods.
Australia, too, could suspend exports. Companies in numerous countries
produce entertainment content they could withhold. The United States
and the UK bring particular strengths in offensive cyber and, of course,
military power.
This whole-of-society approach makes extended deterrence more than
just the sum of its member-state parts. Niklas Karlsson, a Social Democrat
who serves as vice chair of the Swedish parliament’s defense committee,
pointed out that “to have any power whatsoever vis-à-vis China, you need
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allies. But even with allies we’re smaller than China.”71 Collectively, however, Western countries, including their private sectors, can turn off the
tap on a phenomenal range of goods and services that their adversaries
take for granted, with governments inflicting additional damage through
cyberattacks and even conventional military force. That damage would be
stronger yet with selective national service programs in place, as governments could draw on graduates to help surge any punishment effort. All
these capabilities should be communicated to adversaries.
Timing is also vitally important precisely because so many pieces of
gray-zone aggression may seem trivial in isolation but collectively cause
significant damage. In addition, just as a country that signals it will be
able to mobilize only a week after an attack hardly changes an attacker’s cost-benefit calculation, countries that signal they will need time
to collectively determine how to respond to gray-zone aggression and
then organize the response risk being unable to deter it. Indeed, such
delayed reprisal would seem disconnected from the aggression and thus
be ineffective.
Although the UK government managed to assemble a group of allies
within days after the Skripal attack, responding to an easy-to-identify and
easy-to-condemn attack on two individuals is far less challenging than is
responding to other types of gray-zone aggression, in which the deed is
gradual, invisible to the public, and potentially affecting far more people.
By signaling unity and resolve, countries can make gray-zone aggression
less likely. Again, if the deterrence signaling does not happen until after
a serious case of aggression, it is too late. Today, however, Western allies’
lack of coordination and collective resolve means they are unable to signal
that they will collectively and speedily avenge aggression in the gray zone,
as such signaling would not be taken seriously. There is, as a result, currently no extended deterrence below the level of armed conflict.
Useful first steps would be for willing countries to form a gray-zone
defense coalition, establish a protocol and responses for gray-zone scenarios, and then exercise these procedures. Like military exercises, these steps
would also play a part in deterrence signaling. With such a defense alliance
in place, countries could respond much faster in case of a serious attack,
and more importantly, they could also collectively signal their ability to act
swiftly and collectively.
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Extended deterrence is also vital if businesses are involved. Even companies that have operations in China and other gray-zone adversary countries or sell to those markets already lose considerable sums because of IP
theft and cyber aggression and face serious disorder (and, again, money
loss) when supply chains are disrupted or their imports or exports are
suspended. They are, in other words, frenemies of countries that engage
in gray-zone aggression. Their losses resulting from a range of gray-zone
activities including IP theft, however, mean they will ultimately benefit if
the activities subside because the West has demonstrated through convincing deterrence that it will not tolerate such activities. It is thus in these
companies’ interest to help even as they want to maintain friendly relations with every foreign market, especially China.
To be sure, as participation in the responses outlined above involves
temporary loss of revenue, businesses are likely to hesitate. This is especially true for publicly listed ones that are measured on quarterly earnings.
If governments introduce briefings between the government and business
leaders, however, executives are more likely to understand the wider context of gray-zone aggression. As with citizen and business participation in
resilience, it is vital for the respective governments to be fully transparent
about the gray-zone aggression businesses are being asked to help counter.
In addition, extended deterrence means a significant number of Western countries could participate. That would make participation more palatable for businesses as their peers from many other countries could also
participate, strengthening the power of deterrence and minimizing participating companies’ exposure. Extended deterrence involving not just participating countries but also companies based in those countries would be
the equivalent of threatening a general strike: Goods and services would
simply not be delivered.
NATO’s dual-track strategy, on which the alliance decided in 1979,
has relevance for gray-zone aggression today. Just as it was vital for the
alliance to counter Soviet stationing of nuclear weapons in East Germany while maintaining a disarmament dialogue, Western governments
should respond to gray-zone aggression by China, Iran, North Korea,
Russia (ordered alphabetically), and any future practitioners through not
just deterrence but also dialogue. Credible deterrence, of course, ensures
more-meaningful dialogue.

Concluding Reflections

A

s this book was nearing its completion, China Mobile—China’s largest
mobile network provider—awarded contracts as part of its massive
5G rollout. In a previous China Mobile contract round, Ericsson of Sweden
had won 11 percent of the contract volume, but this time China Mobile
awarded Ericsson a mere 2 percent.1 Ericsson’s Nordic rival Nokia, which
had won nothing in the previous round, suddenly got a share of the desirable contract. Around the same time, Ericsson presented its latest quarterly results, and an odd picture emerged. Overall, Ericsson had done well,
its global sales increasing by 8 percent since the same quarter the previous
year. In China, though, sales had fallen.2
Ericsson’s products had not deteriorated in quality: Its booming global
sales were evidence of trust in its technology. Its fate on the Chinese market did, however, come as no surprise to those watching geopolitical developments. As discussed in this book, Chinese officials had been warning for
months that Ericsson would suffer in China unless the Swedish Post and
Telecom Authority (PTS) reversed its decision to exclude Huawei from
Sweden’s 5G network. When civil servants at the PTS failed to comply
with Beijing’s demands, Ericsson suddenly found itself virtually frozen out
of China Mobile’s massive 5G build-out and saw other sales fall in China.
It was abundantly clear that Ericsson, a private company, was being punished for government decisions in Sweden, where it happens to be headquartered. Nokia’s home country of Finland, meanwhile, had said nothing
about excluding Huawei from its 5G network.
A short time later, in early August 2021, the oil tanker Mercer Street,
traveling through the Gulf of Oman, was hit by a weapon thought to have
been a drone. The attack killed the tanker’s Romanian captain and a British security guard employed to help protect the ship against piracy. Why
would someone attack a run-of-the-mill, Liberian-flagged oil tanker? The
governments of Romania, the UK, and the United States soon concluded
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that Iran was behind the attack.3 While the Mercer Street is owned by a
Japanese firm, it is managed by London-based Zodiac Maritime, which is
owned by Israeli billionaire Eyal Ofer. “You can attack a Japanese-owned,
Liberian-flagged vessel simply because it’s linked to an Israeli billionaire.
It’s a very useful way of launching deniable attacks that don’t directly target your adversary,” Cormac McGarry, a maritime analyst with the risk
consultancy Control Risks, told me at the time.4 Indeed, Iran and Israel
have for the past couple years been engaging in a proxy conflict in which
both sides harm civilian ships affiliated with the other country.
Both events—Ericsson’s misfortune in China and the attack on the Mercer Street—demonstrate how gray-zone aggression is intensifying and how
targeted countries struggle to respond to the aggression, let alone deter it.
While China Mobile is ultimately owned by the Chinese government, it is
a private company and has the right to award contracts as it wishes. It may
be obvious to Ericsson, the Swedish government, other governments, and
indeed everyone watching the drama unfold that Beijing was punishing
Ericsson as a vulnerable proxy of the Swedish government, but Beijing has
plausible deniability. So does Iran in the case of the Mercer Street.
The intensifying aggression against globalized businesses as witnessed
during summer 2021 makes deterrence in the gray zone even more urgent.
The policy suggestions for both deterrence by denial (including resilience)
and deterrence by punishment are likely to be adopted by some countries
and should help trigger an inspired discussion among policymakers in
other countries—but also among business leaders and the wider public.
If these three parts of Western societies do not work together, gray-zone
aggression will continue to flourish.
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